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We are at the beginning of a new century, 

we are laying the foundation of a new nation. 

What that century will bring forth, what 

that nation will become, must largely depend 

on our use of our God-given talents. We 

are proud of our bright young country. We 

want it to be free of the terrible evils 

that have compassed older lands. 

White Ribbon, march, 1901, pp. 6-7. 
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ABSTRACT 

In 1893 the Liberal Government in New Zealand under R.J. Seddon 

introduced and passed the Alcoholic Liquors Sale Control Act. This 

marked the beginning of a new era in New Zealand's liquor licensing 

system and encouraged through its provision for triennial liquor 

polls the development of a highly organised and widely supported 

prohibition movement. This thesis examines the progress of this 

movement from the first liquor poll in 1894 to the poll of 1914 in an 

attempt to understand the social and political significance of the 

prohibition issue. 

The ideology of prohibition was an expression of a late nine

teenth century middle class society which adhered to particular values 

drawn from a puritan philosophy and adapted to a capitalist and 

laissez-fairs economic outlook. Such an outlook placed considerable 

emphasis on the values of sobriety, thrift and industry as the means 

to self-improvement and respectability. Expenditure on alcohol was 

considered a major cause of poverty, disease, crime and waste which 

hindered a person's progress towards economic independence and social 

respectability. It was not surprising, therefore, that as a result 

of the social and economic difficulties occasioned by the long 

depression of the 1880s and early 1890s a large section of the dominant 

social, economic and political group, the middle class, should espouse 

such a reform programme as prohibition. This programme appeared to 

provide considerable economic and social advantages, especially for 

the working class, without necessitating any fundamental changes in 

New Zealand's capitalist economic and social system. 
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Prohibition was thus a middle class ideology, supported and led 

by the pietistic and non-episcopal churches and aimed at helping the 

unregenerate working class. It did, nonetheless, attract considerable 

support from the working class, especially from skilled workers 

aspiring to middle class respectability. The connection between the 

prohibition movement and the working class was thus complex throughout 

the 1894-1914 period. The prohibition movement increasingly opposed 

the developing social and political divisions which appeared to be the 

result of the socialist philosophy of the growing labour movement, 

while the labour movement became increasingly suspicious of the 

prohibitionists' motives and their effect on labour unity. 

The emphasis within the prohibitionist ideology on the importance 

of the home and the mother in shaping society's values as New Zealand 

developed from a frontier society into a mor8 complex, civilised and 

sophisticated society at the beginning of the twentieth century 

stressed further the middle class nature of the movement. The result-

ing assumption that women would be particularly interested in supporting 

the movement eventually had to be modified, however, as the woman's 

vote appeared to follow a pattern similar to that of men. 

Politically the prohibition movement was believed to have 

considerable effect, though the nature of this effect was not understood 

at the time. The incessant legislative demands of the prohibitionists 

and the regular occurrence of the triennial li~ensing polls ensured, 

however, that the issue remained in the forefront of New Zealand's 

political and social life throughout this period. It was not until 

1914 that this puritan attempt to dictate New Zealand 1 s moral standards 

and social and economic structures appeared to be declining. · 
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PREFACE 

This thesis attempts to reveal the nature of the prohibition 

movement in New Zealand in the period 1894-1914: what was its ideology 

and aim; who supported it; what had it achieved by the outbreak of 

World War I; and how did it relate to the wider economic, social and 

political issues of this period? 

By the 1890s "temperance" and "prohibition" tended to be used 

interchangeably to mean abstention from and the abolition of alcoholic 

liquor. Throughout this thesis, therefore, this meaning is attached 

to both these words. lUhere "temperance" has been used to mean the 

temperate or moderate use of alochol this has been made clear in the 

text. Similarly "no-license" and "prot)ibition" have been used inter-

changeably as, while the practice of no-license did not mean total 

prohibition, the ultimate aim of the no-license movement was total 

prohibition. The spelling of the noun "no-license" has been kept in 

its original used form, though in reference to "licences" the modern 

spelling is adopted. 

Four areas will be noticeably absent from this thesis. The first 

concerns the maoris and the King Country. The King Country was not 

subject to the triennial liquor polls but was governed by a special 

arrangement between the maori chiefs and the Government undertaken in 

1884. 1 Similarly the maori members~ Parliament have been excluded 

from the calculations concerning the attitudes of parliamentarians and 

political candidates to prohibition, and especially in the effect of 

prohibition on politics. This has been done because the four maori 

1. For full discussion on the King Country see P.J.L. Skerman, 
'The Dry Era- A History of Prohibition in the King Countr~ 
~884-1954', (unpublished m.A. thesis, University of Aucklan~ 
1972). 
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electorates were less affected by the liquor issue than the European 

electorates, as liquor polls were not held in them every three years. 

They were not, in effect, licensing districts. 

Second, despite complete access to the files of the New Zealand 

Alliance, I could not find much manuscript material of that organisation 

prior to the 1920s. This seems to have been the result of a fire 

at the turn of the century, and possibly of several changes of head

quarters for the Alliance since its establishment. 

The third area lacking thorough discussion concerns the opinions 

of the liquor trade based on liquor trade sources such as correspondence 

and trade journals such as the licensed Victuallers' Gazette and the 

Trade Review. It has proved impossible to track down such sources 

despite considerable effort by the author and by librarians throughout 

the country. Communications with the Hotel Association of New Zealand, 

the New Zealand liquor Industry Council and th~ Speight family of 

Dunedin have also proved fruitless. Some letterbooks and minute 

books of the Brewers', Wine and Spirit merchants' Association did come 

to hand in the last few months of research. Apart from these, however, 

all references to the liquor trade have been based on material drawn 

from pamphlets by trade supporters, from daily newspapers, and from 

reprinted reports of the trade's affairs in prohibitionist journals. 

Finally, for two reasons no thorough statistical analysis of the 

various liquor polls has been included, though this was the author's 

original intention. First, any attempt to correlate support for no

license and prohibition, as reflected at the liquor polls, with 

variables such as age, sex and marital structure and religious 

affiliation by licensing districts has proved impossible. The data 

in the Census of New Zealand is by county and borough, which have 
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absolutely no relevance to electoral or licensing district boundaries. 

At best some broad trends based on simple percentages are possible, 

2 
though inadequate. The emphasis of this thesis was, therefore, 

changed, and detailed analysis of liquor polls is only undertaken 

where sufficiently interesting ·and significant results occur. 

There is much work yet to be done before a complete picture of 

the prohibition movement and its effects in this period 1894-1914 will 

be obtained. One element that has emerged in the research for this 

thesis is the importance in the prohibition campaign of local issues 

and local leaders in individual communities. I have no doubt as to 

the value of any future research at the individual licensing district 

level and at a regional level. The role of the Church will also bear 

more investigation, and again especially at the local level with 

concentration on a few major churches and their membership. 3 Other 

aspects such as crime, drunkenness and domestic life will add to the 

picture of the effect of alcohol on New Zealand society, though in 

these fields the statistics are by no means complete. 4 • There is 

also still a need for a complete study of the period between 1914 and 

1930 at both the national and local levels. It was not until the late 

1920s that the movement showed signs of declining as a major social 

2. For an excellent example see R.K. Newman, 'New Zealand's ~ote 

for Prohibition in 1911', NZJH, 9, n.o. 1, (April, 1975), 
pp.52-71, in which the prohibition movement is analysed by 
this simple method in such a way that would make it 
difficult to better given the inadequate nature of the data 
available. 

3. For an example of such possible research see K. Furniss, 'A 
Social History of the moray Place Congregational Church', 
(unpublished B.A.(Hons) thesis, University of Otago, 1975). 

4. A.K. Burtt, 'Aspects of Drunkenness in Wanganui, 1880-1920 1 , 

(unpublished m.A. thesis, massey University, 1973), and 
P.A. Gregory, 'Saving the Children in New Zealand: a study 
of social attitudes towards larrikinism in the later 

qineteenth century' (unpublished B.A.(Hons) thesis, 
massey University, i975), are two examples of such research. 
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phenomenon. The effect of illorld War I, the economic conditions and 

social and technological developments of the 1920s provide new elements 

that ~ffect the nature and appeal of the prohibition movement and the 

churches. 

In undertaking the writing of this thesis I have incurred debts 

to many people, not least of whom are my tutorial colleagues at Otago 

University during 1977. They provided those moments of levity as 

well as criticism in the final stages of writing. To Ann Gillies I am 

deeply grateful for the help she gave in the proof-reading of the final 

copy. To Glenn King, Pat and Allan Sargison I owe more than just than,ks 

for their practical hospitality while I was researching in Wellington 

and Auckland. I also wish to thank the staffs of the following 

institutions for their time and help in the research stage of this 

thesis: Hocken Library, University of Otago Library, Dunedin Public 

Library, Otago Early Settlers museum, Knox College Library, Selwyn 

College Library, University of Auckland Library, Auckland Public 

Library, University of Canterbury Library, Canterbury museum Library, 

Alexander Turnbull Library, General Assembly Library, National Archives, 

New Zealand Baptist Theological College Library, the New Zealand 

Temperance Alliance Head Office, Wellington, the Women's Christian 

Temperance Union headquarters in Nelson, the Diocesan Office of the 

Anglican Church, Dunedin, Waihi Public Library, Thames Valley News Ltd., 

New Zealand Trutn Ltd., and the New Zealand Tablet Company. I would 

also like to thank miss D.H. moss of the North East Valley branch of 

the W.C.T.U., mrs J.H. Grigg, a former executive member of the 

N.Z.W.C.T.U., mrs L. Ross of the Otago University Computing Centre, and 

my supervisor, Dr. E.N. Olssen, for his encouragement and criticism. The 

funding of this thesis has been made possible by scholarships granted by 

the Knox College Council, Dunedin, and the University Grants Committee, 
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. t" 2 Cl l8S, In New Zealand it was something different again. fi young 

socie was moving towards nationhood, albeit slowly, and a movement 

that had begun in response to the effects of a harsh and inhospitable 

colonial frontier developed into a movement to impose upon the 

country a set of values of a particular section of that society at a 

time when New Zealand was trying to decide for itself how it would 

develop politically, economically and socially. 

The long depression of the 1880s and the early 1890s brought to 

the fore in New Zealand society the social and economic disparities and 

tensions that existed, especially in urban areas, between rich and 
'7 

poor, capital and labour, conservative and radical.J In ar1 attempt 

to overcome these disparities the professional, business and small 

farming sections of the community tried to encourage the poorer 

sections of the community to be thrifty, industrious and sober in or~r 

to improve their own economic lot. Some legislation to facilitate 

these moves to self-improvement was attempted, especially in the 

4 
areas of land and labour, by the Liberal Government of the 1890s 

Sections within this predominant economic and political group 

advocated other reforms as well, aimed at the moral improvement of the 

individual as the first step towards self-improvement. Such reforms 

included the abolition of gambling, Sabbath Day observance and pro-

hibition of alcohol from use in society. The prohibition movement 

2. J.R. Gusfield, Symbolic .Crusade: Status Politic~ and the 
Amer:l£an Temperance movement, (Urbana, 1963), p. 110; 
R.A. Hohner, 1 The Prohibitionists: Who Were Thsy? 1 , 

South Atlantic Quarterly, 68, (1969), pp. 491-505; 
S.J. fYlennell, 'Prohibition: a Sociological View', Journal 
of American Studies, 3 1 no. 2, (1969), PPe 168-169_; ___ _ 
J.H. Timberlake, Prohibition and the Progreesive Movement, 
1900~1920, (Cambridge, Massachusetts 1963)~ pp. 8~10. 

3 K. Sinclair, A History of New ZealandJ. (London, rev.ed.~ 
1969), pp. 161-171. 

4. ibid., pp. 172-188. 



was the most influential of such reform movements because cf the 

interest generated from 1894 onwards by the triennial polls on the 

existence of licensed bars. 

The prohibitionists could see that the social and economic 

tensions were leading tc stratification of society into distinct 

groups or classes, especially when a labour movement based on 

socialist ideas began to develop as an alternative response to the 

needs of the poorer sections of society. 5 This threatened the pro-

hibitionists• liberal concept of a unified society. Prohibition was 

one attempt to remove these tensions and to prevent any serious 

social stratification. If offered a remedy for the economic, 

political, social and moral problems of the period without requiring 

any alteration of the existing capitalistic economic structure of the 

country. At the same time the prohibitionists were attempting to 

influence the structure and values of society by having it accept 

their predominantly middle class, puritan, IJictorianmorality of 

sobriety, thrift, industry and self-improvement a~d their concept of 

the suburban nuclear family. 

It is the fundamental thesis of this work that the prohibition 

movement in New Zealand at the beginning of the twentieth century was 

primarily an expression of a particular section of the middle class's 

concern with these social, economic, physical and political problems 

that were becoming apparent. If successful prohibition would solve 

these problems, which in turn would mean, or so the prohibitionists 

believed, the continued predominance of their middle class traditions, 

5. B.S. Gustafson, 'The .Advent of the New Zealand Labour 
Party, 1900-19i9 1 , (unpublished m.A. thesis, University 
of Aucklar1d, 1961); ·B. Brown, Th~j,;;S.§l_Df New Zealand 
Labour, (wei1ingto11, 1962) pp. 1~17" 
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values and institutions and hence middle class leadership of society. 

While the prohibition movement was, therefore, an attempt to avoid 

serious stratification of society, it was also an expression of the 

division that already existed. 

The concept of social class has had many definitions over the 

years, but it is now generally accepted that several variables are 

involved in providing this definition: income, source of income, 

occupation, residential area, and education are the most common 

variables offered. To ~ese should be added language and rhetoric if 

the culture of a particular class is to be undarstood. 6 These two 

variables provide a means of defining a social group's perception of 

itself and its relationship with other social groupings. They also 

offer an understanding of a group 1 s values and attitudes on various 

issues, and these in turn might offer further evidence of different 

social groupings in society. Depending on how developed class 

consciousness is in a given community 9 a further variable in defining 

this consciousness may be found in political action. What, for 

example does the existence of a distinct Labour party say about a 

group 1 s perception of itself in relation to the whole of society, 

compared with a Liberal-labour alliance, or even a Liberal-Conservative 

antagonism'? What is the reaction of these various political groupings 

to issues that effect different sections of the community, issues such 

as labour legislation, land legislation, taxation and trade? 

The emphasis throughout all this, especially in the historical 

context, is not on what the situation was but on what people perceived 

6. see R.P. Baker, 'Labour History, Social Science, and the 
Concept of the Working Class 1 , LabOL-!f_ Historv 1 14, no. 1, 
(1973), pp. 98-105. 



the situation to be, how they saw themselves in relation to their 

neighbours and to the rest of society and how they reacted as a 

result of this perception. The strength of a particular class is 

related to how well each individual relates to a like individual in 

the socio-economic scale~ and how this group of individuals relates to 

other but different groups. The unity of interest of one group as 

opposed to another group will result in the development of class 

consciousness, or "a uni of conception of the world and society in 

accordance with the general class interest The extent of this 

development will depend on the structure of a social situation, scan-

omically, politically, socially and culturally, and what reactions 

this situation provokes. 

It is argued here that in New Zealand during the 1890s and 

until World War I there was a growing class consciousness, not only 

amongst the working class but also amongst the middle class, meaning 

the professional and business groups in society. There was no upper 

or landed class large enough to act as a major separate interest 

group. 

scicie 

The few owners of large estates were atypical of New Zealand 

8 
at this time and were steadily declining by the 1890s. The 

majority of land occupiers were small farmers whose interests were 

opposed to the land monopoly of the large landowners, and who found 

political expression firstly in the Liberal Party and later, as socio-

economic interests developed and diversified, in the emerging Reform 

7. T. Dos Sar-Jtos, 'The Concept of Social Class 1 , Science and 
St:Jcietv~ Winter, (1970), pp" 166-193$ 

B. 5. Eldred-·Grigg, 1 Whatever Happened to the Gentry?', 
~JZJH, 11, no 1 ~ (1:\pril, 1977), pp. 3-27. 
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Par 
9 

The so-called middle class consisted of a wide range of people 

when it came to an economic classification. The occupations of this 

group included mar1agsrial roles in itldustry and commercEJ, professional, 

administrative and clerical work, and self-employment, usually in 

servicing industries. The range of income in such a group was from 

that of the wealthy entrepreneur to the more modest but adequate income 

of the lower middle class whits collar worker. While such a broad 

range of occupations and incomes is undesirable in trying to define the 

middle class, such a situation is inevitable until further study of the 

socio-economic structure of New Zealand's population for this period is 

urrdertaKerl. l~thirr the middle class certain groups were however, 

numerically dominant, especially the small businessman, small farmer 

and white collar worker. This dominance is reflected in the support 

for h . b. l • 10 pro l lClon. 

The difference between the middle and working classes lay in the 

type of occupation pursued, whether it was manual or non-manual. The 

difference between an upper working class artisan and the lower middle 

class clerk or businessman was often not in any difference of income 

but in the distinction between manual and non-manual wor • l.!Jithin the 

working class was a similar economic and social oistinction bstween 

skilled and semi-skilled or unskilled workers, or artisans and general 

9. M.C. Brand, 'A Study of Conservatism, 1890-1911 1 , (unpublis
hed M.A. thesis, Victoria University of Wellington 1 1949 ; 
R.T. Shannon, 'The Decline and Fall of the Liberal Govern
ment', (unpublished .M •• thesis, University of Auckland, 
1953); L~C. IJJebb, 1 The Rise of the Reform P:arty 1 , 

(unpublished m.A. thesis, University of Canterbury 1928), 

10. See Chapter 3. 



labourers and factory hands. Generally speaking this division within 

the working class was as important for much of the period between 1894 

and 1914 as was the difference between the middla and working classes. 

The artisans, with their various craft unions, were often more closely 

allied in outlook to the middle class than to the unskilled masses. 

That this should have been so was to some extent the result of social 

aspiration and deference to the middle class values that characterised 

the prohibition movement - sobriety, thrift and industry, leading to 

self-improvement and respectability. Such deference, especially of 

the skilled workers, haloed in the formation of the political alliance 

of Liberal-Labour during the 1890s, and partly explained artisan suppcrt 

for the Liberal left wing during the early 1900s. Only by the end of 

the period was this deference largely overcome and greater cohesion 

b ~ 'h t t• f ~h I- l h" d ll eLween c e wo sec lons o '~ e woJ~v(ing c ass ac leve • 

Not only did the prohibition movement hinder the growth of a 

distinct working class, but it also revealed the existence of social 

class consciousness in the public mind. This movement came to promin-

ence in the early 1890s after a long period of gestation, a period 

analysed by P.F. McKimmey in 'The Temperance Movement in New Zealand, 

1 8'3c: 1894 d . d . Ch '- 0 12 ~ .~- - 1 , an summar1se. 1n . apLer . ne. 

11. For a discussion on working class consciousness in New 
Zealand in the 1890s and 1900s see E.N. Olssen, 'The 
"Lllorking Class" in IIJew Zealand', NZJH, 8, no l, (April, 
1974), pp. 44-60. 

12. P.F. McKimmey, 1 The Temperance Movement in New Zealand, 
1835-1894 , ~unpublished M.A. thesis, University of 
A 1 l d 1 96 8) l R R · S " 1 D b l · r "- ' f ' h ,UCK an 1 ..c ; a SO , • • CO'C'C, t U ~lC ·~On LI'Ol 0 L ,8 

Liquor Trade in New Zealand, 1840-1899 1 , (unpublished 
M.A. thesis, Victoria University of Wellington, 1952). 
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tar Two examines the ideas on which the prohibition movement 

based i s laims of offering a thorough and necessary means of economic, 

social, physical and moral reform of New Zealand society. l\s a product 

of the wider social fabric of the community, these ideas were more than 

a mere rationale for an intolerant and self-righteous movement. 

ware an expression of a middle class view of society aimed at social 

control and cohesion. At the same time, however, the emphasis and 

attention given to prohibition as a means of reform at the expense of 

any consideration of other reform proposals helped to destroy what 

cohesion existed between the capitalist and labouring sections of the 

.lcommUfllwYo Chapter Three confirms this hypothesis - that the prohib-

ition movement was predominantly a. middle class r~ht=momenon - by analy.s-~ 

ing the support of the movement as revealed in its leadership, in 

voting patterns and at the grass-roots level. Its connections with 

the labour movement, women and the churches ars also discussed in a 

further attempt to show who the prohibitionists wars. The strong 

support for prCJhibition from the pietistic chLD7Ches helps to expl'3in the 

puritan nature of the movement. These churches placed a heavy 

emphasis on personal salvation and adherence to a strict code of 

behaviour, in contrast to the liturgics~ denominations which emphasised 

the importance of the liturgy and sacraments as tha means of salvation 

An outline of the major prohibitionist activities between 1894 

and 1914 as the movement tried to impose on New Zealand by popuJar 

vote its middle class ideas about the structure Bild values of society, 

is provided in Chapters Four to Eight. Two major areas are emphasised: 

the drive by the prohibition movement for changes in the licensing laws; 

and the agitation surrounding the triennial or polls, Through this 
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the development of the movement, both in organisational structure and 

in popular support, will become apparent. Particular attention is 

given to the roles of Seddon, Ward and massey as they attempted to 

control this annoying quasi-political movement, and to the connection 

of women, the labour movement and the moderate voter with the licensing 

issue. In each case the emphasis is on the attitudes and values, 

concepts and expectations, that these sub-groups of society expressed 

through the prohibition movement, to show that within the New Zealand 

context prohibition certainly had a relationship with social class 

patterns. 

The prohibitionists• evangelical enthusiasm and their belief in 

Divine guidance are also best portrayed by examining their actions 

throughout the period of study. While the prohibition movement may, 

in the final analysis, be portrayed as a conservative middle class 

reform movement aiming at social, economic and political control, the 

sincerity of belief of the prohibitionists in the efficacy of their 

reform proposal, and their dedication and moral earnestness, must not 

be lost. Even the apparent decline in prohibitionist support at the 

beginning of World War I did not dampen these moral crusaders' 

enthusiasm. 

The nature of the connection of the prohibition movement with 

politics is examined in more detail in Chapter Nine 9 A general 

analysis of the success rate of political candidates and of the polit

ical affiliation of parliamentary representatives is undertaken in 

order to establish the e~act influence of the pD~hibition issue on the 

political life of New Zealand. It will be seen as a result that the 

movement was predominantly an expression of the middle class capitalist 

establishment and was opposed to separate working class politics. 
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These various threads are tied together in the Conclusion, 

which attempts not only to evaluate the prohibition movement for the 

period 1894-1914, but also to suggest that New Zealand in the 1970s lS 

no nearer to solving the problems caused by alcohol abuse than were 

the prohibitionists in 1914 when their popular support began to decline. 



lL 

THE BATTLE BREWS 

The connection of alcohol with a frontier society is a common 
~ 

theme in history, and nineteenth century New Zealand was no exception. 1 

For many people un the frontier alcohol offered an escape from squalor, 

loneliness, isolation and poverty. Those settlers who had gone on to 

the land found themselves isolated bv distance and bush from their neigh-

bours; thoss who stayed in the towns faced primitive conditions and few, 

if any, amenities; those who went to the goldfields found little on 

which to spend new-won wealth or to console them in failure except 

gambling and booze. In such conditions alcohol was a friend and a 

solace, and was d:runk in large quantities. 

Alcohol was a psychological prop for many people homesick for 

Great Britain. They had left for New Zealand with high hopes of a new 

and better life, little realising all that would be expected of them 

and all that they would have to endure in order to create a civilised 

existence in New Zealand's wilderness. The less of friends and the 

uncertainties of their new situation put serious strains on people, some 

of whom might have sought release through drink, many of whom found 

drink an easy way to escape new problems, at least temporarily. The:re 

were few other means of escape. Entertainment had to be self-made; 

the pub often became a community centre where one heard what news there 

was to hear talked with one's new friends, and drank. 

1. For a fuller discussion of the drink problem in nineteenth 
century N.Z. see McKimmey, pp.cit,; also J.A.D. Adams, 
Early Days of the No-License Movement, (Dunedin,l909). 



This situation w&s only aggravated by the fact that for most of 

the nineteenth century New Zealand was predominantly a male society. 2 

There were not enough women for those many single men who had come to 

the goldfields, or to work on the public works schemes, or to become 

farmhand3. Once again solace from loneliness was sought in the bottle. 

Added to all these factors was the fact that most of New 

Zealand 1 s settlers were from the lower echelons of British society, 

people trying to escape the drudgery of industrial labour, the inhos-

pitable surroundings of the industrial towns, the lack of opportunity 

to possess one•s own farm or business, the poverty from which there 

seemed no escape, the insecurity which was their only lot if they 

stayed in Britain. With them they brought the habits of their class, 

one of which was drinking. At home the pub had been their social 

life, the bottle their escape from the misery of their 
~ 

surrourldin<::js.-

It is little wonder that in a new societ~ where conditions were so 

harsh even if their prospects were better, people continued to imbibe 

with regularity and often intensi 

All in all the problem of drunkenness is best explained by the 

fact that 

for a la~ge part of the nineteenth century New Zealand 
society was unstable. It was a society where the stab-
ilising influences of home, family and a close~knit 
community were at a minimu~. This of course, was in-
evitable in a colonial society where such influences 
had gradually to be built up from nothing. As the 
century progressed and these stabilising factors arew in 
importance, the incidence of drunkenness decrease~. 4 

2. See L.D.B. Heen~n 1 The Urbanisation of New Zealand's 
population : Demographic Patterns in the South Island, 
1881-1961', in f~.L. Johnstor1, (ed. ), Urbani.sat.ior-1 in New 
Zealand.J. (Wellington, 1973), pp. 114·-121. 

3. Harrison, .9.12.!_cit,; pp. 37-63, 319-347. 

4. IYicKimmey, O_f!.cit., p. 29. 



It was in response to this problem of alcohol in nineteenth cent-

ury New Zealand that the temperance movement took root. A.s E3a:r1y as 

1836 a temperance society was formed under the guidance 

of the Church of England and Wesleyan missions at Paihia in the Bay of 

Islands in order to counteract the drunkenness of the sailors, traders, 

sealers and whalers. Its object was to encourage, by means of educ-

~~tion abste t.ioil from the use Df "ardt3nt spirits", that is, distilled 

liquors as opposed to beer and wina. 5 This was but a natural reflection 

of the notion that was still general in all classes of society, that the 

use of alcohol in moderation was not only permissable but also benefic-

• 1 la_,_. It was only as the century progressed and science offered increas-

ingly damning proof, both real and unreal, of the harmful effects of 

alcohol, that the temperance movement developed into a prohibition 

movement for t~e removal of alcohol from the life of the nation. 

The period from the 1840s to the 1870s was one of little advance 

for the temperance movement in New Zealand. Various laws were passed 

by the central government, mostly to control the hours of sale, the 

issuing of licences, and the right to operate a brewery or distillery. 

The Provincial Councils also passed numerous ordinances on these issues, 

all of which were superseded by the 1881 Licensing Act. 6 The questions 

of temperance and abstinence, ho~ever, were left very much to individ-

uals and organizations. The latter were scattered throughout the 

country under a variety of names, but there was little, if any, co-ord-

ination between them. They concentrated on the moral influence they 

5. Report of th.§ _ _Formatio.IJ.....§_nd Establishment Of the· f\iew 
Zealand Temperance Societ~, (Paihia 1836) 1 p. 5, 

6. McKimmey, oo.cit., chapter 2; Litensing Ordinances, 1842, 
1851; provincial measures: Otago, 1864; Nelson, 1867, 
Auckland, 1871; national measures: Licensing Act, 1873; 
Licensing Act, 1881. 
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might exert and on the holding of tea parties, lectures, concerts, 

debates, and garden f~tes. Their appeal was to some extent through 

the amusements they offered; their effect on people's desire to drink 

was not great, while politically the temperance movement was still too 

weak and disorganised to be able to make itself felt with any effect at 

the seat of government, be it provincial or central. Its influence 

continued to be moral and individualistic. 

The 1881 Licensing Act repealed all the previous provincial Acts 

and advanced the principle of local popular control of the liquor 

traffic by providing that local licensing committees of five, under the 

resident magistrate, would be elected annually by the ratepayers. 

These committees could decide whether licences should be granted or not, 

and if an increase was recommended, a poll of the ratepayers of the 

district was first necessary to get popular approval. The licensing 

committee was to use its discretion in granting or refusing any applic-

ation for any description of licence unless in the committee's opinion 

th •t f th ,. 7 ere was a necess1 y or e ~1cence. 

The Act proved to be a more flexible instrument of reform than 

expected. By a series of decisions in the courts it was ultimately 

settled that, provided the committees heard and determined each appli-

cation on the merits and in accord~nce with the.~aw it was not bound 

to grant a renewal of any licence. These decisions cleared the way for 

a local committee, acting without predetermination and after hearing 

the parties, to refuse each application at the annual meeting and so 

abolish the legal sale of liquor in its district. This was done in 

Roslyn, Dunedin, in 1891, and the Court upheld the decision in 1892. 8 

7. N.Z. Statutes, 1881, no. 21, pp. 127-182. 

B. Scott, ~cit., pp. 51-52. 
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The 1881 Licensing Act had, in practice, given the temperance 

movemsr1t 1 s supporters some hope in their attempts to effect reform of 

the licensed trade. From this point onwards the movement began to in-

crease in its size and influence, until in 1894 one area of New Zealand, 

the Clutha district, actually voted in favour of no licences. No one 

factor can be isolated as being the cause of this growing enthusiasm 

for temperance and prohibition. The 1881 Act gave people hope; the 

depression of the 1880s persuaded many more that something had to be 

done to alleviate the poverty that surrounded them. 

This sentiment was important in encouraging the establishment of 

the New Zealand Alliance in 1886. It had been felt by such men as 

Sir Robert Stout and Sir William Fox that a national body was needed to 

co-ordinate the activities of the various temperance societies and to 

give a firmer lead in trying to deal with the liquor traffic, both 

through direct lobbying to Parliament and organisation at the local 

level for the rousing of public sentiment and the election of licensing 

committees. 9 In this way the Alliance, which was in one respect a re-

sponse to the increasing prohibition sentiment, was itself important for 

encouraging a continued growth of that sentiment. 

The same pattern occurred with the pietistic evangelical and 

non-episcopalian churches. Their increasing involvement was to some 

extent the result of their growing social concern, prompted by the 

depression, while on ths other hand their involvement only helped to 

encourage wider support for the movement. By the 1880s most of these 

churches had taken to using unfermented wine at communion and were 

encouraging their adherents to desist from using alcohol, even in mode-

ration. What percentage of church adherents heeded this advice from 

9. L.m. Isitt, 1 The Story of the Prohibition Campaign in New 
Zealand', Review of Reviews, 20 August, 1894, pp. 204-205, 
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the pulpit cannot usually be known, but it would seem fair to assume 

that a reasonable proportion did and that they thus provided consider-

able support for the prohibition ' 10 
movemen~. 

The growth of the women's suffrage movement in New Zealand during 

the late 1880s and early 1890s also encouraged the growing interest in 

the prohibition movement As a result of the belief that women were 

the moral and social watchdogs of the community, an agitation had been 

growing, especially during the 1880s, to give women a say in the govern-

ing of the country. Major agitation had begun in 1885 when the New 

Zealand branch of the Women 1 s Christian Temperance Union (W.CoT.U.) was 

formed. Its immediate objective was to obtain for all women the right 

to vote at the licensing committee elections, but this was quickly 

advanced to demands for the right of all adult females to have the vote 

at national parliamentary elections. As a result the women's suffrage 

movement and the prohibition movement had closely associated histories, 

at least until female suffrage was gained in 1893. 11 

The historical problem associated with this connection has been 

whether women's suffrage was part of the wider campaign to deal with 

liquor issue, whether it was used by the prohibitionists in the belief 

that women would support the prohibition movement, or whether prohibit-

ion and women's suffrage were two separate issues involving similar, and 

sometimes the same, people. 

In her study on the women's suffrage movement in New Zealand 

Patricia Grimshaw disputes the interpretation stemming from W.P. Reeves 

that the drive for the female suffraJe was an attempt by the prohib-

ition movement to gain the female vote on the liquor issue. 

10. This is develo~ed in Chapter 3 1 pp.69-75. 

11. P. Grimshaw, Women's Suffrage in New Zealand, 
(Auckland, 1972), pp. 21-35. 

She shows 
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that Reeves 1 sinister view of the link between the prohibition movement 

''h d. ~· t f t b 1 l"f" d 12 ano ~ e rlve ror vo as or women mus e severe y mocl lB • Grim-

shaw also reveals Reeves 1 personal opposition to the prohibition move-

ment and the corresponding attack on him by extreme prohibitionists; 

this attack was important for colouring his interpretation of the pro

hibition movement and its connection with the suffrage movement. 13 

There is further evidence to suggest that Reeves was incorrect 

in seeing the suffrage movement merely as a part of the prohibition 

movement. For example, the N.Z.A. did not give official support to 

the drive for the suffrage. It was felt that the issue should be left 

to individual choice and not be foisted upon people who mig~support 

prohibition but not women 1 s suffrage. As Sir William Fox wrote to Sir 

John Hall, 

Some of our lady friends here are angry with us 
because we do not give the cause the support of 
the N.Z. Alliance, though a considerable majori 
of our Executive and a large majority probably of 14 

_,_ . f "' w v r h" l our suppor~ers are ln avour 01 omar s . ranc lSe. 

The establishment of Women's Franchise Leagues after 1892 was a 

direct result of this realisation by the prohibitionists that the two 

movements were distinct both in aims and support. While the Franchise 

leagues were admittedly an offshoot of the W.C.T.U., the fact that 

temperance reformers who also favoured the suffrage could see the need 

for a separate and non-sectarian league clearly suggests that the drive 

12. ~bL9·, pp. 108-110; W.P. Reeves, State Experiment.s in 
Australia and New Zealand, (Melbourne, 1969), vol. 1,
p. 110; R.m. Burdon,~~ (Christchurch, 1955), 
o. 109, accepts uncritically Reeves' view. 

13. Grimshaw, op. cit. 7 p. 115. 

14. W. Fox to J. Hall, 10 Sept, 1890, Hall Papers, General 
i\ssembly Library, 
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for votes for women was a distinct issue from prohibition.- 0 

lB. 

The evidence is, therefore, strongly against Reeves' view that 

women 1 s suffrage was merely the outcome of prohibitionist agitation and 

ulterior motiveo The two issues appear to have been separate in their 

immediate aims yet to have involved very similar people at the organ-

isational level. These were two issues concerned with social reform, 

and it was but natural that social reformers should be found in both 

movements. The ~klq~a~ reported that 

the movement is not a temperance movement, neither has 
its origins in the circle of any sect or any number of 
sects; it is a woman's movement, and a colonial move
ment, and I am happy to say that a very large number 
of men as well as women are most earnestly working for 
it. 

This would seem to be a more adequate interpretation than that of 

Reeves 
16 

ten years later. 

Despite the tenuous and uncertain connection of the suffrage 

movement with the prohibition movement, there is little doubt that the 

agitations for both reforms in the 1880s and early 1890s supplemented 

each other and helped to bring both issues to greater prominence. That 

they were connected in people's minds and that it was believed that any 

popular vote on the liquor question would involve the women;s votes, if 

granted, on the side or prohibition, helped to increase the interest 

b . . k . ' ' t h f th h. b. t. t 17 e1.ng ta en l.ll Gr18 grow v• 0. e pro l 1. l.Oll mo1.1emen-. 

During the 1880s and early 1890s the basic ideas of the prohibi-

tion movement had been widely stated and popularised, and a movement which 

had been primarily local in its activities had de1.1eloped into a nation-

15., Grimshaw, op. cit., p. 116. 

16. Auckland Star, 11 June, 1892, supplement, p. 2, cited in 
GrimshaUJ, op. cit., p. 116. 

17. see pp. 97-115. 
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wide agitation in favour of the removal of alcohol from use in society. 

The powers given to ratepayers the 1881 Licensing Act, the develop-

ment of two national prohibition organisations, the New Zealand Alliance 

and theW •. T.U., the increasing outspokenness of the pietistic churches 

in favour of prohibition, the connection of the women 1 s suffrage move-

ment with the prohibition agitation, and the obvious problems of poverty 

and social distress brought about by the long depression had all played 

a vital part in this development and growth of the prohibition movement. 

Yet while the movement had made considerable advance during the 

1880s, it was still felt that there was considerable room for impro11e-

ment, especially in the area of licensing legislation. It was the 

realisation by the early 1890s that the 1881 Licensing Act did not give 

the people the direct say on licensing matters that it was thought to 

have provided which acted as the catalyst to the achivement of the 

Alcoholic Liquors Sale Control Act of 1893. This was the basic Act 

under which the triennial liquor polls for the years 1894-1914 were con-

ducts d. It was the agitation for this measure which was the focal point 

of the prohibition movement in 1892 and 1893, and which completed the 

process of changing the movement from an insignificant, localised affair 

into a powerful and prominent national movement offering its own persua-

siva programme for the economic, moral, physical and social reform of the 

whole country. 

As a result of the Sydenham licensing case of 1891-1893 1 it was 

revealed that the 1881 Licensing Act did net give the licensing commit-

tees powers which they were thought to have under it. 18 Consequen 

18. IYicKimmey, op. cit.~ pp 45-Ll'?] J. Cocker and J. IY!ur:cay~ 

-~ranee and Prohibition in New Zealand, (London, 1930 
pp, 62~69; Scott, Qf!. cit.~ pp. 51-·52. 
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further public interest in reform of the law on the subject was awakened, 

even amongst those who were opposed to prohibition but who did think 

that the local committees ought to have more power than they now appea-

19 
red to possess. Agitation for the direct veto on the issuing or with-

drawal of licences increased, and greater cohesion among the various 

branches of the prohibition movement resulted from their united action~0 

Ultimately, after much debate and political manoeuvring in 1893, Seddon 

was placed in such a position that, in order to maintain his place as 

leader of the Liberal Party in opposition to Sir Robert Stout, he had to 

allow the Alcoholic Liquors Sale Control Bill to pass. The licensing 

issue formed the basis of the first major threat and challenge to his 

political leadership, but by a series of adroit political moves, and by 

managing to frame a compromise measure such as the Alcoholic Liquors 

Sale Control Act, he was able to parry Stout's challenge and streng-

21 then his hold on the Liberal Party. It is in the light of this 

struggle between Seddon and Stout ·that the comprom,ise nature of the 

Alcoholic Liquors Sale Control Act must Ge viewed. 

The Alcoholi6 Liquors Sale Control Bill was given its first read-

ing immediately after progress was reported on Stout's Licensing Act 

Amendment Bill on 2 August, 1893; this new Bill was Seddon's attempt 

to thwart Stout's attack on his leadership and his attempt to split the 

19. NZPD, 80, (2 August, 1893), pp. 388-389, W.P. Reeves. 

20. N.Z.A., Annual Report, 1893-1894, (Wellington, 1894), p. 4. 

21. For a fuller discussion of the struggle between Seddon and 
Stout for the leadership of the Liberal Party in 1893 see 
R.T. Shannon, 'The Liberal Succession Crisis in Ne Zealan~ 

1893', Historical Studies, Australia and New Zealand, B, 
(may, 1958), pp. 183-201. Shannon ignores Stout's use of 
the prohibition issue as an attempt to attract to himself 
considerable Liberal Party support and reduce Seddon's 
following as a result. See also D.A. Hamer, 'The Law and 
the Prophet', (unpublished m.A. thesis, University of 
Auckland, 1960), pp. 381-393. 
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Liberal Party along prohibitionist-anti-prohibitionist lines. The 

basic provisions of the Government•s Bill as passed were: the boundaries 

of licensing districts were to be the same as electoral boundaries; 

people eligible to vote at parliamentary elections were to be entitled 

to vote ~licensing polls; licensing polls were to be held every three 

years; the voting paper was to consist of three issues - continuance 

of licences, reduction cf licences, and no-license, and the voter was to 

cross out two; one half of the people on the electoral roll of a distr-

ict had to vote before the poll was valid; a bare majority decision was 

required for continuance and reduction, while a three-fifths majority 

I t ' • 22 was requireo o enact no-llcense. As a measure of compromise Seddon 

gave the prohibitionists the power of a direct veto but not the bare 

majority. The three-fifths vote was offered the liquor trade, who had 

asked for a two-thirds majority before no-license could be achieved. 

Compensation was not offered to those publicans who lost their licen-

cas, but the fifty per cent poll requirement made it easier for them to 

maintain the status quo. 

When Seddon opened the debate on the second reading on 18 August, 

the Bill had only been in the hands of members since late on the pre-

vious afterrwon. Sir John Hall and others protested at the unseemly 

haste shown in trying to rush the Bill through without sufficient time 

being allowed to consider all its provisions. Sir John also accused 

the Government of insi~cerity in that it had only introduced the Bill 

because of the growing agitation in the country and Parliament for some 

reform of the liquor traffic, and was worried that if it did nothing it 

would suffer the repercussions at the election. 23 These comments were 

22. N.Z. Statutes...!., 189:3, no.34, pp. 127-140. 

23. .[.~ZfJ?.~ 81, (18 {iugust 1393), p. 175. 



in response to Seddon's claim that he hoped by this Bill to remove a 

non-party issue from the election campaign. 24 

22. 

To this Stout had made the rejoinder that, if this Bill became 

law, then rather than removing the liquor question from the political 

arena, it would ensure that it was the question at the next general 

election. His strongest objections were directed at the three-fifths 

majority and fifty per cent poll sections. These, he argued, under-

mined the very foundations of liberalism, that the majority of the 

people must govern. The Bill was "a sham, a delusion, and a snare; 

and the people will be prompt to see that when it comes to the vote." 25 

It was, however, mr J.G. Harkness, member for Nelson, who detected the 

real threat of the Bill. The term of a liquor licence was now increased 

from one fo three years if continuance were carriE!d; this created a 

vested interest in licences by the giving of an implicit right of ren

ewal for three years instead of only one as previously had been the case. 

26 He therefore regarded the measure as retrograde and dangerous. 

Despite these objections the Bill passed its second reading with-

out a division. In committee, however, Stout led a ;solid but small 

body of prohibitionists in debating every clause of the Bill, but his 

minority position on this issue was made apparent. It was made even 

more obvious when the Bill passed its third reading by thirty-five votes 

thirteen, but not before Stout had again threatened the House with the 

possible effect of this issue on the 1893 election. As the leading 

temperance representative in the House he asked that the Bill be defer-

24. ibid., p. 168. 

25. ibid., pp. 178-179. 

26. ibid., p. 193. 
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red until after the election so that people could give their voice on 

the issue. He expected that the temperance party, and in this he in-

eluded the women's vote, would return members committed to "a real Bill 

27 
of local control." It is possible that Stout realised that Seddon 

had out-manoeuvred him in their power struggle, but apart from that 

facet of the debate, Stout was merely echoing the feeling of the majority 

of the temperance movement when he argued that "this Bill is entirely 

conceived in the interests of the licensed uictuallers - entirely in the 

interests of the trade; and the trade knows it."28 

In making his final speech on the third reading Seddon attempted 

to show Stout's insincerity. He argued that the Bill gave the temper-

ance party what it wanted - the direct veto and larger licensing dist-

ricts. Now they were demanding the bare majority, the removal of the 

fifty per cent poll, and a reduction in the size of the licensing dist-

. t 29 
r~c s. But this was mere casuistry as the prohibition party had 

previously agitated for the bare majority, and had not requested that 

licensing districts should be as large as the electoral districts; nor 

had they asked for the fifty per cent poll regulation. In reality 

Stout had been no more insincere in objecting to the Bill than Seddon 

had been in offering the prohibitionists some of what they wanted 

while also introducing measures that they did not want and which would 

limit the effects of those requests granted. 

After a stormy passage furough the Legislative Council, which in-

eluded a conference with representatives from the House, the Bill was 

finally passed on 28 September. By this stage the whole country had 

27. ibid., (30 August, 1B93), p. 441. 

28. ibid. 

29. ibid., pp. 496-501. 
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been informed as to the nature of the Bill. Every effort had been made 

by the N.Z. Alliance to inform the colony as to the provisions contained 

in it and to prevent its becoming law. Large public meetings had been 

held, resolutions had been passed, letters and telegrams had poured into 

Parliament Building. 30 Their effect on the final measure, however, was 

negligible. As a result, and as Stout had predicted, the licensing 

issue became one of the major political que·stions as the election appr-

oached. Candidates were asked to state whether they were in favour of 

altering of the new Act along the lines that the prohibitionists demand-

ed. The temperance party's objections to the Act were numerous. They 

opposed the enlargement of the licensing districts; the taking of the 

liquor poll separately from the parliamentary elections; the fifty per 

cent poll requirement which would encourage stuffing of the roll, in-

difference about voting and wilful abstention from voting; the neces-

sity for obtaining a three-fifths majority to carry no-license; the 

restriction .of the powers of the licensing committees by depriving them 

of the ability to hear and determine objections on the ground that the 

licensed house was not required in the neighbourhood, and by transferring 

the power to grant wholesale and packet licences from one of the elected 

representatives of the people to the Resident magistrate; and, finally, 

the creation of a vested interest in licences by giving a licence a 

right of renewal for two years succeeding the original grant. All in 

all it was felt that this Act had made it more difficult than previously 

to obtain the expression of the people's will in the direction of refus-

. 1. 31 
~ng ~cences. 

Behind this large array of objections was a much more important 

30. N.Z.A., Annual Report, 1893-1B94, p. 7. 

31. ibid., pp. 7-8. 
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debate concerning the fundamental principles of Liberalism. Stout had 

brought the matter to the fore in the debate on the second reading of 

the Bill when he referred to clause fifteen, which established the 

three-fifths majority and the need for a fifty per cent poll. 

The principles of Liberalism are cast to the winds, if this 
clause be adopted. illhat is the principle that underlies 
Liberalism? It is that the majority must govern. 

For Stout Liberalism demanded that those who did not vote had no right 

to have their votes counted. No man could be a true Liberal who was 

t d t t f th d . t t b b . . t 32 no prepare o vo e or e 1rec ve o y a are maJOrl y. 

The most effective reply to these arguments came from ill.P. 

Reeves, who argued that the direct veto by a bare majority was a compl-

ete departure from the principles of representative government and was 

33 
a resort to the referendum. Earlier in the year, in the debate upon 

Stout's Licensing Act Amendment Bill, Reeves had shown that the elect-

ion of~member of Parliament by a bare majority was a different issue 

from the changing of conditions in society by a bare majority. The pas-

sing of laws involved a system of checks through discussion and debate, 

readings and committee work, in two branches of the Legislature before 

being placed in the statute books. The closing of hotels by a bare 

majority vote would have none of these checks, and could easily result 

in a minority in the country forcing its will on the majority, depriving 

34 the country of income and people of property and employment. 

For the next twenty-five years these basic arguments for and ag-

ainst the three-fifths majority were not to change, though the stress 

given to them would alter. In 1893 they were part of an attack by Stout on 

32. NZPD, 81, (18 August, 1893), pp. 178-179. 

33. ibid., p. 190. 

34. ibid., 80, (2 August, 1893), p. 391. 
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Seddon in an effort to gain popular support and political advantage. 

By 1914 such politicking had gone, but the arguments for stability 

were still more influential than those for sweeping and drastic social 

35 
reform. 

The licensing debate now entered the election campaign of 

1893. 36 The question was not whether candidates were for or against 

licensing reform, but whether they were for or against the repeal of 

the Alcoholic Liquors Sale Control Act. Both the temperance party and 

the liquor trade canvassed the various candidates as to whether they 

would, if elected, support the repeal of the Act or give it a fair 

trial. Few political candidates were able to ignore the issues of 

three-fifths v~rsus simple majority, and indirect versus direct control. 

Issues such as compensation for licensees and state control were 

occasionally mentioned but were mostly to be found in the background. 

The majority of the community had come to accept that there should be 

some sort of popular reform of the licensing trade; little attention 

was therefore given to other possible means of reform. 

The press of the colony gave considerable attention both to the 

issues involved in the election and to the position of the various can-

d. d t th 1" . t. 37 1 a es on e 1cens1ng ques 1on. No consensus of opinion emerged, 

however, as to the likely outcome of the election. It was not known 

whether Seddon or Stout would be Premier, whether Liberal or Conserva-

35. See pp. 309-311. 

36. For the importance of the licensing issue in the struggle 
between Seddon and Stout in the 1893 general election cam
paign see Hamer, op. cit., pp. 393-399. 

37. Hokitika Guardian, 13 Oct, 1893; Fair Play, 4 Nov, 1893; 
Southland Times, 8 Nov, 1893; Wanganui Herald, 13 Nov, 
1893; N.Z. Times, 20 Nov, 1893; all cited in R. Stout, 
The Election of 1893: newspaper clippings, Alexander 
Turnbull Library. 
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tive would win, or whether Labour candidates would hold the balance. 

The situation was only aggravated by the non-party issues of prohibit-

ion and Bible-in-Schools, while the new female franchise also added to 

the uncertain Some thought women would add to the Conservative 

vote, some to the prohibitionist voice, and some to the Liberals. 

The outcome of the elections resulted in the Liberal party being 

returned with a large majority and the prohibitionists having a larger 

voice in Parliament. Twenty-eight former members were not returned, 

and twenty-one of these had been opposed to the repeal of the Alcoholic 

Liquors Sale Control Act. The losses of the liquor trade were, there-

fore, heavy. Of the members of the new House nineteen were pledged 

to full repeal, fifteen to partial repeal, twenty-three against repeal, 

38 
and the attitudes of thirteen were unknown. The temperance par 

was pleased with the result and hopeful that with the House being 

sounder than its predecessor on the question of temperance, reform of 

. 39 
the law would be ach1eved. 

By late 1893, therefore, the prohibition movement had developed 

from a number of localised and loosely connected temperance and prohib-

ition organisations into a more closely co-ordinated national movement 

of considerable influence and importance in both the social and 

political life of the country. It had through its agitation between 

1891 and 1893 been able to bring about important changes in the licen-

sing laws to give the voting public a direct say in the liquor licen-

sing system. It hoped thereby to bring about prohibition of alcohol 

throughout New Zealand and to achieve, as a result, the economic, 

social, physical and moral reform of the whole • -<. communle-\1. Two 



national organisations to co-ordinate activities, the New ealand 

Alliance and the Women's Christian Temperance Union, had been estab

lished, and the movement's aims and ideas had received considerable 

publicity through journals newspapers meetings debates and 

public demonstrations. Such publicity had resulted in large scale 

support for prohibition and licensing law reform, and had helped to 

swell the fast-growing ranks of the movement. It is the nature of 

these ideas and the reasons for their appeal to so many people that 

must now be examined in order to gain a better understanding of the 

moral, social and economic aims of the prohibition movement. 

28 
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Prohibition was enunciated as a programme for the economic, 

social, physical and moral reform of so at a time when New Zealand 

was reeling under the impact of the long depression of the 1880s and 

early 1890s. The prohibitionists were amongst those who could see the 

social and economic problems of many New Zealanders but who were unaware 

of the causes of them. Focussing on the obuious evils of the 11 drink 

curse'', they argued that it was the fundamental cause of all other 

problems. 

The pover , the misery of mind and body, that 
lead a poor wretch to look upon the exhilaration 
given by alcohol as the only bit of lightness in 
his life; the unnatural craving for stimulant 
that is the result of a gambling fever, or of 
impure living in either the drink victim or his 
ancestors; the faintness caused by improper, 
or lack of really nutritious, diet; the lass
itude induced by unventilatedi unhealthy dwell
ings; the weakness of body due to unsuitable 
clothing, and transmitted from parent to child; 
the absence of mental occupation~ which ves 
rein to the mere physical appetites; the idle
ness of one class and the over-work of another, 
which alike tend to moral deterioration; the 
great wealth and luxury of the tens and ~he 
penury of the thousands, which make probable a 
life of uice; the spirit of covetousness which 
permeates every class of society; each and all 
of these, and many others, must be recognised as 
aides and abet!ors of the dread ant - the 
drink traffic. 

It is clear from such a statement that the prohibitionists were pertur-

bed by the poverty, disease, crime and destitution that surrounded 

them. Before any improvement could be achieved, however, they 

believed that man 1 s moral regeneration had to take place. This wide-

spread belief is summarised in an article on the social problem, 

1. White Ribbon, March, 1899 1 p. 7. 
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defined as the problem of pover , discontent and misery, by the Rev. 

W.C. Oliver, a Wesleyan minister and editor of the Wesleyan Advocate. 

He stated that while there was much to be done materially and physically 

for the improvement of soci , the basis of all successful reform was 

moral regeneration. 

We have to admit that the root of the social 
problem is in moral evil. The fountain is 
to be made pure, and then the streams will 
not be corrupt. The religious and moral 
improvement of the inner being must continue 
to be our major work .•• We do not undervalue 
the immense aid to be sought in material 
reform from the improvement of the conditions 
of life; but the regeneration of man•s 
moral being must precede the regeneration of 

, ' 2 smae·cy. 

Reform of man's moral nature was thus the underlying aim of the prohib-

ition movement and shows its evangelical nature and the pietistic 

emphasis on individual spiritual conversion. From such spiritual 

regeneration would flow other changes in the economic and social con-

ditions of individuals and ultimately society. As was argued through-

out the period, 
inculcation of righteousness is only possible 
by direct action upon the individual con
science. Reforms, to be real and lasting, 
must be born in the hearts of the multitude 
ere they can become part of the social fabric. 
Privata virtue is the source of all public 
morali 3 

What did this programme for social and economic reform through 

moral regeneration involve? For the churches it was a call 

2. Advocate, 6 May, 1899, p. 517. 

3. A.S. Adams, •The Relation of the Ehurch to the Social 
Problems of the {J,ge 1 , I~!.fL_~?_fltist Handbook, ( 1907 ~ p. 15" 



to exert themselves and emp th:::lir 
influence for the suppression of the 
vice of gambling, the abolition of 
the totalisator, the suppression of 
the drink traffic d the extinction 
of the social evil. 

Their concentration on the drink traffic was the result of the belief 

that 

there is not a vice, or disease, or 
calamity of any kind that has not its 
frequent rise in the public house; 
it degrades, ruins, brutalises a 
large proportion of our people ••• It 
shuts the door of Heaven, and it opens 
wide the mouth of hell; as Christians 
and as patriots you are bound to come 
to the help of the Lord against the 
migh l 5 

Alcohol was, in effect, hindering the advancement of the Gospel in the 

hearts of the people, and preventing the moral uplifting of society 

and the advance towards the establishment of the kingdom of God on 

earth. Many believed that the abolition of alcohol would facilitate 

the evangelical work of ths churches, and would improve and strengthen 

the moral tone of the community. Other moral reform programmes in 

this campaign to "christianise" the community included attacks on 

smoking, gambling, Sunday pleasure, prostitution and dancing. 

The association of morality with economic and social success was 

part of the Victorian middle class puritan belief that he who failed to 

b L' - ' • 1 6 e success1Ul was ln some way lmmora. Poverty was regarded as a 

sign of man 1 s moral failing and inferior abili not of an economic 

4. N.Z. Baetist, Dec, 1893, p. 189. 

5. G.B. Inglis, sermon reported in Christian Outlook, 7 Dec, 
1895, .pp. 528~529. 

6. J.F.C. Harrison, 1 The Victorian Gospel of Success 1 , 

Victorian Studies, 1, no. 2, (Dec, 1957), pp. 155-164; 
J. Marlowe, The Puritan Tradition in English life, 
(London, 1956), pp. 72-86. 
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system which, in effect, favoured those who already had some wealth 

against those who did not. Within the laissez-fairs economic system 

of nineteenth century New Zealand, the Government was no expected to 

protect people from the effects of a competitive, capitalist, free 

enterprise, economic structure. Rather the individual ought to 

improve his own position through his own efforts. It was the Govern-

ment's du to keep society f!~Be of re.strictions so that every indivi-
,., 

dual had the same opportunity for self-improvement. 1 Self-improvement 

by means of sobrie , thrift, and industry were further elements in 

the puritan middle class ethic to which the prohibitionists subscribed. 

They hoped to ensure the continued existence of these values by encour-

aging the acceptance of prohibition by all classes in society, but 

especially the poor. Stout summarised the prohibitionists• basic 

motives when he saidj 

they must keep ever before even the poorest 
class of the communi the necessity for 
self-respect, self-reverance and thrift. If 
they did not do that the people would be 
only weakened. It would not do to let them 
run away with the id~a that if the State did 
this or that 1 or if such ar:d such laws were 
passed, everything would be right. A man 
had his duty to himself and his family to 
perform, and ought not to rely on the State 
for everything he might want or require. If 
they trained a man to do that they would 
degrade him and lower his manhood. 8 · 

The arguments formulated to deal specifically with the economic 

and social problems that faced New Zealand in the 1890s and early 

7. W.B. Sutch, Povertv and Proqress in New Zealand, 
(Wellington, rev.ed., 1969), pp. 90-97. 

8. Southland Times., 31 Oct j 1893 ~ cited in Stout, 

~· 



1900s gave further expression to this emphasis on the need for moral 

reform and the acceptance of the puritan ethic. To understand fu 

the nature of the prohibition movement as a movement for the economic 

and social reform of society the importance of this moral outlook must 

be realised. 

The economic argument of the prohibitionists was both sweeping 

and convincing as a means of reforming society's economic problems. 

They believed that drinking led to paver and misery through waste; 

poverty often meant that people were susceptible to disease; in turn 

disease either resulted in death or inability to work, both of which 

meant loss of income and a further slide into the abyss of poverty. 

Prohibition, on the other hand, would end the waste of money on alcohol, 

reduce the crime rate, cut the number of people maintained the State 

in gaols and lunatic asylums as a result of the effects of alcohol, 

lower the number of broken homes, destitute families andabandoned chil-

dren, all of whom were a burden on society, and reduce disease and 

deformity brought about by constitutions abused by alcohol and passed 

on by heredity. To these negative achievements would be added the 

increase in the amount of money to be spent on food 1 clothing and other 

commodities; this would help boost the economy. There would also be 

an increase in effective manpower within the work-force from healthier 

bodies, a lower absentee rate through better health, and a lower death 

rate. Finally there would be the social benefits of happier and 

healthier homes and families.g The effect of prohibition would, in 

simple terms, be to give the people the opportunity of improving them-

selves, and hence society, economically, physically, socially and, 

9. ~7 G. Fowlds, Speech Notes, ca. 1893, Fmulcls Papers 7 
University of (4Ucklan d Library; ~~list, 24- Feb, 
1894; 5 1\'lay, l89i~; H.D. Bedford, Political Fi1J.S:lerf?osts., 
(Dunedin, 1908), p. 122. 



ultimately, morally. As was said in the annual report of the N.Z.A. 

for 1886-188?~ 

What in all New Zealand politics, past or 
present, can compare for importance with 
the wellbeing of its inhabitants as im
peded by the liquor traffic Retrench
ment, economy, and reduction of taxation 
are good and proper things to claim at 
the hands of a Government, but none of 
thsse 1 even in their realisation, can at 
all approach in economic value the gain 
to the country which the freeing of it 
from the tremendous waste consequent 
upon the liquor traffic implies.10 

Such an argument ignored two factors. First for many the resort 

to the bottle was not the first step in the cycle but rather their 

attempt to escape, at least temporarily, the poverty and miser which 

engulfed them. That people's paver was much more the result of 

economic liberalism than of drinking was the second factor ignored by 

the prohibitionist argument. 

The economic loss believed by the prohibitionists to be 

consequent upon the usa of alcohol did not stop at the individual and 

his family. Their loss was seen as a loss to the wider community. In 

a pamphlet of considerable length on the economics of drink J.W. Jago, 

a leading prohibitionist in Dunedin, presented a wide ranging argument 

as to ths insidious effect of the liquor traffic on He 

argued that the money, labour, and effort used to produce and sell 

alcoholic beverages were a loss to ~e community in that these resources 

'11 
were not used for beneficial production. This assumed, as the 

prohibition movement always did, that alcoholic liquor was in itself 

ll. J.W. Jago, The Economics of Orin~., (Dunedin, 1887), pp.3-LL 



harmful and wrong. Jago then continued to show that apart from these 

direct losses to the State and the community, there were other losses 

to be borne as a result of ~e increase in sease and crime caused by 

alcoholic indulgence. There was a greater need for hospitals and 

their staff, for law courts, prisons, and a police force, all of which 

had to be paid for by the taxpayer. 

Judges, magistrates policeman doctor~ nurses, 
gaolers, warders or others similar employed ••• 
are all supported by the products of the reprod
uctive industries of their fellow citizens and 
countrymen. The money spent on their support 
is drawn from the labor-employing, wage-paying 
capital of the coontry .•• All such as are employed 
in the prevention, the watching, the detection 
and punishment of crime, the nursing and curing 
and tending the diseased and the insane, or the 
feeding and housing of paupers, and whose labour 
is rendered necessary by the results of the liquor 
trade, are a burden on the resources of the people; 
and this drain upon their resources is very 
largely consequent upon and incidental to their 
first expenditure on strong drink.12 

These arguments again assumed that alcohol was the prime cause 

of much disease and crime. The possibility that these were as much 

the outcome of paver due to low wages was given no consideration. 

The prohibitionists were generally unprepared to questior1 the economic 

base of society; prohibition did not require any such questioning 

yet seemingly offered solutions to the numerous economic and social 

problems of the period. It cannot be denied, if the returns from the 

law courts are analysed, that drink played a considerable part in many 

of the crimes Whether it caused these crimes, however 

13. Palmerston North Prohibition Convention Prohibition! 
.QQinions of Expert~, (Palmerston North, 1898), p o 22. 
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or whether it was only one in a complex set of factors, was t considered 

by the prohibitionists. 

Despite such arguments about the beneficial economic effects of 

prohibition, and despite the continual emphasis on these arguments 

throughout the period 1894-1914, the country as a whole seems to have 

been little convinced. Amongst Government and licensing trade circles 

the cry was always that prohibition would result in unemployment for 

large numbers of people involved in the liquor industry, while the 

country 1 s revenue would lose about million income from the tax on 

liquor, which would have to be found by increasing the taxes on the 

people. Such an argument was used by none other than Prime Minister 

en ' '- f . d.. ' ' ~ ' . . .o ) ,,assay \no L un r:ten .ly -co mooerace ..LJ.censlng re; orm in 191L~ in a 

reply to a deputation from the national No-License convention. 14 

Amongst the general public the influence of the prohibitionistsi 

economic arguments seems to have been as negligible as upon the Govern-

ment. Between 1894 and 1914 the amount of beer and spirits per head 

of population for home consumption increased substantially, while 

between 1894 and 1915 the per capita cost of alcoholic consumption rose 

from ls ld to 1 -·"' Bd 15 b~ L • The conclusion drawn by the Otago 

Dailt Times as a result of these figures would seem reasonable, that 

in the strenuous efforts which are being made by a 
large number of earnest men and women to render 
abstinence from intoxicating liquor compulsory 
upon the whole community the necessity for ths 
inculcation of the principles of temperance upon 
the minds of the people has in some measure been 
overlooked.l6 

14. Vanguard, 20 June, 1914, p. 8. 

15. See Tables 1 and 2. 

16. ODT, 17 fYlarch, 1911, p. 4, 



Consumption of Alcohol per capita, 1893-1914 

1893 

1894 

1895 

1896 

1897 

1898 

1899 

1900 

1901 

1902 

1903 

1904 

1905 

1906 

1907 

1908 

1909 

1910 

1911 

1912 

1913 

1914 

BEER 
Gallons 

7.255 

6.961 

6.996 

7.453 

7.790 

7.995 

8.150 

8.696 

8,919 

8. 777 

8.987 

8.996 

8. 777 

9.085 

9.649 

9.689 

9.256 

9.294 

9.205 

9.261 

9.209 

9.340 

1. All totals include Maoris 

SPIRITS 
Gallons 

0.656 

0.611 

0.593 

rJ. 605 

0.628 

0,634 

0.653 

0.684 

0. 726 

o. 716 

o. 718 

Cl. 729 

0.695 

0.734 

0.766 

0.757 

[1. 705 

0.737 

0.745 

0.793 

D. 777 

---·------
UJINE 
Ga.llons 

0.159 

0 0136 

0.127 

0.133 

0.138 

0.139 

0.141 

0.145 

0.151 

0.142 

0.135 

0.124 

0.136 

0.151 

0.150 

0.136 

0.147 

0.134 

0.141 

0.132 

0.137 

Source~ Statistics of New Zealand, 1894 9 p. 231; 1904, p. 294; 
1914, p. 44.<L 
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Source: 

~O~>£l::.1Jl15, 

8 d 

1893 3 5 f:' 
;] 

1894 3 1 1 

1895 3 0 5 

1896 2 19 gl--
2 

1897 3 2 2~ 

1898 3 3 4 

1899 3 L; 9 

1900 3 8 

1901 3 11 1 0-z 

1902 3 10 3-if 

1903 3 11] 1 7-2 

1904 3 10 lOt 
1905 3 8 

1906 3 ll 1t 
1907 3 15 10 

1908 3 15 1 5-z 

1909 3 ll 1 0-z 

1910 3 13 lt 
1911 3 12 6 

1912 3 14 ll 

1913 3 14 0 

1914 3 14 0 

1915 3 16 8 

Outlook, 28 February, 1911, p. 23; N.Z.A., §tatistics 
relating to alfoho1icJi uor crime etc •. associated 
with drinkin~, (Wellington, 1928), p. 6. 

38. 
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The growth in the vote for no-license belied the habits of the New 

Zealand citizen, just as the achievement of no-license in twelve 

districts did not prevent alcohol being drunk in these same districts; 

it merely altered the pattern of drinking and the source of alcohol. 

It was not difficult for someone with adequate wealth to support pro-

hibition while continuing himself to indulge in drinking alcoholic 

beverages. For many prohibition was to help the poor, not to restrict 

their own pleasures. The system of local no-license adopted in 1893 1 

which abolished licensed bars but allowed the importation of large 

orders of alcohol for private consumption was a suitable means of 

h . . th' 17 ac ;leVlng lS o 

The emphasis of the prohibitionists on the economic effects of 

prohibition, and their unwillingness or inabili to seek elsewhere for 

the causes of poverty and social distress, revealed the conservatism of 

the prohibition movement and its adherence to laissez-fairs capitalism. 

As D.A. Hamer has written in his biography of Sir Robert Stout, 

11 prohibi tion offered to men unprepared to question the fuildamentals of 

capitalist economy an alternative non-economic explanation for pover 

and distress among the working classes"1118 It also offered substantial 

economic benefits without the need to modify greatly the economic basis 

of the capitalist society. 

Intertwined with the economic argument was the emphasis on 

social reform that the prohibitionists hoped to achieve. The arguments 

involved were concerned with the strengthening of particular values of 

the predominant middle class relating to the home and the family by 

l7, /U HB., 1897 ~ H-35, 1 Prohibition 1 in Clutha Licensing 
District; NZPD, 82, (25 Sept, 1893), p. 640, 
W. Earnshaw; NZO, 2 Dec, 1899, p. 2. 
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removing the supposed insidious effect of the licensing system of 

alcoholic indulgence and of related social problems such as gambling 

and prostitution. 

The greater emphasis on these aspects of life in the 1880s mld 

early 1890s was partly the result of the damaging effect of the dep-

ression on home life through desertion by either husband or wife, and 

through the resort by desperate people to less savoury ways of earning 

a living, whether it be the quick shilling by gambling, the easy money 

19 
of the prostitute, or the illegal gains of cr1me. It w::ts also 

partly the result of the demands for women's suffrage which stressed 

that the role of woman in society was to inculcate morality in her 

children and act as the superior moral being in comparison with her 

coarser father~ husband or brother. She "had the power to raise the 

standard of uprightness and purity of character in 
,. 20 

men ~ 111 

The main function and highest calling of women in the nineteenth 

century middle class societies had become narrowly defined as being 

that of wife and mother: 

The crown of womanhood is maternity ••• Every 
healt woman who in this land lives and 
dies unmarried lives a life that has starved 
the strongest instinct and the purest passion 
that God has implanted within her - the desire 
to give her love and ministry to a husband 
worthy of them , and to bear children, to 
feel their tiny arms clinging around her neck, 
to nestle them in her bosom, to play her part 
in building up a nation great because good.21 

19. Little study has yet been done on these aspects of New 
Zaa2_and 1 s social history, .See ~loK. Burtt, 'Aspects of 
Drunkenoess in Wanganui lBB0-192D 1 ,(unpublished M.A. 
thesis, Massey University, 1973); _P~A. Gregory, 'Saving 
the Children in f~ew Zealand!, (unpublished B.A. (Hens 
thesis, fYlassey Ur1iversi ty ~ 1975 , 

2U. Uihite Ribbon, Sept, 1895, p. 1; see also Otago illorkman., 
15 Sept, 1894, p. 6; pp. 97-10'1 below. 

21. Vangua£_c[, 7 Nov, 1908, p. 13. 
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Such middle class sentiments had gradual pervaded all sections of 

the communi until the concept of the nuclear family, with the hus-

band providing for his wife and children, had become the accepted norm. 

It fell to the man to add to the economic productiveness of the State 

and to make laws; woman, uncontaminated by the sordidness of everyday 

affairs, and possessing finer feelings than man, could most benefit 

society by providing a convivial home environment and by instilling a 

system of values in her children which would ensure that they became 

decent and "respectable'~~ citizens, It was not long before such ideas 

developed so that woman were believed to be responsible for the moral 

awareness of society generally; they were thought to be the public 

watchdogs for anything that might threaten the advance of soci to-

wards perfection. 

Prohibitionists saw liquor as one of the biggest hindrances to 

t t d t " 22 the welfare of . he lome an na. lOll, and as such women were expect-

ed to play a vital part in any move for its abolition. 

wrote Lily M. Kirk 1 a leading prohibitionist, 

is a subject ... pre-eminently fitted for women 
to take up. In the home, the nursery and 
the social circle her influence is still 
supreme, and whatever changes politics may 
bring, this supremacy is one which she is 
never likely to lose. If her power to 

Temperance, 

mould the minds of the young and the social 
customs of the adult - a power mightier than 
any legislative power, because law is weaker 
than opinion and powerless without it - if 
this great power were exerted by her const
antly and strenously to promote the cause of 
temperance, women might ••• effect a glorious 
and bloodless revcilution. the like of which 
the world has never seen:23 

22. Qgl, 10 March, 1894, p. 6, letter to editor. 

23. L.M. Kirk, 'The Moral and Social Aspects of Temperance', 
in White Ribbon, July, 1897, p. 2. 



The role of women as moral watchdogs and the emphasis placed on 

the purpose of the home within the social fabric were part of fue 

. t • 'dl l I t .c • ' 24 purl an m1o. a c~ass s concep. 01 socle~y. Tilese factors were part 

of a broader movement to define New Zealand's social and moral develop-

ment at the end of the nineteenth century. With the period of the 

gold rushes over, New Zealand was moving into a new phase of a more 

established environment. 25 Trade, commerce, farming, education and 

the development of settled communities had replaced the concerns of the 

goldfields and the maori wars as the major issues of the day. P,ttempts 

were now being made to transform New Zealand from being a frontier 

soc is into a more civilised, cultured and integrated community, with 

a sense of purpose and unity. Part of such a development involved 

decisions as to the basic unit of the community, that is, the family, 

and the role it was to play in the new society. Similarly other 

decisions had to be made concerning the values that were to be the 

social norms of the communi In both these aspects the effect of 

alcohol and the licensing system came under attack as being detrimen-

tal to the social welfare of the people. At a time when the civil-

ising and stabilising influences of home and family were increasing, 

attacks on what were considered by sections of the community as anti-

. . . 26 soclal forces also lncreased. In an attempt to shape the future of 

New Zealand society the prohibition movement, as an expression of 

24. Harrison, ot:.cit., p. 160. 

25. L.D.B. Heenan, 1 The Urbanisation of New Zealand's Populat
ion: Demographic Patterns in the South Island, 1881-1961', 
in R.L. Johnston, (ed), Urbanisation in New Zealand, 
(Wellington, 1973), pp. 108-131. 

26. White Ribbon, march, 1901, pp. 6-7. 
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middle class values, cams to the fore in offering its definition as to 

what should be acceptablo social behaviour in this new country. 

A further element in the prohibitionists• programme of reform 

concentrated on the physical welfare of the individual and the nation. 

The prohibition movement did not separate this aspect from their moral, 

economic and social arguments, but considered it an inextricable part 

of their proposal for the complete reform of society. The physical 

argument gave the movement many of the facts upon which their economic 

and social ideas wars based. These facts wars drawn from scientific 

evidence as to the effect of alcohol on the individual, and hence 

society. 

From about 1860 scientific investigation in Europe and the 

United States began to reveal that alcohol was harmful to the body and 

the brain, was a depressant, and reduced rather than increased one's 

27 
capacity for work, even in moderation.- This evidence went against 

the traditional beliefs associated with the effect of alcohol on human 

beings. As this body of knowledge increased the temperance movement 

took up the scientific cry and urged people to give up alcohol because 

it was detrimental to their welfare. By the 1880s and 1890s these 

arguments wsre being used by the prohibition movement in New Zealand 

to convince people of the need to remove alcohol from 
28 

use. 

27. Timberlaks 1 op. cit., pp. 41-44. 

28. I. de Zoucha, Oil Inebri~t. and the Duty of the State with 
Regard t~b:tiates, (Dunedin, 1885 L pp. 6-22; 
\D!rohibi tim-list, 11· .L\ugust, 1891'!; Outlook, 23 Sept, 1905, 
pp. 14--15; 11 Nov, 1905, p. 25; 25 No11, 1905, p. 28; 
.l@_nguard, 26 Jan, ·1907~ p. 2; 4 Feb, 1911 p., 9; 
30 Sept, 1911, pp. 8-9. 



The Prohibitionist was always quick to publish such evidence if 

it favoured its cause. Hence when it was argued that alcohol caused 

insanity an article would appear, quoting the source at length, to 

show that 11 were men with one consent to give up alcohol and other 

excesses •• othere can be no doubt that there would soon be a vast 

29 
diminution in the amount of ill sanity in the world"~ 

In February 1896 a medical congress was held in Dunedin, and 

much attention was given at it to the question of alcohol. Reports of 

the findings of the congress varied. To the moderate but anti-

prohibitionist Otago Daily_ Times the important result was that it was 

generally concluded by the congress that the moderate use of alcohol 

d d . 30 
did not inevitably lea , to runl<ellness. The report of the congress 

in the ~ew Zealand Baptist, however, stressed the argument of a paper 

delivered by Dr Chapple of Wellington, in which he said, 

nearly every popular belief in the efficacy and 
virtue of alcoholwas false ••• -that it increas-

ed the body heat, that it added strength and 
endurance to the muscles, that it was necessary 
to health, that it controlled hemorrhage @iS] 1 

that it was a disinfectant, and protected from 
infection - all absolutely false, and the pro
fession knew it, and it was their duty to them
selves and to the public to correct these 
beliefs, or at least to say that they had not 
their a~thority,31 

Chapple went on to accuse alcohol of destroying brain cells, disturbing 

blood circulation and causing heat loss, producing cirrhotic diseases 

of all the tissues and organs of the body, predisposing people to other 

29., £l..Fohi~, 11 August, 1894, ·quoting ProL IYlaudsley, 
ResE_9_!l.§l.El .. Lill ... iD_JYJ_smt,al. Disease, pp. 285-286. 

31. N.Z. Baptist~ IYlarch, 1896, p. 35. 
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diseases, increasing lunacy and causing physical weakness. 32 

There was little that the opponents of prohibition could offer 

in retort to these scientific advances. Some attempt was made to show 

by means of a random survey that the average life span of teetotallers 

and intemperate drinkers differed by only nineteen days, while temper-

ate drinkers lived an extra twelve years, but such statistics convinced 

few people in the light of the mass of scientific arguments against 

33 
alcohol. The best that the opponents of prohibition could do was to 

argue that the occasional alcoholic drink did no one any harm. 

It is questionable whether these scientific findings had much 

influence in encouraging people to support prohibition. In an era 

when the achievements of science exacted an awesome respect for its 

power it might be expected that these findings had great impact. It 

might also be expected that the medical arguments appealed to the basic 

human instinct of self-preservation and thus added weight to the 

attraction of the prohibitionist cause. No doubt the arguments of 

science resulted in some converts, yet, like the increasing evidence in 

a later age about the harmful effects of smoking, it might have been 

less influential than the prohibitionists liked to believe. Drinking 

was to many an enjoyable social habit which had done them no apparent 

harm. It was the concern of the individual as to whether he drank or 

not, and how much. Despite this, the developments of science encour-

aged the prohibitionists and gave them a further source of evidence 

with which to condemn the use of alcoholic liquors and on which to base 

32. ibid. 

33. E.F. Hiscocks, Saints and Sinners, (illellington, 1905), 
using a survey undertaken by th~ British medical A~sociation 
and reported in the London Daily Telegraph, 30 Oct, 1904. 
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their economic and social arguments. That this evidence was becoming 

available in the latter part of the nineteenth century was significant 

for the growth of the prohibition movement both in New Zealand and in 

other countries. 

In trying to help the individual the prohibitionists were also 

concerned with the welfare of the nation. They believed that as a 

result of individual development society and the race would similarly 

improve and advance towards the ideal, the social millenium. 

writer put it, 

the hope of the temperance workers must be the 
moral, social and intellectual elevation of 
the race ••• to lift humanity from a lower to a 
higher plane of civilisation.34 

As one 

The loss of the individual through drink was regarded as a loss of a 

productive part of the nation. The liquor trade was blamed for 

draining the best blood of our national life ••• 
it is more than all other causes responsible 
for the crime and immorality and lunacy which 
confront modern civilisation like hugh spectres 
of the Brocken ••• To allow this to continue 
means eventually the destruction of all that 
civilisation and democracy have fought to attain. 
To seek to further imperil the national weal by 
subtle suggestions prompted only to excite human 
selfishness by the very institution frhe presg 
that ought to scout such proposals of this kind 
as inimical and dangerous to the best interests 
of the commonwealth and the state, can only be 
regarded as proof ••• of the malign influence 
that seeks nrr other end than to perpetuate its 
own existence.35 

34. J.B. Finch, The People Versus the Liquor Traffic, 
(Wellington, 1905), p. 63. 

35. Advocate, 2 June, 1900, p. 2. The spectre of the Bracken 
is ''a natural phenomenon •.• in which an enlar~ed ~hadow of 
the_spectator is throwM by the rays of the eveniMg sun on 
a bank of cloud opposite him." First observed iM 1780 on 
the Bracken in the Harz mountain~ in North Germany~ See 
Oxford Campanian to English Literature, (Oxford, 1967), 
p. 114. 
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Such concepts of natiol;al growth and Luelfsr:=J developed through-

out the period prior to !Uorlcl aJar I, and continued to be dev ed 

du:cillQ the war, Perhaps the major reason prohibitionist sentiment 

appeared considerably strengthened by the end of the war was that pro-

hibition of alcohol had been advocated during ths war as being of 

benefit to the national and international struggle by maintaining 

people in a fit condition to defend their freedom, by preserving money 

necessary for the war effort, and promoting efficiency both within 

the armed forces and within the political and industrial war machines. 

Patriotism national securi and national development had become par 

36 
of the prohibitionist creed 

The emphasis throughout tha moral, social, physical and economic 

arguments for prohibition was on the improvement of society in all its 

facets" The prohibitionists believed that the removal of alcohol from 

use would result in greater efficiency through the removal of waste, 

whether it be wasted money, wasted souls, wasted manpower or wasted 

lives. They wanted to eradicate these things at both the individual 

and the national levels. Such an emphasis was the outgrowth of an 

optimistic belief in the continuing development of human society and 

its evolution towards the perfect state. 

Evolutionary theory had become widespread in most Western 

societies by the end of the nineteenth century and had been extended by 

writers such as Herbert Spencer and W.G. Sumner from being merely 

applicable to the biological sciences to encompass all areas of change 

and development in society. Originally a conservative theory 

supporting strict laissez-fairs economics, the negative role of State 

36. These had bean encouraged by the recommendations bf the 
National Efficiency Board, 1917; sea National Effie ancy 

League of 1\I.Z. Business mall~ Prohibition Pam[2_hlet_~ 1918), 
Alexander Turnbull Library. 



regulation, and the survival of the fittest in soci , social 

darwinism had been developed by the end of the century to encompass 

most ' 37 theories of progress, whether conservative or raolcal. 

Such theories and ideas were as prevalent in New Zealand as 

elsewhere, and refere1-1ces to the development of society, tile improve-

ment oP the race, and the advance towards the millanium were common in 

the press and the pamphlets on social reform. How widespread these 

ideas were is difficult to judge, but most writers on reform seem to 

have been inculcated with ideas of human progress. It is likely that 

most literate members of the communi had been in contact with such 

ideas at some stage, if only because the daily newspapers carried 

serialised versions of such Darwinian works as Henry Drummond 1 s 

It is hardly surprising, therefore, that the prohibition move-

ment should have been concerned with the advance of society towards a 

better. world. It was reflecting aspects of the dominant sociological 

belief of the period. Nor was its acceptance of social danu:i.Jli sm as 

unusual as it might first appear. The predominant attitude of the 

prohibitionists was that the mass of the people should be encouraged 

to help themselves economically, social 1 morally and physically. 

They were not advocating state interference in the habits of the 

people, but were merely asking that the state provide the means where-

by the people could decide for themselves by means of a direct vote on 

the licensing question. In using prohibition as a means of sbonomic 

37. C.D.W Goodwin, 
C"D. Goodwin, 
Nor:th Carolina, 

•Evolution Theory and Social Thought' in 
Economic Enquiry in Australia. (Durham, 
1966), pp. 32"Li.=35~---·----



reform they revealed that they had no intention, if they had even 

givsn it any thought, of modifying the basic economic system of 

laissez-fairs capitalism. As A.S. Adams~ a prominent Baptist layman 

and legal adviser to the New Zealand Alliance, said in a public 

lecture in Dunedin in 1893: 

The temperance workers wanted power to say to 
the people: The improvement is in your own 
hands. If you find the traffic is doing in-
jury and ruin to your homes, and is reducing 
you to poverty and crims and want, you have 
it now in your own hands to put it away, and 
if you don•t the responsibili 
own shoulders.•38 

is on your 

This could hardly be termed the advocacy of state involvement 

in social and economic reform. As will be seen the prohibitionists 

were not in favour of socialism, even though a few individuals within 

the movement advocated Christian Socialism. 39 The prohibition move-

men was basically conservative in outlook and reflected the beliefs 

of its members, the majori of whom accepted the economic system of 

the period. Yet it was not so conservative that it could not see the 

need for reform. Its support for laissez-fairs economics was not 

rigid to tha extent that it believed that all attempts to reform social 

processes were wasted efforts and that they interfered with the laws 

of nature. 

The depression of the 1880s and the declining influence of the 

Church were probably the two major factors which made a section of the 

middle class realise that something was drastically ~rong in society. 

Prohibition was the measure they adopted to correct this wrong with 

tha least amount of modification of existing social and economic 

38. A.S. Adams~ The Peoele Versus the Liquor Traffi_g_, 
(Dur1edin, 1893), p. 7. 

~19. See pp. 87-96. 



practj.ces. It was basically a moral reform of the individual; it 

was certainly not a fundamental reform of the structure of s oci It 

stressed the values made popular by puritanis~ and Calvinism, in which 

the harshness of li s and the impossibility of finding easy solutions 

for human ills had to be accepted. The puritan ethic of hard work 

and self-denial as the means to success was predominant. Such an 

ethic found acceptance both within and outside the churches by the end 

of the nineteenth century. The virtues associated with this ethic -

personal providence, family loyalty and family responsibility - were, 

as Hofstadter has concluded, middle class virtues. 40 The prohibit-

ionists were products of this environment both within the puritan and 

pietistic churches and within the domin8nt theoretical economic 

climate of the periodo They accepted the classical economic belief 

that poverty was inevitable in society and that it was up to the 

individual to :3truggle out of it. As the social drawinist1 ill.G. 

Sumner wrote: 

Poverty belongs to the struggle for existence, 
and we are all born into that struggla ••• Let 
every man be sober, industrious prudent and 
wise, and bring up his children to be so like
wise, and poverty will be abolished in a few 
generations.41 

The acceptance of such habits was considered by the middle class to be 

equivalent to moral progress. The belief that they led to economic 

and social success resulted in the acceptance of the idea that the 

successful in society were morally superior, and that there was a 

system of predestination itl the social order in iJJhich the 11 econornically 

L~O. R. Hof stadter, .§.QQl_al ~ui.ni~l:..:'l American Thmd..9l"rt., 
(Boston, rev. ed, 1959), p. 12. 

41. cited in ibid., p. 61. 
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electn or successful equalled the fittest economically, socially, 

physically and morally. 

The prohibition movement was a major example of the existence 

and importance or these ideas in late nineteenth century New Zealand. 

It was convinced that it had the answer to society's problems. This 

belief in its correctness resulted in the self-righteous and intolerart 

nature of the prohibition movement, two characteristics which more 

than anything else, have been the cause of much criticism of the 

11 wowser'" age. 

Examples of such criticism are numerous, but one that contained 

more than mere opposition and bile emanated from the N.Z. Truth in 

1908. Having argued that there were other forms of intemperance 

besides excessive drinking~ for example g1uttony~ Truth want on to 

state that 

these two are merely intemperate habits of the 
bo What of intemperance of the mind? ••• 
These are only on a par with the individual whose 
ill-balanced brain will not allow him to tolerate 
the opinion of any but those whc accept his narrow 
doctrine and conform to his lop-sided ideas. Thus 
the prohibitionist is mos a person of weak will 
or an inexperienced fanatic; he will not allow 
that others have brains nor tolerate in them the 
expression of their opinion.42 

Harsh words these may be, but they reveal certain undeniable aspects 

of the prohibition movement. Despite these, however, it cannot be 

denied that the prohibitionists were deeply concerned about the prob-

lems of the individual and of society. In their eyes they were not 

offering a negative reform but a positive solution to the social 

problems of their day. 

Some of the articulate opponents of prohibition a1so argued 

from an evolutionary standpoint, revealing the widespread influence 

42. 8 August J 1908. 
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and adaptability of social darwinist theory. They argued that 

alcohol was one means of aiding the development of society by 

encouraging natural selection. The fittest would survive while the 

weakest would be removed as a burden on society. 

Alcoholism is probably the most powerful agent 
in eliminating those lacking self-control, and 
thereby raising the moral standard of the race ••• 
This suggests that Alcohol should be considered 
to be a racial evolutionist, rather than a racial 
pason, as it is often described. It has ever 
been Nature's method to sacr!~ice the individual 
for the benefit of the race. 

Such a conservative and completely laissez-fairs approach throws into 

relief the conservativism of the prohibitionists. 1llhile they were 

not prepared to advocate state intervention in the economy to any 

marked degree, nor were they prepared to advocate complete economic 

liberalism and social anarchy. Their advocacy of Christianity 

virtually forbade what would amount to a total ignoring of the poverty 

and distress and immorality that surrounded them. 1llhat they proposed 

to do by means of no-license and prohibition was to give the people 

the right to decide for themselves the place of the "biggest curse" in 

society. Having been granted the licensing poll in 1893, the pro-

hibitionists directed their agitation of the next twenty yea~s in two 

directions: to modify the law to give the people a fair say on the 

licensing issue, and to educate the public as to the benefits of 

prohibition. The idea of state-imposed prohibition was anathema as 

much to the prohibitionists as to anyone else~ 

It is in this light that the prohibition movement can be seen 

to fit reasonably well into the predominant political and economic 

43. 1ll.H. Symes, Prohibition a Racial Fallacy, (Christchurch, 
1911), p. 5. 



atmosphere of the period in New Zealand. This was a period of modi-

fied laissez-fairs economics in which the Government was looked upon 

as the source of help in such matters as land settlemsnt, communicat-

ions, and industrial conciliation and arbitration. It was not 

expected, however, to take over or to nationalise any part of the 

economy, nor was it expected to provide anything in the way of direct 

social welfare. Its prime function was to help the people to help 

themselves. Hence to the prohibitionists and others private chari 

was permissable and necessary, but public charity was considered 

demoralising, destructive of the virtues of indepsndsncs and self

control, and therefore undesirable. 
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Who were the prohibitionists? The fact that the values under-

g the prohibitionist ideology were predominan an expression of 

a middle class puritan background suggests that the prohibition move-

ment had a strong middle class and puritan orientation. In an 

attempt to measure this orientation analysis of a variety of factors 

has been attempted. What was the relationship of prohibition to 

social class~ to the churches 9 to the labour movement atlcl to women, 

and how did these various factors interrelate? \foting patterns 

composition of leadership and grass-roots support of the prohibition 

movement, and rhetoric have all been studied in order to mswer these 

questions and show who the prohibitionists were or were not. 

A study of the voting patterns at the four liquor polls taken 

in Auckland and Dunedin between 1905 and 1914 has been attempted to 

see if there were any differences in voting behaviour between different 

types of polling booths. The various booths were defined as wealthy 

or poor, depending on the predominant socio-economic status of their 

locational area, with two other types of booths being defined as urban 

fringe (incorporating rural areas on the outskirts of the ci 

orates) and absentee voters. The divisions of wealthy and poor are 

based on studies of residential patterns measured improved property 

1 
values. In Dunedin the division line between wealthy and poor was 

drawn at £500 and in l~uckland at £600~ with all those properties being 

l R. UJ. ,1.\.rmBtrong' ! ,ll,uck1and in 1896 1 ' (unpublished rn. A. thesis, 
University of Auckland, 1958), pp. 65-70; W.A.V. Clark, 
•Dunedin in 1901 1 1 ~npublished m.A. thesis, Univer of 
Canterbury, 1961), pp. 79-82. See Appendi E for classif
ciation of individual booths. Polling booth returns were 
not officially available before 1905. 
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above these values being classified as wealthy in the sense of being 

the dwellings of office workers, professionals, businessmen and 

merchants; those properties below these values were the homes of the 

workers. 

At the four polls analysed a higher proportion of the booths 

defined as wealthy was always in favour of no-license and prohibition 

2 
than of the booths in the poorer areas. Areas on the city fringes 

were usually very mixed in their voting, while absentee and seamen's 

votes were strongly against prohibition. 3 Table 4 shows that the 

popular support for no-license and prohibition was always stronger in 

the wealthier areas, although it also reveals that these issues were 

of concern in the poorer areas and that the prohibition movement did 

rely to a considerable extent on support from members of the working 

class if it was ever going to succeed. The growth of support for 

prohibition in the poorer areas, especially in 1908 and 1911, is 

partly explained by the tentative support of moderate Labour, the 

Trades and Labour Councils, and the Socialists for prohibition as the 

first step towards State control of ~e liquor industry. 4 

The reliability of these figures is limited, however, in that few 

booths served only wealthy or poor areas. The predominant area-type 

2. See Table 3. The drastic reduction in support for pro
hibition in all areas in 1914 is discussed in Chapter VIII. 

3. This voting pattern of absentee voters may give a clue to 
the understanding of the liquor poll of April, 1919, when 
the soldiers' vote from overseas was heavily against 
national prohibition while the voters in N.Z. marginally 
favoured it. The claim that people away from home were 
opposed to major ~hanges in their absence would appear to 
have some merit. See J.m. King, 'The Special Licensing 
Poll, 1919 1 , (unpublished B.A. long essay, University of 
Auckland, 1969). 

4. This i9 developed in Chapters IV - VIII. 
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Percentage of ci polling booths in Dunedin and Auckland 

in favour of no-license and national prohibition, 1905-

1914 by socio-economic type. 

~ ~ ··: 

l PooR 1 UJEAL THY 1 uFmAN FRINGE I ABsErHEE I 
·1-----·--+-----~____..J~~.~~--~·-~ 

"111 I -- I 'I 1905 51.72 93.33 1 66.67 I 0 . 
I i I! I 

1908.1! 77.14 1oo.oo I so.oo I o 

' 2' I I II ~ 1911 I 80.00 I 88.88 I 50.00 ' 42.86 
I 1 I I I ! ! 191L1 2 1 40.00 I 45.00 I 22.22 I 0 !. ; I ! I I ! 
L~------~~~-~----------~ --~~~-----~ 
l. No-license poll 

2. National prohibition poll 

TABLE 4 
~---

lar support for no-license and national prohibition in 

·Dunedin and Auckland, 1905-1914, by polling boo type. 

R llJEALTHY URBAN FRINGE ABSENTEE 

19051 46.94 52.58 48.87 29.37 

1908 1 53.78 61.62 50.21 36.96 

19 
2 

52.74 56.29 56.56 49.73 

.2 
4Lf.57 48.74 i}5.,2l 42.99 

1. No-license poll 

2. National prohibition poll 
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has been used as a means of classification, but problems exist where a 

booth was on the edge of one type and a acent to the other. These 

figures also assume that people voted at the booth nearest to where 

they lived, certainly a fallacy in today 1 s mobile age, and perhaps even 

at the turn of the century. Other factors are also ignored, such as 

religion, age and sex, Despite these qualifications, the figures db 

suggest that the wealthier areas, the so-called middle class areas, 

were more in favour of prohibition than were the poorer working class 

areas. 

A second factor which reveals that the prohibition movement was 

predominantly a middle class phenomenon is the social composition of 

those who formed the leadership of he movement, articulated its aims 

and directed its activities. A list of 844 committee members and 

office bearers in the various prohibitionist organisations was compiled 

throughout the period of research and covering the years 1894 to 1914. 

Of this figure the occupations of 403 of them were discovered in an 

attempt to ascertain the socio-economic background of the leadership of 

the prohibition movement. Using a six point scale of socio-economic 

5 
classification basad on occupation, ranging from professional admin-

istrative and executive work to unskilled repetitive work, all the 

occupations of those in the survey apart from one fell into the three 

groups which were middle class in status, income, and to a lesser 

L t ' L • , • , 6 
ex~enu eouca~lonal acnlevemen~. This includes thirteen wives, defined 

by their husbands' occupation, and four retired politicians. The six 

farmers do not fall easily into this categorisation of predominantly 

6. See Table 5. 



Leadership of Prohibition Movement by occupational status, 

!GROUP i ===+fWUP,-r3-tRDIJP -4f'"LIP 5r6i
1
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For definition of groups l-6 see Appendix A. 
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urban occupations, but, in that all six were landowners and not farm 

employees, they quali as members of the wealthier section of the 

community, and thus have been grouped with the middle class occup-

ations. In each instance where two or more occupations were dis-

covered for an individual, and this was particularly the case with 

those involved in national and local government, the one which they 

followed in their private lives was chosen as a means of defining 

their status. 

The results of the survey show overwhelmingly that the prohib

ition drew its inspiration from the professional and self-employed 

sections of the community, or the middle class. This does not, of 

course, merely reflect their belief in the efficacy of prohibition 

and the lack of interest of members of the working class. The fact 

that they dominated the movement by their leadership is also a re

flection of their greater organisational skills, and their greater 

amount of leisure time or freedom to take time away from their 

occupations for committee meetings and the like, than would have been 

possible for the wage-earning and employed section of the community. 

Nonetheless their important role in defining the aims and actions of 

the prohibition movement meant that it carried the stamp of ~eir 

beliefs and attitudes and values. That it did so, and that many of 

these beliefs were not shared by the working class, meant that pro

hibition appeared very much as a middle class reform directed at 

working class habits and pover 

In an effort to measure the rank and file support of the prohib-

ition movement a survey of signatures on petitions to Parliament 

rElating to the licensing question was undertaken. Unfortunately~ 

despite the large number of such petitions during this period, only 
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one seems to have survived in complete form. This was the petition 

of 1908 to the Legislative Ccuncil for legislation to provide that 

the wishes of the majority as expressed at licensing polls be carried 

into effect; in other words, that the three-fifths majority be re-

placed by the absolute, or bare, majority. The major problem in 

using this petition for analysis was that support for the bare majority 

did not necessarily imply support for prohibition. IYlany socialists, 

for example, were opposed to prohibition as an effective reform, but 

were prepared to support the simple majori on all questions as a 

democratic principle. Hence the results are not by any means defin-

• .L. lt_,lVe. The petition covered the whole of ~e North Island and also 

Blenheim, with a concentration on Auckland and Wellington provinces. 

A random sample of 440 signatures out of a total of 8813 ( ) 

was collected, of which 286 (65%) were able to be traced through 

directories as to occupation, The practice was again adopted that 

where women 1 s names occurred in the sample and were not listed separ-

ately in the directories, these women assumed the occupational status 

of the head of the household. The six point classification of 

t. . d 7 
occupa~lons was agaln use • 

Of the signatories 29.72 per cent fall within the first three 

groups, or those with middle class status, Whether the farmer group 

(34.62%) can be added to fuat is uncertain as no distinction was made 

between farmer and farm labourer. It seems likely, however, that 

a farm labourer would have been listed as a labourer rather than as a 

farmer, and thus would appear in group five. If this is so 1 then the 

middle class orientated proportion of the sample,including the farmer 

'7 
I • See Table 6. 
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TABLE 6 

Occupational Groupings of Petition Sample, 

1908, by percentage of total sample. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL 

I 

! 145 

I 
1 mALE OR .I 

I INDEPENDENT 7 2.44 ]5 5,24 23 8,04 35 12.24 25 8.74 40 13.99 so. 71 

I FEMALE OR 10 3,5 12 4.2 lB 6.3 25 8.74 l7 5,94 59 20.63 141 49.31 

I 
DEPENDENT I 

I 
•, 

i TOTAL 17 5.94 27 9,44 41 14.34 60 20.9B 42 14.68 I 99 34.62 286 100.01 
I)___ I I 

For definition of groups l-6 eee Appendix A • 

. TABLE 7 

Occupational Groupings Petition Sample, 

1916, by percentage of total sample. 

I mALE OR 8 3.37 10 4.22 20 8.44 11 4.64 20 B.44 11 4.64 80 33.76 ! I INDEPENDENT 

I FEIYJALE DR 
14 5.91 23 9,7 27 11.39 34 14.35 51 21.52 3.37 157 I DEPENDENT B 66.24 

I ! I TOTAL 22 9.28 33 13.92 47 l9.B3 45 18.99 7l 29.96 19 8.01 237 100,0 I 
For definition of groups 1-6 see Appendix A. 



group, would equal 64.34 per ' 8 can-co This predominance again suggests 

that prohibition was a middle class movement. The so-called working 

class groups make up 35.66 per cent of the sample, revealing support 

for prohibition, but not overwhelmingly so compared to the middle 

class. If it is true that within the artisan class (group four) many 

had been successful and had become independent workers and even 

acquired some capital, and if it is true that this type of parson was 

not dissatisfied with capitalism and was quite prepared to adopt the 

predominant social mores of the middle class in an effort to improve 

his own social status, then the proportion of working class support 

for prohibition as revealed in this petition was even lass, and per-

9 
haps only as much as 14.68 par cent. 

In an attempt to substantiate these results a second petition 

was analysed. Taken in 1916 (no others for the period of stu were 

available), this petition was in favour of six o'clock closing of 

liquor bars during World War I and for six months thereafter. It 

received abtal of 34,162 signatures of which 2536 have survived; 

349 (13.76%) of these were randomly selected for analysis, of which 

237 (67.91%) were able to be traced. The petition list that has 

remained is from Wanganui and its immediate surroundings, areas that 

were then semi-rural (for example, Castlecliff) but are now well with-

in the ci 1 s limits. As a result the proportion in group six 

(farmer) is considerably lower than in the 1908 petition. I~ second 

difference is in the proportion of female to male signatories. 

s. See pp. 65~66 for discussion of rural attitudes to prohibition. 

9. B. Brown, The Rise of New Zealand Labour, p. 9; 
"~--~-...._----=-~~---~,---,--, 

Sutch, op. cit., p. 162. 



Whereas they were virtually the same in 1908 which would suggest that 

h . b • ' • I ' h I '10 . pro. l.l~1on was no more a woman s movemen~ tan a man s), ln 1916 

almost twice as many women signed the petition as men. This might be 

explained by the time of day when the petition was taken, with most 

men at work during the day, especially as it would appear that house-

to-house canvassing was the means used. The effect of illorld War I and 

the number of men away from their homes and in the armed forces might 

also have been factors causing this heavy predominance of women 

signatories. 

A third factor that must be borne in mind is that by 1916 

petriotic enthusiasm and the willingness of civilians to make sac-

rifices for the war effort were increasing as a result of the defeat 

of the Anzacs in April and the introduction of national conscription. 

The temporary sacrifice of four hours drinking time as an austerity 

measure as well as an attempt to maintain the physical fitness of the 

nation 1 s manpower was regarded as a worthy cause by people who in 

peacetime might have opposed such a measure as six o'clock closing and 

who wero not supporters df prbhibition. 

With these limiting factors on the expression of opinion as 

revealed by these petition signatures, what do the actual figures 

reveal in relation to social class and prohibition? The figures a.re 

much closer than in 1908, with 51.05 per cent being middle class in 

!. t I '8 g- " b • ' • ' 11 
s~a us ano 4 • b per cent elng worK1ng cLass. Again, however 1 if 

the artisan group is left in limbo as being between classes, then the 

10. See PPo 97--'i 5. 

11. See Table 7. Group 6 is included with groups 1-3 in 
defining the middle class group. 
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working class group as represented by semi-skilled and unskilled 

labour is only 29.96 per cent. These figures are certainly not as 

distinctive as in 1908, although there is still heavier weighting 

towards the middle class than the working class. 

In all this discussion of the prohibition movement as an expre-

ssion of middle class consciousness one aspect has been ignored. 

Class structure as defined by labour and capital is primarily an 

urban phenomenon, yet New Zealand at the beginning of the twentieth 

century was predominantly a. rural society. The emphasis on class in 

the rhetoric of the prohibition agitation would suggest, therefore, 

that the prohibition movement was mainly an urban movement, and that 

it was not a major concern in rural areas. This is hardly borne out 

by the facts. Six of the twelve electorates that adopted no-license 

between 1894 and 1914 were farming areas containing a single major 

rural centre. The polling booth returns from these areas hetween 

1905 and 1914 do not reveal that these towns dominateo the surrounding 

area by their votes; they were not large enough to do so. R.K. New-

man has shown that it was common for areas of long settlement to 

12 favour prohibition at an earlier stage than back-country booths, 

while later in the period, when farmers' support began to slacken, 

th t t t th f th h . b. t. t 13 e coun ry owns came o e rescue o e pro l l lon movemen • 

The fundamental reason for this rural support of prohibition was a 

reflection ofwhat has been termed the "middle class values" of industry, 

self-help, and self-improvement. These were as much part of the 

successful farmer's outlook as they were of the pietist, respectable, 

12. R.K. Newman, 'New Zealand's Vote for Prohibition in 1911', 
pp. 60,.,.61. 

13. ibid., p. 63. 
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and materially successful businessman, professional and independent 

artisan, As Newman has written elsewhere, 

The rural ethos was therefore based upon 
fervent individualism. It was built up 
by the farmer's own experiences and 
strengthened by the myths of the famous 
pioneers, who seemed to embody the virtues 
through which every farmer believed he had 
succeeded: courage, perseverance, 
thrift, independence and hard work.l4 

Modified capitalistic laissez-fairs economics was at the base of the 

social outlook of both the urban middle class and the independent 

farmer. The support of both groups for no-license was one way of 

strengthening this base and at the same time bringing about social 

reform. 

There are other possible reasons why the rural areas were as 

interested in no-license as sections of the urban electorates. For 

example, no-license could be enforced more easily and would have 

greater effect on a person 1 s drinking habits than in a town. The 

closure of a hotel in a rural village or town would as often as not 

mean that the nearest pub was too distant to be visited regularly. 

In the cities, on the other hand, the closure of a hotel might still 

mean that the nearest pub was only across the road or round the corner 

in the adjacent licensing area that had not adopted no-license. The 

comparison between the effects in rural and in urban areas was theor-

etically such that the Anglican Diocese of Canterbury could argue 

that, 
so far as the rural electorates are concerned, 
there seems indeed to be every reason for cast-
ing a No-license vote. In such districts the 

14. R.K. Newman, 'Liberal Policy and the Left Wing, 1908-
19111, (unpublished M.A. thesis, University of Auckland, 
1965L p. llB. 



method of Prohibition works with admirable 
results wherever it has been tried, provided 
that it expresses the will of the people.l5 

66. 

Such a claim may have been premature if not totally erroneous, how-

ever. Liquor was always available in "dry" areas, either by legal 

importation or by illegal home-brewing and distillation. Nor did 

no-license stop some people from travelling to "wet" areas for a 

drink. many people in former no-license areas can talk of the trade 

done by pubs at mandeville, Georgetown and Chertsey, for example, 

three rural villages situated just outside the borders of the no-

license areas of mataura, Damaru and Ashburton. 

Another reason, and an immeasurable one, for the rural dweller's 

support of no-license might have been the irrelevancy of ~e public bar 

for many of them as a place for oocial intercourse. The remoteness of 

farms and the slowness of travel meant that there was no demand for 

the hotel bar as a place of relaxation away from cramped homes and 

unpleasant working conditions. The situation for ~e rural worker was 

less sordid than that of the urban industrial worker. For the farmer 

who wanted alcohol it was as easy for him to supply himself each 

market day for home consumption as to travel to the local hotsl each 

night for a drink. To him the public bar may have appeared an 

irrelevancy which he need not support, especially if townspeople would 

be helped by its abolition. Perhaps, therefore, many rural dwellers' 

support for no-license was academic in that they were not concerned 

either way for themselves as to whether public bars existed or not. 

The analysis of voting patterns, leadership and grassroots 

support of the prohibition movement suggests ~at the movement appealed 

more to groups within the middle class than it did to the working 

15. Outlook, 15 July, 1905, p. 20. 



classo At the same time, however, it can be seen that there was con-

siderable support from working class areas for no-license and national 

prohibition, The problems of alcohol abuse and the desire for reform 

were undeniably concerns of members of the working class as well as the 

middle classe The prohibition movement did draw its support from all 

elements of the community. Its emphasis was, however, on maintaining 

the values and structures that were predominantly middle class in 

origin and which sustained the middle class in its dominant economic 

and political positions. Prohibition did gain greater support from 

middle class areas and did adhere to a class-orientated ideology 

directed primarily at ~e working class, This has been seen in the 

arguments espousej in favour of prohibition; it can also be saen in 

the wider rhetoric of the movement throughout the period 1894-1914. 

In offering ideas for the reform of fue economic and social problems 

faced by the poor the prohibitionists revealed their conception of 

·~-.0 • ., 16 themselves as being middle class L~1ormero. In a lucid article on 

social unrest W.H. Judkins, a leading reformer in both New Zealand 

and Victoria throughout this period, it was stated that the prohibit-

ionists could 

see how the solution of oppressive economic 
problems would be simplified if the masses 
were sober, and how the gambling and liquor 
evils dull the intellects of ~s units of 
the movement. And hence there is arising 
another movement in the middle classes, a 
movement within a movement, one which else 
has for its object the equalising of con
ditions, but beginning at the right place 
in the removal of the vices of the people. 
For though economic conditions be of the 
best 3 they will fail if the people are 
vicious, and, on the other hand, people who 
are sober and thrifty and intelligent and 

16. Y.J:Q~ 81, (30 August, 1893), p. 489t R. fYleredith; 
Prohibi tign.:hst, 28 July, 1894. 



altruistic will soon make conditions 
equal. Ethical reform must lead this 
g;eat movement.l7 

68. 

Here it is seen that not only did the prohibitionists view themselves 

in terms of the middle class helping the poorer masses, but also that 

these reformers expected their values to be adopted as a necessary 

means of achieving reform. The masses needed to be guided along the 

The church must lay hold of this great 
modern movement and turn it in the right 
direction. It must not blame the masses 
for moving, or scold them and we.il if they 
move in the wrong direction. The masses 
must move or be enslaved, and the church 
must direct them so ~at the move in the 
ri~ht direction. To this end it must try 
to solve economic problems, but from the 
standpoint of Jesus Christ, to save men 
wholly, completely, in the sense in which 
He desired their salvation ••• This social 
reform movement is a religious movement ••• 
Though the masses may not recognise it, 
"the Kingdom of God, wherein dwelleth 
righteousness~ 11 is their objective ••• 1\lo
where else ••• w~ll equal economic conditions 
ever be found • .iS 

Few commentaries by prohibitionists give a better idea of the 

nature of ~e prohibition movement than does this article of Judkins. 

It places the movement within the framework of a class movement in 

terms of economics, social values, and morals, and it also reveals the 

desire of these middle class reformers to lead society along the path 

that they thought it should go. They aimed at encouraging the working 

man to raise himself and to aspire to middle class respectability and 

independence. It was easy for prohibitionists to argue that "if the 

expenditure upon drink were reduced it would mean money to the 

17. Vafl9.!:1ar2_, 12 .Jan, 1907. 

18. ibid. 
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labouring-classes, and would enable them to coma into competition with 
l 9 

those who employ them."- Upwards mobility LUas not frowned upon but 

rather was regarded with approval especially by a middle class which 

saw mobili by means of self-discipline, industry, independence, 

thrift and sobriety leading to economic and social success as signs of 

righteousness and divine favour. A working class would nonetheless 

still remain .. It was for the prohibitionist to 

lengthen our cords and strengthen our stakes 
until they reach so far over into the camp 
of our bread earning brethren that ours shall 
be for evermore two •camps allied' in thought 
and purpose to bring in the batter day.20 

Such class consciousness found increasing expression as the period 

progressed and as the vocal labour movement developed into a more 

consciously working class political movement. The result was to 

enhance the appearance of the prohibition movement as a conservative 

reform agitation with predominantly middle class support. 

This middle class support for prohibition was further revealed 

in the close link that the movement had with the churches that 

axprsssed the puritan values of the Victorian middle class - the 

various branches of the Methodist Church, the Baptist denomination, 

the Church of Christ, the Congregationalists, the Presbyterians, the 

Salvation Army and other minor sects such as the Brethren and the 

Seventh Day Adventists. These Churches were not exclusively middle 

class, but they were dominated by businessmen and professionals of 

both large and small means. Working class people, and again 

especially skilled workers, did attend these churches, but they did so 

19. NZPD, 81, (30 ,1:\ugust, 1893), p. 478~ UJ. Earnshaw. 

20. Whits Ribbon, Oct, 1895, pp. 1-2. 
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because they accepted the values of ths middle class, aspired to 

middle class respectabili , and they often had a vertical link with 

more wealt members of the congregation, usually as employees. The 

churches themselves reflected the opinions of those who governed them, 

, -1 • - .· 21 predominantly their more wealthy and more lnf~uentlal members. 

For these pietistic churches there were two approaches to the 

liquor issue: its effect on the social conditions of human beings 

and its effect on morali The prohibition movement was a conserv-

ative approach to social reform, but at the same time it was a 

forward movement by the churches in their primary task of bringing 

the Gospel to mankind. The Rev. T.J. Wills, an Anglican vicar in the 

Wairarapa and an outspoken critic of the predominant Anglican 

approach to 
'l:~ 

the 1iquor issue summarised the situation thus: 

The Temperance movement ••• is an enterprise 
for the saving of humanity, and is opposed 
to degrading m1d destructive forces in the 
world and in the hearts of men. It 
recognises the actual facts of human nature-
fallen, weak, tempted, handicapped, 
mastered. It seeks to be a handmaid to the 
Gospel, improving environment, breaking up, 
cleansing and enriching the soi1, while the 
sower goes forth to sow and the Gospel calls 
to a higher life ••• There can be little hope 
of fulfilment of the Church 1 s destiny in the 
matter of this great and much-needed reform 
until Churchmen are roused to a passionate 
discontent with the present condition of 
things, with the widespread demoralisation, 
irreligion, and inexpressible misery · 27 

. d ' 'I d . k. t ., --' J occaslone oy "Cle ·rln ltlg cus ·oms ot our uay. 

2L K. Furniss, 1 i\ Social History of the 1'/lD:ray Place 
Congregational Church', (unpublished B.A.(Hons) thesis, 
University of Otago, 1975), pp. 37-41; m.J. Powell, 
'The Church in Auckland Society, 1880-1886 1 , {unpublished 
M.A. thesis University of Auckland, 1970) Chapter One. 

22. See pp. 79=80 ; also T.J. lUills, 8ishQp~§. 

.DJ.istake., (Ch:ristc:hurch, 1897),. 

23. L J. Ulills, The Liquor Probl~E- The UJork of Two il.nglj,_~ 

can Svnods Revi awed, (Christchurch~ 2rld ed., 1899), pp. 4-7. 



Prohibition was a means to an end whereby the witness of the Church 

could be more effectively brought to influence both individuals and 

society, The churches involved therefore devoted considerable time 

and energy to such a cause. But the Gospel had been preached for 

centuries without the removal of alcohol from use being first deemed 

necessary, Why had this suddenly become an engrossing problem? 

First, the problem of alcohol was a very real problem for New 

Zealand society at this time. The threat to individuals of the 

possible economic and social effects of alcohol lay at the very basis 

of the mass support for prohibition as revealed by the liquor polls. 

The pietistic churches realised this and, because of their emphasis on 

morali underlying society's social and economic conditions, they 

readily supported the prohibition movement. 

Secondly, the churches themselves felt threatened by the effects 

of alcohol in that it detracted from their moral influence on society. 

By the 1880s the Church in New Zealand realised that a large proportion 

of the population was only nominally attached to it, and that its 

influence on people's lives was weakening. The lBBl Census showed 

that approximately only twenty per cent of the population attended 

h ' 24 c urcn. It is probable that, rather than people drifting away from 

the Church they had never really been attached to it or been part of 

it. Most of New Zealand 1 s citizens were lower class emigrants from 

Great Britain where their contact with the Church was probably minimal 
~c:; 

Be, l" • L~ in the light of ths 1 ~~ re lglous census. This did not, however, 

24. Census of N.Z., 1881, p. 304. 

25. The 1B51 religious census in Great Britain revealed that 
less than half the population ever attended church, and 
that a higher proportion of middle class groups than 
working class members attended church; see also 
H. mcleod, Class and Religion in the Late Victorian Citv, 
(London, 1974). 
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reduce the concern of the Church in New Zealand as to its declining 

numbers, and it did raise questions as to the moral standards of the 

community. How was the Church to shape the morals of the young 

country if it did not reach more than a quarter of the population? It 

was with this realisation that its influence was declining that the 

Church became involved in a series of attempts to impose a certain 

moral code on the country by means of legislation. 

Liquor, gambling, Sabbath desecration, prostitution, smoking, 

dancing, horse racing, the playing of cards and billiards, the theatre--

all these pastimes and amusements were the object at some stage between 

the 1880s and 1914 of attack by the Church, and especially the puritan 

denominations and sects. The puritanical element at the base ·of these 

churches' beliefs came to the fore and showed itself in individual 

asceticism and a growing intolerance of transgression of certain 

values held by these bodies. The pursuit of pleasure appeared to be 

increasing and was an attractive opposition with which the Church had 

to cope. Pleasure threatened the very roots in which punitanism had 

its foundation. 

Beneath this puritanism can be detected a sense of urgent need 

to assert the Church's authority in society at a time when it was only 

too well aware that its influence was waning among a steadily increas-

ing population. This awareness was expressed throughout the 

literature of the prohibition movement during the whole period, and was 

also noted by critics of the churches. For example the Otago Workman 

carried the following editorial in 1899: 

Some church people ••• have been casting about 
for means to gather the people back into the 
church fold. They have hit upon the 
expedient of coercioh, and imagine by this 
means to bring the masses back to a condition 



of artificial righteousness. It is 
this section of the church people who 
are clamouring for laws to make people 
total abstainers by Act of Parliament, 
who agitate against Sunday trains, 
Sunday recreations and Sunday amuse
ments; who class horse racing and 
similar popular contests amongst the 
artificial sins created by an over
righteous Christianity.26 

The pietistic churches 1 involvement in the prohibition movement 

was most obvious furough the activity of their clergy. For some this 

meant no more than the preaching of one temperance sermon a year, or 

the signing of a petition to Parliament about a desired change in the 

liquor law. For most, however, it meant much more, at least at the 

local level where they were either active members of prohibitionist 

organisations or guest speakers at their meetings. IH any prohibit-

ionist rally or mass meeting clergymen were prominent on the platform. 

In a sample of 403 local and national leaders of the movement during 

the period 1894-1914 238, or fifty-nine per cent, were revealed to be 

• 0 ' f l' . 27 
m1n1s~ers o re 1g1on. Of this figure only seven per cent were 

Anglicans or Roman Catholics. As a profession the clergy were more 

consistently involved than any other group in the leadership of the 

prohibition movement. It is little wonder that the overall member-

ship of the churches should likewise be deeply committed. 

From the early 1890s it was the practice in the various 

Presbyterian, Methodist, Baptist and Congregationalist churches to have 

one Sunday a year as a temperance Sunday, on which sermons advocating 

26. Otago Workman, 29 April, 1899, p. 6; see also Dtag_£ 
Liberal, 9 Sept, 1905, p. B; 

27. See Table 5, p. 58. 
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the advantages of prohibition would be preached. In the years that 

liquor polls were to be taken it was not unusual for several Sundays 

t b • L h 28 o e gl'Ven over GO sue 1 sermons. 

Among such sects as the Salvation Army and the Seventh Day 

Adventists abstention from indulgence in alcohol was a tenet of member-

ship; in 1899 the Primitive methodist Conference passed a resolution 

to the effect that 11 total abstinence from all liquors be required as a 

condition of membership from all applicants for admission into the 

Primitive methodist Church, 1129 while in 1897 the methodist Church of 

New Zealand reaffirmed a longstanding principle "that rw person 

prominently connected with the drink traffic or the gambling evil 

30 
should be sleeted to office in this Church". 

In 1902 the methodist Church agreed to form its own Temperance 

Society with the pledge, "I promise by the help of God to abstain from 

all intoxicating drinks as a beverage) and to do all in my power to 

lead others to abstain'". 31 This, however, was atypical of the 

churches 1 involvement in the movement as they were generally prepared 

to work with the existing prohibitionist organisations rather than to 

establish their own. It is, therefore, not surprising that this 

Methodist experiment was discontinued in 1904 as a result of failure 

3? 
through lack of support. ~ 

28. Presbyterian Church of N.Z., Procesdin~s of the General 
Assemb:J:X, 1888, p, 28; 1895, p. 78; Methodist Church 
of N.Z., Minutes of the Annual Conferenc~, 1889, p. 69. 

29. Press, 24 Jan, 1899 1 in Seddon Papers 3/2Ll-

30. methodist Church of N.Z., Minutes of the Annual Conference, 
1897, p. 56. 

31. ..iQ!.£.' 1902. pp. 60-61. 

32. Methodist Church of N.Z., Report of the Temperance and 
Morals Committee, cited in Outlook, 2 April, 1904, p. 32. 



Another avenue of support that the churches gave to the prohib-

ition movement was furough the thorough discussion of the issue in 

their various magazines. The movement had its own press, most notably 

the Prohibitionist and the Vanouard, but its influence was also spread 

by such papers as the Presbyterian Outloo~, the methodist Advocate and 

New Zealand methodist Times~ the Salvation Army's War Cr_'L~ and the New 

prohibition by these papers in the few months prior to a liquor poll, 

and all of them urged their readers to vote for no-license. 

The liturgical churches - the Roman Catholics and Anglicans -

took a different approach to the problem of alcoholic indulgence. This 

difference in outlook of the liturgical and pietistic traditions 

stemmed from fundamental differences in biblical interpretation and 

religious doctrine. 

During the 1880s and 1890s it was attempted by individuals 

within the churches to show that the use of intoxicating liquor was 

regarded by the Scriptures as an evil. much was made of the different 

Hebrew words for wine, and whether they meant intoxicating liquor or 

not. Little, however, was achieved by such arguments as no obvious 

. 33 pattern emerged as to Biblical usage and teaching on this 1ssue. 

As time progressed the emphasis of ~ese arguments changed from 

a semantic debate to one of example and right action. The anti-

prohibitionists argued that both the Old and the New Testaments 

supported the use of wine in moderation but condemned its abuse. Wine 

was regarded as a gift from God to be used wisely and moderately. The 

33. See A.ill. Bickerton, Wines of the Bible, (Christchurch, 
1886); A.T. Chodowski, Wine, Its Usa and Abuse, 
(Christchurch, 1893). 
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prohibition of such, however, was considered unbiblical and against 

Christian teaching. Much was made of the fact that Christ had used 

wine and had not condemned though he had preached moderation in all 

things. One writer said that 

He [Chris did not come to bow down before the 
~eakness of human nature~ He came to strengthen 
and uplift it. He gave a higher example than 
abstinence, to wit, not to refuse the gifts of 
God but to use them, not after man 1 s lusts, but 
as they are intended to be used and as he used 
them - as ordinary articles of diet, but specially 
suited for social and festive occasions.34 

The prohibitionists were not lacking in a suitable response to 

such arguments. They were quick to point out that the New Testament 

forbade elaborate provision for carnal appetite: "Make not provision 

for i:tle flesh to fulfil the lusts thereof". 35 It was concluded from 

this that one should not sat up drinking houses and the like where the 

sensual appetite of man was catered for. It was also stressed that 

the New Testament taught that one should not let one's own strengths 

be a hindrance to the weak. much was made of the Pauline teaching 

that 

all things indeed are pure; but it is evil for 
that man who aateth with offence. It is good 
neither to eat flesh, nor to drink wine, nor 
m2t_thing whereby thy broths~ stumbleth or is 
offended~ or is made weak. 30 

Self-denial and self-giving for the sake of others were regarded as 

truly Christian acts of service. As a result the Christian should 

34. G. Bailey, The New Heresy: or, Scripture Teaching 
Regarding the Use and Abuse of Intoxicating Liquors, 
(Invarc-~gill, 1897) 1 p. 32. 

35. Romans, chapter 14, verse 20, King James Version. 

36. i£i£., verse 21. 
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37 vote for no-license as a matter of Christian duty. An editorial in 

the .Qilllook prior to the 1899 licensing poll stated the position for 

the Christian thus: 

Our appeal is more especially to those who pride 
themselves on their strength, and who, truly 
enough, may be in no great danger - that they 
remember the condition of many around them -
their brethren, weak and ready to stumble - and 
so for their sakes deny themselves of what is at 
best a mere luxury ••• For these Christ died; and 
our relation to Him, says someone, is determined 

our attitude to the lost. If we can prevent 
men from falling - if we can lift men up through 
our abstinence from things not sinful, but 
fraught with danger - what Christian will for a 
moment hesitate as to the course of action open 
to him? 38 

This type of debate had no solution, but its effect may well 

have been widespread, each interested party becoming more and more 

convinced of the truth of its position. 

These differing interpretations of biblical texts and teaching 

reflected the fundamental differences in the doctrinal bases of the 

liturgical and pietistic traditions. As a result of Luther 1 s Reform-

ation doctrine of justification by faith alone, and of the Calvinistic 

and Wesleyan emphasis on salvation of the individual by a definite 

spiritual conversion, there had been a movement within the non-

episcopalian denominations away from the importance of the sacraments 

as part of the salvation experience. They now emphasised the import-

ance of self-denial, self-discipline, self-improvement and personal 

pie ,_ ' ' • 1 39 as ~he means ~o ma~erla~ success and heavenly reward. The 

37. R. Erwin, The New Testament and No-License, (Dunedin, 
ca. 1900) • ~~~.~· -~~--~-~-~~~. ~--~-· 

38. Outlook, 22 July, 1899, p. 4. 

39. lU, Nicholls, The Pelican Guide to !Yiodern Theolog_L, vol l, 
(London, 1969)~ pp. 32, 39. 
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emphasis on correct behaviour encouraged these pietists to support 

such a measure as prohibition. They believed that the removal of a 

source of evil would help people to be more moral. 

This argument was countered with the retort that people's moral 

sense could only be developed in the face of and resistance to temp-

tation. A formidable opponent of prohibition who wasa ~rong 

supporter of temperance, UJ. Thomson, argued that 11 temperance is the 

development in man of righteousness and self-control. Prohibition is 

the reduction of man to a position of compulsory national total abstin-

f d b . . 1 1 ll 40 ence en orcs y a crlmlna aw Q He went on to state that 

it would be passing strange if He [Chri who 
refused the aid of the sword, who declined to 
call fire from heaven, and who rejected a king
dom founded on force with 11 get thea- behind me, 
Satan," that, in these days, His Church should 
wax great and become strong in numbers by means 
of a negative and criminal law called Prohibition. 
To expect it was foolish. To claim it is either 
a libel on human nature or to betray total 
• f •L 41 lgnorance o l L,. 

Thomson, a Presbyterian minister, was a fine example of the minority 

voice within the pietistic churches that was opposed to prohibition as 

a means of moral and social reform. Others included Dr W. Salmond, 

Professor of mental and moral Philosophy at the University of Otago, 

who caused a considerable furore in 1911 with his attack on prohibition 

in his Prohibition: a Blunder. The arguments of such opponents 

placed them alongside the liturgical churches 1 opposition to 

prohibition, and strengthened the position of those churches in the 

prohibition debate considerably. 

40. W. Thomson, Prohibition Fatal to Liberty 2 Temperance, and 
moralit1, (Ulellington, 1911), p. 24. 

41. ibid., PPo 38-39. 
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The liturgical churches avoided the asceticism of the pietists 

and its associated stress on the power of Satan and the judgement of 

God, and emphasised instead the love and forgiveness of God for man. 

The sacraments and creeds were considered of more importance in the 

42 
salvation of man than any code of behaviour. This liberalism did 

not lend itself to any great involvement in such a negative reform as 

prohibition. This is not to say that these churches were unaware of 

some of the social and moral problems of the age; their emphasis in 

seeking solutions was, however, somewhat different. IYlorality could 

not be enforced law but had rather to be taught example, hence 

the emphasis en religious education of children and the advocacy of 

temperance and moderation not only in the matter of alcohol but in 

every aspect of behaviour and reform. 

Tha basic position of the Anglican Church was ably expressed by 

Bishop Nevill of Dunedin at the synod of the Dunedin diocese in 1896. 

He argued that the compulsory stoppage of fermented liquors would be 

demoralising" Firstly it would encourage the growth of deceit, 

hypocrisy and dishonesty within society, and secondly such action would 

be a departure from God s way of dealing with His people as moral 

agents; contact with evil was deemed necessary in order to develop 

moral character and awareness through the resistance to temptation. He 

was, however, opposed to the present system of sale of liquor, and 

43 
argued for the abolition of hotel bars. This concern with the system 

of public sale of alcohol agitated the mind of the Anglican Church 

throughout this period, and saw that body urging various alternatives 

to the current system: a high licence fee to encourage a respectable 

42. Nicholls, 2P~cit., p. 32. 

43. Anglican Church of New Zealand, Proceedings of the Synod of 
ths Diocese of Dunedin, 1896 1 President•s Address. 
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standard ~rough thrbdc of loss of licence without compensation; 

municipal, corporate or state control in order to avoid underhand 

methods to make an easy profit; or the abolition of retail outlets 

and the favouring of wholesale licences only. None of these schemes 

came to fruition, but it was apparent that a large section of the 

Anglican community realised that there was a need for reform of the 

liquor traffic though it did not see prohibition as the answer. 

This approach remained the basic position of the Anglican 

Church, especially the High Church, throughout this period, but more 

and more individuals from within it became involved with the prohibit-

ionists as the period progressed. Bishop Julius of Christchurch 

illustrates this development well. In 1895 he expressed to the 

Canterbury Synod sentiments with which Bishop Nevill was to concur the 

following year. 44 His attack was not upon the use of alcohol but 

upon the liquor traffic; thus he would support local no-license but 

not nati onal prohibition. This was still his position in 1899 though 

he realised that no-license would mean the abolition of wholesale as 

well as retail licences; on this question he would have liked to 

45 
have seen the law changed. By 1909 he was willingly appearing on 

no-licence platforms and making publ i c statements that he would vote 

for no-licence until he should find some better remedy for the problem 

of the ravages of drink. 46 In that same year he was elected a vice-

president of the N ~ Zealand Alliance. As no other solution to the 

problem was forth 2 °IT'ng over the next few years, and as the testi-

44 . G. an ~ A. : l worthy , A Power in the Land: a Biography of 
Bish~ ·chill Ju l i us , (Christchurch, 1971), p. 133. 

45o N.Z. Times 20 may, 1899, in Seddon Papers 3/24. 

46. Vanguard, 2~ July, 1909. 
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monies, biased or otherwise from no-license areas spoke of the social 

and economic improvements brought about by the experiment, so did the 

Bishop 1 s attitude in favour of prohibition develop. In 1918 the 

local no-license vote was abolished, but by this time Bishop Julius's 

former disagreement with national prohibition had so far been overcome 

that he could state: 

1 Prohibition 1 , to use the familiar term is 
a question upon which every man must vote 
according to his conscience, or whatever 
stands in the place of it. Only I may re
mind him that unless he votes for prohibition, 
or makes an honest effort to promote some 
drastic reform of the liquor traffic, he 
becomes responsible for its continuance and 
for its evil consequences. 

Whatever my opinion and influence 
may be worth, I wish to say that I vote for 
prohibition because I will not accept res
ponsibility for the continuance of the liquor 
traffic, and have failed to discover any other 
measure of reform worthy of serious consider
ation.47 

Unable to find any other means of solving the drink problem Bishop 

Julius finally reached a point where, to be true to his conscience, hs 

had to vote for something with which he never fully agreed. many 

other Anglicans felt the same, but, so long as they were assured that 

fermented wins would always be available fur sacramental purposes, 

they were prepared to support prohibition as a means, however 

inadequat~ of reform 

The Roman Catholic Church 1 s position in the liquor debate was 

similar to the Anglicans•, yet it faced greater hostility from the 

pietistic churches because of the growing fear and intolerance within 

these 48 
churches of Popery. The prohibition issue was more a factor 

47. Cited in Elworthy op.cit., p. 195. 

48. See H.S. Moores, 1 The Protestant Political Association•, 
(unpublished M.A. thesis, University of Auckland, 1966). 



in encouraging this intolerance than an expression of it, though it 

symbolised the vast gulf between the two traditions. The pruhibi t-

ionists were certainly not backward in accusing the Roman Catholic 

clergy of being "guilty of criminal apathy in regard to the ruin 

wrought by the liquor traffic among its citizens. 1149 

The stance of the ~oman Catholic Church on the liquor issue was 

dictated largely by two factors: church membership and theology. 

Various studies have shown that the Roman Catholic Church drew upon a 

much wider cross-section of the community than did any other denomin-

ation, and that it had a particular appeal to the poorer 
50 

classes. 

With this being the case this Church could hardly have supported a 

movement that was directed against one of the few pleasures of that 

economic group without causing serious repercussions for itself. 

Not only did this reveal that people were aware that fewer 

working class members supported prohibition than middle c~ss citizens; 

nor was the attitude of the Catholic clergy simply an avoidancs of ths 

issue; their emphasis on true temperance and abstinence by individual 

choice was, as with the Anglicans based on two theological positions: 

morality was taught not by force but by example, and salvation was 

achieved through the forgiveness of God as expressed in the sacraments, 

especially that of the eucharist. 

For both the episcopal churches celebration of communion with 

fermented wine was an integral part of their understanding of the 

communion service as being a real sharing in the death of Christ by 

partaking of His body and blood. They could not, therefore, treat it 

49a Prohibitionist, 27 Oct, 1900, p0 8; see also J:bid~, 22 
Feb 1902, p. 8; N.Z. Tablet, 4 Jan, 1906, p. 19. 

50. H. rncLeod £12· cit., pp. 35, 72-80; rn.J. P:oweH op. cit.t 
Chapter One 
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merely as a memorial service of Christ s death and use unfermented 

wine (and later cordial) as had become the practice in the pietistic 

churches in New Zealand in the 1870s and 1880s. Thus although the 

1910 Licensing Amendment Act, which introduced the national prohibition 

option, allowed for the manufacture and sale of alcohol for scientific, 

medicinal and sacramental purposes if prohibition wars carried, it was 

felt by many, particularly in the Roman Catholic Church, that this was 

not a strong enough safeguard for one of their fundamental beliefs. An 

article in the N.Z. Tablet a few days before the poll was held argued 

that, as most of the religious bodies which are 
prominent in the agitation for prohibition 
already use unfermented wine for communion purp
oses, the present exemption in favor of the 
importation of fermented wine for sacramental 
use might~ in the course of time, be withdrawn. 
In working to bring about such a result, the 
religious bodies referred to would be acting 
quite consistently with their principles. By 
them, unfermented wine is regarded as quite 
sufficient for their communion service •• , The 
Catholic Church, we need hardly say, takes a 
different view. She insists stiictly on the 
requirements of the ordinance as instituted 
by our Lord Himself; and for the purpose of 
the mass the fermented juice of the grape must 
be used ••• We content ourselves with saying 
that the bare possibility of baing deprived of 
the mass is a prospect which no good Catholic 
can regard with equanimity.51 

This fear was on exacerbated when a few days later a prohib-

ition lecturer, the Rev. B.S. Hammond, stated that after ten years of 

prohibition no wine evan for medicinal and sacramental purposes would 

be allowed into the 
52 

country. Archbishop Redwood of Wellington 

immediately issued a circular letter to the Roman Catholic clergy 

urging them to warn their parishioners against voting for national 

prohibition as it would eventually render the celebration of the mass 

51. N.Z. Tablet, 30 Nov, 1911, p. 2409. 

52. ibid., 7 Dec, 1911, p. 2479; Vanguard, 23 Dec, 1911, p. 9. 
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. . 53 
unpo sm .. b J.s, Though Hammond argued that he had been misinterpreted 

and that what he meant was that after seeing and experiencing the 

benefits of prohibition for ten years everyone, including the episcopal 

churches,would be in favour of a total ban on alcohol, this was not 

enough to repair the damage Fears of religi.ous persecution came to 

the surface at a time of growing intolerance between Protestants and 

Roman Catholics. Protestant intolerance was only made worse when it 

was felt that the loss of support for prohibition from a large section 

of society had ~ossibly cost the cause greater success, if not victory. 

The Archbishop 1 s letter was believed to have been sufficient to alien-

ate enough votes to have carried national prohibition, and it was seen 

as 

altogether deplorable that he should have used 
the full weight of his own authority and that 
of his Church to buttress the body-and-soul 
destroying liquor traffic on a plea that is 
entirely false.54 

An examination of the voting figures for no-license for most of 

the period under study reveals that a large majority of the electorates 

at some stage came within a reasonable chance of achieving local no-

In 1911 1 with a total vote in favour of national prohibition 

of 55.83 per cent, prohibition of alcohol appeared to be within the 

grasp of the prohibitionists in the near future. They argued that if 

all the churches supported the movement no-license would have been 

carried in most of the electorates and national prohibition would have 
r-c; 

been carried in 1911.~~ 

53. ~I.Z. Tablet~ 7 Dec, 1911, p. 2479. 

51+. .l[_anguard", loc.cit,, 
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Given that between them the Anglican and Roman Catholic denomin-

ations had a nominal adherence of over per cent of the population 

throughout this period, it is probable that, if the leaders of these 

churches had officially encouraged their membership to support prohibit-

ion, local and national prohibition would have received the few percent-

age votes more that they needed to be carried over a wide area of New 

Zealand. Even in terms of active membership this supposition was 

probably \Ja1id, On the basis of percentage figures compiled by H. mol 

in a stu on church attendance in New Zealand for the census yea~s of 

1896, 1906 and 1911 1 it appears that the active membership of these two 

episcopal denominations was between ten and twelve per cent of the total 

t . d . th. . . 56 popula lon urlng .ls perlod. If only half this number had supported 

no-licence it would have been achieved over a much wider area and 

national prohibition would have been favoured in 1911. 

The support of the pietistic churches for prohibition developed 

from their awareness that poverty, squalor, unemployment, explcitation 

of labour and industrial strife did exist. While admitting the problems 

on the one hand however, they argued on the other that it was not the 

Church's role to become involved with party politics in an effort to 

rectify that which was wrong. They did believe that they were 

involved in the wider political sphere, however, through their various 

movsments for moral reform. To them politics was the application of 

the principles of righteousness to society. Let the people be made 

righteousness and there would be no need for legislative reform in the 

social and economic spheres. "The religious and moral improvement of 

the inner being must continue to be our major work ... The regeneration 

56. H. mol, (ad.), Western Religion. A Countr)l bL_ Countrr 
Sociological Inquiry, (The Hague, 1972), p. 371. 
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of man's moral being must precede the regeneration of 

While the Chur~h should be free of class and party bias and be true to 

her mission of seeking the salvation of all, its moral influences 

should be exerted and in this way help to achieve those political and 

<=s 
social reforms which aided the amelioration of the lot of the masses.J 

This was surely an idealistic approach to reform, if not 

simplistic and unrealistic. Yet it remained tha position of the 

mainstream of the Church until the depression of the 1930s. Evan as 

the socialist and labour movements grew the Church continued to argue 

that it 

need have nothing to do with party politics. 
Her only politics should be those which make 
for obedience to the Divine law, and for the 
application of the moral truths and principles 
of Christianity to the vast and manifold 
complexities of the modern social and economic ro 
situation in all its co-relations.~J 

By adopting such an approach the Church avoided questioning the 

foundations of the existing order while easing its conscience atout the 

inequalities present in that order. By drawing a distinction between 

moral influence and practical reform it could reason that 

disputes in which the Church is pressed some
times to intervene require expert knowledge 
for their comprehension and settlement. The 
questions, whether commerce should be organised 
on a basis of competition or of co-operation, 
whether the relation of master and servant 
shou~d be upon the basis of W?gss or profit7 
shar1ng and some other questlons that m1gh~ be 
raised that are at times submitted to Church 

57. Advocate, 6 may, 1899, p. 11 

58. Christian Outlook, 20 Feb 1897, p. 39. 

59. N.Z. Methodist Times. 8 Oct, 1910, p. 1. 



courts, seem quite clearly to be outside 
the Church s functions, and to be beyond 
her powers to decide.60 

87. 

It is little wonder in the light of this dmbivalent approach to 

social reform that the pietistic churches so readily espoused the 

cause of prohibition. This was an issue which directly concerned 

psople 1 s morality- should people drink; what would be the effect on 

my r;eighbour if I encouraged him by my example to drink and he over.-

indulged; what would Christ's attitude to modern stimulants be; is 

it right that others should suffer because of self-indulgence? These 

questions and others ware the direct interest of the Church, and few 

would query its right to consider them. Here was a reform acceptable 

to a large part of the Church and which seamed to offer in the economic 

arguments for it a way of dealing with the various economic and social 

problems confronting New Zealand at the turn of the century. The 

Church could feel that it was facing up to its responsibilities in 

society, and yet it did not have to attack the very basis of political 

economy which caused so many of the problems about which the Church 

showed soma concern. 

It can be sean, therefore~ that a social gospel philosophy 

appeared in the New Zealand context in the late nineteEmth and early 

twentieth ccntur es. This was not the type of social gospel that 

appeared in the United States in response to the problems of industrial-

isation and urbanisation and which involved an attack on and an attempt 

to change the capitalistic social order in that country. That was a 

progressive political movement with Christian principles of squall 
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In New Zeala0d the churches were part 

of the capitalistic system, and rather than modi it were 

tryi~g through such movements as prohibition to alleviate some of 

its effects without having to restructure the country 1 s economic 

base. There were sxceptions 1 of course, but these were few. Prob-

ably the most notable was the Rev. Rutherford Waddell of St. 

Andrew 1 s Presbyterian Church, Dunedin. He it was who led the 

attack on sweating in New Zealand in the late 1880s and early 1890s. 

The difference between him and his fellow churchmen was that he was 

a Christian socialist and they were not. He could offer a political 

platform for reform; they could only offer appeals to Christian 

responsibili 
62 

and support moral ~eforms such as prohibition. 

To most of the churches socialism, even Christian socialism, 

was anathema. This is not surprising when it is realised that 

they were to a large extent dominated businessmen and 

fi7. 
professional people.- 0 Yet throughout this period the churches 

had to come to terms with a growing socialist approach to the 

solving of social problems, an approach that developed outside 

the Church primarily because the Church showed little awareness 

of the nature of the social and economic problems 

61. see W. Rauschenbusch, Christianity and the Social Crisis, 
NeUJ Ym·k, 1907) cmd cru·i stianizinQ._th~L.Q£~, 
New York, 1912); D.R. Sharpe, Walter Rau~chenbusch, 

62 .. 

New York, 1942); for the N.Z. experience see L.H. Barber, 
1 The Social Crusader: James Gibb at the Australasian 
Pastoral Frontier, 1882-1935!, (unpublished Ph.D. thesis 
massey University 1 

L, Bm:-bt'l:C, 1 Rutherfm:.'d IJJaddell ~ 
and a Political Parson' .FDrum~ 

pp. 12-15 

a Preaching Politician 
~3 -n ~ ( 19~0' L. ;. ll- t1 w ~ ~ _,_ ! j '!! 

63. K. Furniss, op.cit., pp. 37-,'fl; ~LJ. PoUJell ~. 1 
Chapter One, 
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facing the working class. 

The vocal and growing labour mbvement was not backward in 

revealing that it considered itself distinct from the pietistic middle 

class churches 1 reform programme. At first it was purely condemnator~ 

with ths various ministers of religion and leading church members 

involved being accused of ing to achieve recognition through their 

outspokenness on the prohibition issue, and of using it as a means of 

filling their paws and their collection plates. One writer argued 

that 

if your theology was as good as some of the 
liquor dispensed in our pubs the people 
would think more of the church. You are 
at variance among yourselves as to the right 
way to get to heaven, and as you are preach
ing di ffersnt doctrines you are darrning souls 
instead of bodies. The church of the pres
ent day is a gigantic fraud, and the whole 
labour of the maioritv of its ministers is 
for gold and notwfor ~ouls.64 

Cruds though such an argument might have been the implication was that 

the Church had become irrelevant to the needs of the masses. 

The fact of the matter is the masses of the 
people look upon the modern Christian Church 
with contempt, if not aversion, because it 
lays down a high ideal of spiritual and 
practical life, but makes no genuinoly siQ
csra effort to live up to its profsssion.b5 

As time progressed the labour movement adopted a more iconoclastic 

campaign to convince both itself and the reformers that it had no sym-

pathy with the value system of the middle class. Once again, when it 

came to prohibition, it was the churches that bore the brunt of the 

onslaught. 

During the wintsr of 1905 a series of men's meetings were held 

64. Otago 1\!orkmE!.!J., 5 Dec, 1896, p. llc 

65. ibid., 29 P,pril, 1899, p. 6. 
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in the Garrison Hall, Dunedin, on Sunday <'J 66 ar cernoon:::;" Instituted 

by the Rev. W.N. Sinclair and the Methodist Central Mission, their 

emphasis was on the relationship between the Church and Labour and 

Christianity,, The reason for the meetings was the concern of the 

Church at the declining attendance of the workingman at its services, 

and the increasing frequency of attack by organised Labour who argued 

that Christ was a Socialist while the Church as it existed was not 

representative of Christ's teachings; the ministr was accused of 

being against social reform and Labour, and in favour of respect-

ability and capitalism. Labour writers showed little sympathy for the 

Church and its reform campaign, but accused it instead of attempting to 

cont~ol the working class. 

Unfortunately, too often, as we know, the 
Church - or rather, we should say, the 
churches - haue woful [sic] impeded the 
Reformer and the man of intellect and 
foresight. Respectabili is too often 
the fetish to which the douse churchgoer 
bends the knee - at whose shrine hs wor-
ships. Hew many pulpits in Dunedin are 
prepared to preach openly, say, the doc
trines of Socialism? might few, we fear. 
Spiritual remedies they are prepared to 
presc~ibe ad lib - be regular in your 
attendance at church above all things, 
subscribe faithfully to all its doctrines -
and its funds, make strong and loud 
professions of your piety and your prayers -
and all will be well. Th8 truth is that 
the average clergyman desires the working 
man to attend his church - if he desires 
him there at all - in order that he may get 
control of the horny-handed son of toil~ 
and lead him in the straight path - as the 
preacher views it - to ~e world to come; 
but not in the least that these same workers 
shall make any use of him (the clergyman 
with a view to obtaininc anv secular require
ments of which they are-in ;eed.67 

66. .Qtago Liberal~ June-Oct, 1905, passim. 

67. i.£.:i£., 9 Sept~ 1905~ p. B. 
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The effect of this rejection of the middle class churahas 1 

attempts at reform was that Labour increasingly regarded itself as a 

distinct economic group in society and revealed that it possessed a 

separate values system. This system rejected traditional Christiani 

as practised the churches and stressed the teachings of Christ as 

they concerned the social and economic welfare of the poor and needy. 

Hence Labour leaders could argue that~ "lest we be misunderstood, tjje 

have not one word to say against true Christiani " 68 This position 

was made even clearer in 1906 after the Roman Catholic Archbishop Red-

wood produced an article attacking Socialism as being contrary to 

Christi ani 
59 

and not in the interests of the people. The labour 

movement, and especially the N.Z. Worker, took up the discussion and 

argued that Christ's teachings showed that hs would have favou~ed 

Socialism and opposed privata capital and ownership. If, it was 

argued, the churches ware really sincere in w~nting to help the working 

class, they would preach socialism. They were taunted with such 

challenges as 

you are praying for the coming of the Kingdom 
of God; we are working for social conditions 
which would make that Kingdom possible. Here, 
then, we can meet on common ground, and work 
for the common good, 

and "reform U1e individual by all msans, but one uf the best means was 

b " 1 11 70 
y improving his snv~ronmen~ • The labour movement wanted the 

support of the churches in its drive for reform; in trying to get this 

support it felt compelled to attack the churches• approach to social and 

economic problems in order to make them aware of their presumed mission 

69. F. Redwood, Pastoral letter on Socialism, (Dunedin, 1906). 

70. N.Z. Worker, 31 Oct, 1906. 
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i:~ soci and the desperate nseds of the working class. 

The antagonism between Labour and the Church over the method 

of reform increased throughout the period as the difference of opinion 

on the question of prohibition in particular became mora distinct. 

By 1905 1 for example, the general tenor of labour opinion was in 

favour of State control of the liquor trade, not of its abolition, the 

reason being that the use of alcohol in itself was not considered 

wrung; it was the abuse that had to bs fought, and in the eyas of 

Labour most of the abuses were to be found in the private control of 

the trading system. 

Alcohol has its virtues. It certainly does 
stimulate the social instinct and cheer the 
heavy heart. And life, as we make it, is so 
lacking in its brighter aspects, that to 
entirely remove from thousands of our country
men the almost solitary oasis in the desert 
of life, which a little alcohol really and 

.. truly creates, wgwld be a vigorous ar:d drastic 
treatment indeed. There is much to be said 
in favour of making a State monopoly of t~e 
manufacture and sale of alcoholic drinks. 1 

This was a very different view fro~ that of the majority of 

prohibitionists, who could see in alcohol nothing but misery, povsr 

degradation and despair. It certainly had no "virtues". Hare, then, 

was a fundamental difference in values on the matter of alcohol, which 

in turn meant a difference in morality in that the prohibitionists 

saw the problem of alcohol as basically a moral problem. This 

difference was further aggravated when the prohibition issue was 

placed within the wider drive for social reform. To the working 

class spokesman the prohibitionists' emphasis on prohibition as the 

means of achieving wide-reaching reform was unrealistic in the extreme. 

71. Otago Libera~, 2 Sept, 1905, p. 8. 



To suppose, however, that drink is in any sense 
the cause of poverty is to suppose a plain 
absurdity. Nine-tenths of us are really poor -
that is to say, we have to toil unreasonable 
hours for a bare subsistence, and through all 
our lives we are pursued by sordid care, and 
the necessity for stinting ourselves of what it 
should be our privilege to enjoy ••• It is our 
wicked and brutal industrial and economic system 
that keeps us poor in a world crammed full of 
wealth. Where wealth accumulates (as Goldsmith 
expresses it) men really do decay if the great 
mass of those who produce the wealth have no 
part in its enjoyment.72 

This was a direct assault on the laissez-fairs capitalist 

system to which the prchibition movement generally subscribed, although 

with modifications largely based on the Golden Rule. It was not ths 

system favoured by many of the articulate groups within the labouring 

section of the community, who saw that its economic condition was 

largely a result of this capitalist system. These two varied outlooks 

revealed another basic difference between the labour movement and the 

middle class reform movement, and one which was recognised by the 

former as separating it from the latter. On the surface it was a 

difference between wealth and poverty, but beneath this was the belief 

of the working section of the community that it was being exploited by 

the more wealthy class. The result of such a belief was to increase 

the feeling of difference between the rich and the poor, or the 

employers and employees. In turn this encouraged both the distrust by 

the working class of middle class proposals for economic and social 

reform, and the growth of separate labour politics. The labour move-

ment came increasingly to see such reforms as prohibition as being 

simple panaceas and stop-gap measures of the middle class which would 

not bring about any real change in the conditions of the working 

class. It is not surprising that while the middle class reformers 

72. ibid. 
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continued to stress moral reforms the working class agitators emphas-

ised more and more the need for drastic economic and social reorgan-

isation. Part of their plan to achieve such reorganisation was by 

political action; hence the emergence of a political Labour Par 

The growing tension between Labour and the Church over the 

method of reform tended to strengthen class consciousness on both sides. 

To Labour the Church, and especially the protestant churches, appeared 

to be full of businessmen and landlords who depended on the capitalist, 

private ownership system for their livelihood, while the Church 

depended on them for its finance. The testimony of the lady commissioner 

of the N.Z. Worker after a house-to-house sales campaign stressed this 

view of the Church and the capitalist system. 

I never dreamt, in all the years I have been 
in Aucklaod thst the condition of some of 
the people was so deplorable ••• ! am convinced 
that no palliatives will cure the evils of 
society here, and we must have nothing short 
of a social change ••• I have .•• always in the 
past attributed ninety per .cent. of the people us 

poverty to drink; but my recent travels have 
made me disgusted with those who rant in this 
strain; for I find, that the worst slums in 
,c\ucl<land are owned and '"baili ffedH by a so
called strong prohibitionist, and one who walks 
to church every Sunday and sits in a front pew
a saucy-faced hypocrite. I am convinced that, 
although drunkenness is a curse, landlordry is 
the worse phase of hell that ever afflicted the 
people of New Zealand. Hers is this man singing 
psalms on Sunday, prating about the curse of 
strong drink, and taking advantage of the 
people 1 s necessities to compel them to pay an 
exorbitant rent for slums that are not fit to 
house pigs, let alone human beings 73 

Unverifiable as this may be, and useful propaganda for Labour agitat-

ors as it no doubt was, it nonetheless reveals the growing tension and 

difference of outlook between Labour and Capital in economic and social 

73. N.Z. Worker, 19 Sept, 1906, p. 2. 
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terms. The awareness of such differences as expressed in the rhetoric 

of the labour spokesmen served a dual purpose: it :revealed the exist-

ence of a class consciousness within New Zealand, and at the same time 

it strengthened this consciousness by provoking and encouraging people 

to think in such terms. It was in organised Labour's interest to 

encourage the mass of the working class to forsake the traditional 

political, economic and social structures and support the new and 

solely labour-orientated organisations. 

The labour movement's challenge to the churches may have influ-

enced a few individual churchmen towards taking a more positive and 

realistic approach to the problems facing the working people, but the 

majority of the Church could continue to arguethat the questions of 

wages, hours of labour, the regulation of manufacturing output, and 

kindred matters were not its concern. The Church's concern was for the 

moral improvement of men in order to bring about a kingdom of righteous-

7if 
ness, or the kingdom of God. 

Even the industrial unrest of 1912-1913 did not produce a marked 

shift in the Church's arguments. Aware of the growing hostility to-

wards it of a large section of the labour movement, it tried to stand 

on neutral ground. It attempted to show that it neither supported 

capitalism nor echoed the agitations of labour but rather that it 

advocated moral righteousness decried injustice~ and tried to shape the 

men who were to make the world what God wanted it to be. Social 

injustice would never be settled by violence politics or economics alone, 

btb l ·dch·t· ·t 75 u- y app le rls .. lanl· y. Support was urged for the introduction 

of Bible reading in schools on the conviction that Honly in so far as 

74. N.Z. Methodist Times, 9 March, 1912, pp. 5-6. 

75. ibid.~ 15 Feb~ 1913, p. 10. 



Bible truth sinks into the childish consciousness of the nation will 

t . t b ' c . ' l d L b .L '"I 76 the pres en . confllc etween apl ta_ an a our come L.O an elld' • 

The Church did not seem aware that it was out of touch with the 

society around it, and that its pious platitudes about moral righteous-

ness and the kingdom of God offered no immediate solution to pressing 

social problems. It continued to adopt an arrogant attitude, 

especially towards the labour movement, which only alienated that 

section of the community which it was trying to reach. It talked of 

Labour•s tone of contempt for religion and its need for a dynamic ideal 

77 
which the religious impulse alone could give,' but failed to realise 

that by so talking it was showing through its arrogance a similar 

contempt for Labour. 

The Church also failed to realise that there was considerable 

inconsistency in its approach to the social and economic questions that 

were concerning so many sections of the communi On the one hand it 

argued that it was not its role or duty to become involved in politics 

in order to achieve reform; but on the other hand it was prepared to 

do all in its power to achieve by political agitation and legislation 

the suppression of drink, gambling and other pleasures and to introduce 

Bible reading in state schools in order to bring about social, economic 

and moral reform. The justification for such a position, that these 

reforms were the means by which society could be made morally right-

eous, coupled with the Church's unwillingness to seek political reform 

in regard to wages, employment and the like only strengthens the 

argument that the churches were unwilling to upset the existing social 

and economic order, and were using such reforms as prohibition to 

76. Outlook, 18 Nov, 1913 1 p 3. 

77. N.Z. Baptist, Jan, 1914, p. l. 
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bolster their own position in society by dictating the moral standards 

of the community. 

Part of this attempt to influence the development of society's 

moral standards depended on the basic social structure of the community. 

It has already been seen that part of the ideology of the prohibition 

movement stressed the importance of the home in creating a stable 

environment, and that the role of woman in shaping this environment 

was considered to be of some importance because of her presumed 

78 
superior moral nature. As a result it was believed that she had a 

special interest in the prohibition movement. Specific areas were 

singled out which presumed this interest and which further stressed the 

value placed on a stable home environment and the importance of adher-

ence to a certain code of behaviour. 

One such area was physical suffering of wives and children at 

the hands of a drunken husband or father. Claims were made, without 

any effort to offer proof, that 

many thousands of wives and daughters and 
sisters ••• have seen in grog only that which 
has robbed them of all the enjoyments of 
life •.• The share that they have had of the 
enjoyment themselves is irritability 
brutality, perhaps blows.79 

Wife and child bashings were frequently mentioned in prohibitionist 

propaganda as being the direct results of indulgence by men in intox-

icating liquor. Generalised statements were preferred to 5pscific 

instances; 

much talk of 

emotive language replaced reasonable logic. 

the poor broken-hearted wife, whose spirit 
had bean crushed and broken by a series of 

78. See pp. 40-42. 

lhere was 

79. Newspaper cutting, 1896, no source, in Seddon Papers 
3/ll, p. 45. 



cruelties inflicted by one who promised to 
love and cherish her. The life of such an 
one is a lonq-drawn-out martyrdom 9 of which 
God only kno~s the end.so 

98. 

Because of such violence it was believed that ones women had the vote 

they would use it against the liquor trade in an effort to purify 

society and protect themselves. The liquor industry was as convinced 

as the prohibitionists that once the "shrieking sisterhood" had 

political power there would be an all-out female assault on the liquor 

81 
trade. 

A second specific argument as to the reasons why women would be 

in favour of prohibition was an economic one. If husbands could be 

encouraged by the unavailability of alcohol to bring home all of their 

wages, then it would be much less difficult for the wife to provide 

the needs of the home. In the public house, i was argued, women 

had seen the rival of the domestic hearth; 
and what would have given boots to the 
children, and food and clothing in abund
ance for all, they have seen abstracted 
from the hardly earned and perhaps 
meagre wages.B2 

That prohibition could remedy this situation was to its supporters at 

least, unquestionable. Ones more it was generalised from instances of 

known hardship aggravated if not caused, by a husband 1 s indulgence in 

alcohol, that women would, if given the opportuni , support ~n masse 

any move towards prohibition. It was assumed that they would grab at 

any possibili of improving their material surroundings and of astab-

lishing for themselves and their families little havens of peace in a 

SO. Prohibitionist, 14 Nov, 1896, p. 2. 

81. ibid., 15 .luly, p. 3; N.Z. Harald, 13 Sept~ 1893, p. 5~ 

cited in Grimshaw, op.cit., p .• 94; JLC, 1893, Schedule 
of Petitions, p. xii, nos 34, 36. 

82. Newspaper cutting, 1896, no source, in Seddon Papers 3/11, 
p. LiS. 
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garden suburb, with mother and father at each side of the hearth and 

children at their knees, perhaps with a daughter playing the piano, 

while the family Bible was prominent on the table. A caricature of 

lower middle class mentality this may be, but such ideas did find 

expression in the propaganda of the prohibition movement. 

the following was part of a paper about no-license in Invercargill after 

twelve months experience. 

How does it affect the social and home life 
of the people? Is there increased comfort, 
sobriety, happiness? There can be no shad
ow of a doubt that these things have largely 
increased in many homes. Neighbours tell 
of the improved conditions in many homes; 
where formerly there was poverty, hunger, 
misery, there is now happiness, comfort and 
plenty. One case, which may stand as 
representative of many, may be given. A 
poor woman, whose husband was a heavy drinker 
under License, had to go, on pay day, and 
wait for her husband as he came out of the 
office with his wages, or she would scarcely 
get enough from him to keep the wolf from the 
door. The home was clean, but very sparingly 
furnished, and there were no curtains in the 
windows but a piece of muslin tacked up. To
day that home has been transformed. The wife 
no longer has need to go on pay day to meet her 
husband, for he brings his wages home, merely 
deducting a small amount for his tobacco. The 
woman is neatly dressed, and the children have 
improved in health, and the windows have lace 
curtains in them; the man himself enjoying 
better health, and proving himself a better 
citizen, 83 

It was natural that in trying to bring about economic, social, 

physical and moral reform of the community, this predominantly middle 

clas~ prohibition movement should see one of its goals as suburban, 

domestic, God~fsaring bliss. The assumption that all women wished 

to achieve such an existence encouraged those both within and outside 

the movement to believe that woman generally would take a special 

83. White Ribbon, June 1907, p. l~. 
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interest in the liquor question. 

A third specific area that presumed women's involvement in the 

prohibition movement was that of prostitution. For many women again 

especially those of middle class prejudices, the licensed bar was only 

one step removed from the brothel, and was almost invariab on the 

path that led to it. It was "the centre of moral filthn in which 

"immorali is connived at, where drunkenness and gambling are 

encouraged ••• The licensed liquor bar, more than anything else, is the 

creator of the brothel, and the parent of illicit love 11 •
8Li The 

consumption of alcohol had the effect of creating lustful desires and 

of weakening self-control, so that sexuaJ gratification was sought in 

brothels and whorehouses. At the same time consumption of liquor 

impoverished the bar 1 s patrons so fuat they could not afford to estab-

lish a home and support a wife and family. As a result it was 

claimed that, 

thousands of women who are in every way fitted 
for the position of wife and mother remain 
unmarried. Early marriages are at once the 
safeguard of the man, the happiness and right 
of the womarl, and the good of the State, and 85 
against this the saloons stand in grim array 

This problem of prostitution and alcohol was expected to 

attract the support of women of all social groups and involve them in 

the prohibition movement. Two effects would ensue: it would 

increase the prohibitionist ranks considerably, and would encourage 

at least half the community, the female half, to adopt, consciously 

or otherwise, certain middle class values concerning the role of 

86 
women and the place of the home in society 1 s structure. 

84. ibid. 

86. l:_bid.; !'/lay, 191Li, p. L 
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The employment of barmaids was another issue which was expected 

to interest women in the prohibition of alcohol. 

87 
degrading occupation!!~ 11 dsgrading to women and a lure to young mann 

Not only was it believed by the prohibitionists that the presence of 

barmaids enticed young men into public bars and into contact with 

alcohol, but that the barmaid system also served as a cover-up for 

something little better than a brothe1. 88 

A fifth specific area which presumed women•s support for prohib-

ition was that of religion. It was again generally believed that 

women were more interested in and more susceptible to the mysterious 

89 
rites surrounding the supernatural. This idea was partly based on 

the belief that men were mora rational, women more emotional, and that 

religion involved more emotion than reason. It was also partly the 

cause and partly the result of the belief that women were morally superior 

to men, took a greater interest in the moral standards of the community, 

and hence had a greater interest in a religious system which expounded 

a definite ethical code. As there was no doubt that the prohibition 

movement was, in part at least, a campaign to improve the moral 

standards of society, and as the non-episcopalian churches in particular 

were conspicuously involved, it was believed that women, too, would be 

behind the movement in large numbers. Put crudely, it was argued 

that women were more susceptible to the influence of the parson or 

the priest, 

87. 

88. 

89. 

90. 

90 and would follow him blindly where ever he led. 

ibid., Sept, 1902~ p. 7. 

NZD, 13 IYlarch, 1897, p. 3; 25 July, 1903, p. 3; 
24 Nov, 1908, p. 2; DDT, 8 June, 1907, p. 9; 
NZPD, 153, (14 Nov, 19lo), p. 606, J.B. Callan. 

NZPD, 81, (18 Aug, 1893L p. 150, H. Scotland; 
ibid., 75, (1 July, 1892), p. 183, T.L. Buick. 

9DT, 16 Dec, 1911, p. 9. 
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Even the women themselves, or at least the reforming zealots among them, 

believed that 

there can be no question that as a rule women 
are more responsive to that sense of religious 
and moral duty that arises from mental develop
ment as surely as the ignoring of it hinders 
it ••• In all public questions that directly 
affect the highest interests of humanity we 
have faith in woman's verdict.9l 

Once again, however, the facts as available would belie this 

interpretation. While the census returns relating to religious 

affiliation show that a slightly higher proportion of all women were 

connected with the main Christian denominations than of men, the 

difference was never more than 2.1% within any denomination throughout 

th . . d 92 
-~ J.s perlo • This does not, of course, take into account the 

amount of active participation of these people in church life, or the 

amount of nominal membership. But it does suggest that the male/ 

female attitudes to religion were not markedly different. Secondly, 

, ~ ' b rl, d , - t, t th Ch h . P h" b._,_. 93 lt s as r~1as sen -llscusse ln rela lDn o e urc and ro Jl lLlon, 

the concept of prohibition was against the theology of the Anglican 

and Roman Catholic denominations, then the number of females who could 

possibly have been under the influence of the non-episcopalian minister 

was only 39.07 per cent of all women in the country. Even if all of 

these were involved in the prohibition movement, which was unlikely 

because of the proportion of nominal adherents and minors in this 

figure there was no possibility that most women in the community were 

going to be influenced the emotionalism of evangelical theology 

into supporting prohibition. 

These five specific reasons why women were expected to support 

91. Vanquard~ 7 Nov~ 1908, p. 12. 

92. See Table B. 

93. See pp. 79-83. 
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prohibition led to the popular belief that the prohibition movement was 

predominantly a women 1 s movement. Yet plenty of evidence was available 

to show that women as a group were no mora united behind the prohibition 

movement during this period than were 

Perhaps nowhere is it more starkly revealed that the prohibition 

movement was not a female preserve than in an examination of its 

leadershiP, In a sample of 844 committee members of local and national 

prohibitionist organisations, including the W.C.T.U., Sons and 

Daughters of Temperance, the I.O.G.T., the Prohibition and No-License 

Leagues, and the N.Z. Alliance, only 144 (17.06%) were women. 

Similarly, out of sixty-nine people who were listed in 1910 as vies-

presidents of the N.Z. Alliance (a life-long appointment unless other-

wise requested), only three (4. were women. For a movement that 

had allowed women onto all its councils long before they ever had the 

vote at the general elections, this disparity between the roles played 

by the sexes is startling. It reveals that while a few women may have 

been to the forefront of the reform agitation of this period, most 

women were willing to be at best the followers of male opinion and 

agitation, at worst sideline spectators, appearing only to vote every 

three years. They were not encouraged, of course, to "unsex" them-

selves by appearing on the public platform, and there is little avid-

ence to suggest that many of them tried. 

The history of the W.C.T.U. further suggests the lack of active 

participation of women in the prohibition movement. In 1893 the 

membership for all of New Zealand was six hundred By 1915 this had 

94 • see ~~._9 f _f\_El v ~.§.~.§., Feb I 18 g it ; 1 v §ln.i-Jl9 __ i\i 8 .Ul.~L§.!:!.~. 
l::J.?wke;s ~.2.}~.1\9_1:'£'Lt.bs~£; 29 Dec~ 1896, in Seddon Papers 
3/13; _!~eorapt],, 9 Dec, 1896, in Seddotl Papers 3/13. 
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9c 
risen to 3371, with a peak in 1912 of 3474. ~ In a country with a 

female population of 331, 945 in 1896 and 476,558 in 1911, this was 

hardly a reflection of a numerically active organisation. The fact 

that it had such an influence is a sign of the articulate abili of 

the women involved, an ability suggesting a higher educational achieve-

ment and a more liberal environment than was the norm for most women. 

Such figures do not, of course, provide proof that women were 

not interested in prohibition, although such low active involvement 

would strongly suggest that they were no more interested than men. 

Certainly the strong male leadership would indicate a reasonably high 

proportion of male involvement. Woman 1 s absence from the forefront of 

the campaign seems to be best explained by her being restricted, 

through the emphasis on her domestic role, in her activities outside 

the home, while her education regarding public affairs was largely 

dependant on the opinions of her husband or father. This would suggest 

that the female vote at the liquor poll was likely to be similar to the 

male vote, because of the continuing influence of male opinion in 

society. 

The first occasion at which all adult women in New Zealand had 

the opportunity to use their vote was at the 1893 general election. 

After the stormy passage of ~a 1893 Alcoholic Liquors Sale Control Act~ 

with which the prohibitionists were dissatisfied, it was expected that 

the liquor question would have a major effect on the election, and that 

the women 1 s vote would swell the prohibitionist ranks. In the debates 

on the Licensing Bill Stout had said, 

Sir, it has been said that if you get the 
women on the roll this Bill will practically 
end in the obtaining of prohibition, What 

95. See Table 9, 
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does this mean? That the women are going to 
vote for temperance: is that what it means? 
Then,we temperance people are willing they 
shall vote at the general election for temp
erance, and that their votes shall be cast 
for the return of members to this House who 
will give us a real Bill of local control, 
and not the sham Bill which this measure is ••• 
This question is going to be ~ question at 
the elections.96 

'I 0 7. 

Despite the fact that this was partly politLcal manoeuvring by Stout 

against Seddon, it did express both the desire of the prohibitionists 

for a new Bill, and also the general belief regarding the female vote. 

As the election approached it was expected that the prohibitionist vote 

plus the woman 1 s vote would swamp Parliament with temperance-orientated 

members in favour of amendment of the Licensing Act. The effect, as 

Kate Sheppard, Franchise Superintendent for the W.C.T.U., amusingly put 

it, was that 

as the candidates came into the field they made 
distinct bids for the woman 1 s vote, and some of 
them were most mirth-provoking with their 
wriggles as they were brought face to face with 
a large body of electors whose rightful claims 
they had previously opposed .•• Efforts were made 
in some quarters to organise women for the 
purpose of giving block votes ••. We felt that so 
far as ordinary party questions of the hour were 
concerned it was better that women should decide 
for themselves. We advised, however, that 
special regard should be paid to reform in the 
liquor laws ••• and that on no account should a 
woman vote for a man of immoral life.97 

The results of the election did not reveal, however, that the 

female vote had any considerable effect. Rather, it was argued that 

the result could scarcely be deemed doubtful, as 
so far as the balance of power between the two 
parties is concerned the woman's vote has made 
no important difference. We bold the opinion 
that ••• all things being equal, women would vote 

96. NZPD, 81, (30 ,1\ugust, 1893)~ p. l>4L 

97. N.Z.W.C.T.U., Franchise ReBort, 1893. 



in the same direction as their male friends. 
Every inquiry that we have since made 
confirms this view. 98 

10 8. 

As to the persuasive power of the clergy over women the results showed 

that the new Parliament contained a much smaller number of denomination-

alists in favour of Government aid to church schools than had previously 

been the case. Of this the comment was made that, "we offer no opinion 

as to whether this is a desirable state of things or not. But it 

effectively disposes of the old cry that women would vote as the priests 

directedli. 99 

The 1893 election had, therefore~ shown that the expectations of 

female dominance and prohibitionist success had not been well-founded. 

The reality of the situation was made apparent, as might have been 

expected, that women were no more a cohesive unit in society than were 

men. Yet the idea remained, and became even more entrenched, that 

women would eventually unite behind this movement of moral reform. 

11 Laws need altering for the protection of our sex and those dear to us. 

On women devolves the special duty of seeing that our legislators are 

men who honour puri 100 and probity more than party." There was no 

doubt in the minds of the reformers that women were more morally aware 

than men, and that they had a special role to play as moral watchdogs 

in society. Even though ths female vote had revealed no unity of 

action there was hope that this would eventually be achieved as women 

were educated as to what was expected of them by "respectablell standards 

of behaviour. 

There is no evidence to suggest that the support of women for no-

99. ibid. 

100. ibid. 
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license and prohibition became any more pronounced over the period to 

1914 than did the support of men. While the actual figures for males 

and females supporting prohibition are non-existent, there is nothing 

in the available figures that suggests any strong connection between 

the female vote and prohibition as against the male vote. The percent-

age proportion of women voting at the liquor poll at no time exceeded 

that of men at the national level; in fact it was always slightly 

101 
less. In an analysis of individual electorates this national trend 

is strongly mirrored. The number of voters at the liquor poll who 

were women was very much in proportion to the percentage of the 

electoral roll that equalled women} 02 This would suggest that as 

already argued, the liquor question did not motivate women to vote any 

more strongly than it did men. 

If it is further considered that, while the total vote for no

license increased from 37.83 per cent to 55.83 per cent (national 

prohibition result) between 1896 and 1911, the proportion of active 

voters who were female only increased from 41.81 per cent to 45.01 per 

cent, then it will be seen that prohibition called upon a much wider 

area of support than merely the woman's vote. 103 There is nothing to 

suggest that a greater proportion of the prohibitionist vote was female 

than male, nor that there was any connection between the increased 

support for prohibition and ths gradual increase of women voters in the 

country. The latter increase was so small that its bearing on the 

much greater increase in support for prohibition could only have been 

marginal at best. 

101. See Table 10. 

102. See Table ll and Figure III 

103. See Table 12 
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Percentage of registered women voting at liquor poll 

compared with percentage of registered men, for all 

of ~Jew Zealand 

DATE FEIYlALE 

1894 53.84 43~ 72 

1896 76.79 76 35 

1899 76. {J.5 74.05 

1902 78.44 

1905 84.1 82.,87 

1908 80 ,, l 76.72 

1911 
1 

84.L!.3 82.47 

1914 
'i 
"'" 85.43 83.73 

1. National prohibition poll. 

2. Sex breakdown for general election, 1914, as sex 

breakdown for liquor poll not available. 



Percentage of electoral roll, by electorate, 

who are women, correlated with percentage of 

women voters at liquor poll, giving simple 

correlation coefficient and significance 

level of simple correlation coefficient. 

D!1TE SifflPLE 
CORRELATION 
COEFFICIENT 
(I') 

S I GPJI FIC~iNCE 
LEVEL (P) 

··--~------~----c -~·---------

1896 0.9588 o.oooo 

1899 0~9086 o.oooo 

1902 0. 9027 o.oooo 

1905 0.9766 o.oooo 

1908 0.9834 o.oooo 

19111 0.9577 o.oooo 

19142 De977L~ 0 ,, 0000 

---------·----

1. National prohibition poll 

2. Sex breakdown for general election, as 

sex breakdown for liquor poll not available. 

3. r is highly significant at a 95% confidence 

level if P<O.Ol. 

1 'i 1 • 
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Percentage of electoral roll who are women 

correlated with percentage of women voters at liquor poll, 

by electorate, 1896-1914. 
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Percentage vote for no-license and 

national prohibition, compared with 

percsntage of actual voters who were 

female, fo all of New Zealand. 

DATE 

1894 

1896 

1899 

1902 

1905 

1908 

1 q- 11 ..__l 

., 9lA 1 
..L . 4 

% VOTE FOR 
~JO~LICENSE 

45.57 

37.83 

42.07 

if8. 89 

51.28 

53.45 

55.83 

48.99 

% OF .'\CTUAL 
\JOTEI1S UJHO 
lUERE FEIYlALE 

39o15 

Lf1. 81 

42.89 

43e46 

44.08 

44ol8 

45.01 

? 
45.00~ 

L National prohibi t.ion pc;ll. 

2. Sex breakdown for general election, 

1914, as sex breakdown for liquor 

poll not available. 
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Despite the evidence available as early as 1893 the dual response 

to the connection of women with the prohibition movement continued 

throughout the next twen 
104 

years. On the one hand it was admitted 

that prohibition was of no greater interest to women than to men, while 

on the other hand it was argued that it was an emotive issue that would 

attract the wholesale support of women, who had the interests of the 

community at heart. It became one of the roles of the prohibitionist 

literature to persuade women that they should be interested in the 

prohibition movement. These arguments assumed that the middle class 

idea of the role of women was the norm, to which women should aspire 

and adhere. As a corollary of this it was implied that women who did 

not conform to this norm were not fulfilling their duty to society and 

the State. 

The ideal of the women 1 s suffrage movement had been to emanci

pate woman from subjection to the male in the political sphere so that 

she could help emancipate herself economically and socially and reform 

society. Part of this continued programme of emancipation was the 

drive for prohibition of the liquor traffic. At the same time, how-

ever, the moral and social ideas surrounding the prohibition movement 

were such that they encouraged the continued suppression of the female 

by restricting her field of desirable activity to the home, which msant 

economic subjection to father or husband, and often mental stagnation 

through stunted intellectual growth. That such was the effect either 

did not occur to the female reformers in the prohibition movement, 

most of whom had been deeply involved in the drive for the female 

suffrage, or did not effect them as individuals. 

pointed out, of the leaders of the W.C.T.U. and the women 1 s suffrage 

104. This is s>:aminsd in Chapters IV-\/IH, 



movement, 

a small but influential number were spinsters, 
and of those who were married a considerable 
number had married late in life, and had either 
small families or no families ••• Thesa ware the 
women who had time to undertake such work. Few 
needed to earn money, and, indeed, most of them 
could afford domestic help.l05 

The influential and articulata woman involved in the prohibition and 

suffrage movements were not aware of their contradictory aims. They 

themselves were economically and socially well established and could, 

with the aid of domestic help and adequate family income, step outside 

the confines of the role of wife and mother which they were trying to 

impose on others. The pedestal on which the prohibition movement 

attempted to place woman was not the pedestal on which the active 

prohibitionist women were themselves confined. They did not 

appreciate th3t they found "fulfilment" outside the home as well as in 

it, with their involvement in benevolent organisations interest 

groups~ church bodies, and women's organisations. Not only was their 

moralistic reforming middle class background revealed in the 

programme of reform adopted by their organisation, the W.C.T.U.; 106 

it was also shown in their failure to comprehend that their ideas 

would confine working class women to a life of domestic drudgery in 

the home. These econorni less fortunate women could not afford 

domestic help and did not have the time to become involved in a more 

stimulating environment of organisations and agitations. The middle 

class idealistic picture of the 11 happy home" igrwred the harsher 

reality that faced the working class woman in the less congenial 

surrounds of an often cramped and overcrowded environment. These 

female middle class reformers and their male counterparts could afford 

105. GrimshaUJ, £~~ p. 30. 

106. See Appendix B. 
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to support the prohibition movement and all that it stood for, as in so 

man ways the results of such a reform would not affect them. Th,'ly 

UJer e trying to help their less fortunate brothers and sis ten>; they 

were also attempting to impose on the whole of society a system of 

customs and values the ideal of which they believed in but the raali 

and implications of which they did not fully understand. In theil~ 

agitation they an their male counterparts assumed the support of the 

majori of women for prohibition. By the e:1d of the period, however~ 

they had to admit that their assumption had been UJrong. The quanti t-

ative evidence available likewise reveals that the prohibition movement 

was not~ as thought, predominan 
·ll-

an expression of female faddism. 

The prohibition movement emerged in New Zealand at a time when 

social and economic tensions were increasing, mainly as a result of the 

depression of the 1880s and early 1890s. Both the empirical and 

rhetorical evidence suggest that it was primarily a middle class move-

ment, drawing more heavily on both the mala and female middle class 

section of the community for its support, and adhering to a middle 

class ideology. This ideology was an expression of a puritan, 

pietistic Christian outlook, with a heavy emphasis on the value of 

self-improvement and i~dependence through industry, thrift, sobriety 

and self respect. The economic o~tlook of which these values were an 

expression favoured private proper and capitalism with only limited 

State intervention. 

In their journals and speeches the prohibitionists revealed 

that they considered themselves economically and socially superior to 

the labouring section of the communi , to whom they offered, 

enthusiastically and self-righteously, prohibition as a means of social 

and economic advance towards independence ar1d :cs"spectability, While 
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this was a sincere attempt to help the less fortunate, it was also an 

attempt to remove the growing social and economic tensions in soci 

and to prevent increasing class division which threatened the existing 

economic, political and social structure of New Zealand, and hence its 

stability. 

The prohibitionists regarded themselves as having an important 

mollifying role to play in order to prevent this increasing division 

betillesn the antagonistic economic forces becoming too apparent in 

society. They considered themselves a separate entity, neither 

exploiting nor suffering as the result of exploitation, but rather 

acting as the moral arbiters between the two opposing economic groups. 

As such they hoped to influence the whole community against the liquor 

traffic and to break down, as a result, these growing class differences 

by influencing all groups to accept its interpretations of morality, 

social values and customs. Sir Robert Stout had this idea in mind 

when he said, while introducing his Licensing Bill in 1893: 

I want to ask the House if they have 
considered why this licensing question 
has so come to the front. llihy, it is 
one of the signs of the age; and what 
is the sign? ••• It means that we are 
approaching the solidarity of humanity; 
we have, practically, the feeling that 
there is a brotherhood of man.l07 

Yet the fact that so many of the prohibitionists' arguments 

were directed specifically at tho working class and against socialism 

again suggests that these reformers were predominantly middle class in 

economic status, or aspiring to that status, and were also supporters 

of capitalism. Afraid of the growing and separatist voice of the 

working class, they believed it was imperative that prohibition be 

achieved to stop this separatism and the subsequent development of a 

107. ~ZPD, 80 (2 August, 1893), p. 380. 



more rigid class in which the middle class would be much less 

potento Thus, while on the one hand the prohibitionists thought of 

themselves as social levellers, on the other their actions, aims and 

words revealed and possib strengthened the socio-economic divisions 

alrea existing within the community. With the achievement of economic, 

social and moral improvement and stability by means of prohibition 0-1-
lc.. was 

hoped that the political dominance of the middle class would be maintained, 

and the rejection of middle class values and leadership thr8ugh the 

development of a separate working class political radicalism avoided. For 

the middle class, therefore prohibition was primarily a conservative and 

defensive measure in the face of growing economic, social unrest and 

"moral decline". It was also, however, an offensive measure in that most 

convinced prohibitionists strongly believed in the effectiveness of 

prohibition as the necessary reform to allow the existing socio-economic 

conditions of New Zealand to be improved while the basic structure of 

society remained unaltered. Thus while on the one hand the prohibition 

movement was concerned with the broader issues of soci 's economics 

social and moral practices, on the other it was a sincere reform movement 

to help people who suffered economically, socially and morally at the 

hands of the liquor traffic. The problems that the prohibitionists 

believed stemmed from indulgence in alcohol were the problems that beset 

individuals in all walks of life, but especially the working lass, at 

least in the economic sphere. Magnified from the individual level to the 

community level, these problems posed a threat to the stability of society 

in all its facets. One response to such a threat was the prohibition 

movement, a movement composed of indivi als concerned for their own or 

their dependents• welfare, and, at a broader level, for the welfare of 

the whole community. The presumed cause of this major threat to 
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individuals and socie was the trade; the means of s~lution 

was this trade 1 s abolition. 
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CHAPTER IV 

LEGISLATION AND REVELATION 

By early 1894 the sound of battle between Opposition and Liberal 

prohibitionist and anti-prohibitionist had subsided, but not because 

the issue of licensing reform had had its day. The general election. 

was over and Parliament would not meet for several months; but the 

licensing poll and licensing committee elections under the new 

Alcoholic Liquors Sale Control Act were to be held towards the end of 

march. This pause was merely a lull in the battle while the two sides 

organised themselves for the ensuing onslaught. 

The liquor trade adopted a moderate position of non-interference 

in the selection of candidates for the licensing committees. In fact 

so moderate was its tone that it would appear that it did not really 

feel threatened by the forthcoming event, but was rather sheltering in 

the securi of the fifty per cent poll requirement and the three-

fifths majority stipulation. 1 

The various prohibition bodies also appeared as if they were not 

going to turn the elections into a partisan struggle. Resolutions 

that committed these organisations to no official selection of 

temperance candidates were passed, but individual members were encour-

aged to take an interest in the elections. 2 This did not mean, however, 

that the prohibitionists were not trying to get a prohibition vote. On 

the contrary, people were encouraged by meeting and lecture to vote for 

no-license and reduction. The actual selection of a prohibitionist 

ticket for the licensing committees was not, however, encouraged. 

1. Otago Licensed Victuallers 1 Association, quarterly report, 
cited in DDT, l Jan, 1894, p. 4. 

2. Dunedin Prohibition League, resolution of 8 Jan, 1894, 
cited in DDT, 9 Jan, 1894, p. 2. 
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Such was the ideal, but a question such as licensing reform 

encouraged extreme reactions rather than a moderate approach. The 

liquor trade's fear for its livelihood on the one hand and the 

certainty amongst the prohibitionists of the righteousness of their 

cause on the other saw a polarisation of the two antagonistic groups. 

It was not long before both sides were nominating trade and temp-

erance tickets. The appeal of newspaper editors for the election 

ef "men of sagacity and integrity, trusted by the community and 

unhampered by any pledges or preconceived intentions" fell on deaf 

3 
ears. The prohibitionists were attempting to procure the return 

of licensing committees composed of persons .who would pledge them-

selves to take advantage of the full twenty-five per cent diminution 

of licences in cases where the vote showed an effective majority in 

favour of reduction. 4 At the same time hotelkeepers and others 

involved in the liquor trade were meeting to organise support for 

"independent and truly temperance candidates", reportedly unpledged 

and independent, but known to favour continuance of the liquor trade 

d d t . f 1" 5 an no re uc ~on o ~cences. Moderation had been forgotten. 

The prohibitionists were much better organised than the trade. 

This was partly to be expected as it was they who were attacking, 

and the object of their attack was a deeply entrenched vested interest 

which as yet was not fully aware of the amount of opposition it 

provoked. Thus there were numerous prohibitionist rallies and demon-

strations immediately prior to the taking of the poll, but the trade 

:3. DDT, 8 Feb, 1894, p. 2. 

4. ibid. 25% of the number of licences in a licensing 
district was the greatest amount under the ALSCAct by 
which licences could be reduced. 

5. ibid., 15 march, 1894, p. 2. 
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did little to defend itself apart from presenting its own candidates 

for the licensing committee elections. 

The result of the poll, taken on 21 March, 1894, revealed 

several interesting factors. First, there was shown to be consider-

ably greater prohibitLonist enthusiasm in the South Island than in 

the North Island. Thirty-five out of sixty-two electorates (56.5%) 

were void as a result of their not attaining the fifty per cent poll 

requirement. Twenty-two of these (62.9% were in the North Island, 

meaning that BJ.5 per cent of all North Island electorates had 

invalid polls compared with only thirty-four per cent in the South 

Island. Fourteen electorates carried reduction, but only one of 

these, Wellington Ci , was in the North Island. Within the South 

Island there were obvious regional differences. Eight of the 

thirteen electorates which carried reduction were in the Otago-

Southland region, with the other five being in and around Christchurch 

The West Coast, Nelson and marlborough, howeverw were solidly for 

continuance, while one electorate, Clutha, carried no-license. 

Similarly there were a greater number of committee members committed 

6 
to twenty-five per cent reduction the further south one went. 

How can this southern interest in prohibition be explained? 

First, the temperance campaign was fought with greater enthusiasm in 

places such as Dunedin and Christchurch, both centres of vibrant 

prohibitionist bodies, and both containing leading prohibitionists 

such as T.E. Taylor, the Revs. L.m. and F.W. Isitt A.S. Adams and 

J.lU. Jago. Associated with this was a division in the national 

temperance bodies. One section~ centred on the Auckland province, 

See Table 20. ,, pendix G. 
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Source: Seddon Papers 3/61, p. 46a, 1894. 



believed that it should hava nothing to do with the odious Alcoholic 

Liquors Sale Control Act which was regarded as a measure of the 

'7 
liquor trade and inoperative.' It was also believed that the liquor 

trade was much better conducted in Auckland than in the south, and 

that therefore there wi1s less need for reform. Organisation and 

activity by temperance bodies in that area were therefore at a 

. . 8 
rnllllmum. 

The sudden upswing in support for no-license south of the 

Waitaki River is also coincident with a sudden increase in the number 

of non-episcopalian church adherents, suggesting a strong connection 

between the two. 9 Likewise 9 in the LUest Coast region the number of 

10 
Roman Catholics was well above the national average, and this, 

along with a more rugged and working class environment (mining) with 

a higher proportion of unmarried men than was the norm, 11 would 

suggest reasons for the strong vote for continuance in that region. 

The Roman Catholic Church's liberal attitude towards the uss of alcohol, 

and ths role of the public bar as a substitute for ths lack of stable 

homes created a social environment opposed to prohibition. 12 

The Licensed Victuallers' Association explained the prohibit-

ionists• success by arguing that though they had been given plenty of 

time to organise, "the apathy displayed by many of our people has 

given the opposition a measure of success that they should not have 

9. See Table 13. 

11]. ibid, 

11. Sse Table lLL 
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TABLE 13 

Religious adherence in specific licensing districts, 

1896, as percentage of total population of district. 

A OLIC ANGLICAN ~O~~N PIETISTS 1 

AUCKLAND CITY 44.63 9.25 33.f36 

THAIYlES 40.03 21.29 34.09 

OHINEIYlURI 43.87 19.86 31.46 

WAIAPU 48.09 14 •. 56 31.61 

HAWKES BAY 47.58 18 • .31 29.77 

WAIPAWA 42.0 12.34 .32. 2 

PAHIATUA 44.23 12.22 35.88 

GREY .33. 28 30.16 25. 7l 

WESTLAND 37.41 29.63 .25 .19 

CHRISTCHURCH CITY 49.06 9.28 35.54 

l YTTLETDN 58.30 9.57 29.07 

DUNEDIN CITY 27.19 10.15 57.49 

CAVERSHAIYl 27.9 13.68 54.12 

TAIERI 17.73 7.79 71.36 

TUAPEKA 22.86 17.01 53.74 

INVERCARGILL 26.82 12.78 56.87 

1. Pietists includes Presbyterians, IYlethodists 

(Wesleyan, Primitive, and Others), Baptists, 

Congregationalists, Brethren, Salvation Army, 

Seventh Day Adventists. 

Source: Census of New Zealand, 1896. 
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H\BLE ltf 

Unmarried males over 21 years as a percentage 

of total males over 21 years, and as a percentage 

of total population over 21 years, in specific 

licensing districts, 1896. Males over 21 years 

as percentage of total population over 21 years. 

1 l uNMtmRIED MP,LEs uNrnP,RRIED Mi\LEs I ro 1 .n.L Ml-\LEsl 
I I OVER 21 AS % OF OVER 21 AS % I OVER 21 AS ! 
I I TOTAL IYlALE POP- TOTP.L PDPULA TIDN ! % OF TDTM. I 
I l ULATIDN 0\!ER 21 OllER 21 I POPULATION I 
'1----------....;1--------+---------~-~YE~_?l_.~-~-i 

I I 
AUCKLAND 

CITY 

THAMES 

DHINEMURI 

WAIAPU 

HAWKE'S BAY 

WAIPAllJA 

PP,HUHUA 

GREY 

WESTLAND 

CHRISTCHURCH 
CITY 

L YTTl_ETON 

DUNEDIN CITY 

CAVERSHAM 

TAIERI 

TUAPEKi\ 

INVERCARGILL 

37.53 18.03 

30.21 

50.5 33.7 

46.05 27.7 

28.09 

40.2 23.76 

47.1 29.37 

59.97 ~39. 25 

53.58 33.62 

15.16 

35.75 18 ,.9 

38.67 17.46 

31.02 14.54 

43.<H 23.17 

54.19 3tL 21 

34.54 16. Lf9 

Source: Census of New Zealand, 1896. 

i Lf8.05 I 
I I 
I I I , 
II,. II·. 63, 6i1 

I : 
I 

l 66.74 

I 
60.14 

59.48 

59.1 

62.36 

65.46 

62.75 

Lf6. 51 

52.9 

45.16 

46.88 

53.37 

63.12 

47.73 



Because the fifty per cent poll r rement had 

encouraged many trade supporters not to vote, a true portrayal of 

the trade•s support would have to wait until the 1896 poll. 

The second major factor revealed by the poll was that, as far 

as the prohibition party was concerned, there was need for reform of 

the Alcoholic Liquors Sale Control Act. The most obvious fault in 

the prohibitionists• eyes was the fifty per cent poll requirement. 

five of the sixty-two polls had been void because less than 

half of these electorates• voting population had voted. IYlany 

believed that this worked against their cause 1 and in the North Island 

particularly this was true. But some temperance observers were, like 

the trade representatives, aware that it could work against the 

liquor trade as well. As the Christian Outlook pointed out 1 

The majori 

It puts a risky temptation in their 
Thhe publican party'~ way - the tempt
ation to abstain in a body from voting ••• 
It comes to this: If the publicans 
stay away from the poll, they lose the 
advantage of the three-fourths ii~ 
majority clause.l4 

of the prohibition party, however, were convinced that 

they would do better without the clause, at least in the achieving of 

reduction, and many also argued that it was against the principle of 

democratic government to 
15 

count uncast votes. 

There was also considerable opposition to the three-fifths 

majority claus,e Seven electorates in the Otago-Southland area would 

have voted for no-license if the bare majority had been the decision 

131J Otago LcV, .. /4e 9 annual report, cited in qor, 13 ,L\p:cll, 1894~ 

P• lfo 

14. Christian Outlook, 31 1Ylarch 1 1894, p. 73. 

l r 
-- ::l 0 newspaper clipping, 1894, no source, report of Balclutha 

Temperance Convention, in Seddon Papsrs 3/7; Christian 
Outlook, 31 March, 1894, p. 73. 



16 
line. On this issue, however, the prohibitionists were more 

126. 

evenly divided; many realised that a three-fifths majority gave some 

stability which would not be present if only a fifty per cent majori 

was required each j_ • tolme. Such stability, it was argued, would give 

no-license a fair trial as the large majority of people would be in 

favour of it and the law would be more easily enforced as a result. 

Once again, however, the more extreme section of the prohibition party, 

and also the more vocal, was keen to achieve prohibition as quickly as 

possible, and the three-fifths majority appeared to be a hindrance. 

Forothers the principles of democratic government were again at stake. 17 

A third area of reform wanted in the licensing Act concerned 

informal votes. In some areas there had been a large number of these 

because of the complicated ballot paper. The prohibitionists 

demanded two things: that informal votes be counted towards the 

fifty per cent poll requirement; and that the ballot paper be simpli-

. d 18 fle . There had been three issues to be decided at the 1894 poll: 

the continuance, reduction or prohibition of publicans' licences, 

accommodation licences, and bottle licences. This meant that each 

voter had nine possibilities from which to make three choices, one for 

each type of licence. many voters did not cast three votes, either 

through indecision or confusion. The prohibition party argued that 

the votes they did cast should be counted, while the trade argued that 

these incomplete votes should be invalidated. 19 Judge Denniston 

16. These were Invercargill, mataura, Taieri, Caversham, 
Dunedin City Chalmers, Damaru. 

17. Christian Outlook, 31 march, 189<'~, p. 73; DDT, 30 rYiarch, 
18 9Lf 1 P • 2 • 

lB. ibid. 
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decided that these votes were invalid and that they should not be 

20 
counted towards the achievement of the fifty per cent poll. As a 

result several electorates• polls were declared void which were not 

thought to have been so originally. Such a situation prompted the 

prohibitionists to agitate for a simpler ballot paper. In this they 

were unanimous, but the form of ballot paper they wanted was another 

divisive issue for them. Some wanted the choice to be simply between 

continuance and no-license. 21 Others realised the value of reduction 

as a means of reform and wished to have the choice between continuance, 

reduction and no-license of publcans 1 licences, with each person 

h ' t ' 22 avlng wo vo-ces. 

Although the prohibition movement was seen to be divided between 

moderates and extremists on several of these issues, it was unified in 

demanding that the Alcoholic liquors Sale Control Act be modified. It 

was also at one in realising the educational value of the licensing 

poll. Not only had it shown the prohibitionists that they needed to 

be active in preparing for the poll (compare the results in Auckland 

with the rasults.:inOtago-Southland), but it also showed that they had 

considerable support throughout the country. While the voting figures 

had to be used with care because many prohibitionists in the North had 

not voted and because the trade abstained in large numbers, the fact 

that the prohibitionists polled 6565 more votes than those in favour 

of continuance of publicans' licences was a valuable asset in 

strengthening their demands for reform of the liquor trade. It 

was felt that the liquor trade had bean given clear warning that 

20. J. Cocker and J.m. murray, Temperance and Prohibition in 
New Zealand, (London, 1930), pp. 76-77. 

21. Balclutha Temperance Convention deputation to Seddon, 
28 may, 1894, cited in DDT, 29 may, 1894, p. 6. 

22. DDT, 28 August, 1894, p. 4; 6 Sept, 1894; Christian 
Outlook, 8 Sept, 1894, p. 349. 
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the people were not satisfied with its conduct. If it wished to be 

allowed to continue to exist, then the publicans had been given every 

inducement by the result of the poll to see that regulation of the 

trade was effectively carried out during the next three years. If 

they did not or could not effect reform, however, then the next poll 

would see the whole nation vote the traffic out of existence. 23 

Another positive result of the poll as interpreted the 

prohibitionists was that those dstricts which had previously experienced 

prohibition this time overwhelmingly supported no-license. Sydenham,, 

parts of Damaru, Waitaki and Waihemo that were in the old Moeraki 

licensing district, and the Catlins (in Clutha electorate) showed by 

their votes that their experience of prohibition had not disillusioned 

24 
them. This strengthened the prohibitionist argument that it only 

required a fair experiment of prohibition and people would realise the 

benefits to be gained by it and would not wish to revert to license. 

This tended to ignore, however, that prohibitionists were not inclined 

to question the effects and values of their experiment with unbiased 

eyes. Any failure to enforce a no-license law was, they argued, not 

because people were opposed to it but because the police were not 
~c 

active enough in their duties.L~ An increase in the standard of 

living was not a result of an upswing in the economic situation but 

because people had been stopped from wasting their income on liquor. 26 

Non-drinkers, convinced of the righteousness of their cause, were not 

likely to admit to anything else but success of a prohibitionist 

experiment; nor were they likely to change their votes. It was~ 

23. Christian Outlook, 31 March 9 1894~ p. 73. 

24. N.Z. Baptist, April, 1894, p. 56. 

25. See pp. 179-181, 
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therefore, only to be expected that areas that contained a solid bo 

of convinced prohibitionists would continue to support no-license or 

prohibition. This did not, however, prove that once tried, 

prohibition would not be rejected. 

A final revelation of the liquor poll was that the results 

showed that women were no more interested in the liquor issue than 

were men. The realisation that the female vote at the 1893 general 

election had been of a disparate nature 27 did nothing to dispel the 

expectation and uncertainty that surrounded that vote at the liquor 

poll. 

The uncertain factor, indeed, in the 
approaching contest is the extent to which 
women as a bo will vote for prohibition. 
All the probabilities are in favour of the 
women•s vote being caste en masse on the 
side of temperance; and in that case the 
experiment of absolute prohibition will be 
tried in New Zealand on a scale and with a 
thoroughness hitherto unknown.28 

Once more, however, the results showed that such expectations 

were unfounded. The poll resulted in a low voter turnout amongst 

both men and women. Proportionately considerably fewer women on the 

roll voted (43.72%) than did men (53.84%), while the vote itself, 

though 6.11 per cent higher for no-license than for continuance, 

revealed that the country was fairly evenly divided on the issue. The 

fact that large numbers of supporters of continuance did not vote so 

that the polls would be void by not achieving a fif per cent voter 

turnout would suggest that the no~license majority was artificial and 

that the man in the street realised, even if the prohibitionist 

leaders and the newspaper commentators did not, that women were just 

as divided on the issue as men and did not pose a major threat to the 

27. See pp. 105-108. 

28. Review of Reviews, Australasian Section, Feb, 1894. 



licensing system. 

1\fter the poll the press conceded that "the entrance of the 

petticoat into New Zealand politics has not been the overwhelming 

t t Lh t t d" 29 gain o empe:cance ·L. 1aw was expec e.·. Yet it still credited 

prohibition with being of more interest to women than men. Consider~ 

able adverse comment was directed at these "hard-faced women 11 and 

"pert misses" by the anti-prohibitionist press. It was argued that 

women who seek notoriety in this way 
[on the public platform and in street 
agi tatiori] unsex themselves .•• All that 
can be hoped is that the common sense 
of the community at large will assert 
itself and refuse to let itself be 
dragged at the chariot wheels of a few 
noisy women and female men. let it 
be trusted that a wave of reason will 
follow the present tidal wave of 
h t . "0 ys erla®'-' 

The hope that the results of the liquor poll gave the 

prohibitionists plus the obvious flaws in the Alcoholic Liquors Sale 

Control Act which worked against their greater success ensured that 

1894 would see considerable agitation for alteration of the law along 

the lines already discussed. 

In April various temperance bodies throughout New Zealand held 

meetings to discuss the results of the liquor poll and to draft 

resolutions calling for specific reforms oft he licensing Act. In 

may deputations were sent to various members of the Government~ most 

notably WoP. Reeves and Seddon. Reeves was an outspoken opponent of 

prohibition, but did believe in true temperance by means of education. 

Speaking as a private member and not on behalf of the ministry he 

stated that he favoured the removal of the fifty per cent poll require-

29. ibid.' ril, 1894o 



ment and the fixing of a minimum as well as a maximum number of 

licences to be reduced. His opposition to the bare majority and to 

the removal of the reduction issue reflected his moderate position, as 

did his urging of the importance of reforming New Zealand 1 s drinking 

habits by education, by improving the condition of the working classes, 

and by pro\Jiding pleasures and recreation for those "whose leisure was 

L, I' 31 their tempta01on ·• Reeves had not changed his position on the 

licensing issue from the previous year, but his opposition to the 

question was not solely on matters of opinion or approach. He saw 

that this issue was overshadowing other measures such as land and 

labour reform which he considered to be more fundamental issues 

. . 1 t' 32 requir1ng legls a 10n. He was also aware that the prohibitionist 

section in Parliament threatened to split the Liberal Party in two with 

Stout and Seddon as leaders. The prohibitionists, who made up a large 

part of the left wing of the party, were more of a threat than the 

mutilated Opposition after the 1893 election and this internecine 

strife limited the effecti\Jeness of the Government in its reform 

programme as Seddon came to rely more heavily on the conservative wing 

of the Liberal Par 
33 

Reeves was not hesitant, therefore, in 

voicing his opposition to the prohibition movement. 

On 28 May a prohibitionist deputation from Otago and Southland 

met the Premier and requested various alterations to the licensing 

law: removal of the fifty per cent poll requirement, introduction 

of the bare majority, a decrease in the three year term of licences, 

3L 9 fYiay, 1894, Po 2. 

32. W.P. Reeves, State Experimeflts in Australia and New 
Zealand, vol 2, p. 310. 

33. K. Sinclair, The t ibeT"al GmJernment-&. 1891-1912, (Auckland, 
1967), p. 20-21; Sutch, o_p. cit 09 p. 157. 
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the inclusion of club charters and railway refreshment rooms in the 

liquor poll, the removal of the power of the chairman of a licensing 

committee to grant wholesale licences, and a two~issue-only ballot 

. 34 
paper between license and no-llcense. Sedd8n promised the 

deputation nothing, but in the Governor 1 s Speech at the opening of 

Parliament a promise was made of an amending and consolidating 

licellsing law. It was to be a non-par question and members were to 

be allowed to acknowledge pledges they had made to their electorates. 35 

By making it a non-party issue Seddon was showing his political 

pi·agmatism. If the measure were defeated the Ministry would not feel 

compelled to resign, while at the same time the Liberal Party would not 

face the threat of being split on the liquor issue. Seddon was aware 

that Stout was stil~ something of a threat, not so much to his position 

as leader of the Liberal Party but as the leader of a new prohibitionist 

36 
Opposition party By attempting to remove this question from party 

politics Seddon was making sure lfthat Sir Robert Stout shall r1ot float 

to the Premiership on a cold-water wave". 37 

Seddon introduced a Licensing Amendment Bill on 21 st. In 

doing so he said that it "would be found to please the extremists,, the 

d t th t d d t - ' :38 mo era es, - e ~ra e, an he people generally', In the debate on 

the second reading he admitted that the 1893 Act was in some respects 

defective, and he went on to stipulate the defects: thEJ fifty per 

cent poll the lack of a national issue, and the taking of the poll on 

a day separate from the general election. He attempted to refute the 

34. "Q.9J~, 29 IYlay, 1894, p. 6. 

35. N~£2,, 83, ( 22 June 1894 L p. 9. 

36, Brand, op. cit., pp. 22-25. 

23 June, 1894, p. 2, 

38. f~ZPD, 85, (21 August, 1894), p. 52. 



accusations that the new Bill was not a sincere attempt at reform, and 

urged members to avoid long discussions of the Bill owing to the late-

ness of the 
0 39 

888Sl0rle 

It was exactly this lateness that caused the accusations that 

the Government did not wish to see the Bill passed. It was a very 

large Bill of some two hundred and twenty-five clauses which, even 

with the minimum of debate, would take several days to go through the 

committee stages. Secondly it was as much a consolidation measure as 

an amending measure and, according to Mr R. McNab, the Statutes 

Revision Committee was alrea overloaded with work, which meant that 

the chances of this Bill being passed were slim. 40 Stout had earlier 

made similar charges of insincerity as a result of this attempt to 

consolidate the law" A consolidating measure was not the way in which 

41 
the law was amended. -

Charges against Seddon of his insincerity on this issue do 

appear to have been justified, and not only on the grounds already 

mentioned. He had introduced a Licensing Amendment Bill which 

offered a semblance of reform but which really gave the prohibitionists 

very little. The vital issues that would have made the advance of no-

license nore likely were left untouched. The three-fifths majority was 

retained. The fifty per cent poll requirement was to be reduced to 

25%, but it was thought that this would encourage the trade supporters 

to vote as well as the prohibitionists, and would again make it 

diFficult for the prohibitionists to gain the three-fifths majori 
42 

39. ~~ (13 Sept, 1894), pp. 647-652. 

40. ibid.' pp. 653--65<1.. 

4-l. .Q.~T, 23 August, 1894, p. 4-. 

42. ~' 28 August, 1894, p. 4. 



Seddon had also introduced clauses which he knew would be 

opposed by the prohibitionists and would therefore delay the measure 

even though he urged the avoidance of prolonged debates. One such 

clause included the introduction of national prohibition if three-

fifths of the votes at the various district polls throughout the 

colony were given in favour of the proposal that no licences should 

~~ :->; 
be granted. - This had not been demanded by the large majori of 

prohibitionists, who so far were satisfied to have local option only. 

It was thought that Seddon was using this clause in an attempt to 

• t 'h d L t f d t ' ' 44 allena e ·c e mo era~..oe vo .e rom re uc ion and no-llcense. 

There was also opposition to the proposed change in the 

selection of licensing committees. No longer were they to be 

elective, but rather to be appointed from the chairmen of various 

other local bodies. This meant that neither the trade nor the 

prohibitionists would be able to elect committees pledged to full 

reduction or otherwise. Some objective observers thought this 

change in selection might be beneficial, as the 1894 poll had shown 

partisan selection of what were meant to be impartial judicial 

45 
bodies. The majority of temperance workers were, howeve~ out-

spokenly opposed to this change in the law. It was seen as an 

undemocratic and reactionary step. An article in the Christian 

Outlook argued that elective committees under the 1893 Act had for 

the first time allowed representatives of the class who suffered most 

from drink to be elected to the licensing committees. Previously 

those on the committees had come from a social position which enabled 

43. N.Z. Parliament Bills Thrown Out, 1894 1 Licensing Bill, 
clause 50. 

44. DDT, 28 August, 1894, p. 4. 

L~5. ibid •. ~ 23 August, 1894, p. 2. 



then to live in areas away from the evil infl~ence of the public ba~ 

They had taken car'e not to issue licences in "'aristocratic di:3tricts 11 " 

As a result licensed houses were· forced into those areas where the 

people, "the workinc~ clas:3 11 9 did not have sufficient influer1ce to 

keep them cut. The 1893 Act had changed this by allowing represent-

atives of the working classes to be elected to the licensing 

committees. To remove this power by making the committees appointive 

from local bodies' chairmen would result in a reversal to the 

. . 1 . t• 46 orlglna posl lOn. A movement which aimed at helping the working 

classes to improve their conditions was not likely to allow such a 

reversal to take place without considerable debate. It was issues 

such as this which made it difficult for many to believe that Seddon 

really wanted this Bill to pass. 

The prohibition party was however, not unappreciative of some 

aspects of the Bill, particularly relating to the taking of the poll, 

the simplification of the voting paper, and the enforcement of the 

licensing regulations. The executive o the New Zealand Alliance 

urged the holding of meetings throughout the country in support of 

the Bill" Seddon seems to have convinced many of the temperance 

party that he was offering them considerable reforms when, in effect, 

he was offering only a few minor alterations in the regulations 

governing the conducting of the polls and the enforcement of the 

liquor trading laws. It is little wonder that individuals such as 

the Isitt brothers and Robert McNab were wary of the Bill, hinting 

broadly that it was little more than "an insidious device on the part 

of a perfidious Government for leading the Temperance party into a 

46. Christian Outlook, 15 Sept, 1894, p. 361. 



d ._,_ h" Lf7 l L.C, .. ~ Divisions in the temperance par were again becoming 

apparent. 

Within Parliament, however, there was need for unity amongst the 

temperance supporters if anything at all was to be achieved that 

session. It was therefore decided that the minority should support 

the majority in every decision reached, and that only one speech should 

48 
be made on an amendment whenever possible. Despite such tactics the 

Bill made slow progress through the committee stages. The temperance 

party, led by Robert McNab, kept its discussion to a minimum, but evan 

so, with one hundred amendments, some of which were dropped to facilit-

ate progress, debate was inevitable. The opponents of temperance 

reform expressed disgust at the temperance party's 11 conspiracy of 

49 
silence" .• It is probable that they had hoped that the temperance 

party would halt the Bill by long and acrimonous debates. Instead its 

silence forced the opponents of any change to attempt to halt the Bill 

by calling for progress :reports at the committee stage, where the Bill 

lapsed in trs last days of the session, 

Because of the large number of amendments, because of the late-

ness of the session, and because of the magnitude of the whole licensing 

issue, the Bill did not have a chance of success from the very moment 

it was introduced. Seddon knew this and was thus able to appear the 

picture of a moderate and conciliatory reformer that the colonial 

50 
press drew. His tact, diplomacy and moderate stance 

47. ibid., 8 Sept, 1894, p. 349. 

48 DDT, 6 Sapt, 1894. 

49. Christian Outlook, 20 Oct, 1894, p. 425; NZD, 20 Oct, 
1894, p. 2. 

50. DDT, 11 Oct, 1894; Evening Star, 27 Nov, 1894, in Seddon 
Papers 3/7; N.Z. Harald, 11 Dec, 1894, in Seddon Papers 3/8. 
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during the debates brought him rwthir1g but credit. HE3 made sure o 

his positio when on 9 October, after a motion had bean passed by a 

small majori on 5 Octobar,that progress ba reported, he continued 

with tha Bill when he could easily have allowed it to lapse, or even 

h ' ' , ' . tl d 51 ave nao lG Wl 1 rawn. Thus when it did lapse it was not Seddon 

who received the blame. 

Thera was no great outcry from any section of the community 

over the failure of the Bill to pass through Parliament. It was 

realised that there was still 1895 in which such legislation could be 

passed in order to affect ths 1896 licsnsing poll. It was also 

realised that the prssant Bill was not entirely satisfactory. ,~ 

ror 

the prohibitionists it did not go far enough; for the trade it want 

too far; and for the moderate section of the community it was too 

rushed. It was a Bill that should be debated in public rather than 

passed in silence; it was a Bill that affected public and private 

property and should therefore not be treated light1y. 52 These ware 

moderate and responsible sentiments and it was to the credit of both 

the trade and the prohibitionists that they did not engage in an 

acrimonious exchange over the Bill's failure. 

There was little daub that the licensing issue wnuld re-

emerge in the 1895 parliamentary session. A new factor, and one 

which Seddon could not anticipate 1 also emerged: a mora unified 

prohibition party, both in structure and in aims, It has already 

been seen that in the struggle for licensing reform the prohibition-

ists ware not at one in what they desired. Some ware in favour of 

the bare majority, and some saw stability in having the three-fifths 

requirement. Soma were in favour of having a national prohibition 

51. ~' 86~ (5 [Jet, 1894.), p. 571; (9 Oct, 1894L p. 602. 
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option as well as a local no-license option; others did not think 

that the country was ready for such an experiment as national 

prohibition. Some were against reduction as being a divisive third 

issue, while others saw it as an effective means of reform. Some 

were in favour of elective licensing committees, while others were 

opposed to having to resort to politics for the appointing of a 

presumably impartial body. Some favoured the 1893 Alcoholic Liquors 

Sale Control Act and some did not. While they were divided over the 

legislative aims of their movement there was not a great deal that 

they could expect to achieva in the face of a hostile liquor trade 

and an unconvinced, if not opposing, Government. Realising this the 

various temperance organisations, led by the New Zealand Alliance, 

sought a solution. 

moves had been afoot since 1893 to affiliate the various 

Prohibition Leagues and other temperance organisations with the New 

Zealand Alliance. Nothing was achieved at that time, however, 

largely because the Alliance Exscutive had promoted its Direct Veto 

Bill in the name of the prohibition party but without consultation 

with the various branches of that par This action had put consid-

bl ' . +-' 1 . . b ' ' h A J l · j t' ' 53 era e s craLn on c.nEJ re_atJ.ons . e cweer: ·c e .. ~Lai<ce ar1 c ·ne Leagues. 

In 1894 the head office of the Alliance was moved from Auckland to 

Wellington so as to be at the centre of the legislative action. 

Further attempts were made at federation of the various bodies, and a 

compromise allowing half of the Alliance Executive to be elected by 

its annual meeting and half by the other organisations was reached. 

All was not solved, however. The Alliance Agent, the Rev. E. Walker, 

caused considerable friction both within and outside the Alliance 

53. N.Z.A., The Reorganization of the New Zealand Alliance, 

(Christchurch, 1897), p. 2. 



through his parliamentary tactics. These were considered by a large 

section of the part to be compromising its dignity and independence 

by committing it to a policy of legislative reform without first 

consulting the various branches throughout the country. 54 

In February-April, 1895, efforts were made in the four main 

centres to form divisional branches of the New Zealand Alliance in 

order to combine all temperance organisations in more workable and 

influential bodies, in the hope that a united temperance par 

be formed. It was hoped that before the next Parliament met, 

the party would be unified throughout the 
colony, so that they might speak, not as 
Good Templars, not as members of the 
Prohibition League, not as the New Zealand 
Alliance, not as Bands of Hope or Blue 
Ribbon Societies or as Rechabites or as 
Sons and Daughters of Temperance, but as 55 
the united Temperance party of New Zealand. 

might 

Provincial Prohibition Councils, or Conventions, were formed, and at 

the colonial convention of all the temperance forces called by the 

Alliance in early July, these provincial bodies were given represent-

ation on the Alliance Executive in place of ths various individual 

organisations. A committee was established to perfect the organis-

ation of the new united Temperance party, and a plan of campaign for 

the ensuing parliamentary session was adopted. 56 The result was 

"an immensely increased and effective agitation to completely sweep 

. h .,_ '" · · 1 h 'I · d · k 01 57 away t e Grattlc lll a co o_lc rln .s • 

This unification was a sensible move for the temperance 

workers in their drive to achieve prohibition in that it strengthened 

54. ibid. 

55. A.S. Adams, speaking at Otago Prohibition Convention, 
reported in .Q.9T 9 13 April, 1895, p. 3. 

56. Prohibitionist, 15 June 1895, p. 5. 

57. Christian Outlook, 21 Sept, 1895, p. 400. 
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their voice on legislative matters. It was also an obvious move to 

make because so many prohibitionists were to be found in two or three 

oft he local organisations, working for the same or similar ends. It 

was better that these groups work in unison rather than duplicating 

activities by working separately. But there was an adverse effect 

in this move towards "strength through unity 11 ] at least for organis

ations such as the I.D.G.T., the Sons and Daughters of Temperance, 

and the Rechabites. With the emphasis on national legislation and 

national organisation, these smaller bodies, whose emphasis had been 

on education and local influence, suffered a decline in importance. 

In many instances their leaders, while remaining in nominal attachment, 

were too busy leading the national bodies to give much time to the 

local branch. This was the price that had to be paid if national 

reform w~e to be achieved. It was also the result of a shift from 

reform through education to reform by legislation. 

It was a united temperance party with definite ideas as to 

legislative reform that now faced the Government at the opening of the 

1895 session of Parliament. It was a prohibitionist party, with one 

eye on the next licensing poll and the hope of gaining not only more 

areas for no-license but the whole country for prohibition if at all 

possible, that now prepared to join battle with the liquor forces of 

New Zealand. But to make the battle fair there had to be a modifi-

cation of the Alcoholic Liquors Sale Control Act. To this end the 

New Zealand Alliance had had a Bill drawn up in March by A.S. Adams 

of Dunedin, and explained throughout the colony by means of about 

12,000 leaflets. The principles of this Bill were accepted by the 

new united temperance body and the Bill was introduced into the House 

of Representatives by R. McNab of Mataura. Its major points related 
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to the removal of the fifty per cent poll, the replacement of the 

three-fifths majority by a bare majority, the removal of the 

reduction issue, and the introduction of both a local and a national 

l . . ll 58 lcenslng po • 

The attitude of the Government to this Bill was well known 

even before it had been introduced. To a deputation from the N.Z.A. 

on 4 July Seddon stated clearly that, while he would concede the 

error of the fifty per cent poll requirement, he was not going to 

interfere with the three-fifths majority. He adopted the position 

that a reform such as prohibition should not be passed by a mere 

chance vote but should be sure of a strong and educated temperance 

sentiment in the community to back it up. "There was a difference 

between earnestness and dictation," he said. "Any reform must carry 

the people with it, and my Government could only pass legislation that 

59 
would be supported by the people". 

In introducing the second reading of this Licensing Act Amend-

ment Bill McNab stressed the fact that it had found widespread 

support amongst temperance circles from Invercargill to Auckland. 60 

He criticised the Government for promising reform at the end of the 

1894 session and not having yet acted upon that promise. The 

Government's proposed Bill, however, was circulated that very day. 

While the private Bill passed its second reading on a voice vote, it 

was generally understood to have served its purpose in compelling the 

Government to act on this question. 61 

58. N.Z.A., Annual Report, 1895-1896, pp. 4-5. 

59. DDT, 8 July, 1895, p. 2. 

60. NZPD, 88, (31 July, 1895), p. 339. 

61. N.Z.A., Annual Report, 1895-1896, p. 5. 
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The Alcoholic Liquors Sale Control Act Amendment Bill of 1895 

proved to be another measure on which Seddon 1 s motives were ssverly 

questioned" As introduced by Seddon this Bill offered four choices 

to the electors - continuance, reduction, local r1o-licehse' and 

national prohibition. Each elector would be entitled to vote on any 

one or two proposals, but on no more than two, and the voting would 

.L b l t. 52 
no~ a cumu a 1ve. Predictably the temperance partyis reaction 

was that Seddon was trying to split the prohibitionist vote by giving 

them three options favourable to reform from which to choose. In 

committee this clause was changed to give each voter two or three 

votes, but this was still further changed by the Legislative Council 

which removed the national prohibition issue and allowed each voter to 

have two votes. Many members of the Legislative Council considered 

national prohibition to be a travesty of individual liberty, while 

the opposition in the House of Representatives thought it was in 

advance of public opinion. 63 Seddon appeared determined to retain 

this clause in the Bill, even when, after a conference with the Council, 

it was obvious that it could not be achieved. 64 His motives are open 

to5i'jJeculation, and he was certainly attacked for trying to destroy the 

Bill completely by means of this clause. He was overruled by the Hous~ 

however, including the prohibition supporters in it. They realised 

that if they could obtain the other advantages embodied in the Bill 

without national prohibition they would have gained something rather 

th th . 55 
an no ,lng, 

52. NZPD, 88~ (2 August, 1895), pp,iJ08-<HL 

63. j_bid •. , 88 1 90, 91, (1895), passim, debates on Alcoholic 
Liquors Sale Control Bill. 

64. ibi~, 91, (21 Oct, 1895), pp. 510-511, 512. 

55. ibid., (23 Oct, 1895), pp. 587-591, R, McNab; 
w;-591-593, Seddon. 



Whether Seddon really wanted the national option vote to 

remain on the ballot paper is not known. By first introducing this 

four choice ballot paper, however, and then having to sacrifice one 

of the choices as a means of compromise, he did ensure that the 

reduction issue, which sections of ~e temperance party had wanted to 

remove, was retained. This meant that those who wanted moderate 

reform would still have an issue which they could support without 

feeling compelled to vote for local prohibition. 

Seddon also tried to alienate the moderate vote from no-

license by moving that prohibition be complete and not just involve 

public bars. By doing this it was believed that temperate drinkers 

would vote continuance rather than reduction or no-license, This, 

too, was altered in committee, but was to re-emerge in 1903-1904 as 

t . . . 66 
he major llcenslng lssue. 

A second divisive issue in the Bill was the timing of the 

liquor poll. Should it be on the same day as the general election 

or should it be separate? The temperance party 1 s Bill had asked for 

the local option poll to be taken triennially in April and the 

colonial option poll to be on the same day as the election. The 

combining of the issues in the one ballot paper precluded such an 

arrangement. Seddon was determined, if at all possible, to :remove 

the licensing issue from the political arena, where it still seemed 

to pose a threat to the unity of the Liberal Party. He realised, 

however, that separating the days of the poll and election would not 

remove the temperance party 1 s agitation for candidates who favoured 

certain aspects of licensing reform. It was preferable, therefore~ 

that there be only one poll, and having it at the same time as the 

general election would prove less disruptive to the country, and 
66. ;!J,UJ;I,q 88, (2 [\ugust, 1895L pp. 410-411,413; See pp.2 2-22L 
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would ensure a better expression of the people's views on the licensing 

' 67 
lSSUe. While admitting the reasonableness of this provision the 

temperance party also argued that the linking of the licensing poll to 

the day of the election threatened the regular taking of such a poll if 

Parliament were dissolved before its three year term was 68 
0\JBI'\} It 

was thus not surprising that this issue should have been voted on three 

times in the committee stages before it was settled in favour of 

69 
Seddon's proposal. 

The removal of the fifty per cent poll requirement was a further 

attempt Seddon to separate the liquor issue from the political sphere. 

By granting this demand of the prohibitionists he removed one of their 

biggest complaints against the 1893 Act. It was not a difficult 

concession to make as 1 by connecting the liquor poll with the general 

election, it was considered unlikely that there would be less than a 

fifty per cent voter turnout. At the same time, some cynics could 

argue, it would encourage the liquor trade to be more active in its own 

70 
defence. · 

On one issue the Government was adamant, and that was the 

retention of the three-fifths majority necessary to carry prohibition. 

That section, the majority, of the temperance party which favoured the 

bare majority was forced to accept this or else lose all the other 

'71 
improvements that this Bill offered. All in all the prohibitionists 

regarded the Bill, as it passed its third reading in the House by forty~ 

five votes to two, as "the most advanced measure of temperance 

67. NZPD, 88y (31 July, 1895 , pp. 344-345; (2 August, lB95), 
p. 413. 

68. ibid., 90, ( 27 Sept, 1895), pp. 558-561. 

69. N.Z.A., Annual Report, 1895-1896, p. 5. 

70. NZP,Q_, 91, (18 Oct, 1895), p. 469; (21 Oct, 1895), p. 510. 

71. ibid., 88, (2 August, 1895), p. 410~411; 90, (6 Sept, 1895)~ 

p. no. 
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reform that has ever passed a legislative ass within the bound-

~ " 72 aries of the British ::.mp1re'1 Their favourable response and the 

general consensus both in House and the press that the Bill was 

fairly satisfactory to all parties made it seem unlikely that the 

Council would alter the Bil~ in any major way. It was certainly not 

expected that a nominated bo would seriously attempt to thwart the 

wishes of the representative section of the legislature. This was 

however the period when the Legislative Council was fighting to retain 

. ' 73 its effectiveness against attempts by Seddon to render it 1mpoten~. 

It was, therefore, not against attacking a Government-sponsored Bill 

and particularly one relating to a question on which it was known that 

the Government was not united. The N.Z.A. accused tho Council of 

being under the influence of the liquor trade, whose influence was felt 

t ' b . " 'h I t . '- ' 74 o oe o VlOUs 1n ~ e amencmen.s lnser~eo. The major alteration was 

the removal of the colonial prohibition issue from the ballot paper. 

This might have been acceptable if a further change had not been mads 

in restricting each voter to one vote on three issues. This was 

considered a retrogressive step even from the 1893 Act which allowed a 

vote for no-license to be counted in favour of reduction if no-license 

wa.s not carr:Led. The Council further attempted to protect club 

licences from the popular vote and to reintroduce the Pif per cent 

The temperance party both within and outside Parliament were 

prepared to sacrifice the whole Bill rather than to accept any of these 

72, N.Z.P .• , Annual R~9_rt, 1895-1896, p. 5. 

73. Sse W.K. Jackson, The New Zealand Leoislative Council, 
(Dunedin, 1972), pp. 161-165. 

75 .. ~0.~ 91, (9 Oc(t, l895)i Ql':\187; (lQ Oct 1895), pp. 244-
2451 246-247; 18 Oct, 8~~;, p 45J. 



a.rren dmant.s G The Wallin Prohibition League, the Otago Prohibitio~ 

Council and the Dunedin Prohibition League went so far as to resolve 

"to submit the question bJgether with the radical reform of the Upper 

~' b L -'"' L t , h L l ' • I' 7 6 Lnam er T.O t_,lle :::::ounl_,ry a· t e nexL, general e ec·clon '. 

The Government, however, wanted to reach some solution, and 

Seddon suggested a conference between the two chambers. The extreme 

prohibitionists felt that it was not worthwhile as only a compromise 

measure at best would be obtained. Instead they urged that a firm 

stand be taken, but others realised that this would spell the end of 

T' 
the Bill for 1895. 1 This led to charges that the prohibitionists 

wanted the liquor question to remain undecided so as to affect the 1896 

l . ' . 78 
e~BC'ClOil. Such charges were not justified in that the prohibition 

party had favoured the Government Bill as it had left the House of 

Representatives, but it was prepared to fight the Council's amendments 

at the hustings if need be rather than accept them. Counter charges 

were made against the Government for being insincere in having 

introduced a Bill which it had no desire to see passed. It was 

argued that it had allowed it tc pass en the understanding that the 

Upper House would amend it in such a way that the Lower House would 

then reject it. 79 These, however, would appear to have been the 

reactions of frustrated extremists on both sides of the question. 

There is little doubt that the majority had been satisfied with the 

GoVernment's Bill, and it had offered Seddon his best opportuni of 

removing the issue from politics. It was in his interests to settle 

the question, not to have it affecting the Government 1 s legislative 

76. 0 5 Oct, 1895, p. 4; 8 Oct, 1895, p. 2. 

77. NZPD, 91, (17 Oct, 1895), pp. 420-4.37. 

78. ibid. 

79. ibid. 
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programme, the Liberal Par 1 s uni and every election. 

Two conferences were held with representatives of the Council. 

After the first, in which the Council dropped the reintroduction of 

the fifty per cent poll and allowed two votes to every elector, but 

would not allow a national prohibition poll or include clubs in the 

liquor poll, Seddon moved that the Bill be dropped. 80 This was 

defeated, however, by the Speaker 1 s casting vote, and a second confer-

ence was arranged. This time it was agreed to allow the 50% poll in 

any electorate where the seat was uncontested, to give every voter two 

votes, to drop the national prohibition issue, and to remove club 

licences from popular contro1. 81 Seddon was still opposed to the 

removal of the clauses concerning the national issue and popular 

control of clubs, and he felt that their absence made the Bill worth-

82 
less. Again he was accused of trying to have the Bill rejected, but 

in terms of his aim to remove this whole issue from the political sphere 

this was not a fair accusation. He could see that if these questions 

of national prohibition and club licences were not brought under the 

popular vote the prohibitionists 1 demands for such a change would 

persisto To this extent the compromise solution brought about by the 

Council's actions would ensure that agitation and political interference 

by the prohibitionists would continue, and the whole purpose of the 

Bill as Seddon had seen it would be defeated. Few people in either 

branch of the legislature were throughly satisfied with the amended 

BilL Realising, however, that the end of the session was at hand, 

that further debate and conference would achieve nothing, and not 

~b'd (21 Oct, 1895). p. 51L ~~ - J 

81. ibid., (23 Oct, 1895), pp. 587-590. 

82, ibid., p. 590-593. 
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wishing to have to debate the whole issue again in an election year, 

both Houses finally agreed to accept the amendments and the Bill was 

83 
enacted on 31 October, 1895. 

It was generally acknowledged throughout the country and in the 

House that this Act was an advance on the Act of 1893, yet everyone 

realised, as Seddon had done earlier, that it would not end the 

84 
agitation from the prohibition party. It is not surprising to find 

that in 1896 the prohibitionists were agitating for the very things 

which Seddon had been loathe to have removed from his Bill by the 

Council - the national prohibition issue and the control of clubs. 

Along with these was the unending demand for the removal of the three-

f 'ft' . •t 85 l ns maJOrluYo Once again, however, Seddon failed to carry a 

Government measure to provide for a national prohibition poll and 

popular control of clubs because of the opposition in the Legislative 

. 86 
Councll. 

If Seddon hoped to removefue whole licensing question from his 

doorstep he was at some stage going to have to concede a national 

prohibition poll and the bare majority to the prohibitionists. The 

fact that before his death in 1906 he conceded neither of them is a 

reflection of his political ability. He had defused the issue by means 

of the licensing poll, and he ably maintained a balance between the 

83. ibid., (23 Oct, 1895), p. 596; (24 Oct, 1895), p, 599. 

84. N.Z.A., Annual Reeort, 1895-1896, p. 6; 
26 Oct, 1895, p. 6 

Otago Workman, 

85. G.J. Smith, reported in h.'z'ttleton Times, 2 June, 1896, in 
Seddon Papers, 3/10. 

86. NZPD, 96, (l896)s passim, debates on Alcoholic Liquors 
Sale Control Act 1895 Amendment Bill; W.K. Jackson, 
~~.s;;J.j; • ' p p • 6 3 ' 16 2 • 
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extremist groups of the trade and the prohibitionists. It was an 

indictment of the political strength of the temperance par which at 

no stage could rally enough support either in Parliament or at the 

general election polls to defeat Seddon on these issues. While the 

prohibition issue encouraged outbursts of real enthusiasm for and 

against itself, its importance was more apparent than real in the wider 

life of the nation. It was not an issue on which governments would 

rise or falL 

The failure of the Alcoholic Liquors Sale Control Act Amendment 

Bill of 1896 guaranteed that the licensing issue would play a major 

part in the political campaigning prior to the 1896 general election, 

Meanwhile, while much energy was being concentrated on the legislative 

issues, efforts were also being made by the temperance par to educate 

people throughout the colony to vote in favour of no-license. The 

arguments for prohibition were expounded in the press, the pulpit, the 

public platform and through the post. Optimism was at a peak and, if 

enthusiasm and public interest were anything to go by, the prohibition-

ists seemed assured of considerable success. As early as January 1896 

the Rev F.W. Isitt was predicting that prohibition would be carried in 

a large part of the area from North Canterbury to Invercargill. 87 

The prohibitionists based their estimates on a number of factors. 

First there were the results of the 1894 poll. It was thought that 

there would be an advance of no-license support in all electorates, and 

this encouraged them to believe that any electorate which had polled 

over fifty per cent in favour of no-license in 1894 would achieve or 

approach sixty per cent in 1896. Twenty electorates, seventeen of 

which were in Otago, Southland and Canterbury, were therefore expected 

87. ~2T~ 24 Jan, 1896, p. 2. 
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to go dry, This reasoning ignored the fact that in 1894 there had 

only been a 43.32 per cent voter turnout, which was hardly enough on 

which to base reliable forecasts. It also ignored the fact that the 

fifty per cent poll requirement in 1894 had encouraged many liquor 

trade supporters to abstain from voting. The removal of this require-

ment for the 1896 poll would most likely ensure that this time the 

trade supporters would vote in force, upsetting in consequence many of 

the predictions based on the 1894 figures. 

The second basis for the prohibitionists' estimates was that 

they expected that reduction would this time be carried in most elect-

orates as it was believed that any one who supported no-license would 

also vote for reduction as a second means of reform. Thirdly, the 

women 1 s vote, which had not been ful expressed in 1894, was now 

thought to be better organised and was expected to support prohibition. 

Fourthly, the conduct of the trade in the last three years had not 

been greatly improved, and this, along with the public agitation and 

education carried out by the temperance party, was also expected to be 

to the prohibitionists: advantage. The temperance bodies had certainly 

not been idle. The Agent and Secretary of the N.Z.A. had between 

them held meetings at no less than 141 different centres by June, 1896 1 

and many of these had more than one meeting. No less than 55,000 

copies of articles stating the prohibitionist position had been 

distributed, while 220,000 reprints of Alliance leaflets had also been 

circulated. In many areas door-to-door distribution was undertaken. 88 

It would probably have been difficult to have found a person who had 

not heard of the prohibition issue. 

The fifth reason for the prohibitionists• hopes of a favourable 

88. NZA, Annual Report 1 1895-1896, p. 4. 
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poll lay with large bo of new voters (91,036) 1 many of whom since 

the last poll had reached the voting age of twenty-one. The 

prohibitionists were quite prepared to claim these for their own, in 

the belief that the temperance agitation would have educated the young 

as to the dangers of alcohol, and that they would therefore reject it. 

/~n article in the ~ after the 189Li, poll summarised this 

enthusiastic optimism of the temperance party: 

In the next battle for home and prosperity, 
we therefore look forthe following gains:
The gain from a thorough contest in every 
electorate; the gain from the complete 
enrolment of women; the gain from the 
coming of age of thousands of young people; 
and the gain from eliminating the traps for 
informal voting. These will represent a 
vast increase in the total of those going 
to the poll; and of that vast increase, 
we have not the faintest doubt to which 
side the large majority will belong.B9 

There seems little doubt that the prohibitionists believed they 

would be successful in the 1896 poll. Their planning was thorough, 

with visiting lecturers touring the country, temperance sermons prior 

to the poll, house-to-house campaigning, widespread newspaper 

publicity and advertising, and public meetings, demonstrations and 

processions. 

The liquor trade was slow to react to this apparent major 

threat to its existence. It seemed to be as convinced of its safety 

as the prohibitionists were of its defeat, and was certainly not 

prepared for any serious threat. At the provincial level were 

various Licensed Victuallers' Asso~iations and Brewers' and Wine and 

Spirit fYlerchants 1 i'lssociations, the latter also ilaVillg a natior<al 

executive in Wellington. Their activities were however, minimal, 

being mainly restricted to committees which made quarterly reports and 

89. Advocate, 25 August, 1894, p. 139. 
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to a Brewsrsl annual conference. The national secretary of the 

Brewers' and Wine and Spirit merchants~ Association frequen 

complained that the liquor trade would not defend itself. 90 It 

certainly did not approach the prohibitionists in campaigning for its 

continued existence. Apart from one or two paid lecturers in local 

areas, such as W.W. Collins in Canterbury, and the occasional retor 

in various newspapers, the trade 1 s stance was one of reasonable 

external passiveness. It did, however, have the support of two other 

groups, the Liber League and the press. 

The liberty League was established a group of individuals in 

Christchurch about May-June, 1896, and quickly spread to other centres 

in the South Island. Its position was soon apparent when its 

programme revealed it to be non-political, anti-prohibitionist and 

pro-libe:c of the individdal. It quickly gained the support of the 

Licensed Victuallers' Association of Otago and Canterbury and also the 

Brewers 1 and Wine and Spirit Merchants Association, though the latter 

did not supply the League with funds. 91 One of its paid lecturers, 

mr J.D. Sievwright of Damaru, gave a series of speeches in Dunedin in 

September, 1896, his theme being the fallacy of prohibition. 92 ftl.fter 

this, however, the League seems to have faded et from the scene. 

It could not maintain or even attain, the level of enthusiasm and 

activity of the temperance par 

90. H.J. Williams to J. Wells, 28 August, 1899, MS Papers 1629, 
Brewers and illine and Spirit Merchants of N.Z., vol. 8, 
p. 185; also vol. 7, f2.§!Ssim, Alexander Turnbull Library. 

9L H. J. Williams to C. Speight, 10 Jan 1 1898 ~., vol. 8 1 

p .• 11; minutes of N.Z.L.V.A., 24 July, 1896, ;!.bid., vol.4, 
p. 48; OO_I, 15 Sept, 1896, p. 2. 

92. DDT, Sept, 1896, .eassim; Christian Outlook, 19 Sept, 1896, 
p. 403. 
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The majority of the press in the colony was also against 

prohibition, believing that it was a trammelling upon the liberty of 

the people and would only result in increased breaking of the law 

rather than achieve any great social reform. They based their argu-

ments on the experience of various states in the U.S.A.,and also upon 

the two years of no-license 
93 

in the Clutha electorate. Conflicting 

reports had been issued about the effects of no-license in that area. 

On the one hand the trade argued that it had proved impossible to 

enforce a prohibition law; on the other the prohibitionists insisted 

that there had been a decrease in obvious drunkenness and convictions 

relating to drunkenness, and that any breach of the law had been the 

9/ 
result of inadequate laws and a corrupt police force. 4 Such 

conflicting arguments probably convinced few but the already convinced; 

there were certainly elements of truth on both sides. As well as 

this the press, like the trade, also emphasised the financial loss to 

the colony of the revenue from licence fees and the tax on alcoholic 

liquors, not to mention the loss of many jobs associated with the 

95 
liquor industry. 

Despite these attempts to defend the trade against the onslaught 

of prohibition the relative et of the trade suggests three 

possibilities. Perhaps it felt secure behind the three-fifths vote, 

although there was no reason why it should after the result in Clutha 

in 1894. Perhaps it chose to ignore the potential threat of the 

prohibitionist forces because it had a closer relationship with the 

93. Q9l~ 19 may, 1896, p. 2; 7 Nov, 1896, p. 4; N.~..!-~ald~ 
7 Dec, 1896, in Seddon Papers 3/13, p. 26. 

9Lr. N.Z.A., Votars 1 Guida, (Dunedin, 1896), pp. 8, 19-20; 
Prohibitionist, 17 Oct 1896. 

95. DDT, 7 Nov, 1896, p. 4; 1 Dec, 1896, p. 2. 



mass of the people and their attitude to drinking. The temperance 

party might draw on the churches and the professions, but the mass of 

the population, the working class, were the main patronisers of the 

hotel bars, and it was with these that the trade had its contact. The 

vocal enthusiasm of a minority of the population might seem to pose a 

threat, but the relative disinterest in that enthusiasm by the mass of 

the people may have convinced the liquor trade that it need have 

nothing to fear. 

Dr thirdly, perhaps the trade 1 s influence was more subtle and 

less public The various prohibitionist papers and journals were not 

slow to accuse the trade of underhand and unscrupulous methods of 

influence means of its large financial resources. Accusations were 

made that votes had been bought or otherwise obtained through threats 

d 0 1 96 anr CaJo_ery. The most remarkable claim came from the Rev. F.W. 

Isitt in the Review of Reviews for January 1897. Having argued that 

enormous efforts were made by both sides, but that on the whole the 

prohibitionists were better organised, he then launched into an attack 

on the trade's methods. 

The publicans had known no scruple in the 
means they adopted to secure the~ cwn ends. 
Tradesmen had been threatened with the boy
cott unless they avowed their determination 
to vote as the publicans wished. Timid 
women had been frightened out of voting as 
they wished to do, by being told that if No 
License were carried it would result in a 
bloody revolution. Not a few men were so 
impressed by this 'bull-dozing 1 that they 
were heard to express a fear tbat a riot 
would result if No License were carried. 97 

96. N.Z. Baptist, Jan, 1897 9 p. 9; f.b£.i§.t~k, 12 Dec, 
1896, p. 545. 

97. Cited in .star, 18 Feb, 1897 , in Seddon Papers 3/13. 



No such accusations were made, however, prior to the taking of the 

liquor poll, but were only given voice by the prohibi~ionists after 

their disappointment at the polling results. If, as they said, the 

trade had been very active in this direction, why had it not been 

obvious before the poll, o~d why had they not used such information to 

discredit the liquor party and gain further votes for their fight 

against this "corrupting" influence in soci,3t It seems that these 

accusations cams from a highly disappointed pressure group whose 

expectations had been so high prior to the poll that its fsilure to 

make any significant gains resuJted in the grasping at any possible 

reason, however remote, that would justify its position and give it 

inspiration and hope for the future. 

The results of the 1896 licensing poll wars, in the light of the 

expectations of the prohibitionists and the press prior to the poll, 

I'13Vealing, unexpected~ and a "rucie shock", not only for the prohibition 

par but for the whole " 98 courn::ry.., The national vote for no-license 

was o 37.8~ per cent compared with 53.71 per cent fer continuance. 

Not a single electorate favoured no-license, not even Clutha which had 

voted out all publicans 1 licences in 1894. Of sixty-two electorates 

only five polled more than fifty per cant ~n favour of r:o-license. 

Fifty-two carried continuance, ten r:o proposal as the required 

0 
• .L. .L h d d . d d .1-. 99 maJorl Lles Luer13 no L rea c. e , an nons carrJ.e r·e uc l.lOil. This was 

perhaps the biggest shock of the results. With two effective votes 

it was expected that those voting for no-license would vote for 

reduction as well. These votes plus those of the moderates who 

wanted reform but not prohibition were expected to produce a higher 

98. Teleqraph, 9 Dec, 1896 1 ir: Seddon Papers 3/13. 

99. See Table 20, Appendix G. 



reduction vote than no-license vote. In no less than forty-seven 

electorates, however, the vote for reduction was less than the vote 

for no-license. The only reason for such a result seemed to be that 

the people did not yet fully understand the method of voting on these 

issues. 

The N.Z.A. executive, however, was a little more astute when it 

argued that the moderate par 1 prepared to vote for a diminution in 

the number of licences but not for total abolition, did not exist. It 

therefore proposed the deletion of the reduction issue from the ballot 

paper, and argued that it had never been a demand of the prohibition-

ists to have anything more than a choice between continuance and 

h . b. t. 100 pro l l lon. Another section of the prohibition movement argued, 

however, that in 1894 many moderates had voted for no-license in order 

to frighten the liquor trade into reforming itself. Since then 

temperance education had proceeded with such rapidi that thE!S8 

1r1 
moderates had taken fright and "turned virulently against Prohibition". u 

The confusion as to the exact natura of the moderate vote was apparent 

and remained so throughout the period 1894-1914. As to the reduction 

issue, the no-license army came to appreciate its presence when it 

offered them some reform where no-license proved unattainable. In 

1896, however, it appeared to be a non-issue which only confused many 

~1oters. 

Another major revelation brought about the poll was that the 

temperance party had not the strength which it was thought to have had. 

It was argued that, 

it may be presumed that the full strength 
of the prohibitionist vote has been polled, 
and it proves to be true - what many 

100 N.Z.A. Annual Report, 1896-1897, p. 9. 

101. Christian Outlook, 12 Dec, 1896, p. 545. 



suspected - that the bo§ey of prohibition 
only wanted daylight so that it might be 
exposed and that the mass of the people 
have yet to be reachedol02 

157 ~ 

Such a situation is not surprising when it is realised that as already 

discussed, the estimates for prohibitionist support were based on the 

returns for the 1894 poll with all its incompleteness. The daily press 

took delight in informing the public of the weakness of the prohibition-

ist cause, and used it to argue against any further change in the 

licensing laws. The people were believed to have given an emphatic 

pronouncement against any further interference with individual liber 

in the direction desired by the prohibitionists. 103 The editor of the 

Otaqo Workman even went so far as to talk of 1'the wretched miserable, 

o • • 1:', L f ll d o L '! , b d , o to i' 104 
lnSlgnlllCan~ eW an l~S 'morl Un COilCl lOll '• These descriptions, 

while emotive and brutal, would appear reasonab stified in the light 

of the voting Do 1lgureso 

The proportion of females on the roll who voted was no greater than 

that of males - 76.35 per cent females compared with 76 79 per cent males. 

One newspaper editor wrote: 

The result of the poll was to demonstrate 
beyond a shadow of a doubt, that the people 
of this colony don 1 t want Prohibition, and 
that the women, whose block vote was relied 
upon as certain to be cast for Prohibition, 
proved wiser than their "spiritual guides" 
and loyal to their conjugalities as well as 
sensible.l05 

The ideas that most women were in favour of prohibition and that they 

were under the influence of men of the cloth were again revealed, 

102. DDT.? 8 Dec 1896~ p. 2. 

103. Press, 9 Dec, 1896, in Seddon Papers 3/13. 

104. Otago Workman, 12 Dec, 1896, p. 4. 

105. Evening News and Hawk~s Bax Advertiser, 29 Dec, 1896, in 
Seddon Papers 3/13; sBe also Telegraph, J_9c. cit.; 
DO~, ll Dec, 1896 1 p. 2. 



along with the implicit approval of their subjection to their husbands• 

opinior;s. 

While there was surprised approval at the outcome of the female 

vote at the pollj there was no change in the continued stereotyping of 

the female role within society and within the prohibition agitation. 

For the prohibition movement the basic assumption that the liquor issue 

was of particular interest to women did not change. They no longer 

assumed, however, that female support was automatic. Rather women 

had to be made aware of why the issue was of prime importance to them. 

Such a realisation amongst prohibitioni~ts meant a change in emphasis 

during the next few years as they attempted to educate wcmen to their 

own way of thinking. As a result greater attention was given to 

persuading women of the effect of liquor on their homes, their 

families, and society's values. They now set out to convince women of 

the validi of the arguments on which they had based their assumption 

of women 1 s support prior to the 1896 poll. The annual report of the 

Dunedin branch of the W.C.T.U. saw the situation thus: 

Women, uho are the greatest sufferers 
from this accursed traffic, have certainly 
for some unaccountable reason traded to 
the lowering of humanity by their late 
vote for continuance of license ••• Have 
women really lost all love for their fallen 
and degraded sisters, mJt to speak of the 
thousands nf poor starved children, through 
this drink traffic, and the wrecks of hus
bands and brothers the same cause? Let 
every woman who voted in this fearful 
traffic look upon every drunkard as a 
specimen of her handiwork ••• In working for 
the abolition of the liquor traffic we are 
doing the work of God - we are making 
happier homes, and we are working for the 
uplifting of humanity.l06 

106. Cited in _QQI, 3 Feb, 1897, p. 4. 
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More generally, the poll results revealed that the support for 

no-license throughout New Zealand had dropped from 45.57 per cent in 

1894 to 37.83 per cent in 1896, while the vote for continuance had 

increased from 39.46 per cent to 53.71 per cent. 

The prohibitionists had their own explanation for this 

reversal. The reaction of the moderate voter against prohibition 

and the opposition of the press and the trade had resulted in a check 

to the cause of reform, but, in their irrepressible way, the 

temperance party argued that "that is the law of Progress'" God often 

delays it unexpectedly ••• God trains by delay. But delay is not 

defeaL ' . 107 It is a E>tage or: the way to -crlumph". For many the 

increase in the crude vote for no-license from 48,993 to 98,312 was 

sign enough that they were on the road to success and were a force 

108 
with which to be reckoned. The fact that the continuance vote 

had risen frcm 42,429 to 139,580 did not seem to modify their judge-

ment. It was argued that, "at the same r·ate of increase during the 

next three years, No License will be won for the colony. Workers in 

th . +- ' h ' th ~ .L. f d. t" 109 
1 ls grea~ movemen~ . ave no~ a ~sasG cause or lscouragemen • 

Such sentiments were reinforced tha Agent for the N.Z.A., the Rev. 

E. Walker who wrote that the prohibitionists were still hopeful 

110 
"of carrying colonial prohibition with the new century 11 • [it her 

he was extremely optimistic or merely trying to convince the temper-

ance party that the situation was better than it seemed. 

The Rev. F.W. Isitt injected some realism into the debate, 

107. Christian Outloo~, 12 Dec, 1896, p. 545. 

lOB. White Ribbon, Dec, 1896, p. 7. 

109. N.Z. Baptist, Jail, 1897, p. 9. 

110. DDT, 30 Dec, 1896, p. 3., letter. 
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however when he wrote that the prohibitionists were keenly disappointed 

by the result, having confidently expected to carry no-license in at 

least five or six electorates and to obtain reduction in a much larger 

lll 
number. This disappointment was reflected in the dearth of 

material relating to prohibition activity as reported in the press 

columns for late 1896 and early 1897. The 1896 liquor poll seems to 

have been a serious blow to the movement, despite statements to the 

contrary. It is interesting to note, for example that the annual 

meeting of the Dunedin W.C.T.U. called for 2 February 1897 had to be 

postponed because only six members were present, and this despite the 

h . 't t• 112 approac ing licensing comml~~ee else lons. An air of dejection 

appeared to have settled on many of the prohibitionists despite the use 

of words to bolster their belief in the success of the 1896 poll. Even 

though the Liberty League in Dunedin had alreadys~ected candidates for 

the licensing committee elections to counter expected prohibition 

candidates, the monthly meeting of the Dunedin Prohibition League 

resolved that~ 

the majority of the electors of Dunedin City 
having decided that the liquor traffic should 
continue as it is, and having thus accepted 
the responsibility for all the evils which 
will flow from the undiminished sale of strong 
drink during the next three years, this 
league resolves to leave the management of 
that traffic in the hands of those who are 
responsible for it.ll3 

The licensing committee might not have had the people 1 s mandate to 

reduce licenses, but it did have a say in the conduct of licensed 

houses and was also responsible for the issuing of new licenses. 

111. Cited in Star, 18 Feb 1897 1 in Seddon Papers 3/13. 

112. ~~I, 3 Feb, 1897. 
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It was, therefore, no mere rubber stamp. Yet the prohibition par 

was prepared to leave it alone, in Dunedin at least. Its despondency 

over the liquor poll results appears to have been deeper than at first :if. 

seemed. The initial forced enthusiastic response to the polling 

results had given way to a realistic appraisal of the situation. The 

tamperallCe par had to evaluate its position and plan ahead in the 

light of the lessons that the liquor poll had taught. LUhat WE:re these 

lessons? 

It was argued that the interference of the prohibition party in 

the selection of political candidates had alienated many potential 

supporters in the last few weeks prior to the poll. IYlany people felt 

that the 1895 Licensing Act gave the movement ample scope and was 

certainly a more than satisfactory means of effecting licensing 

reform. But the temperance par was concerned about such issues as 

the bare majority, the national prohibition option and club licences. 

Candidates supporting reform on fuese issues were assured, at least 

verbally, of many votes from the prohibitionist body. In this way 

the liquor issue was forced to the forefront of the political campaign 

at a time when people believed that prohibition and politics should be 

kept separate .• By polling day a strong revulsion had set in amongst 

the modsrate section of the community in that they felt that the 

prohibitionists were trying to force the pace of reform against the 

will of the public. When the temperance party elevated its 

prohibitionist doctrine into a national policy to the exclusion of 

every other consideration and sought to dominate the political 

114 
situation, then the public's opposition was eroused. The 

114" Telegraph, 9 Dec 5 1896~ and _The Peo_E1e, 12 Dec, 1896~ in 
Seddon PapE,rs 3/13; .QJ;ll 1 9. July, 1897, p ,, 2. 
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extremism f the prohibitionist was atypical of the average behaviour 

of the largely British community. The threat of revolution in habits 

and customs did not find favour in a society given to sober judgement 

rather than moral fervour. From this the temperance workers realised 

that it was dangerous to attempt premature coercion, but that steady 

missionary work against the ravages of alcohol would, in the long term, 

bear a more reliable and lasting result. There was a need for moder-

ation in tone, less emphasis on legislation and greater attention to 

d ' .. 115 
e UCB."Cl.On. As the editor of the White Ribbon put it, 

During the next three years we must educate, 
educate, and educate, morally, scientifically, 
and socially, assured that -

Freedom's battle once begun, 
Though baffled oft is ever won. 116 

Education of the public was indeed deemed necessary when the 

prohibitionists realised that many people had baulked at supporting 

prohibition because they sensed injustice in its sweeping proposals in 

regard to proper The public mind was not able to sanction the 

immediate extinction of a trade which involved considerable capital, 

investment and commercial interest. Some further attention had to be 

given either to the gradual fading out of licensed hotels over a 

period of years or to the question of compensation to all involved in 

'h l" ' . 117 t a 1quor ~rade. 

Associated with this question of proper was the problem of 

revenue. The various local bodies draw some of their revenue from 

licensing fees, and it was felt that this might also have influenced 

115. Advocate, 19 Dec, 1896, p~ 285. 

116. White Ribbon, Dec, 1896, p. 7. 

117. Southland Times, 12 Dec, 1896, in Seddon Papers 3/13. 
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several people to vote against no-license. As the liquor traffic was 

a matter of national concern it was thought that no question of local 

revenue should be allowed to influence the electors in their decision 

at the liquor polL It was therefore seen as necessary to make all 

revenue derived from the liquor traffic colonial instead of local, 

with a grant to the local bodies from the consolidated national revenue 

being substituted in the place of the licensing fees. 118 On both 

these questions of compensation and revenue the bulk of the community 

felt strongly enough to vote against immediate prohibition. Changes 

in the law and education of the public were therefore necessary before 

any further advance could be made towards the achieving of no-license. 

There were other reforms in the law that were still thought 

desirable, but only by sections of the temperance party. The reduction 

issue was regarded as unnecessary and confusing; the holding of the 

poll on the same day as the general election was seen by some·as the 

cause for the connection of prohibition with politics; atl d the use of 

the word 11 prohibition" was thought to have alienated many and caused 

"! .Pf t t' k'' 119 · o, ence o he wea • But on these questions the temperance 

party was not united. Many people believed that reduction could still 

be an effeqtive means of temporary reform until no-license was achieved, 

while the removal of the poll from the day of the general election 

would only result in a smaller voter turnout. This might, of course, 

be favourable to the prohibitionists in that they would be more 

likely to vote than the opposition, but it could result in no-license 

being carried before the public was ready for it, and could 

118. Lyttleton Time~, 13 Jan, 1897, in Seddon Papers 3/13. 

119. ibid. 
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provoke a strong reaction at the next poll. The changing of 

"prohibition" to "abolition" was not taken too seriously as it was 

realised that it would have no effect on the real question at issue. 

While the temperance party was busy absorbing these various 

lessons from the liquor poll, the liquor trade was also being made 

aware, largely by the moderate press, that it, too, should learn from 

the poll. It was quickly pointed out that though the public had not 

been prepared even to reduce the number of licensed houses, this did 

not mean that they approved of a lax administration of the present 

licensing laws. It was in the publicans' interest to run their houses 

within the limits of the law. If they did not they were threatened 

with the likelihood of a reaction in favour of prohibition at the next 

poll. Unless the trade became "tolerably respectable", there would 

either be an increase in the prohibition vote at the next poll, or else 

interference of the State in the problem by means of some form of State 

or municipal control to remove the viciousness associated with the 

t f . t f"t 120 sys em o pr1va e pro 1 • 

It remained to be seen whether either side in the struggle would 

learn from these lessons of the 1896 poll. By this time the nature of 

the licensing issue had been thoroughly revealed. The prohibition 

party had increased in strength and unity. Its heavy emphasis on 

legislative action except at times of liquor polls was to become the 

norm over the next eighteen years. The issues of the three-fifths 

majority and national prohibition were to be particularly important. 

The responses of Seddon and, later, Ward and massey, to this agitation 

as they attempted to reduce its political influence were to come under 

120. Press, 15 Dec, 1896, in Seddon Papers 3/13; 
DDT, 9 July, 1897, p. 2. 
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close scrutiny and criticism from both the prohibitionists and the 

liquor trade. Yet changes in the law were only to come slowly as the 

various governments, along with both interested parties, favoured 

legislation that would gain them the support of the so-called moderate 

vote, an immeasurable vote but one whose presumed existence 

influenced the activities of those involved in the liquor debate. The 

1896 poll was a watershed which made much clearer both the positions 

of the various factions and the needs of the future in the way of 

legislative reform, public activity, and conduct of hotels. The 

prohibition party was brought to a confrontation with reality, and 

was now much more aware of the battle it had ahead if it were to 

achieve its aim of prohibition. The liquor trade was also made aware 

that the public was not overly enthused by its conduct of many of its 

licensed houses, but were prepared to give it a chance to improve 

itself voluntarily before any further penalty of the law be brought 

against it. The period 1897-1899 was, therefore, to be a time of 

testing and evaluation on the one hand, of education and organisation 

on the other. The 1899 poll would be the measuring stick for the 

success of the two opponents in the previous three years. 



CH/~PTER V 

REORGANISATION AND REJUVENATION 
-~·-~-·------·------~~-

From the very outset of their preparation for the 1899 pbll the 

temperance par did not appear to have taken the lessons of 1896 to 

heart. At a prohibition convention in Dunedin in April 1897 it was 

obvious that the prohibitionists were dissatisfied with the results of 

the 1896 poll, but they were not prepared to understand fully why their 

lack of success had occurred. Rather than admit that their expectat-

ions had been unreasonably high and that their activities prior to the 

poll had alienated many political supporters, they preferred to lay the 

blame at the feet of the Seddon Government and the 1895 Alcoholic 

1 
Liquors Sale Control Act. 

They blamed the Government for holding the poll on the same day 

as the general election, something for which many of them had 

previously asked. It was now felt that this had caused prohibition 

and politics to become inextricably bound together. If, howe\Jer, the 

temperance party had not sought candidates 1 opinions on the licensing 

law then this would not have happened. They again attacked the three-

fifths majority as being undemocratic, but by so doing they showed that 

they did not appreciate that the public felt that this was a necessary 

safeguard against a chance carrying of no-license before a solid 

majority of public opinion was in favour of it. It was argued that 

there had been corruption amongst the returning officers, poll clerks 

and scrutineers, but it can only be asked whether these accusations 

would have been made if the prohibitionists had been more successful. 

The police force was abused for not enforcing the licensing laws 

l. DDT, 17 April, 1897, p. 2; 
1897, p. 6, 

Otago Workman, 24 April 
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adequately, but it was not questioned that perhaps it was difficult to 

enforce laws that were opposed a sizeable section of the community. 

The various reports about court cases for sly-grogging and other 

offences against the licensing Act suggest that it was very difficult 

to bring a successful prosecution against an offender. Witnesses 

would often prove to be unreliable or unwilling to inform on their 

neighbour on such an issue. many cases, especially in the Clutha no-

license area, were dismissed because of the lack of evidence or of 

conflicting evidence on vital points. Unless the police resorted to 

2 
the use of unpopular traps they were unlikely to be successful. 

Where liquor was wanted it would be obtained, whether the law said 

otherwise or not. Yet from all this the prohibitionists learnt nothing. 

The experiences in Clutha and the reports df the experiences of no-

license in several American states should have warned them that a 

prohibition law might create as many problems as it tried to solve, 

while not effectively solving those problems at which it was directed. 

But ~sir enthusiasm and singlemindedness blinded them to such 

possibilities, and they pressed determinedly onwards against the body 

of public opinion and reason" 

The situation was not totally without hope. Towards the ell d 

of the year an attempt was made in Auckland through joint action of 

the licensed victuallers the prohibitionists, and the Anglican Church, 

to suppress illicit liquor trading, especially after hours. It would 

appear to have had some success for a time at least, and was a good 

example of what could be achieved by responsible co-operation between 

2. See AJHR, 1897, H-35, 'Prohibition' in Clutha licensing 
District; ODT 3 17 April, 1897, p. 4. 
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. ' t j t. 3 the var1ous in~eres ec par les. Such co-operation, however, did not 

The prohibitionists were really aiming for only one thing the 

closure of public houses, and with them, the removal of alcohol from 

society. Co-operation with the enemy was not part of their policy. 

By having such a narrow outlook and single goal they failed to achieve 

lasting reform of the liquor trade by any other means. .Alternati\le 

schemes of reform, such as State or municipal control, were mooted 

throughout the period but the prohibitionists effectively squashed 

them by means of argument, propaganda, bluster, and the backing of a 

large body of public support. 1897 could have been the year in which 

the temperance par re-evaluated its goal and methods; it proved, 

however to be the year when it ignored the lessons of the 1896 poll 

and became firmly entrenched behind the aim of prohibition. It. was 

the year when the various prohibitionist organisations consolidated 

their forces within the broad structure of the New Zealand Alliance, 

and prepared themselves for a prolonged struggle with the "force of 

evil 11 • 

In 1896 the representative system of the N.Z.A. which had been 

4 
established in 1895 had been replaced by a Colonial Prohibition 

Executive. On paper this reduced the Alliance to being merely 

another prohibitionist organisation on equal terms with the other 

bodies; but in practice the Alliance Executive continued to dominate 

the situation as the Prohibition Executive proved to be a futile and 

unworkable body. In 1897, therefore, the question of organisation 

again came to the fore. It was agreed at the Colonial Convention 

3. DDT, 12 Oct~ 1897, p. 2; Christian Outlook, 13 Nov, 
1897, p. 502. 

4. See pp. 138-·140. 
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held in Wellington in June that the various Provincial Councils, which 

included most of the local temperance societies, should be made the 

constituents of the Alliance Executive; other bodies, such as the 

International Order of Good Templars, with their own central organis-

ation, should also be given representation on this Executive. It 

therefore came about that the executives of the Provincial Councils 

and the heads of the other separate organisations were to consti~ute a 

Consultative Committee of the Alliance, while the Alliance Executive 

would contain fifteen elected members, with at least three being 

representatives of the N.Z.A., and one each from the I.D.G.T., the W.C. 

T.U., the Rechabites and the Sons and Daughters of Temperance. In 

this way the Alliance Executive became, for the first time, the 

5 
responsible representative organisation of the whole prohibition party. 

It was a natural development as a loose and localised movement developed 

into a strong national and political lobby which required organisation 

and unified policy planning to be most effective. Faced with the set-

back of the 1896 poll, strength through uni~was seen as one means of 

achieving greater success at the next, and also of achieving greater 

success as a political and social force. 

This restructuring did not come about without some friction and 

opposition, notably from a section of the old executive who felt that 

the Prohibition Leagues were trying to take control of the Alliance and 

turn it into a political force. 6 Such a change was denied by the new 

executive and many members of the old, who restated the party's political 

policy: it was prepared to support prohibitionists of any political hue, 

5. N.Z.A. The Reorganisation of the N.Z.A., pp. 2-3. 

6. Evening Post, 28 July, 1897, letter to editor from late 
chairman and four outgoing members of N.Z.A. Executive. 
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so long as they were in favour of temperance reform. It was not it-

7 
self a political party or aligned with any particular political party. 

To most people within the prohibitionist ranks it seemed only sensible 

that the New Zealand Alliance lost its identity as merely another 

temperance body and adopted the role of being the alliance of all the 

prohibitionist organisations in the country. In this way it could 

speak as the truly representative body of the prohibition movement. 

Its influence would thus be enhanced. There was~ of course, a danger 

that increasing centralisation might result in a lessening of local 

enthusiasm, on which the movement had its foundation. This, however, 

• 
did not seem likely at this stage when the movement was graced by 

several forceful local leaders, and while the issue at the polls was 

still local no-license and not national prohibition. 

One element in this reorganisation of the N.Z.A. that passed 

virtually unnoticed in the shadow of the publicity over the split in 

the N.Z.A. executive was the breaking of the link between the prohib-

ition movement and the labour movementthat had existed since 1893. 

This link had been at its strongest in 1893-1894 when the liquor 

debates were frequentmd virulent, and when Stout was trying to defeat 

Seddon as leader of the liberal Party. Stout had a deep interest in 

questions concerning the working class, and he believed their interests 

should have a voice in Parliament. He was, however, opposed to a 

separate political party decided on sectional lines. Instead he 

preferred that the labour members should be part of a larger and 

broader party. Hence he favoured the idea of a Liberal-Labour 

7. Prohibitionist, 4 Sept, 1897, pp. 4-8, letter from S,G 
martin, chairman of N.Z.A. Executive, 28 August, 1897; 
letter from Sir R. Stout, President of N.Z.A. 
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The labour members at this time were attracted to Stout because 

of his interest in their problems, and willingly joined in a liberal-

Labour alliance. They ware further attracted to him because of his 

emphasis on prohibition as a means of social and economic reform for 

the working class. With no distinctive programme of their own and no 

concept of an alternative to capitalism as an economic system, 

prohibition offered 11 an alternative non-economic explanation for 

pover and distress among the working classesn. 9 

That such a link between Labour and Prohibition should have 

existed is at first glance peculiar. It does not seem likely that a 

movement which aimed at denying the poor man his beer should seek 

support from this same man. It is only in terms of the economic 

programme of improvement that prohibition offered that this connection 

makes sense. Just as the alliance of the Liberal-Labour par 

revealed the middle class leadership of New Zealand society, so did 

the labour-Prohibition link reveal a middle class reform being 

accepted by sections of the working class. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that in the 1893 election the 

Labour candidates found considerable support from the prohibitionists. 

In the Dunedin area, which was a centre both of strong working class 

political activity and strong prohibitionist activity, this link 

between the two groups was seen in the election of five Labourites 

who were also prohibitionists. Millar, Pinkerton, Earnshaw, 

Hutchison and Morrison all had the official support of the Workers• 

B. Hamar, 'The Law and the Prophet", pp. 322-326. 

9. ibid.l p. 326. 
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Political Committee (the political arm of the Trades and Labour 

Council), the Temperance Political Committee, and the Knights of 

labour, Two other successful Liberal-Labour candidates, ill.ill. Tanner 

(Avon), and T.L. Buick (Wairau) were also prohibitionists. 

This connection between the prohibition movement and the Labour 

movement was symbolised by the right of the Knights of Labour to nomi

nate one member to the New Zealand Alliance executive. 10 On the one 

hand these successful artisans and lower middle class professionals 

with orientation towards labour were attempting to raise the working 

class within the predominant economic and social structures of capital-

ism. At the same time the middle class prohibition movement was also 

attempting to influence the working class by imposing its own values 

and practices upon them. The incorporation of the predominantly 

artisan body, the Knights of labour, in the inner councils of the N.Z. 

Alliance was thus a gesture which symbolised the aspirations of both 

these sections of the community. Granted this privilege in 1893, the 

Knights of Labour exercised it until the re-organisation of the Alliance 

in 1897 saw its withdrawal. This withdrawal may have been the result 

of a decline in the role of the Knights of Labour, who disappeared 

from the New Zealand scene in 1898, 11 but it was probably more the 

effect of the almost complete split between the prohibition movement 

and Labour 1 s growing political aspirations. 

This division was the result of several factors, not least of 

which was the prohibition movement's attempt to subject all other 

considerations to its prime target of prohibition. It showed in its 

actions and demands its failure to appreciate the wider concerns of 

10. N.Z.A., Annual Report, 1893-1894, p. 16. 

11. H. Roth, 1 The Distribution of New Zealand Radicalism: 
1890~1957 , N.Z. Geographer, 15, no. l, (1959), p. 78. 
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the Labour Par After achieving modifications to the 1893 Alcoholic 

Liquors Sale Control Act in 1895, the prohibitionists went on to demand 

a further change in the law, again seeking a bare majority, and also a 

national prohibition poll as well as local no-license. These demands 

revealed that the prohibitionists did not understand the exact attitudes 

of its labour supporters. Only Earnshaw was an extreme prohibitionist. 

All ths others were in favour of no-license by degrees and by a solid 

vote of the public. It is possible that some of them at least were 

aware that on the licensing question they ware out of step with many of 

their constituents. Pinkerton had certainly changed his stance between 

1893 and 1896 when, at a dinner to honour the president of the Licensed 

Victuallersv Association, he stated that he had always bean opposed to 

12 
prohibition and that he had no sympathy with the movement. He UJas 

prepared to let the people have the right to a say on this question 

but felt that they should not use that right, and that he certainly did 

t f h ·b•t• 13 no avour pro 1 1 1on. As a result of these comments he immediately 

14 
lost the support of the Dunedin Prohibition League. 

What the prohibition movement had failed to realise was that, 

while they could gain the support of Labour members on a question of 

the right of the bars majority to decide an issue, they could not gain 

it on something as radical as national prohibition. They had failed 

to comprehend the natura of the Labour support. At the same time, the 

extreme prohibitionists had not appreciated that within Parliament the 

strength of the Labour members• attachment to the Liberal-Labour 

alliance was stronger than their links with the prohibition movement. 

12. DDT, 10 June, 1896, P• 2. 

13. ibid., 8 July, 1896. 

14. ibid., 10 June, 1896, p. 2. 
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This had resulted from a difference in approach. For the prohibition-

ist prohibition was !.he answer to thEJ social and economic problsms of 

the period. For the labour movement it was one possible solution, 

but they were aware that there were other methods of approach as well. 

They saw in the Liberal-Labour alliance more hope of reform than they 

saw in the Labour-Prohibition link. They may have been young in the 

field of political experience but they were not so naive as to believe 

that they would achieve more through alliance with Stout than with 

Seddon and the mainstream of the Liberal Party, especially when it had 

become obvious that Stout was not going to win the leadership of that 

Party. It is significant that in a no-confidence motion directed by 

Stout at Seddon as early as 1894, he should receive the support of only 

1 5 
one Labour member, Earnshaw, and fifteen Opposition members.-

The Liberal-Labour members, apart from Earnshaw, had realised 

the folly of their alliance with the prohibitionists in terms of wider 

social reforms. By 1896 this had resulted in a serious break between 

the two parties. In Dunedin the Workers' Political Committee and the 

Temperance Political Committee were no longer allied in their selection 

of candidates. The Workers Political Committee dropped Earnshaw 

despite his continued appeal for labour support, but continued to 

support Millar, Pinkerton, Hutchison and Morrison. The Temoerance 

Political Committee supported Earnshaw, Hutchison (Liberal rather than 

Labour, but with much labour support), and an unknown Independent 

F .~1. Lester. This choice by the Temperance Political Committee caused 

a split in the temperance ranks because it ignored several other 

prohibitionist candidates, and certainly better known ones than Lester. 

Most notable were A.C. Begg and A.H. Burton, two leaders in the local 

15. NZPD, 83, (27 June, 1894), p. 84. 
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prohibition movement, and H.S. Fish, an Oppositionist mora notorious 

than notable; in 1893 he had opposed prohibition and lost his seat 

in the process; by 1896 he had reversed his position and joined the 

I.D.G.T., presumably in the hope that he would regain his place in 

Parliament by the help of the prohibitionist 
l 6 

IJote~-

This break between Labour and Prohibition in Dunedin was largely 

the result of the growing awareness by the labour candidates that 

prohibition was not the only means of reform. It also reflected their 

realisation that supporters of prohibition did not necessari support 

prohibitionist candidates for Parliament, despite the Alliance's 

encouragement of such a policy. This was seen quite clearly in 

Auckland prior to the 1896 general election. 

Three prohibitionist candidates had been selected the 

Auckland Prohibition League: George Fowlds a Liberal, C.E. Button, 

d . 17 
an Oppositionist, an A. Rosser, Labour. (This covering of all 

political parties strongly supports the claim that the prohibition 

movement was non-partisan in its political activities). Such a means 

of selection brought criticism that the prohibitions were prepared to 

select members of Parliament irrespective of their opinions on general 

politics, but the voting at the polls revealed that on the axtcemists 

were that way inclined. many more moderate no-license supporters 

appeared to be satisfied with the liquor poll as the means of expres-

sing their views on this issue. As a result not one of these three 

candidates for Auckland City was successful. 

The 1896 election revealed that the connection betwssn the 

Labour vote and the prohibition movement was tenuous at best, non-

16. cf. Christian Outlook, 24 march, 1894, p. 61; Prohibition
ist, 12 Jan, 1895, p. 4; DDT, 12 Jan, 1895 p. L1; 

24 Sept, 1897, p. 2. 

17. Star, 19 Nov, 1896, in Fow1ds Papers 3/4, pp. 20-21. 



existent at worst. Where it had ones been strongest - Dunsdin - it 

had now disintegrated. Elsewhere it had had little influence on the 

type of candidate that had bean elected. In Christchurch, for example, 

the two prohibitionists elected to Parliament, T.E. Taylor and G.J. 

Smith ware middle class radicals whose connection with the labour 

movement was similar to that of Stout•s. They had the problems of the 

working class at heart, but they saw the solution within the capitalist 

system and greatly helped by prohibition as an economic and social 

reform. They also attracted considerable support because of their 

views on other questions - land reform by the breaking up of large 

estates, perpetual leasehold, greater educational opportunities, 

especially in the technical field, and reforms in hospitals, prisons 

and asylums. Neither man had official connections with any labour 

organisation. Their attitudes towards Labour were more fully expressed 

after G.J. Smith had been successful in the Christchurch City by-

election in 1901. At a social given for Smith at that time, Taylor 

argued that though it might have appeared that Smith was running against 

a Labour candidate (C. Taylor),hs would, 

by voice and vote do as much for the workers 
and the interests they had at heart as would 
be done by any nominee from their own 
il:abou:£1 ranks. !Ylr Smith would carry more 
influence in the House than a straight-out 
Labour man would carry ••• Prohibition was a 
strong working man•s movement, and his par 
should not be severed politically from a 
large percentage of the wage earning class 
to bring about the proposed amelioration.lB 

Smith endorsed these sentiments, and in so doing, both men revealed 

their support oft he idea of middlEB class leadership of the LUorking 

class. They were, however, out of touch with a considerable proportion 

of labour sentiment. 

18. QDT, 22 July, 1901, p. 5. 
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As a result of the 1896 election Labour representation in 

Parliament was reduced to a minimum. J. Hutcheson, W.ill. Tanner, 

A. Morrison and J.A. Millar were all drifting into the Liberal Party 

proper. There were no purely Labour represantatives remaining. It 

was not until 1908 that a Labour-orientated representative was again 

elected to Parliament. Between 1897, when the N.Z.A. dropped the 

Knights of Labour from its executive, thereby symbolising the break of 

the prohibition movement with the labour movement, until 1908 the 

Labour-Prohibition connection was virtually non-existent. This 

situation helped to highlight the nature of the prohibition movement as 

being predominantly a middle class reform movement. 

With the prohibitionists having organised themselves into a more 

effective fighting force, it was expected that they would once more 

enter the fray of battle in attempts to modify the licensing law and in 

preparation for the next poll. Their activities seem, however, to have 

been somewhat curtailed, or at least overshadowed, after the events of 

1896-97. The newspaper coverage of their activities declined consider-

ably. W.C.T.U. meetings and prohibitionist conventions were usually 

reported but in no great detail, while Prohibition League meetings went 

virtually unnoticed, It is possible that this was another effect of 

the 1896 poll, which had resulted in newspapers considering that 

prohibition was not a significant factor as a strong and influential 

reform movement. The ill.C.T.U. activities received more attention 

because of that organisation 1 s emphasis on other social issues besides 

t 19 emperance. The Prohibition Leagues were ignored because they had 

~ ·;A• th h"L"t' no o~her raison d etre ·.an pro lUl lon. There was nothing that the 

prohibitionists could directly aim for as there were no liquor 

.i9. See Appendix B. 
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licenses to be granted or refused until after the 1899 poll, and that 

poll was still a long time off. The need was for the education of 

public sentiment in favour of no-license, but this was left to a few 

ardent leaders and lecturers. Half-hearted attempts at licensing law 

reform in 1898 came to nought. It was impossible to keep the 

enthusiasm of the temperance party at fever pitch with no question upon 

which direct action could be taken. 

There was, however, one major event in 1897-1898 which, while 

not involving the rank and file of the prohibitionist army, did bring 

attention to their cause and was a direct result of attempts to deal 

with the liquor problem. This was the Royal Commission of Inquiry 

into the Police Force. If people had not already heard of T. (Tommy) 

Taylor, member of Parliament for Christchurch after 1896, they certainly 

had by the time this inquiry was completed. Taylor had been prominent 

in the 1891-1893 Sydenham debacle, had been behind the founding of the 

Prohibitionist, and was a leading light in the Christchurch prohibition-

ist scene. In early 1896 he had entered and been defeated in the 

contest for the Christchurch seat vacated by ill.P. Reeves when he was 

appointed Agent-General for New Zealand in London. In the 1896 general 

election he again stood for this'seat and won handsomely. Like many 

new members of Parliament he was brash and unsophisticated, and while 

his tactics were somewhat refined over the next fifteen years, he never 

hestitated to speak out on an issue according to his conscience, no 

matter whom it meant he was opposing. His gift for oratory was 

quickly recognised, as were his sharp tongue and cutting replies. His 

independent Liberal stance was to prove an irritating thorn in Seddon's 

side; it was also to prevent him from being able to accept a Cabinet 

position as he knew that he could not maintain silence if he disagreed 



with Go\JE3rnmen 
ro 

policyeL 

This was the man who in 1897 forced an inquiry into the conduct 

of the police force. For several years there had been constant 

complaints that the police force in New Zealand was not as efficient as 

it should be, and that it was staffed by men who were corrupt and/or 

drunkards.~ Most of these charges came from prohibitionists who felt 

that the police force was in collusion with the liquor trade and was 

not enforcing the licensing laws. As a result attempts at no-license 

in Clutha, for example, 
21 

were unsuccessful. Calls for a commission 

of inquiry were made in 1896, but Seddon was able to resist 
22 

them. 

1897 Taylor contin~ed the agitation within Parliament until Seddon 

d . ' 23 finally agree to allow an investigatlon ~o take place. 

The commission found that sly grog selling and after-hours 

trading were common throughout New Zealand, but did not lay the blame 

on the police force. Rather it mentioned the difficulties that it 

In 

encountered in enforcing the law because people were generally unwilling 

to give evidence against 
2Li. 

hotelk<::Jeper s. This situation was made even 

more graphic by the report of Mr Hawkins on the operation of no-license 

~ ~ 25 in the Clutha Licensing D1str1ct. He discussed the difficulty of 

20. See N.F.H. Macleod, The Fighting Man. A Study of the Life 
and Times of T.E. Taylor, (ChriEOtchurch, 1964)~ paEOsirn. 

21. _DDT, 8 July, 1895, p. 2; 27 Nov, 1895, p. 3; 
18 96, p. 2; Otago Workrn~, 30 Nov, 1895, p. 
Dutluok, 20 April, 1895 9 p. 133; AJHR, 1897, 
1 Prohibition 1 in Clutha Licensing District. 

19 may, 
6; ChriEOtiaf!. 
H-35, 

Dunedin Prohibition League, Annual Report, 1896, cited in 
QDT, 11 ,ll.ugust, 1896. 

23, _DDT, 22 P.pri1, 1897, p. 2; T. E. Taylor to Kate Sheppard, 
1 Oct, 1897, K. Sheppard Collection, Canterbury Museum 
Library; Burdon, Kinq Dick, pp. 147-150. 

24, P1JHR, l89!J, H-2, Report of Royal Commission on the Police 
Force of NeZ, pp. xxii - xxv. 

25 .. ibid., 1897, H-35, 'Prohibition' in Clutha LicenEOing District 
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bringing a conviction in such cases because of the often completely 

contradictory evidence. It was obvious that people were perjuring 

themselves in the witness box, yet juries were not willing to convict 

on such behaviour if it grew out of a licensing case. Because a 

large section of the community, even though it might be a minority, 

wars opposed to the no-license system, defiance of the law was becoming 

a serious problem. "Resort to any practices is deemed justifiable to 

defeat what is considered an unfair attempt to deprive the public of a 

?6 
right".- Mr Hawkins then pointed out the possible moral and social 

effects of such disregard for the law, and argued that, 

while attempting (for they only attempt) to 
cast out one devil, they are bringing in 
several others far worse than that one. 
There are not only the evils I have dwelt 
upon, but there is dissension and ill-will 
and mutual distrust, and even hatred, 
springing up in these little townships, 
and growing out of this source.27 

A sense of irritation and injustice was increasing because it was 

illegal in one district to do what was legal throughout the rest of New 

This description was supported when Inspector P?rdy of Dunedin 

appeared before the Commission of Inquiry in March, 1898. Pardy had 

bean in charge of several atb3mptsd raids and convictions in the 

Clutha District, but had bean almost entirely unsuccessful in preventing 

continued transgression of the law. To the commission he showed how 

difficult it was to enforce an unpopular and in soma cases illconstruct-

ad 
''8 

l8.l.U@ L J The editor of the Otago Daily Times asked a pertinent 

27. ibid, 
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question when commenting on this evidence: 

Would it not be wiser on Mr Taylor's part 
to consider whether the law has not out
stripped public opinion and imposed 
upon the police an impossible task? 29 

A better argument for the need for no-license to be carried a sub-

stantial majority could not have been given by those opposed to the 

reduction of the three-fifths majority. An area which at one stage 

had this majority had found that even than the law could not be ads-

quately enforced. The majority of public opinion had not been 

sufficient in Clutha to make the enforcement of the no-license law an 

easy task. 

The outcome of the Commission of Inquiry was that the police 

force as a whole was exonerated from any blame as to being in 

connivance with liquor traders against the law. Rather it was felt 

that it had been placed in a very unfair position in being expected to 

d 3D 
a minister unworkable laws. 

The inquiry was not, therefore, a victory for the prohibitionists, 

but nor was it a total defeat. While their means of bringing about 

social reform had been seriously questioned, their claims as to the 

corruption of the liquor trade had been justified. It was shown .L' .L L.naL. 

a considerable amount of law breaking went on within the licensed 

trade, and that any attempt to reform the conduct of the licensing 

.L .L • t . .0. d 31 sysl,em was noL. unJUS 111e. The attempt to prohibit it was, however, 

severely discredited. It was also argued that in time this situation 

might bring about greater support for the prohibitionists unless reform 

within the trade took place. The usual cry of the moderates for the 

29" DDT, 22 ['{!arch, 1898. 

3D. AJHR, 1898, lee. cit; DDT, 8 Sept, 1898, p. 2. 
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trade to reform itself before it was abolished by a disgusted popular 
~') 

vote was once again to be heard.~~ 

It was the discussion of and interest in this Commission which 

overshadowed the activities of the temperance organisations during the 

latter part of 1897 and all of 1898. Some attempt was made, however, 

to introduce further reforms in the licensing laws. Both the N,Z.A. 

and the L.V.A. were confident of success, though Seddon was loathe to 

introduce a licensing measure for fear of a prolonged debate and con-

.sequent waste of Bills concerning the majority, national 

prohibition, club licences and the length of time between licensing 

polls were introduced by private members on behalf of both the 

prohibition party and the liquor trade during 1898 and 1899, but none 

34 
of them passed, Neither interest group hadenough political 

influence to ensure their measures• success. 

The need for further reform was, however, still recognised by 

responsible men not involved in either side of the issue. During the 

debate on the second reading of T.E. Taylor's Colonial Option Bill in 

1899 W. Rolleston (Riccarton) challenged the Government to settle the 

issue once and for all: 

No reasonable man can deny that the 
prohibition mo ement represents largely the 
feeling of the country that something has 
to be done to remedy what are really crying 
evils in respect to the liquor traffic in 
the country. And I believe, myself, that 
no good proposals will be carried in this 
House until the Government of the country 
has determined what steps shall be taken to 
put the liquor traffic on a more equitable 

32. DDT, 22 June, 1898, p. 2. 

33. 21 may, 1898, p. 6; 24 June~ 1898, p. 2; 

34. 

25 June, 1898, p. 6. 

ibi~, 1 July, 1898, p. 6.; 5 July, 1898, p. 6; 
(1898), pp. 504, 624; 106, (19 July, 1899), pp. 
107, (20 July, 1899), pp. 36-62. 

NZPD, 101, 
676-702; 



basis ••• I believe it has to be dealt with 
and controlled, and regulated; and you 
will merely invite greater evils if you 
try to effect what is impracticable, and 
seek to impose on the people what cannot 
be enforced.35 

Seddon refused to be drawn into the fray by adopting any one 

Bill as a 
. 36 

Government measure. If he could keep the issue out of 

Parliament during 1899, then he might be able to weather the 1899 

election without having another liquor versus no-liquor bogey affecting 

his chances It remained to be seen whether such a policy could be 

maintained throughout the coming election campaign. 

,O.s usual the prohibi t.ion party began its campaign early in the 

year, with high hopes and great expectations. 

The last year of the century and the year 
of the local Option Poll spell wondrous 
things to those of us who look out across 
1899 with eyes of expectancy and hope. We 
dream of glorious things to come - a 
people rising up in their glad young 
strength, and casting away from them the 
fetters of slavery, the liquor traffic 
receiving another deadly blow in our 
midst, the putting away of our country's 
shame. We strain our ears to listen, and 
we hear songs of gladness and prayers of 
thanksgiving, that the damning, blighting 
curse of the liquor traffic is no mcre.37 

From such lofty sentiments they quickly came down to earth and began 

organising themselves. Lecture tours to cover the whole country were 

arranged, and the N.Z.A. appointed organising agents to be responsible 

for various regions within the country. Local organisations began 

holding special meetings, and it was unusual for an area not to have 

at least one meeting a week at which people were urged to vote no-

35. f~ZPD, 106, (19 July, 1899 , p. 682; 
p. 3. 

36. DDT, 15 July, 1898, p. 2. 

37. Prohibitionist, 7 Jan, 1899, p. 6. 

QQI, 22 July, 1898, 
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license. As the poll came nearer the various church newspapers and 

prohibition journals increased the amount of space they allowed the 

prohibition issue, while in the major centres large rallies were 

organised. Resolutions were passed in favour of the now familiar 

demands - colonial option, the bare majority, the extension of the poll 

to include all types of licences, and the selection of parliamentary 

candidates favourable to licensing law reform. much was made of the 

increases in visible drunkenness and in arrests for drunkenness, while 

allegations of after hours trading were plentiful and supported by the 

38 
moderate press. 

While the moderate press urged the trade to put its business in 

order before it suffered the consequences at the hands of an enraged 

public, tha anti-prohibitionist press was not so reasoned in its 

approach. It argued that the "prohibition fad 11 was merely the work of 

'30 
11 a small coterie of generals without an army at their back 11 .' :1 Sections 

of the trade went even further and urged organisation within its ranks 

40 
to protect itself from assault. They claimed that prohibition in 

Clutha was a failure, that hotel accommodation there was inadequate, 

that the liquor poll was unsettling for business and good government, 

and that prohibition would put added strains on tha country through the 

loss of revenue from the licensed trade. 

For the prohibition party the issue at the poll meant either a 

victory for the kingdom of God or a victory for the kingdom of evil. 

38. DDT, 5 Oct, 1899, p. 4; Press, 24 Jan 5 1899, in Seddon 
Papers 3/24, 

39. Otago Workman, 8 April, 1899, p. 6. 

40. Press, 24 Ja>1~ 1899, in Seddon Papers 3/24. 
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In their opinion the well-being of the people, material, social and 

spiritual, was in the balance. For the trade the interest was 

pecuniary: would they find themselves without proper ar1d occupation 

as a result of the poll? Yet neither group would ultimately make the 

decision. Rather, it would be the role of the silent majority to 

decide the fate of the trade. 

The general results of the licensing poll of 5 December, 1899 1 

showed that the prohibition party was still out of touch with the 

majority of the people of New Zealand. Not one electorate carried no-

license except Clutha. Only eight managed more than fifty per cent in 

favour of no-license, but not even these carried fifty per cent in 

Ltl 
favour of reduction. · A lot of education of the voter was yet 

required if both wenues of licensing reform at the poll were to be 

utilised fully. It was also a comment on the prohibition question 

that in those electorates where no election was held, Hawke s Bay and 

Waihemo, the liquor poll was void. 

It appeared that prohibition was an undesirable aim to the 

majority of voters; it was a threat to individual libsr and 

impracticable as a means of reform. As a result it was argued that 

it was 
,_,. 
Glnle for putting aside the prohibition "fad" and for concerltrat·-

ing on more reasonable measures of licensing reform. 

party was urged to 

consolidate its ranks, and make a 
united effort of an educational 
character throughout the colony, 
with the end in view of inculcating 
habits of sobriety amongst the 
rising generation and the youth of 
the colony generally.42 

41. See Table 20~ Appendix G. 

4.2. DDT, 8 Decs l899s p. 4 

The temperance 
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The prohibitionists were naturally disappointed at the results, 

especially as they had hoped to carry prohibition by the ond of the 

century. But their confidence and optimism were soon restored when 

they saw their proportion of the vote had increased from 37.83 per 

cent in 1896 to 42.07 per cent in 1899, almost entirely at the expense 

43 
of the vote for continuance. They were also cheered by the increase 

from fiue to eight electorates with more than fifty per cent in favour 

of no-license. Such was their enthusiasm only ten days after the 

event that the ~hite RibboJ:l was predicting that the 1902 poll would see 

great strides towards victory. 44 

The poll again brought to the fore the cry for certain reforms in 

the licensing law. The trade was now ~anting the removal of the 

reduction issue, while the prohibitionists clamoured for the bare 

majority so that at least a few electorates would adopt no-license. 

Such demands solicited an outburst from the press against the dominating 

position of the licensing question in the public life of the country. 

The general feeling was graphically expressed in the Otago Liberal: 

What the country really wants is complete 
rest from the vexatious and impotent 
tinkering and tampering with its licensing 
laws. We have for years been overdosed 
with harrassing and humbugging tinkering 
with these laws, and, so far as has been 
seen, not tne slightest benefit has resulted 
to the general communi The only monument 
erected to prohibition, so far, is the 
notorious sly-grog selling Clutha district ••• 
In the interests of good government and peace 
it is becoming imperative that the vexed 
liquor question should be sheliJed by one act 
of final legislation during the ensuing 
Parliament which will place it beyond the 

43. See Table 21 Appendix G. 

44. White Ribbon, 15 Dec, 1899, p. 7. 



power of prohibition agitators for ten 
or fifteen years to come to keep the 
co in the ferment they have done 
during the past ten years.45 

18 7. 

Whether Seddon, with an increased parliamentary majority could 

settle this question once and for all remained to be seen. By mid-

1900 his former non-partisan stance was seriously in question, throwing 

doubts upon the possibility of any satisfactory solution to the 

licensing debate. It was claimed that at the 1899 general election 

the licensed trade had given its support to the Seddon Government in 

return for promises of changes in the lau that would favour its 

. t" 46 pOSl 'lOno No evidence was supplied but suppositions were plentiful. 

Seddon 1 s "well-known penchant for the liquor interest", coupled with the 

"well-known fact of the agreemer-1t of last Decembern ~ and the rumour 

that the new proposals of the Licensing Act Amendment Bill 1900, 

would favour the liquor trade, proved to many people that Seddon and 

47 
the trade were in agreement. If, however, any such tie did exist 

the terms of the Bill when released did not fulfil the expectations 

of such a liaison. 

Earlier in the year the liquor trade had asked that the time 

between the polls be extended to nine years, that licensing hours be 

uniform throughout the colony, and that the reduction vote be 

' 1" h d 48 BOO l.S e • The extension of the period between the polls was 

favoured by sections of moderate press as well as by trade supporters, 

and also by a large part of the general population who wished to see 

45. Otaqo Liberal, 24 Feb, 1900, p. 4. 

46, DDI, 15 Dec, 1899, p, 4; Otago Liberal, 21 July, 1900; p.4. 

LJ.7. DDT, 2<'!. Sept, 1900, p. 4. 

48. ibid.,, 6 April, 1900, p. 5. 
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the liquor issue 1 s influence removed from every election campaign and 

legislative 
0 49 

S8SSlOn, 

Naturally the prohibitionists had other plans than these. 

They were opposed to any extension of the time between polls as being 

an unjust interference with the rights of the people. Similarly 

they did not favour the removal of the local option poll in favour of 

a colonial option poll, while any proposal to extend trading hours 

without the consent of the people was considered a violation of the 

principle of local self-government. 50 

The first reading of the Bill was on 20 September, and the 

unusual occurrence of a debate at this stage was brought about because 

the terms of the Bill were not known. That Seddon had not released 

the details on such a controversial subject only helped to convince 

the prohibitionists that he and the Bill favoured the liquor trade. 

Seddon argued that the people generally were demanding legislation and 

that the issue "should be settled, and settled for a term of years", 

so that there would be no longer any necessity for an agitation that 

was "interfering with our national life". 51 Radical change in the 

law was therefore expected, and expected to go against the prohibit-

ionists after Seddon stated that 

during the last election the Prohibitionists 
from one end of the colony to the other were 
holding meetings, and agitating and influen
cing the electors in the direction they 
wanted the liquor question to go .•. The extreme 

49. Otaqo Liberal, 21 July, 1900~ p. 4. 

50. Reports of meetings held 8 August, 1900, in Auckland 
Gisborne, Palmerston 1\lorth~ Wanganui Hawera, ir~1 001, 
9 August, 1900, p. 6. 

51. NZPD, 114, (20 Sept, 1900), p. 69. 
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section of the temperance people 
0 d h" d .0 t 52 recelve a crus lng e1 ea •• 

Such a statement was not likely to go unchallenged. The 

response was, however, less from the prohibitionists than from the 

press, which argued that the vote at the liquor poll had not been a 

vote on whether the essentials of the licensing laws should be changed. 

It was believed that most people were satisfied with triennial polls 

and the options available and that Seddon had no mandate to change 

~ 1.. 53 the law except as concerned minor matters of their enrorcemen~. 

No sooner had these outbursts occurred than it was announced 

that it was not the intention of the Government to proceed with the 

Liquor Bill that session. It was to be introduced, circulated, and 

then left until the following year so that people would have time to 

. . . 54 express thelr oplnlons. Such a course of action throws doubts as 

to just how closely tied Seddon was to the licensed trade. Also, 

when the details of the Bill were finally released, it was apparent 

that it was not entirely in the trade's interest. While it proposed 

to replace the local option poll with a provincial option based on the 

nine old provinces, and while it was prepared to drop the reduction 

issue something to which many prohibitionists were not opposed), it 

did not propose to alter the period between the polls to nine years as 

the trade had requested. Rather, it was to be up to the electors to 

decide whether the ooll were to beevery three or six years. Similarly 

it would make clubs subject to the provisions of the Alcoholic Liquors 

52. ibid., p. 80. 

53. QQI, 24 Sept, 1900~ p. 4. 

54, ibid., 25 Sept 9 1900 p. 6. 
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Sale Control Act, something for which the prohibitionists had been 

agitating for several years. illhen it came to licensing hours it 

compromised between the trade's ll p.m. request and the prohibitionism' 

10 p.m. request by suggesting 10.30 p.m. 55 • It is obvious, there-

fore, that while Seddon was siding with the trade in trying to under-

take fundamental reforms of the system, he was not inextricably 

bound to their proposals. The editor of the O.D.T. asked whether the 

Bill, as made public, was the same Bill as debated at the first 

reading. The fact that it appeared to be a compromise measure 

suggested that Seddon had tried hard to accommodate diverse opinions. 56 

By mid-1901 the opposition to the Bill had crystallised. The 

prohibitionists thought that provincial no-license would be even less 

57 
enforceable than the present system. They also felt that the 

proposal to hold a referendum on the period of time between the polls 

would favour the trade in that at present the total colonial vote 

favoured continuance rather than no-license. It was therefore very 

likely that a colonial referendum would favour a longer period between 

polls. The holding of the suggested referendum would make it possible 

"for whatever party is in the majority for the time being to have 

undue continuance of power over their opponents". Such a move would 

b b f d . . . 1 d . b. 1" t 58 e an a use o emocratlc prlVl ege an responsl l l y. Such an 

argument was logically correct, but it ignored the reality of 

democratic government. 

55. ibid., 10 Oct, 1900, p. 5. 

56. ibid., 12 Oct, 1900, p. 4. 

57. ibid., 11 Oct, 1900, p. 5. 

58. Prohibitionist, 18 may, 1901, p. 3. 
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Further opposition was shown to the proposal to give the 

Colonial Secretary the power to grant licences in a no-license area 

for the convenience of the tourist trade. This, too, was seen as a 

means of side-stepping the will of the people, while the possibility 

f b I t . d 59 o a use of suc1 power was no lgnore . All in all the Bill 

threatened the prohibitionists• achievements of the last ten years and 

promised to hinder their predicted progress in the future. 

The trade also opposed sections of the Bill, though it favoured 

the proposals to extend the time between polls and to allow tourist 

t ff . l' 60 ra lC lCences. As to the provincial system, the Brewers• 

:~ssociati.on regarded it as "too risky. We can organise and fight in 

the cities, but we cannot do the same in the country districts". If 

it were carried in a province, a far greater area for trade would be 

1 t th . . l 1 ' t 61 os . an ln a slng_e a ec~ora.e. There seemed to be more point to 

colonial option which the customs could control than to the unenforce-

62 
able provincial proposal, 

No sooner had the parliamentary session opened than the House was 

deluged with petitions totalling 2,696 signatures requesting that the 

L . . Bl'll b . . d 63 lCenslng e reJ8Ct8 • The number of signatures, while 

appearing few, actually represented a far greater strength in that in 

many cases the petitions were signed by the chairman and secretary on 

behalf of an organisation 1 s or meeting 1 s unanimous demand. 64 Seddon 

seems to have taken the hint, and when he finally introduced a 

59. ibid._, 1 June, 1901~ pp. 3-40 

60, DDT, 2 Julyj 1901, p, 6, 

62. ~DT, 12 Oct 1900, p. 4. 

63. JHR, 1901, Schedule of Petitionsj pp. xv-xxxiiL 

64. N.Z. Baptist, August, 1901. 
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licensing measure on 20 September the clauses relating to the 

extension of time between polls and the changing of electoral no-

license to provincial no-license were not to be see~. Battle wa.s 

still bound to ensue 9 however, over the question of tourist licences. 

It was also not beyond the realms of possibility that amendments in 

committee might see the introduction of these more controversial 

clauses. Seddon was not slow to notice that there were members 

entertaining strong views on both sides of the licensing question who 

would scarcely be content to miss the opportuni that the introduction 

of the Bill offered them to attempt to secure an amendment to the law 
-~:; 

in the direction favoured by them.bw 

The liquor trade was highly indignant at the moderation of the 

Bill. The Trade Review, the official organ of the trade, threatened 

Seddon because it believed he was avoiding the question. 

The trade has been very faithful to the 
Premier in the full expectation that he 
would lose no time in redeeming his 
pledges •• He must not count on the 
continued support of the trade unless he 
is prepared to make some return for the 
help which he has so freely received at 
election time ••• It will be little less 
than a public scandal if the overwhelming 
Government majority in the present Parlia
ment which the trade did so much to secure, 
does nothing in the direction of righting 
our wrongs. 00 

Here for the first time was evidence of a liaison between the Govern-

ment and the liquor trade. The lack of any denial by Seddon of this 

claim.at this stage suggests that there was some truth in Yet the 

fact that Seddon was not catering entirely to the demands of the liquor 



par would still suggest that he did not feel totally bound to their 

support. It is probable that he was confident of being able to main-

tain his own and the Government•s position without, if necessary, the 

support of the trade. The 1899 election results had revealed how 

weak any opposition to his Government really was. As a result he 

did not need to pamper to the trade when such a move was sure to lose 

him the support of many prohibitionists who were also Liberal 

supporters. It is also questionable as to exactly how much he 

committed the Government to the trade s interests. It is possible 

that the trade promised its support in return for favours which Seddon, 

being the astute political manoeuvrer that he was, did not actually 

promise in return. Whatever the situation it was now obvious that 

Seddon was not obliging the trade, and the trade was annoyed as a 

result. 

The opposition to the Bill foretold of prolonged debating on the 

issue if pursued in the House of Representatives. It may ha\Je been 

this probabili which caused Seddon to let the Bill slide into 

oblivion. The prohibitionists took the credit for this by claiming 

that their petitions and agitation were so affective that ''the 

obnoxious Bill was included in the usual massacre of the innocents at 

t- h j f 'I . "' 67 e enL 0 ~le SBSSlOn''• 

Did Seddon ever really intend that the Bill should be passed? 

In both 1900 and 1901 the Licensing Bills had been introduced when only 

three to four weeks of the session remained. In 1900 Seddon argued 

that he only intended the Bill as a means of obtaining public opinion 

through discussion, and it was not proceeded with in that session. In 

67. Canterbury Prohibition Council Executive, Annual Report, 
1901-1902, cited in Prohibitionis~J 19 April, 1902. 
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1901 however, no such claim was made, and it was expectad that the 

Bill would at least go further than its first reading. Yet again it 

was allowed to lapse. The 1901 Bill was much more moderate than 

that of 1900 as most of the controversial clauses had been removed. 

It might thus have been able to pass despite opposition from 

extremists on both sides. Seddon, however, never even allowed it to 

reach a division to test his strength on the issue. Two reasons 

suggest themselves as to he acted in this way. He may have been 

upset by the trade•s opppsition to his measure and, because of 

promises already made, have decided to introduce a stronger measure 

the following year. Yet just how closely he was obliged to the trade 

has alrea been questioned. Secondly, the lateness of the Bill 1 s 

introduction after it had been promised the year before would suggest 

that Seddon had no intention of having the Bill passed but that he 

did wish to appear as if he were trying to settle this vexatious issue. 

Knowing that the Bill would be opposed by both sides in the argument 

gave him a good excuse for not proceeding with it. Its lapse in the 

face of such opposition did no discredit to Seddon•s public stance of 

wishing to settle the issue ones and for all. He probably knew that 

such a goal would be impossible to achieve yet attempts such as these 

to solve the problem would placate a large section of the community 

and exonerate his own position by laying, through appearance, the 

blame for failure at the door of one or both of the interested parties. 

Such action as this helps to explain why the 1901 Licensing Act Amend-

ment Bill was allowed to fail. Its failure did not hurt Seddon or 

the Government, maintained the status quo, and settled the issue for 

another parliamentary session, and perhaps 1902 as well. 1902 meant 

another general election and another liquor poll. It was unlike 



that any major changes in the licen laws would be made immediately 

prior to the expression of public opinion at the election and poll. 

It was also well-known that the Government had no desire for the 

prohibition issue to dominate the election campaign, which it might 

very well do if a Bill were introduced but not passed or if an Act 

were passed which upset one or other of the factions involved. 

As it turned out the prohibitionist party concentrated its 

attention on winning votes at the liquor poll, and it left the legis-

lative field well alone. This proved to be regular practice for 

them. In the two years after an election they agitated for legis-

lative changes in the licensing laws, leaving temperance education in 

the hands of indivuduals and local societies. In a liquor poll year~ 

however, they focussed their efforts almost completely on educating 

the people as to the benefits of no-license and persuading them to 

"cross out the top line",that is, the continuance option" The rest 

of their efforts were directed at getting men elected to Parliament 

who favoured their cause so that they could be assured of watch-dogs 

for the licensing laws and proponents of licensing reform if the 

occasion and demand arose, Such an approach hindered any attempt the 

Government might make to remove the prohibition issue from the realm 

As suggested, Seddon probably realised this, and 

considered himself successful if he could stall the issue as it arose 

and prevent it as much as he was able from becoming a par issue or a 

divisive force within the partv structure. 

That this was achieved for most of the period was partly his 

success, Overall, however, it was more a reflection of the nature 

of the issue of prohibition. It was primarily a moral issue which 

could not be confined to any party system. So long as the prohibit-



ionists aimed at only one thing, the achievement of prohibition, it 

would remain a non-par issue, unless they decided to Porm a separate 

Prohibition Party. This seemed unlikely, however as the various 

organisations denied vociferously any plans to do so, and looked upon 

the idea as being anathema to their object. As recently as 1900 the 

N.Z.A. had shown that it did not intend to become the basis of a 

separate political par At the Auckland City by-election in that 

year a Mr W. Richardson, an Auckland temperance lecturer, had sought 

the support of the Auckland Prohibition and Temperance League for his 

candidature. The League, however, favoured a Mr Hobbs. It was 

felt that to support two prohibition candidates would split the vote 

and enable a non-prohibitionist to win. As a result Richardson called 

his own meeting at which it was resolved that the N.Z.A. should be 

urged to undertake united political action in order to get a prohibition 

party into Parliament. The Alliance refused to change its policy, 

however, and continued to support any political candidate who was 

favourable to temperance reform, no matter what his political alleg -

68 
iallce" They could see the futility of such a change, especially in 

the light of the failure of the Prohibition Par 

l890s. 69 

in the U.S.A. in the 

68. Prohibitionist, 12 May, 1900; DDT, 16 May 5 1900, p. 5; 
Richardson stood for Parliament at the next five general 
elections, but without success. In 1916 he was again 
agitating for a separate Prohibition Party, but the N.Z.A. 
annual conference of that year rejected his proposal. 
See N.Z.A., Annual Report 2 _l~, p. 38. 

69. Sea Chapter IX; for discQssion of the Prohibition Party 
in U.S.A~ see P. Klappner, 'The Greenback and Prohibition 
PartiesQ, in A.M. Schlesinger, History of U.S. Political 
Parties, vol. 2, 1860-1910. The Gilded Age of Politics, 
(New York, 1973), pp. 1549-1581. ---------.----~-.---



The prohibitionists did their utmost to deny any political 

intentions beyond achieving an equitable licensing law which would 

enable the people to decide for themselves whether they wished the 

open bar system to continue. Thera wars times, in fact,when they tried 

to minimise their political activities and increase their educational 

campaigns. The realisation that this side of their work was perhaps 

being neglected in the fight for legislation and prohibitionist 

politicians came about with the results of the 1899 liquor poll 9 when 

the prohibitionists made no material advance in the number of electo-

rates favouring no-license or reduction. To rams this situation it 

was decided that a greater effort would have to be made to educate the 

populace as to the advantages of no-license~ and to capture new converts 

by having them sign a pledge to become total abstainers and to vote for 

prohibition. This was an old and trusted method of advancing prohib-

i tion sentiment. It dated from the time when temperance meetings wars 

something like a revivalist meeting, and people ware urged to decide 

to give up liquor at once and sign a pledge to this effort. The 

success of a meeting was measured by the number of signatures gained. 

It was found that the pledged abstainer was the most reliable and 

enthusiastic addition to the ranks of the prohibition army. He was 

opposed not on to the liquor trade but to liquor itself. 70 

At its annual conference in 1901 the Primitive Methodist Church 

decided to resurrect this method of influence, and suggested an aim of 

20,000 new signatures by the end of year" Other churches ware 

asked to join in the campaign, so that the whole of the Christian 

Church would be united in its attack on the drink evil. The campaign 

commenced with a lecture from J.G. Woolley, a prohibition lecturer 

70. Prohibitionist, 27 July, 1901, pp. 6-7. 



from the U.S.A. and Prohibition Party candidate for the American 

presidency in 1900. 71 Not only did the pietistic churches join the 

campaign, but throughout the country the various prohibitionist 

bodies gave prominence to pledge-taking at their meetings, and 

encouraged the new signatories to join the ranks of one or more temp-

. t. 72 erance socle .:Les. This campaign spilled over into 1902, when the 

increasing temperance enthusiasm with the approach of the liquor poll 

made the gaining of signatures that much easier. 

This campaign was helped in 1901 by the visit of J.G. Woolley. 

It was given a much bigger boost in 1902 with the visits of several 

temperance lecturers from overseas: mrs Harrison Lee, who had toured 

with reasonable success prior to the 1899 poll, returned; 

came back from a prolonged visit to England and added his voice to the 

growing number of platform harangues; a Mr J. Smedley arrived direct 

from a temperance campaign in India and toured New Zealand for a couple 

of months; and a IY1iss Florence Balgarnie, "the foremost woman speaker 

on the temperance platform in the world", arrived in may and remained 

73 
until the poll was over. 

Such a "flood of prohibition oratory" could not go unnoticed by 

its opponents. The moderate press argued that despite all temperance 

and prohibition activity over the past few years statistics showed that 

the amount spent per head of population on alcohol was increasing. 

This revealed that as a means of reform prohibition was absurd, and it 

71. N.Z. Baf:!tist, April, 1901, pp" 63-6i~; DDT, 20 f~ugust, 1901 
p. 6. 

72. Outlook, 10 August, 1901, p. 35; 23 August, 1901, p. 33. 

73. DDT, 21 Feb, 1902, p. 5. 
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was time to consider other schemes for the reform of the public house 

74 
such as state or municipal control. The anti-prohibitionist press 

came out strongly against the issue's effect on the general elections. 

nThere is every prospect,~'~ it argued, 0 that once more the general wel-

fare of the country will be subordinated to the lesser and disturbing 

question of 1 Beer or no 
75 

Beer'." Political issues were being over-

shadowed by the liquor question so that the more important issues of 

labour legislation, colonial finance, and public works development were 

not receiving their due attention at the hustings. 

The local option poll is the strongest 
obstacle in the way of political reform, 
and unless it can be disassociated from 
the general elections, it should not be 
allowed to take place oftener than once 
every six years. 76 

The liquor trade itself was now becoming more aware of the 

prohibitionist threat. An article in the Trade Review accused the 

trade of apathy in its own defence. 

With supercilious apathy the Trade has 
been content with drowsily awakening from 
its dream on the eve of each pitched 
battle, fighting the triennial engagement 
with short-lived vigour, satisfied with 
anything short of absolute defeat; and 
immediately relapsing into somnolent 
indifference with an arrogance sublime in 
its effrontery.77 

It was expected~ however, that 1902 would not see the trade victorious 

unless it roused itself and protected its interests. The Trade was 

urged to follow the example set by the enemy: 

74. ibid. 9 27 march~ 1902, p. 6. 

76. ibid. 

77. Trade Review, 9 Jan, 1902, cited in Prohibitionist, 22 Feb, 
1902, p. 5. 



marshal and organise your forces, and 
oppose tactic to tactic, so that on 
the day of battle you can operate use
fully in concert instead of the usual 
meandering about like sheep without a 
shepherd. 78 

200. 

As a result of this realisation that the trade's livelihood was 

at stake, several of its friends attempted to offer other means of 

licensing reform than prohibition. In Otago it was proposed to set 

up a Publichouse Trust Association which would gradually acquire hotels 

and bring them under its jurisdiction. These hotels would be turned 

into respectable houses of refreshment in which, beyond strictly legit-

imate requirements, drinking would be discouraged. Each shareholder 

would receive a maximum dividend of five per cent, and the balance 

would be appropriated for the establishment of a fund for the extension 

79 
of the operations of the movement. 

The proposer of this scheme was a Colonel morris, who had the 

backing of the Anglican Church in Dunedin, including Bishop Nevill. The 

aim of the scheme was to show that it was possible to control and improve 

the liquor trade. It was hoped that the example set by houses in which 

no man was tempted to drink to excess would lead to an improvement in 

the conduct of other houses and to a gradual diminution in the drunken-

ness of the people. Publicans would be encouraged to abide by the law 

rather than break it. Because private profit was considered by many in 

the community as being largely responsible for the abuse of the licens-

ing laws, the removal of this was expected to bring about an improve

SO 
ment. Such a scheme found favour amongst the moderate section of 

the community, its sentiments being summarised thus: "Prohibition is 

78. ibid. 

79. DDT, 22 April, 1902, pp. 4-5. 

80. ibid. 
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a policy of despair; the establishment of model publichouses is a 

policy of hope> il 81 It was hoped that such a plail of company control 

would be extended by its success to other parts of the country. 

Initial reactions to this Pub1ichouse Trust Scheme were varied. 

The moderate press welcomed it as another possible solution to the 

liquor problem. Other journals were, however, sceptical as to its 

possible success, believing that the Trust hotels would probably be 

t ' t .L ' " b . 82 una ~rac-ive ~o ~he general pu 1 llc. The prohibition party 1 s 

reaction was both highly critical and extremely concerned. It real~ 

ised that the support for prohibition was being threatened at the very 

time 
83 

when preparations were underway for another liquor poll. To 

the prohibitionists the Trust ~\ssociation was a nliery weak attempt to 

oppose no-license under the cloak of reforming the liquor traffic," and 

was described as impractical because publicans would not sell their 

"1 0 h 84 pub lC" ouses. Others were less sure of its 11 weakness". 11 The 

question of State control may serve as a wedge to split the 1 No-license 1 

party ••• • Divide and Conquer• is the motto of those who are pulling the 

t . .,85 s r1ngs.· 

Fortunately for the prohibitionists Colonel Morris 1 s Publichouse 

Trust Association scheme did not progress into reality. While it 

found favour as a means of reform, particularly with moderate elGments 

in the Anglican Church, it did not appeal to the majority of publicans, 

81. ibic]. 

82. Otago Liberal, 26 April, 1902, p. 4. 

83. N.Z. Baptist, may, 1902, pp 65-66. 

84. DOT, 16 may, 1902, p. 3, letter. 

85. White Ribbon, July, 1902, pp. 6-7. 
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and it needed their support to succeed. Any idea of corporate owner-

ship of a traditionally private business was very much in advance of 

general opinion at this stage of New Zealand 1 s development. SCJch was 

the lack of interest in the scheme that it did not even become an issue 

in the 1902 election and liquor poll campaign. 

Nonetheless, some new trends d~d emerge with the 1902 campaign. 

Over the past few years the co-operation of the various pietistic 

churches on the liquor issue had been increasing, and by 1902 their 

unanimity was seen as a new and strengthening weapon in the struggle. 

It was expected to account for considerable increase in the no-license 

86 
vote. Between 1899 and 1902 Councils of Christian Churches had been 

established, mainly in the chief centres, to co-ordinate and organise 

the churches' response to various social and moral issues. These 

councils had their own temperance committees, which worked with the 

+-h ' . ,. 87 
o~ er ~emperance bOOles. This organisation was a breakthrough for 

the churches involved in that it meant a big step towards church unity 

in terms of action, and it increased their effective witness within 

the community on such issues as prohibition, gambling and Sabbath Day 

obser\lance. 

A second trend at the 1902 polls was the concentration on 

specific issues in the licensing debate, rather than, as previously, 

more general theories and arguments. Not only, for example, did 

political candidates have to state whether they favoured more licensing 

law reform, but also exactly what reform they desired. Did they 

support the bare majority, local option, abolition of barmaids and 

abolition of tied houses? What was their attitude to compensation for 

87. DDT, 18 July 1900, p. 8; Outlook, 20 April, 1901, p. 6. 



licensees who lost their licences as a result of the poll, and what 

did they think of the issue of State control as a means of licensing 

reform? These specific issues were submitted by the New Zealand 

Alliance to parliamentary candidates, and it was reported that most 

candidates replied. 88 Yet it would appear from the reports of 

political speeches that, while the liquor question was provoking con

siderable interest, it was receiving less attention on the public 

platform by these candidates. While the political approach of the 

prohibition party was much better organised than before, the 

politicians were beginning to be less scared of the issue 1 s effect on 

their chances for parliamentary honours. 

The reasons for such a situation are various and tentative. It 

may have been that after two polls and elections had been taken 

together it seemed apparent that the liquor issue did not alter 

peopls 1 s political convictions enough to make them vote against the 

party or person they would have supported on other issues. It may 

also have been that the Liberal Party was complacent in its ascendancy 

and no longer felt any threat from the prohibitionist vote, particular

ly when the Opposition was not seen to be manipulating it to its 

own advantage. Both of these possibilities were perhaps the result 

of the realisation that the prohibitionists were not politically 

motivated and par orientated. As long as they showed no signs of 

forming an organised Prohibition Party they were not a threat at the 

general elections. As these realisations dawned on political 

candidates they could ignore to a greater extent than previously the 

the liquor issue and concentrate on the real issues of government. 89 

88. Prohibitionist, 20 Sept, 1902. 

89. See Chapter IX. 
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/~.s the of tho poll drew nearer there was a corresponding 

increase in activi This acti was, however, largely one-sided. 

Despite the challenge and energy of the liquor trade earlier in the 

year h the time of the poll its attempts to meet the prohibitionist 

propaganda had dwindled into insignificance. While the newspapers 

were full of reports of prohibitionist meetings and rallies, there was 

an obvious lack of any such reports in the interests of the trade, and 

this in a predominattly moderate and anti-prohibitionist press. It 

seemed that it was left to tho press to discuss the folly of local no-

license ' t 1 L ' · • 90 ana wO encourage peop~e LD VO~e for contlnUance. 

This lack of activi by the liquor interests had its effect at 

the polL For the first time the national vote for no-license 

exceeded the vote for continuance, by 3073 
ql 

' ~-'-
lJO{;GS. The ::;upport for 

no-licen::;e had taken a big jump since 1899. More important, however, 

was that five more electorates as well as Clutha had achieved the 

required three-fifths majority for no-license, though over the next two 

years three of these electorates, Chalmer::;, Bruce and Newtown, would 

have the decision at the polls reversed by successful appeals to the 

Courts by the liquor trade. Nine other electorates carried reduction, 

while in twsnty-four more continuance failed to gain fifty per cent 

support and so no proposal was carried. In only twenty-nina elector-

ates, less than half the total number, was continuance carried. 92 

These results frightened the trade and the press, which was 

quick to point out that if only the liquor industry would reform its 

conduct this support for prohibition would soon disappear. The poll 

90. DDT, 24 ~Jo v ~ 1902. 

91 See Tabla 21~ Appendix G. 

92. See Table 20, Appendix r;:;, 
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was seen as a protest of thousands of moderates who objected to the 

trade's disregard for the law. It was also seen as the result of a 

growing fear that the youth of the colony were becoming less sober than 

they had been, and threatened the social values of soci Hence 

there was a need for reform, and if reform was not forthcoming, 

b l ot• 93 a o l lon. 

Not on was the trade called upon to reform itself, but the 

Government was called upon to reform the licensing law. Changes 

were thought to be necessary to improve the conduct of hotels. If 

such changes were not undertaken then it could only be expected that 

the result would be a further increase in no-license support at the 

9LL 
next poll. · It appeared that the anti-prohibitionists were now 

looking to the Government to protect them from any further advance of 

such support. They had suddenly found themselves in a minority 

situation which depended solely on the three-fifths majori to stave 

off defeat. The pressure would now be on the Government to maintain 

the three-fifths clause in order to avoid prohibition. 

It was expected, of course, that pressure would also be on the 

Government from prohibitionist sources to change the law in order to 

give effect to the voice of the majority. The issues of a bare 

majori and colonial option were expected to make a renewed and 

vigorous appearance in the debates for licensing law reform. Jubilant 

at the results of the poll, and feeling victory within their grasp in 

the near future, they were not likely to lie quietly until such 

changes were offered them on a platter. They felt filled with the 

righteousness of their cause; they believed they were undertaking 
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the work of God in the p sical world; they saw themselves as God 1 s 

instruments in the advance towards the achievement of His kingdom on 

We believe that we have caught a glimpse of 
the ideal which God undoubtedly expects 
humanity to reach, and, that in so far 
removing the stumbling blocks from our feet 
we are, as a colony, taking a step towards 
that ideal. We know that in this rsspect 
God cannot help us without our help, and 
the measure of our joy is the measure of the 
success we hold and are promised as workers 
together with God. But while we realise 
our part in the work, while we know that our 
hands cast the vote, we also know by what 
irnpulse·they were moved, and we cry ••• "Not 
unto us, 0 Lord, not unto us, but to Thy 
name be glory."95 

Such enthusiasm, such earnestness, such certain of their position 

were remarkable psychological weapons to possess in such a battle. 

They gave the cause confidence, deafened it to any doubt about the 

effectiveness of its solution for social problems,and blinded it to 

consideratiml of any other possibilities of reform. They instilled fear 

into the heart of the trade which had no ideology except the pursuit of 

profit on which to depend. It could only resort to reliance on its 

vast financial resources and a favourable Government, while its 

opponents had the confidence that God Himself was on their side. Just 

as in times past rulers had ordered the singing of a Te Deum on the 

occasion of a great national event, so it was typical of the prohibit-

ion movement that it should hold thanksgiving services and meetings 

after 96 
the favourable polling results. With their success~ however, 

there also came the voice of realism. The victory was not yet won; 

a battle had been successfully fought, but the war was not over. 

95. PrgJ:libitionis_t_, 6 Dec, 1902, p. 6. 

96. ibid ; White Ribbo11, Dec, 1902, p. 7. 



There had to bs continued organisation and increasing temperance 

aducatioll o The Anglican and Roman Catholic churchss had to be 

assailed and won to the causa. Voters had to be convinced of the 

benefits of no-license. Then 9 and only then, would nthe reign of 

King Alcohol. •• be ended 11 ~ 97 

Various sections of the trade felt that if did not under-

take serious efforts to protect themselves over the next three years 

the result of the next poll would mean disaster for them. 98 Claims 

for compensation for any loss of licences were revived by licensed 

traders Such claims met with instant hostility from the prohibit-

ionists who pointed out that licences were a privilege and not a 

right, that they were granted for only one year at a time with no 

guarantee of further renewal. Like any other business venture there 

was an element of risk involved, which should not be met in case of 

99 
failure from the public purse. 

A second attempt by licensees to stem the prohibitionist tide 

was the establishment of Vigilance Committees. This was an experiment 

begun in Christchurch. Various hotelkeepers signed an agreement bind-

ing themselves to observe the licensing law in its entirety. A 

representative committee was appointed to draw up a report and to 

suggest rules for the government and guidance of the trade. 100 A 

similar but less formalised scheme had been running in the Auckland 

area since the 1899 poll, and it was believed that as a result the 

9 7 • White Ribbon , Dec , 19 0 2 , p • 7 " 

98. A.J. lliilliams to A.S. Bankert 26 March, 1903 1 MS Papers 
1629, Brewers•, Wine and Spirit merchants• Association of 
N.Z., Letter Books, vol. 8, p. 470, Alexander Turnbull 
Library. 

99. White Ribbon, Dec, 1902, p. 7; Outlook, 13 Dec 1902, p.4. 

100. DDT, 20 Dec, 1902, p. 7. 
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support for no-license in 1902 had decreased slightly in Parnell, and 

increased only very slightly in Auckland City. 101 In Dunedin the 

effect of the poll was believed to have brought about a remarkable 

observance of tho law by licensees, especially as regards after-hours 

102 
trading. By these schemes the trade hoped to regain the lost 

moderate vote" It remained to be seen whether the schemes would 

continue and what effect they would have. 

A further plan to reform the trade involved the abolition of 

free counter lunches. These had been provided by many hotels as a 

service for their clientele, but were regarded by the prohibitionists 

as devilish means to entice people into public bars to drink. More as 

a means to placate public opinion than by any conviction on their own 

part, the licensed victuallers agreed to abolish counter lunches. 103 

The effect of this was probably slight on the trade as it reduced 

another overhead cost while having no decisive effect on the number of 

lOt.:~ 
patrons. 

Such were the initial measures taken by the liquor indu to 

regulate its trade and to capture the moderate vote. But the:=;e 

mea.sures not help the trade in the licensing committee elections 

held in late March. Both sides put up their own candidates for these 

committees pledged either to full twenty-five per cent reduction and 

101. See Table 20, Appendix G. 

102. 001, 30 Jan~ 1903, letter. 

103. ibid,, 2 Feb, 1903, p. 2. 

104. It is interesting to notice the swing of the pendulum as 
mora hotels in N.Z. in the 1970s now provide counter 
meals, and as it is realised that this is one way of 
lessening the effect of the alcohol consumed. 



ten o'clock clo.sinr;J ~ or minimum fhiE< per cent r1::~ductio:·J cf the numbe:c 

of licences and eleven o 1 clock closing. The results confirmed that 

the 1902 no-1 icensr::~ sentiment was 

no ephemeral outburst of indignation, but 
the grim, hard-set decision of the majori 
to grapple with and throttle the growing 
evil of drunkenness fostered and pandered 
to by the existing licensing system. 105 

In those areas where reduction had been carried temperance candidates 

headed the poll, and in Dunedin, Caversham 1 Invercargill and Waikouaiti, 

actually took the whole 1 ' 106 
SJ .. ate. The threat of reduction in nine 

electorates found many licensees ready to pledge themselves to measures 

of reform for which the temperance party hed been agitating for years: 

ten o'clock closing was agreed to, barmaids dispensed with, second 

bars closed, and after-hours trading wiped. The liquor industry knew 

that it was on trial for the next three years, at which time it would 

. d d 107 again be judged according to 1ts ee s. 

The period from 1897 to 1902 had been one of testing for the 

prohibition movement. It had suffered a considerable setback at the 

1896 poll from which it made only a marginal recovery in 1899. By 

1902, however temperance education and propaganda had borne .{;.' .• ~ ! 
1 rul -c. ano 

the prohibitionists found themselves in a majority position. They had 

been helped by a number of factors. The growing unity of action of 

the pietistic churches on the liquor issue had boosted the morale, and 

perhaps the support, of the prohibition movement. The movement itself 

had been facilitated in its tasks of legislative action and temperance 

education by greater cohesion within its ranks after the reorganisation 

106. ibid. 
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of 1897. This unity had been vital in preventing the passing of any 

adverse legislative proposals of which there had been many during 

this period. The prohibitionists did not trust the Seddon 

tration on this issue despite the Premier 1 s seemingly non-committal 

actions. As a result the movement had to remain on the alert to 

agitate against and to hinder any unfavourable legislative proposals, 

though whether it could ultimately have prevented unfavourable 

legislation remains doubtful because of its political weakness. 

Perhaps the biggest factor which aided the prohibitionists by 

1902, however, was the recalcitrance of the liquor trade and its 

unwillingness to reform itself Reform proposals, such as the 

Publichouse Trust Association, had found a favourable response from 

neither the prohibitionists nor the trade. Consequently many 

moderate voters appeared to have been encouraged to support no-license, 

boosting as a result the vote for no-license in 1902. New Zealand 

revealed that it would not tolerate for much longer the conditions of 

liquor trading that existed. If the liquor trade did not soon reform 

itself, then a wider prohibition experiment seemed likely to occur at 

the hands of voters not necessarily in favour of prohibition as the 

only remedy to the problems of alcohol, One thing was clear, New 

Zealand was not going to be allowed to retain its rough, frontier-

style drinking customs as it developed into a more civilised and 

settled society. 
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CHAPTER VI 

In 1903 the licensing debate entered a new phase. The lines 

of battle between the antagonistic groups became more marked as the 

liquor trade now began to fight in earnest to save itself from 

extinction. The demands of the prohibitionists for the bare major 

and a national option, of the trade for compensation and an extension 

of time between the polls, and of the moderates for stricter enforce-

ment of the licensing laws and for an option invo 

municipal or corporate control, ensured that Seddon was not going to be 

able to keep the issue out of the political arena. He was about to be 

embroiled in a battle in which i~the forces of evil will contend for 

· t -'-h "' · h' n 'I Vlc ory over t.. e powers o 1 rlgl -cr:musness • For once, however, Seddon 

seemed willing to be embroiled. 

No sooner had the N.Z.A. begun to make its demands than Seddon 

dropped a bombshell, He suggested that elective licensing committees 

should be replaced by boards of magistrates to decide about the 

renewing withdrawing and issuing of licences. The accusation was at 

once made that Seddon was again working in the interests of the trade, 

in that his suggestion had only been prompted by the fact that temper-

ance licensing committees had begun to be elected. The proposal was 

considered to be contrar to the democratic rights of popular govern-

2 
ment. Seddon had also suggested that colonial option replace local 

option on the ballot paper. On this question he was also accused of 

acting in the trade s interest 1 and was only now prepared to offer 

L Outlook, 25 April, 1903, p. 3; DDT, 5 June, 1903, p. 4. 

2. NZQ, 20 June, 1903; DDT, l ,1\ugust, 1903, pp. 6-7, 
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this option because the prohibitionists had begun to win more elector-

ates to no-license. F.ill. Isitt threatened Seddon with aroused 

opposition if these proposals were not withdrawn. 

If he perseveres with his proposals he 
may undoubtedly reckon upon such solid 
and energetic political opposition as 
he has never hitherto contemplated ••• 
The indignation aroused by the proposals 
of mr Seddon is so deep and will be so 
abiding that there will be no difficulty 
in forming a solid Prohibition par 
strong enough in all probabi to 
easily hold the balance of power in any 
future Parliament.3 

Such a threat of a separate political Temperance party was against all 

temperance policy up to this time. Isitt gave no indication as to 

how he intended to carry out this threat if he had to nor did it seem 

possible that a party with prohibition as its only platform would be a 

viable political entity. 

A few days after this storm had blown up Seddon introduced a 

further contentious issue into the debate. He suggested to a 

prohibitionist deputation that in no-license areas no one should be 

6 
allowed to possess liquor even in their own homes. ' Seddon was 

suggesting total prohibition in all no-license districts, and it was 

not difficult to see his motive for doing so. 

Under the Alcoholic Liquors Sale Control Act of 1893 and its 

various amendments the adoption of local no-license by an electorate 

had only meant that alcohol could not be sold in that electorate and 

that all licensed bars were to be closed. People could still import 

liquor for private consumption from adjacent licensed areas, so long 

as it was in quantities of two gallons or more. most people quickly 

3, DDT, 16 June, 1903, p. 5. 



realised that this legislation would work against the poor rather than 

the umalt the poor man would be unable to spend fourpence on a 

glass of bear in his home town and would be too poor to bs able to buy 

two gallons from the neighbouring licensing district. 

This legislation had encouraged the belief amongst the working 

class that the ruling middle class felt it was all right for it to 

consume alcohol but that the poor should be encouraged to abstain to 

improve themselves economically, socially and morally. Even before 

the first licensing poll was taken in 1894 it was pointed out that 

working men don~t keep cellars and don't 
lay in casks of beer. It is all very 
well for smug persons who have means, or 
those who have at present plan of 
credit, to talk about the drinking habits 
of the 11 lowar orders 11 ; the question is 
will these "louJB:c orders" be deluded int.o 
putting on themselves the fetters as 
people who cannot control themselves.5 

The rhetoric of economic and social class was very clear. The UJorking 

class found itself an ally on this question in the f\l.Z. Observer, 

which argued that the prohibitionists 

preach Prohibition for the mass of the 
people, and at the same time they take 
the precaution to assure the favoured, 
well-to-do classes that their privileges 
are not to be curtailed, aild t h'3ir 
libsr of action is not to be interfered 
with .•. There must be one law for rich and 
poor alike ••• In short, Prohibition must be 
absolute or not at all.6 

From the very early days of this 1894-1914 period the issue of 

prohibition had developed into ona of rich against poor class against 

class1> 

Seddon attempted to usa the ill-feeling created by this division 

5. Otago WorkmaQ, 9 Dec, 1893, p. 6. 



to defeat the prohibition movement. It would seem that ha hoped 

his no-license, no liquor suggestion to alienate the moderate support 

from the no-license vote by making it illegal to consume liquor in a 

no-license area. The prohibitionists had bean vary as~ute when 

preparing for the 1902 liquor poll in tr ng to convince people that it 

was the iniquitous open bar system which they ware attacking and not 

the usa of liquor as such. Such casuistry probably convinced few 

people, but it was believed that thLs approach had captured the 

sympathy of the moderate par and had gained for them more votes than 

'h ' t 0 7 any o~ er ~ac lC. The moderate voter was presumed to be prepared to 

vote for no-license in order to achieve reform of the open bar system, 

if not its abolition, while not denying people access to alcohol by 

other legitimate means such as wholesale trading. Seddon 1 s latest 

manoeuvre was a direct threat to many of these moderates' drinking 

habits which no-license had previously not materially altered, and 

would probably influence many of them against voting for no-license. 

As one writer put it: 

Any scheme which promises to reduce drunk
enness appeals to the moderate man who has 
less usa for a sot than has a professional 
teetotaller: but it must be no part of any 
scheme that he himself shall ba caught in 
"" ' f 1 ' . ~ 8 the na~ o compu sory soorls~y. 

They were likely to seek reform by other, less drastic means. It 

remained to be seen, however, whether Seddon was serious with his 

suggestion, or whether, as some people thought, it was merely a shrewd 

electioneering move for the purpose of catching votes, without any 

7. DDT, 11 July, 1903, p. 6. 

B. NZO_, 18 July, 1903, p. 3. 
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serious intent behind it. 9 

The idea of absolute prohibition was given substantial support 

by the liquor industry at the largest conference of representatives of 

the trade held in New Zealand up to that time. In a deputation to 

the premier from this body one of the major requests was that it be 

made a penal offence for persons to have alcoholic liquor in their 

possession in no-license districts. Other requests included a 

national option poll once every nine years instead of local option 

once every three years; compensation for licensees who lost their 

licences as a result of the liquor poll and reduction; the removal of 

the reduction issue; the substitution of magistrates for elected 

licensing committees; ' 1 . ,, l , 10 ano e even o•clocK c oslng. The similarity 

between these requests and Seddon's earlier proposals suggests that 

either Seddon had discussed these things privately with the trade and 

then made his own announcement~ or else the trade saw the value of his 

ideas and adopted them with rapidi Whichever was the case, one 

thing was clear: Seddon was working against the prohibitionists 1 and 

hence in favour of the trade. Whether by intention or by accident 

did not really matter. Whether he would be successful did, however. 

As a result of these proposals and as a result of the invalid-

ation of the liquor polls in Newtown and Bruce on points of technic-

ality, the liquor question received more attention as a political 

issue than it had dons since 1895, except immediately prior to liquor 

polls. The anomalies and inconsistencies of the colony's licensing 

9. DDT, 11 July, 1903, p. 6. 

10. ibid,, 30 July, 1903, p. 9; ILZ.i~. ~\nnual Report!. 1903-190Li., 
p. 4. 
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laws that had bean revealed in the court procedures which had ensued 

as a result of the 1902 local option polls in Bruce, Newtown Ashburton 

and Chalmers, engendered a public demand for a thorough overhaul of 

the statutes controlling the sale Secldon 9 however 9 

appaarad loathe to introduce a measure to settle these problems. By 

the end of September nothing had been done, and it was realised that 

nothing was likely tc be undertaken so late in the parliamentary 

1 2 
session,- Then on 20 October after a message from the Governor that 

something ought to be done to deal with the public demand for reform, 

Seddon introduced a Licensing Bill which, rather than simply aiming at 

tightening the administration of the present law, and allowing a second 

poll in the case of irregularities, reopened the whole major debate as 

to what form the licensing laws should take. Amongst its clauses were 

proposals to introduce total prohibition in no-license areas, to 

remove the reduction option, and to hold a poll as to whether the inter-

val between the polls should be increased. It offered as a sop to the 

prohibitionists the introduction of a second poll if the first licensing 

poll was declared void, the raising of the age of liquor buying to 

eighteen, the inclusion of clubs under the terms of the liquor poll, 

d 'h " l"t" "'t• 'h 13 an t e aoo l lon o, 1ed ouses. These had been the demands of the 

prohibitionists for many years, but they were not prepared to gain them 

by sacrificing the whole basis on which they had built up their support 

and achieved reasonable success in different parts of the country. A 

lL White Ribbon, 16 fYlarch, 1903; DDT, 17 14pri1, 1903, pp.4~5; 

12 August, 1903, p~ 4; 21 August, 1903;, p® 2 Dutl~, 

29 August, 1903, p. 3. 

12 • .QQI, 17 Sept, 1903, p. 7. 

13. NZID'D, 126, (20 Oct, 190:3), pp. 625-635. 



vigorous protest was at once made by the prohibition leaders, but it 

was generally thought that the Bill was so preposterous that it would 

not be proceeded with. f.l.ccording to i:he l~.z..n.. ~ "the protests made 

were rather against the Government 1 s suggestion of such a measure than 

in belief that they really intended to pass 
._., 11 14 
l u Oil Their chief 

spokesman in the House, T.E. Taylor, even went so far as to suggest 

that even the Government did not favour the terms of the Bill but were 

acting under pressure from the liquor trade. It was only the result 

of the 1902 poll 

when in nearly a third of the electorates 
of New Zealand no-license came within the 
grasp of the people, then the trade real
ised its danger, and it is owing to the 
undue pressure from the liquor interest 
that the Government feel they must at last 
make a show this session of dealing with 
the matter, although I believe they would 
be as glad to the whole controversy 
and throw it into the hands of the people 
as any one in this Chamber.l5 

As the Bill progressed it became apparent that it was clause 

nine~ containing the "no-license, no liquor'! proposal, which was really 

the crux of the debate. The prohibitionists argued that 

we have always been careful to distinguish 
between what is the right of the community 
and what is the right of the individual 
citizen ••• Our law deals with the public 
sale of liquor - that is with the 
system. We have, so far, placed no 
restrictions upon the private individual 
in a no-license district.l6 

To the opponent of prohibition this seemed to be a negation of the 

prohibition movement 1 s aim. The popular vote on the public sale of 

alcohol had been considered as a means of allowing the local community 
14. N.Z.A., Annual Report, 1903-1904, p, 5. 

15. NZPO. 126, (20 Oct, 1903), pp. 616-617" 



to decide whether it would allow alcohol in its midst or not. The 

prohibitionists had been arguing for ears that the consumption n~ 

alcohol was detrimental and wrong and should be stopped. Now it 

appeared that, when faced with the threat of complete prohibition and 

the subsequent fear of losing moderate votes, they were prepared to 

alter their stance. Seddon knew this and was quick to make political 

capital out of Total prohibition in a no-license area, he 

argued, 

is a logical and sound princLp~e, and what 
I always thought the Prohibitionists were 
fighting for. Now, they practically say 
it is rot the consumption of alcohol in 
which the evil arises but in its public 
sale. If you interfere with one class 
of people, and stop the working-man from 
having his beer at an hotel, because he 
cannot afford a barrel of beer or a case 
of champagne, or a case of whisky in his 
house, cr purchase the same, why should 
you or I be allowed to have it in our ,~ 

houses after no license has been carried.~' 

In the debate on the second reading he made it clear that he knew he 

had called the N.Z.A. 1 s bluff and threatened them with the loss of 

support of those who voted local no-license but were not in favour of 

local prohibition. He again accused the prohibitionists of class 

interest by denying the working man his beer but enabling the wealthy 

. 12, 
still to obtain liquor for private consumpt1on. 

Such accusations came close to a true appraisal of the prohib-

ition movement in New Zealand. It had never before been made so 

l • .• 
exp~lcl obvious that the prohibition movement was primarily directed 

towards social economic and moral reform of the working class of New 

Zealand. Drinking was seen as the cause of pover , crime, disease, 

17. ibid., p. 635. 
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destitution and moral degeneracy. To remove these scars from the 

community it was regarded as first necessary to remove the tempting 

and degrading influence of the liquor traffic. The prohibitionists 

concentrated on the public bar for two reasons. It was there that 

the working man spent his wages, and so became submerged in poverty 

and its consequent ills. Secon the wealthy or successful man was 

considered more morally upright, more moderate, more capable of using 

alcohol intelligently, and was lass a frequenter of the public bar. He 

did not need the same encouragement to practise the virtues of sobriety, 

self-discipline and self-denial. It was not so vital to the welfare 

of the co that he be denied access to alcohol. This is not to 

suggest that the prohibitionists condoned the use of alcohol. They 

still considered it to be the root of all social and moral evil, and 

hoped that uJtimately it might be totally removed from society. 

however, was not attainable at the present time, but local no-license 

that would close the public bar was. After all, it was considered 

that the major problems associated with the use of alcohol were to be 

found amongst the working class. This middle class movement to 

recti society's social and economic and moral problems therefore 

attacked the public sale and consumption of alcohol while leaving its 

own socio-economic peers' drinking habits untouched. Such a situation 

made it easy for people such as Seddon to accuse the prohibitionists 

of class legislation. In many ways it was, but not consciously so. 

They were not attempting to suppress the working man but to help him 

improve his condition in life. Their altruism cannot be denied. 

Their efforts to mould soci according to their own values and social 

mores can also not be denied. Seddon had come near to interpreting 

the deeper significance of the prohibition movement in New Zealand, 
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but his hostili towards it caused him to ascribe to it 8 

intentions of hostile class warfare, rather than allowing him to make 

a less passioned, less political and more objective assessment. 

The prohibitionists in the House did their best to block the 

second reading of the Bill msans of a stone-wall debate. 

all night sitting on 30 October, however, the Bill passed its second 

reading on a voice 
19 

v-ote o The immediate effect was to elicit a 

large number of strong protests from churches and public prohibitionist 

meetings. members of the House found themselves deluged with letters 

and telegrams urging them to vote against the Bill. Some were 

reminded of the overwhelming vote for no-license in their electorates 

at the 
20 

1902 polL, These communications appear to have had some 

effect because when, on 11 November a division was called for that 

the Bill go into committee, the motion was defeated by thi eight 

votes to thirty-six. This defeat was partly because of strong 

opposition to the Bill itself, and partly because of the lateness of 

21 
the session. If the Bill had reached the committee stage its 

progrsss would have been hindered amendment after amendment .• 

lengthy debate would have ensued at a time when there were only a 

A 

couple of weeks of the parliamentary session left and when there were 

more important Bills relating to land valuation, maori land laws and 

preferential and reciprocal trade to be considers 
22 

19 i b i d "9 12 7 ~ ( 3 0 0 c t ' 19 0 3 )} p • 2 4 7 • 

20. N.Z.A., An~fleQort, 1903-1904, p. 5; OOI., 4 Nov, 1903, 
p. 4; Outlook, 7 Nov, 1903, p. 25; C. Henderson to Kate 
Sheppard, 10 Nov, 1903, K. Sheppard Collection, Canterbury 
museum Library. 

21. DDT, 13 Nov 1903, Po 3; 

22,~ DDT, 13 No·v, 1903, p. 3, 
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The licensed trade considered the fact that the Bill had act-

ually reached its second reading as an advance for their cause, and 

considered its rejection as only the effect of the lateness of the 

session. mr moss Davis, a prominent Auckland brewer, argued that on 

clause nine, the no-license, no liquor clause, the trade had emerged 

as the proponents of true temperance while the prohibitionists had 

openly advocated the consumption of liquor. He claimed a victory for 

the trade and suggested that "the prohibition advocates by deserting 

their cause have sounded its death knell for the colony of New Zeal-

d" 23 an • 

The prohibitionists naturally had a different opinion. They 

were jubilant that the Bill had been dropped, and still saw themselves 

as being on top of a reforming wave sweeping over New Zealand. An 

example of their jubilation was given by the annual assembly of the 

Baptist Church being held in Wellington at the time when the Bill was 

about to be committed. On the announcement of its defeat, "the 

audience clapped, cheered, rose, waved handkerchiefs, cheered again, 

and then, quite spontaneously, found an adequate voice for its emotion 

24 
in the doxology". Such enthusiasm for their cause was irrepressible, 

and posed a continual problem to the man who wished to remove the 

liquor question from its troublesome position in the political sphere. 

Instead of succeeding in removing the issue from politics by this Bill 

he had only increased demands for reform. Interest in the licensing 

question was felt to be keener now~an ever before in the history of 

23. ibid. 

24. N.Z. Baptist, Dec, 1903, p. 186. 
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25 
the movement. Convinced of the righteousness of their cause and 

confident of widespread support, the prohibitionists now felt that they 

were in a position where they might defeat Seddon and the liquor trade. 

They were well aware of the financial power of the liquor industry and 

the threat that this posed when compared with their own limited 

resources. illith careful organisation, however, and with "the more 

valuable quality of moral enthusiasm," they looked forward to achieving 

26 "the greatest moral victory so far gained in New Zealand". They 

knew that such a victory would have to be fought for, and might require 

new tactics in approach. This had become apparent in the debate on 

the 1903 Licensing Bill, when it had been threatened that if the Bill 

with clause nine still in it was proceeded with a political prohibition 

party would be formed. mr H.D. Bedford, member for Dunedin City, had 

stated in debating the second reading of that Bill that, "If this Bill 

is passed there is no alternative: the no-license party must become a 

political party pure and simple". 27 Such a possibility was not denied 

by the leaders of the prohibition movement, and was given even greater 

emphasis when licensing legislation was in the wind for the 1904 

session. In a deputation to the Premier on 30 July, 1904, this threat 

28 was reiterated at least twice by spokesmen for the party. All the 

prohibitionists really wanted was a law allowing for the taking of a 

second poll in case of any irregularities in the first poll; hence 

their support for the Local Elections Bill of 1904, which would allow 

25. DDT, 13 Nov, 1903, p. 3. 

26. Prohibitionist, 16 Jan, 1904, pp. 6-7. 

27. NZPD, 127, (30 Oct, 1903), p. 222. 

28. Evening Post, 1 August, 1904, in Seddon Papers 3/43, 
p. 106; Prohibitionist, 13 August, 1904, pp. 9-12. 
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?O 
just this.-J They certainly did not favour the trade's most recent 

demands which had not altered from 1903 and which seriously threatened 

Lh h • • •. • , 30 
~ e pro lbltlon movement. 

Seddon took heed of the requests of both the trade and the 

prohibitionists, and his Licensing Act Amendment Bill of 1904 was some-

what less extreme than the 1903 Bill. Despite this, however, the Bill 

as finally passed only improved the machinery measures concerning the 

dr age, the King Country, and club licences; it did not settle 

the more contentious issues of national prohibition and the bare 

majority. It was, nonetheless, an important measure for a variety of 

reasons. 

It had, for example, encouraged debate on the issue of State 

control as an alternative to prohibition as a means of reforming the 

liquor trade. Why Seddon had introduced the issue of State control is 

uncertain. He argued that it was demanded by the Synod of the Anglican 

Church, which it was, and that there had been considerable discussion 

of it as a means of reform over the past few years, which there had 

31 
been. Wariness as to his real motives did exist, however, and it 

seemed possible that he had introduced it as another attempt to 

separate the moderate voter from the no-license issue. State control 

seemed to offer a viable means of reform of the liquor trading system 

which the moderates desired, without having to abolish the use of 

liquor entirely. The proposal was that State control be added to the 

ballot paper and that it would be introduced when it had bare majority 

support. It would last initially for six years unless ten per cent 

29. Prohibitionist, 13 August, 1904, pp. 9-12. 

30. Trade deputation to Seddon, 21 July, 1904, reported in 
Prohibitionist, 30 July, 1904~ pp,. 4-5; DDT~ 22 July, 
1904, p. 3. 

3L ill,Q, 130~ (8 Sept, 1904), p. 257. 



of the electors called for a poll on this issue. The prohibitionists 

in the House notably G. Fowlds and H.D. Bedford, were opposed to the 

State control issue for various reasons: it had not been strongly 

demanded by the people, it could lead to corrupt politics, and it would 

only add to confusion at the polls. Other members of the House were 

similarly unenthused the suggestion and i.n the committee stages it 

32 
was deleted. It was, after all, a minor clause in the Bill, the 

debates on which had centred on the question of no-license, no liquor 

Seddon was not prepared.to abandon tha question of State control so 

33 
easily, and said that it would be discussed in the future. The 

moderates welcomed this statement and urged that specific and workable 

proposals be evolved on which the electors could give a definite 

34 
answer o The Socialist Party likewise urged that State control be 

discussed further, whereupon Seddon revealed that he hoped to achieve 

this if the Referendum Bill then before the House were passed. One of 

the questions he would have submitted to the referendum would be that 

f t l.. t l p ""h 1' t f""' 35 o S al.e con ro · o·. t.. e lquor ra.'1 l.C. Unfortunately for the State 

control advocates the Referendum Bill did not pass. The issue did not 

disappear, however, but remained in the debates of the next sixteen 

years until it was incorporated in the liquor poll in 1920. A new 

threat to the prohibition movement had emerged. 

A further clause in the Bill, that concerning club licences, 

passed with little notice in comparison with the weightier issues of 

32. ibid., p. 263, G, Fowlds; pp, 268-269, I-I.D. Bedford. 
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State control, local prohibition and reduction. 

license, no liquor issue, the issue of club licences also gave a clue 

as to the nature of the prohibition movement. 

Club licences were not subject to the no-license provisions as 

set down in the Alcoholic Liquors Sale Control Act, despite various 

attempts in 1893, 1894 and 1895 to have them treated the same as hotels. 

Vet it was felt that the existence of clubs in no-license areas would 

defeat the purpose of no-license. It was also felt that, if there 

'JJere gentlemen 1 s clubs a cl no working men 1 s bars, this woL:ld not only be 

" • t L h I • l ' t 1 d l t 1 ' ' ' 36 unralr o L. e worKlng c.~ass tlU · wou · a so Sf3 . c ass agalnS'C cJ.ass. 

For the prohibitionists the clubs most aimed at by this oroposal 

to bring all clubs under the provisions of the liquor poll were the 

working-man's clubs. They felt that these institutions for the 

amelioration of the condition of the working people wars being under-

• --1 mllleu the presence of alcohol on their premises. "It was to bs 

regretted~ 11 1\'lr [arnshaw argued in the debate the 1893 ~let, "that 

these clubs, intended for the elevating of the working classes, should, 

through this insidious enemy, be a bar and a degradation to the persons 
~'7 

who belor1ged to them", .J 1 No attack was made on ths more numerous 

gentlemen's clubs, where, it is presumed members were moderate and 

well-behaved, or believed to be so. 

The labour movement quickly attacked the retention of club 

licences in no-license areas as being unfair to the working man who was 

less likely to be able to afford club membership fees than the mora 

wealthy professional 2nd business man. Once again the N.Z. Observer 

36. NZPD, 88, 90, 9l, (1895), oassi~, debates on Alcoholic 
Liquors Sale Control Bill. 

37. i!2i.9,., 82, (25 Sept, 1893), p. 640. 
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cams to his aid when it became apparent that no-license did not mean no 

liquor, and that clubs would continue in no-license areas. 

ion was seen as being not prohibition. 

It is a law of class distinction of a most 
undesirable and intolerable kind .•• In plain 
English, it is a law to compel the masses to 
become total abstainers, and to permit the 
classes to drink as much as they please with
out even regulating restraint or police 
supervision. 

Prohibition, in a word, stands self
confessed a fraud. It proposes to intro
duce into this young and democratic country 
the old world inequality of one law for the 
rich and another for the ppor. The law will 
not affect the wealthy citizen in the slight
est degree. He may go to his club, as he 
does now, and make a veritable beast of him
self, but the law will still take off its hat 
to him and the policeman will obsequeously 
help him into his carriage. But for the 
working man the law has a wholly different 
application. However moderate he may be in 
his indulgence ••• he is liable to punishment 
and even to be treated as a criminal. This 
is not only arbitrary - it is manifestly un
just. The fact that one man has more money 
than another should not entitle him to the 
privilege of more lenient laws.3B 

Prohibit-

The pertinent question was asked, when it was suggested that working 

men should establish their own clubs, as to 

what advantage is the communi likely to 
gain by closing the hotels and opening in 
their places a sat of licensed clubs'? No 
advantage whatever - on the contrary, an 
immense disadvantage. At the present time, 
the hotels discharge a useful function by 
accommodating travellers. The clubs would 
accommodate no travellers. The hotels do 
not allow gambling on the premises. Gambling 
would be carried on without restraint and at 
all hours of the night, in every club. 
Hotels are not allowed to serve customers 
already under the influence of liquor. In 
the clubs, members would get all they 
wanted until they lay under the tabla. 



1 hotels are under strict police 
supervision and may be entered ~ne 

officers of thelaw at any hour of the 
day or night. Clubs are free from 
police supervision. Any and every 
debauchery may be practised there, gamb
ling and drinking may go on through the 
whole night, and the ~ullce 
powerless to interfer~.39 

·-- -"I _J L -wu u j_ u uti 
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It is little wonder that the labour movement could show nothing 

but hostility to the retention of club licences while the pub was to be 

closed. While it was not the desire of the prohibition movement to 

retain the club licence, its retention, along with the attacks on the 

drinking habits of the working class, encouraged the labouring section 

of the community to consider itself as the obJect of the prohibition 

movement, and hence as a separate group in socie and needing to pro-

teet itself from a hostile middle class. This consciousness of 

different lifestyles and outlooks suggests the reali of the concept of 

a class society in New Zealand at that time. 

The question of clubs was settled the 1904 Alcoholic Liquors 

Sale Control Act, which brought club licences under the same laws as 

hotels, and the 1910 Licensing Amendment Act which prohibited the 

use of a system of lockers in clubs in which members might store liquor 

for their own consumption after the club bar had closed. By this 

time, however the belief amongst the labouring section of tha communi 

that the prohibition movement was an attempt by the middle class to 

dictate to the poorer members of society as to how they should live, 

·what they should drink what they should believe, and how they should 

behave, was such that the settlement of one issue which had contributed 

to this belief was hardly enou to alter psopls 1 s attitude8. 

Finally, and perhaps most significantly, the passing of the 1904 

39. 0! • ,-I 
l.Olu,, 
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Licensing Amendment Act had shown that the power of the prohibition 

movement was considerably increased. It had succeeded in defeating 

the obnoxious clauses in the Bill concerning no-license, no liquor, 

the removal of the reduction issue and the introduction of a State 

control option. In contrast the liquor trade had gained nothing sub-

stantial. There had been a time when Seddon had been able to restrict 

the passing of legislation favourable to the prohibitionists or 

unfavourable to the licensing trade. There had been a time when it 

was in his own interest to pay more heed to the trade than to the 

temperance agitation. Since the 1902 poll, however, he had had to 

learn that this situation had changed. The prohibitionists could 

point to their majority support within the country, and were prepared 

to use this support as a weapon in preventing any curtailing of their 

position. They had also shown, with the threat of forming a separate 

party in Parliament, that they were prepared to see their threats 

th h ~ l o • n 40 roug ~o a conc_uslon lT necessary. A new decisiveness and an 

increased confidence had entered their stance, and a new element had 

entered the licensing debate. In such a situation it was possible and 

likely that liquor poll campaigns would become even more incisive and 

bitter, as one side fought with greater certain of its position while 

the other fought for its very existence. The testing ground for these 

new trends would be the 1905 liquor campaign and poll. 

Organisation for this began immediately after the 1904 Licensing 

40. In early Sept. prohibitionist members from both sides of 
the House formed a par with D. Buddo as chairman, and G. 
Fowlds, G. Laurenson, and J.G.W. Aitken as whips. This 
caused Seddon to call a conference within the Liberal 
Party between the opponents and supporters of the liquor 
trade, at which the offending clauses in the Bill ware 
dropped, thus preventing a further split in Liberal Party 
ranks. See byttleton Times, 9 Sept, 1904, p. 5, cited 
in G.F. Whitcher, 1 The New Liberal Par , 1905 1 , (unpublished 
M.A. thesis, University of Canterbury, 1966), p. 18; 
DDT, Sept, 1904~ [2_§ssim. 
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Amendment Act became law. local prohibition branches throughout 

the coun began to prepare programmes of meetings, lectures, and 

speakers, began to enrol new members, and began to raise money to meet 

the costs of the fight. Special efforts were to be made to improve 

the no-license support in areas that had been most opposed to it up 

till now. Particular attention was given to the West Coast of the 

South Island, a stronghold of Irish Catholic miners. It was thought 

that the main difference between the West Coast and other parts of the 

colony on the temperance question was that there had not been enough 

public discussion of the issue. The sparseness of its population and 

its isolation from the main centres of activity had made it a more 

expensive area to cover with lass lasting return. Hence it had been 

largely ignored while other areas had bean mora thoroughly cultivated. 

After the 1902 poll, however, greater efforts had been made by temper-

ance advocates on the Coast, with three central temperance organisat-

ions baing established in Greymouth Hokitika and Westport. These 

gave a pronounced stimulus to the prohibition cause, with subsidiary 

branches being established 
. 41 

ln the smaller rural towns and Vlllages. 

In February, 1905, a temperance convention was held in Hokitika to 

stimulate even further the growing temperance sentiment. major 

speakers included T.E. Taylor and H.D. Bedford, both left wing indep-

endent Liberals in Parliament, and the Rev. J. Dawson, a member of the 

!~2 
N.Z.A. executive. Such was their effect that it could be reported 

by the middle of the year that 1 "Public sentiment has been largely 

leavened with their Go-licens~principles, and they are certain of a 

41. Prohibitionist, 4 March, 1905 1 p. 6. 

42. DDT, 3D Jan, 1905, p. 6; ll Feb, 1905, p. 7; 
1 March, 1905, p. 5. 



The rest of the country was not to be ignored, however, while 

areas such as the West Coast were bombarded with prohibitionist propa-

ganda, The usual run of lecturers was employed to tour the country 

from end to e11 d. Mr J.G. Woolley, who had campaigned in New Zealand 

in 1899 and 1901 1 returned from the U.S.A. at the invitation of the 

N.Z.A. L.M. Isitt and Mrs Harrison Lee, two other well-known campaign-

ers, also added their voices to the campaign. It was expected that a 

prohibition candidate would be run inwery electorate, to be supported 

not on par lines (though it was expected that most would be indepen-

dent 
il4 

Liberals), but solely on their attitude to the licensing law.· 

One such candidate of considerable prominence was Mr A.S. Adams 

of Dunedin. Adams was a prominent barrister and solicitor and a 

leading Baptist layman. He was currently president of the N.Z.A., as 

he had been in 1903-1904 during the debates on the licensing Bills of 

those years. As the foremost legal adviser of the N.Z.A. he had bean 

responsible for tha drafting of several prohibitionist Bills introduced 

to Parliament over the years He had also been important in taking 

the prohibitionist side in the courtroom on any liquor poll appeal or 

other matter involving a conflict between the trade and the prohibit-

:Lonists. It was expected that he would provide a fierce opponent for 

J.A. Millar, Liberal member for Dunedin City for several years, once an 

' t f t d h • f ' h 1 ° ' R ~ 0 l>5 aovoca~e o emperance an now a c amplon o · ·c, e _clquor c;rarrlc. 

The prohibitionist forces were loud in their praise of Adams, but a 

44. Prohibitionist, 27 , 1905, p. 9. 
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more realistic nota as to his chances was struck by the editor of the 

unoriginal and out of touch with political 
. 46 

deve1opmants. The clash 

between Adams and Mil1ar was to show c1aar that most voters did not 

decide their electora1 voting preference solely on prohibitionist 

47 grounds. 

During the 1905 campaign greater interest was taken by the prohib-

ition movement in the connection of Labour and no-license than had been 

the case in 1899 and 1902, despite the fact that the policy of the 

prohibition movement was against supporting political candidates on any-

thing other than their stance on the liquor issue. 

After the collapse of the Labour-Prohibition link under Stout in 

the 1893-1896 period neither group had taken much interest in the other. 

In 1899 the New Zealand Trades and Labour Conference omitted from its 

p1atform the p1ank in which the control of the liquor traffic popular 

vote was demands 
48 

This did not, as it was at first rumoured, mean 

that the ndiuorce between the Labour and Temperance parties has been 

d I l . "" 49 rna. a aoso uta··. Individual members, especially of the Trades and 

Labour Council, continued to declare in their official capacity their 

. f l" 50 support or no- Lcense. They belieiJed that "as no portion of the 

community suffered more from the drink than the working classes .•• 

shou1d interest themselves in .L I 'jl o L,ne J.Lquor The effect at 

this time of these sentiments on the Labour-Prohibition connection 

47, See Chapter IX. 

•4.9. bid 

50. See DDT, 22 July, 1901, p. 5; 
5L ibid., 28 /4ugust~ 1901, p. 3. 

28 liugust~ 1901, p. 3. 
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would seem however, to have been negligible. 

It was not until 1904 that any further initiative to define 

this connection was undertaken. In that year an Independent Political 

Labour League was formed, on to be regarded by the prohibition move-

ment, or at least the Liberal members within the prohibition movement, 

as a "ruinous step) which car-1 only lead to suspicion and dissension in 

the party of progress and triumph in the ranks of privilege and stag-

nation'1 52 The fear of working class independence of middle class 

leadership and values was seen as the writer went on to say that 

the principle of forming such a third 
par assails Divine law; God did not 
create humanity in classes. Force, 
birth, wealth have all had their day as 
paramount g6verning principles, and all 
have failed. If manual labour casts 
itself adrift and makes for paramou 
it will fail too.53 

Yet the formation of an independent political working class body was a 

realisation by the labour movement that it would not achieve its aims 

by means of the liberal Party or middle class protest groups. One of 

the results of this conclusion was the severance of any official con-

nection with the prohibition movement. 

A position of neutrality on the licensing issue was now profes-

sed by the various labour organisations. In Otago the Trades and 

Labour Council denied a claim by a prohibitionist, Dr B.E. de Lautour, 

that the Labour party was allied with the liquor par It stated 

that 

we deem it advisable to declare our attitude 
on this question to be one of strict neutrality. 
The Legislature having provided the referendum, 

52. White Ribbon, 16 may, 1904, p. 7 



and there being every opportunity for 
discussion and propaganda work outside 
of this council we see no reason for 
at present introducing this question 
into Labour politics.54 
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This position was further emphasised when, in issuing its platform for 

the 1905 election, the Independent Political Labour League left its 

candidates "a free hand on the liquor and fiscal questions". 55 The 

break with the prohibition movement was complete. 

Despite this break between Labour and Prohibition there was an 

uneasy feeling amongst many of the Labour leaders in that they realised 

that the working class was most affected by the loss of money spent on 

alcohol. Because of this the liquor question could not be ignored by 

them. As one Labour writer put it, 

The liquor question is too indissolubly 
bound up with the fate of Labour to be 
slightingly ignored .•• A movement which 
looks at the liquor question as a mere 
side issue ••• is courting its own doom ••• 
Labourism ethically is an upward move
ment; industrially it is a forward 
movement; socially, it is a fraternal 
movement. But neither one nor the 
other of these aspects of Labourism can 
be fittingly realised so long as it is 
tangled up with the liquor question •.• 
Labour and Liquor must ever be sworn 
enemies.56 

Such an extreme position was not accepted by all in the labour movement, 

but the underlying belief that something had to be done found accept-

ance. Considerable interest was taken by labour journals in such 

1 t . St t d . . 1 t 57 so u lons as a e an munlclpa con rol. Despite this interest, 

however, the official attitude of the Labour party towards the licensing 

54. Otago Trades and Labour Council meeting, 16 June, 1904, 
reported in Otago Liberal, lB June, 1904, p. 9. 

55. N.Z. Worker, 27 Sept, 1905, p. 6. 

56. Beacon, 2 march, 1907, p. 10. 

57. N.Z. Worker, 10 Jan, 1906, p.2; 17 Jan, 1906, p.7; 
Beacon, 12 may, 1906, p. 7. 
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question remained neutral. At a special conference of the Independent 

Political Labour League in April, 1906, two motions relating to the 

introductio of a vote on State control at the liquor poll were lost. 58 

The prohibition movement's inability to attract definite support 

from the labour movement at this stage stemmed partly from its lack of 

understanding of Labour's position on the liquor question, a position 

which involved hostility to the power of the liquor trade but an 

acceptance of the use of alcohol. This inability to attract support 

also stemmed, however from labour's suspicions of the prohibition 

movement as being a class movement directed primarily at a wo 

class pleasure. The issues of club licences and total prohibition in 

a no-license area, both of which were important debates in the 1905 

liquor poll campaign, were particularly influential in creating these 

suspicions. 

While the prohibitionists were busy rousing support for no-

license, the liquor trade was also active. 

national level it had its own lecturers. 

For the first time at a 

This reflects how seriously 

the trade estimated its position and the possibility of an adverse 

poll. Their main proponent was a Rev. William Thomson, a Presbyterian 

minister who was prepared to go against the mainstream of his 

colleagued opinions on the issue and stand out against no-license. 

He was convinced of the fallacy of prohibition as a means of moral, 

social and economic reform. At the same time, however, he was not 

totally in favour of the liquor trade as it existed, even though it 

appeared that he was in the employ of the Licensed Victuallersr 

Association. He campaigned widely, especially in the South Island 

both from the public platform and in the press, and in September, 

58. Otago Liberal, 28 April, 1906, p. 9. 



1905 he established the Otago and Southland Temperance Alliance to 

encourage temperance (in its true sense of moderation) and moderate 

reform of the liquor trade. Its objects ware threefold: to promote 

temperance, in order to protect the human body, yet allowing people to 

drink or abstain as they wished; to oppose prohibition as an invasion 

of the individual 1 s natural and civil rights, and as something which 

would lower moral character and bring greater evils through contempt 

of the law; and to regulate the trade removal of incapable and 

improper persons, by checking on all applications for licenses, and to 

make sure hotels were well run, without profanity drunkenness or 

gambling, and that they observed the law. This organisation never 

came to fruition as a viable means of reform. Possibly this was 

because Thomson 1 s connection with the L.V.A. made many suspect his 

intentions, It is more likely, however, that its lack of definite 

means as to the carrying out of these objects meant that it never deval~ 

oped beyond the theoretical idea, despite reports of a reasonably 

1 b f . j ' 59 args num er o slgneL nsmosrs. 

The prohibitionists• response to Thomson's campaigning was a 

fine example of their self-righteous intolerance. Not only did they 

attack Thomson's arguments as being a toleration of a vary harmful 

trade, but they attacked the man!s personali as well. Certain 

that they were doing the Lordis work, they did not hesitate to label 

their opponents as unchristian and as instruments of the devil. 

About Mr Thomson they said: 

In the first place he professes to be a 
minister of the Gospel, and wears the 

59" Outlook~ 3 June 1905~ p. 39; DDT, 27 Sept, 1905, p. 2; 
~rohibitionist, 14 Oct, 1905, p •. 10. 



title of reverend and the consequence is 
men want to know why he is not giving him
self to the work to which he is called ••• 
It seems an insult to their intelligence 
to tell them that the men who thrive and 
grow rich by the vices and ruin of their 
fellows can in any sense be said to claim 
His authority or to do His work.60 
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Such self-confidence and self-righteousness largely explain why the 

prohibition movement in New Zealand could not see how it was preventing 

the achievement of less drastic but perhaps mora lasting licensing 

reform than prohibition. 

The interest in the 1905 liouor poll was described as being 

greater than it had ever been since the Alcoholic Liquors Sale Control 

' h d . . . . 61 Jl,c·c 1 a come llltO operatlon, Pre-election day rallies saw large 

demonstrations of support fer both sides of the issue. The reasonable 

certainty that the Liberal Party would ones more win in the parliamsn 

stakes meant that most interest was directed towards the liquor poll. 

The results of the poll did not bear out the prohibitionists 1 

expectation of a major victory" For the first time the national vote 

for no-license was over fifty per cent of those who voted but these 

votes wars not at the expense of the support for continuance, which had 

remained proportionately virtually the same as in 1902. The support 

for no-license had increased partly as a result of new voters and 

partly as a result of an increased voter turnout. The reduction issue, 

however, had declined proportionately, and was, as a result, to pose 

some awkward questions for the prohibition par 
62 

The national figures, however, cloud the more interesting changes 

occuring at the electoral level. While three mora electorates, Grey 

60 Outlook, ::, June, 1905~ p. 39. 

61. DDT, Li. Dec, 1905, p. 4. 

62~ See Table 21, Appendix G~ 



, Oamaru and Invercargil had voted in favour of no-license, the 

support for no-license in mataura and Ashburton, both of which had 

gone dry in 1902, declined and in Ashburton quite substantially. 

This may have been the effect of knowing that it was now up to the 

supporters of restoration to poll sixty per cent to change the situation, 

and that the no-license supporters could relax a little. But whereas 

in other no-license areas this drop in support could be measured within 

a margin of five per cent from sixty per cent, in Ashburton it dropped 

to forty-eight per cent. The argument was quickly forwarded that no-

license had been shown to be less fuan satisfactory as a means of reform. 

There had been a large legal consumption of liquor in the district 

despite no-license, and a considerable amount of sly-grog selling, 

while the amount of drunkenness on the trains between Ashburton town-

ship and Chertsey, just outside the electoral boundary and containing 

a hotel, had caused considerable complaint. 63 It was also regarded 

with surprise that the three electorates which had voted for no-license 

in 1902 and had then had the decision reversed by appeal, Bruce, 

Chalmers and Newtown, similarly failed to maintain that support for 

no-license in 1905; nor did any of them carry reduction. 

illithin the general increase for support for no-license the 

special temperance campaign on the illest Coast appeared to have borne 

rE:su1 ts, In Buller the vote for no-license increased on its 1902 

result by 8.54 per cent, and in Westland by 13.0 per cent; in Grey, 

however, the vote dropped by 1.05 per cent, the reason seemingly being 

that it had advanced earlier than ths other two West Coast districts, 

suggesting that the effect of the 1905 campaign may have been more 

apparent than real. In 1902 Grey's support for no-1icense h2d 
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increased by 13.26 per cent on its 1899 figure, while Buller and West-

land had remained static. There is no obvious reason for this as all 

these areas had similar proportions of Roman Catholics and males, 

. , 6£f 
single and marrleO, 

The support for continuance may have remained stable over the 

whole country, but the number of electorates favouring c6ntinuance 

dropped from twenty-nine out of sixty-eight in 1902 to eighteen out of 

eight in 1905, while those not gaining the required majori for 

any of the proposals increased from twenty-four to fo 
65 It is 

interesting that the reduction issue could be carried in only four 

electorates despite the decline in the number of electorates favouring 

continuance. While there was this decline in the number of elector-

ates favouring continuance, there were also twenty-three electorates 

whose percentage support for no-license dropped in comparison with their 

. 66 
1902 flgures. Nineteen of these were in the South Island, presumed 

until now to be more favourable to no-license than the North Island. 

These results threw considerable confusion upon the whole no-

license issue. While there were six areas now under no-license rule, 

and while the national total in favour of no-license had increased, it 

appeared that thsre had been a swing away from its support in a large 

number of electorates. The reduction issue also appeared to be less 

popular than before as the number of people voting for no-license and 

not reduction as well increased. 

The possible explanatiornfor this confusion are numerous. The 

decline in support for no-license in many South Island electorates, 

64. See Tables l5 9 l5a and 20. 

65. See Table 20 ~ Appendix G, 

66. See Tables 20 and 22~ Appendix G. 
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Tf\BLE 15 

Religious adherence in specific licensing districts, 

1901, as percentage of total population of 

Anglicans Romar: Catholics Pietists 
1 

8,1\Y OF ISLANDS 56.29 12.97 22.16 

/~UCKLP,ND CITY L~4 o 5 19.06 31.6 

PARNElL 51.56 12.7 31.94 

DHINEiYlUR I 47.65 19.71 28.37 

WAI 6,8 .19 15. 2L~ 30.27 

IYlASTERTON 53.95 11.68 33.31 

W,tU Rf\RAPA 56.15 8.57 31.0 

HAWER?\ 39.85 15.27 38.81 

PIHLI:\ 39.17 12.02 40.28 

WAIRAU 50.69 16.6:3 27®78 

GREY 35.62 29.76 26.34 

WESTLAND 36.92 32.65 25.18 

CHRISTCHURCH lf9 • 9 10.26 33.97 

CITY 

UJESTLfl,ND 58.35 9.82 28.69 

WAITAKI 31.52 20.21 46.65 

DUNEDIN 1' T T\/ 
L, l. J I 27.63 10.29 57e2L!. 

C,1\ VERSHAfY1 27.81 14.08 53.14 

TAIERI 17.86 7.22 71.28 

TUJi.PEKA 23.3 16.36 56.08 

IN\JERCf\RGILL 27.11 13.0 57.0 
-=·~"~"" ~->~--~-~--,=-·,~·-«<~•.--·--~"-· 

l. Pietists includes Presbyterians, Methodists (Wesleyan, 
Primitiv~ and Others), Baptists, Congregationalists, Salvation 
Army, Seventh Day Adventists. 

Source: Census of New Zealand, 1901. 
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TA.BLE 15a 
--~--·· 

Unmarried males over 21 as percentage of total 

males over 21, and as a percentage of total 

population over 21, in specific licensing 

districts, 1901. males over 21 as percentage 

of total population over 21. 

Unmarried males Unmarried males fYlales over 21 
over 21 as % of over 21 as % of 8.8 % of total 
total male pop·~ total population population 
ulation over 21 OV13I' 21 O\l8I' 21 

BAY OF 43. 71J.. 28.37 6!+. 8 6 
ISLMJDS 

AUCKU\ND 39.19 18.84 48.08 
CITY 

PARNELL 33.7f3 15.35 45.43 

OHII\IEfYlUR I 47.55 30.52 6,~ .18 

WAIAPU 48.44 29,47 60.83 

IYlASTERTON 38.93 21.9 56.26 

U.IJl.IRAFU:\IOJA <'>6 .15 26.6 57.154 

HAUJEilP, 43.09 24 > 36 56.52 

PATEA 45.59 27.12 59.48 

UJAIRAU <il.67 23.4 56.15 

GREY 58.35 38.0 65.13 

UJESTL,qNO 53.75 32.32 60.14 

CHRISTCHURCH 34.48 15.92 46.17 
CITY 

L YTTLETON 3L1- ~ 83 18.06 51.85 

WAITAKI Lf7. 38 30.32 63.99 

DUNEDIN CITY 40 ,, 48 18.58 45.91 

CAVERSHAIYl 31.82 14,9 <'~6 83 

TAIERI 44.65 23,66 52.99 

TUAPEV:,l\ 52.09 3L76 60.97 

INVERCARGILL 36.79 17.68 48.015 

Source: Census of New Zealand, 1901. 



especially in and around Christchurch and Dunedin, seems in some way 

connected with the reaction against the New Liberals after the voucher 

case incident involving one of Seddon 1 s sons during 1905. 67 Seddon 

had been cleared of any blame and public opinion had as a result gone 

against the New Liberals, most of whom were also prohibitionists. In 

the electorates where New Liberal candidates stood for Parliament the 

vote for continuance increased. Christchurch, as the centre of the 

68 
New Liberal Party, noticed the effect most. 

A second possible explanation lies in the fact that the trade 

had spent considerably more money and campaigned to a much greater 

extent than it had ever done before. Its resources were so much 

greater than those of the prohibitionist par 1 so that it could be 

more thoroughly organised. It was noticed and commented on, especially 

in Auckland, that the trade had been vary busy registering electors and 

. h 69 canvasslng ouses. In the South Island the activities of the trade 

had been greatly enchanced by the activities of the Rev. ill. Thomson, 

which might have been a further cause of the decline in no-license 

70 
support there. 

Overall, however, it is most likely that associated with these 

activities on behalf of the licensed trade went a general feeling 

amongst the moderate section of the community that things were improv-

ing. After the shock of the 1902 poll the L.V.A. had finally been 

persuaded that it was time it looked to its own defences. It had, 

68. See Table 20; also Whitcher, o~. cit., pp. 237-239. 

69. Whits Ribbon 1 Dec, 1905 1 pp. 7-8. 

70, OD , 6 Dec, 1905, p. 4; 7 Dec, 1905, p. 4. 



therefore? made cotlsi derable efforts to improve its conduct and to 

observe the law. The polling results of 1905 would suggest that this 

policy had paid off and that many moderate voters were satisfied with 

the improvements made. Hence they stopped voting for no-license as a 

71 
means to bring about reform. Associated with this may have been the 

effect of the no-license, no liquor debate which had frightened some 

moderates who had no desire to see total prohibition introduced. 

While moderate voters may have been influenced by the trade's 

doings, it is also probable that people were becoming disenchanted with 

no-license as a means of reform once they had seen it in practise. 

Ashburton's experience from 1903-1905 had not been an outstanding sue-

cess, with considerable drunkenness, sly-grog selling and legal drinking 

being experienced, along with a reputed decline in Ashburton township's 

prosperi 
72 

This might explain why Christchurch and its surrounding 

electorates voted against no-license quite markedly. Similarly the 

experience in Clutha and Mataura had not persuaded people that no-

license was as beneficial as its proponents claimed. Dunedin and its 

environs may, as a result, have been persuaded not to try the experiment. 

This is tentative, however, and at best only a partial explanation. It 

does not explain why Oamaru and Invercargill should carry no-license and 

Taieri reduction. 

Whatever the reason, or reasons for the setback in support for 

no-license, it was recognised that the licensed trade had had a minor 

and qualified victory. It was warned, however, that this might only be 

temporary and that therefore it should not relax but maintain strict 

< • " t . t . h . 73 VlQllance as o l s be avlour. 

72. Daily Telegraph, 6 Dec, 1905 1 in Seddon Papers 3/52; 
NZD., 30 April, 1904, pp. 2-3. 

73. QQI, 7 Dec 9 1905~ p. 4; 19 Dec, 1905, p. 4. 
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The suspicion that the 1905 liquor poll had gone against the 

prohibition party was substantiated by the battle md results of the 

licensing committee elections in 1906. The N.Z.A. executive strongly 

recommended that all steps be taken by local branches to secure the 

election of temperance licensing committees so that where reduction 

had been gained it could be enacted to the maximum twenty-five per cent 

of hotels. Such committees would also support ten o'clock closing and 

74 
the restriction on any increase of wholesale licences. 

In Otago and Southland the L.V.A. seemed to be uncertain about 

its position 9 as it resolved that the licensing committee should 

contain an equal number of moderate men and no-license supporters. 

With a view to securing this the Rev. ill Thomson was asked to request 
'7r 

. ' . . t' th - d f ' h 1" . . J an ln~erv1ew Wl-n e lea ers o- ~ e no- lcense par~y. The Dunedin 

United Temperance Reform Council and the Council of Churches considered 

th . 1 d d . d d , t . t 76 
, lS proposa an ecl e agalns · l • This was a tactical blunder 

on the part of the prohibitionists in that the L.V.A. was offering 

virtually the same policy of law enforcement as themselves: ten o'clock 

closing and strict adherence to the licensing law insofar as it 

77 
related to regulation. It was not surprising, therefore, especially 

after the decline in the no-license vote in Dunedin in 1905, that the 

prohibition par should have suffered defeat at the elections. They 

lost support to the L.V.A. through not being prepared to support a 

compromise of candidates to a void the cost of the poll, and also 

because it was felt that a moderate rather than prohibitionist committee 

74. ibid., 7 Feb, 1906, p. 5. 

75. Otago and Southland L.V.A., meeting, 20 Feb, 1906, reported 
in ibid., 21 Feb, 1906, p. 2. 

77. ibid., 22 Feb, 1906, p. 6. 



would be more impartial in enforcing the law judicially. Not one 

0 b. t . 1 ' rl ' ' h ~ j 1 78 prohl ·l ~ion nomlnee was e_ecte_ -co -c ,e comml-c-cee. 

These results indicated several things. First, the licensed 

trade had definitely stemmed the growing opposition to its existence 

by means of strict adherence to the lawo This in turn suggested 

that there were a number of voters, moderate in outlook, who were pre-

pared to switch their support from no-license to continuance if they 

thought reform was being achieved. Third, it revealed the possibili 

of a growing dissatisfaction in the prohibitionist ranks with such 

issues as reduction and the election of temperance licensing committees. 

It seems to have been felt that seeking to reform the trade by means of 

a favourable licensing committee was merely playing with ''the greatest 

evil of our time "; on the one hand prohibi ti.onists denounced the sale 

of alcohol, while on the other they sou to be made instruments for 

the administration of the law which provided for this sale. Only in 

a few areas could they refuse licences; otherwise they had no option 

but to grant them. In effect prohibitionists on licensing committees 

79 
could act only as moderates would act. It was possible, therefore 

that several no-license supporters either did not vote at the committee 

elections or voted for moderates who would carry out as effectively as 

prohibitionists the duty of seeing that the law was obeyed. 

emphasis on principle led them to believe that 

the abolitionists have only one to 
perform, and that is, not to seek to 
improve the conduct of those who sell 
the elements which they believe to be 
just as vicious however sold or drunk, 
but to concentrate all their energies 

Their 

79. Damaru Mail, 9 Feb, 1906, in Seddon Papers 3/49, p. 115. 



in the noble effort to consign 
those elements to the outer 
darkness whence they cama.80 

During 1906 the various branches of the prohibitionist par 

did just this by putting forward plans to encourage the education 

of people as to the value of total abstinence. This was to involve 

both the use of public temperance meetings at which pledge-signing 

would be advocated, and the adoption of scientific temperance 

instruction in schools if the Government could be persuaded to intro-

dues such a 
81 

Such proposals reflected that, while publicly measure. 

professing victory at the 1905 liquor poll, the prohibitionists were 

aware that they had not made the advances that they had anticipated. 

Education of the public was still necessary if victory were to be 

gained, It was especially hoped that education of all school children 

as to the harmful effects of alcohol would encourage them to vote no-

license when they turned twenty-one. This was perhaps the secret 

way the prohibitionists had of achieving their goal sometime in the 

future. "The ultimab3 victory over the drink evil will, under God 1 

be achieved by the gradual accretion of the local option vote, hand in 

hand with scientific temperance education". 82 

With the incorporation of George Fowlds into the Cabinet as 

Minister of Education in August 1906 the prohibitionists felt that they 

would have a greater chance of achieving the introduction of temperance 

instruction as a compulsory subject in schools. Fowlds was a well-

known prohibitionist representing the new no-license area of Grey Lynn. 

He had been prominent on the public platform as a prohibitionist sup-

porter and had also taken a leading part, largely as a result of his 

BOo ibid. 

82. ~' 8 Sept, 1906, p. 3. 
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Source: N.Z. Observer, 30 July, 1904. 



A PLAGUE ON BOTH YOUR HOUSES. 
King Dick : Du 1 sleep, do I dream, or is visions about? After all, it seems to me that the lJrewe~· 

is the re"l Temperance reformer. 
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political connections, in the councils of the N.Z.A. On his accession 

to office his close friend and colleague, mr Wesley Spragg, wrote to 

him saying that, "ills, the Temperance people, shall want to deputation-

iss you re. scientific teaching respecting alcohol, its place, its 

83 
uses, and its power". Soon after this a deputation met the minister 

to make its request that such instruction be introduced. He gave a 

favourable but indefinite reply, which he reiterated early in 1907 to 

another temperance deputation while in Christchurch. He was anxious 

to find a national and effective way of imparting temperance instruc-

tion in schools, and the new syllabus then being compiled would contain 

more definite instructions to teachers on the subject of temperance. 

It d t h b d 1 b . t 84 waul no , owever, e rna e a compu sory su JBC • Fowlds was 

finding as a member of a responsible government that he could not 

exercise freely his own opinions on matters of public policy, but had 

instead to quieten his private convictions in the face of public 

opinion and demand as reflected by the majority of Cabinet and the 

House of Representatives. 

While this emphasis on temperance education may be seen as a 

response to the adverse 1905 liquor poll and the accession of a prohib-

itionist to the education portfolio, it was also an obvious and normal 

activity in what would otherwise be a very quiet post-poll year. In 

1906, however, this emphasis was greater than in the past for the 

reasons mentioned. 

1906 did have its momentous issue, however, in the death of 

Seddon. The accession of Sir Joseph Ward to the premiership was of 

some interest to .the prohibitionists in that Ward was a Roman Catholic 

83. 

84. 

ill. Spragg to G.Fowlds, 2 Sept, 1906, Fowlds Papers 1/3, 
p. 3, University of Auckland Library. 

Gl. Fowlds to Sect. of Educati~n, 5 march, 1907, ibid. 
1 10, pp. 168-170. 
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' r1 ' ' .. b. t. . .L 85 ano an avowew antl-pr ohl l .lOnlSL. They were concerned as to what 

his attitude to the prohibition issue would be and what effect his 

accession would have on liquor legislation. It had been seen with 

Seddon that an astute leader of the House could influence what legis-

lation' was passed. It had also been seen that a strong leader could 

hold a party together against the onslaught of a fierce pressure group. 

The question now was whether Ward would be commanding enough to hold 

together a large par containing many disparate groups of all shades 

of liberalism. It was a situation that could easily result in 

splinter parties being formed and the major party being consequently 

weakened. 

The fears of the prohibitionists regarding licensing legislation 

under J.G. Ward were greatly reduced as a result of the Cabinet reshuff-

le that occurred on his accession to the premiership. 111. Hall-Jones~ 

a moderate prohibitionist from Timaru, was retained, and two more 

prohibitionists, Robert McNab and George Fowlds, were included as 

Minister of Lands and Minister of Education respectively. The prohib-

ition par was pleased with these appointments as they would ensure 

that no unfavourable licensing legislation was foisted on the people 

against their will. 86 Their fears regarding Sir Joseph were also 

lessened when he publicly stated that he favoured the principle of 

87 local option and did not intend to alter the law in this respect. 

His actions in office similarly belied these fears. First, he 

denied that there would be a dissolution of Parliament because of the 

increase in the number of electorates as a result of the Electoral 

85. Prohibitionist, 16 June, 1906; ll st, 1906. 

86. Evening Post, 7 August, 1906, in Fowlds Papers 3/15, p.l8. 

87. Prohibitionist, ll August, 1906. 
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Boundary Commission of 1906. 88 The prohibitionists feared this because 

the law stated that if a dissolution took place within two years of a 

liquor poll having been taken, no liquor poll would be held at the 

ensuing election. The effect of this would be to delay a liquor poll 

for another three years from the time of the dissolution. Ward even 

went so far in the 1907 parliamentary session as to try and alter the 

law on this subject so that it would be favourable to the prohibition-

ists. In a Licensing Polls Bill he proposed that, if a dissolution of 

Parliament should take place before it had been in existence for two 

years, the local option poll should be held simultaneously with the new 

parliamentary election, but that it should not take effect until the 

day on which Parliament would ordinarily have expired by affluxion of 

t . 89 
lme. 

The prohibitionists welcomed this proposal as "a measure of 

justice that could hardly be withheld by any ministry with safety, in 

90 
view of the large No-License vote". But they were not really in 

favour of the whole Bill which also provided an extension of the city 

licensing districts. In 1903 the four main centres had all been 

divided into three parliamentary electorates instead of only one with 

three members. The licensing districts, however, had not been affected 

by this division, so that each city licensing district now consisted of 

three electoral districts. It was proposed by the 1907 Licensing Polls 

Bill to add another urban electorate to these licensing districts so 

that they would consist of four parliamentary electorates. It was felt 

that thi~ might do away with some of the anomalies that had arisen, 

88. NZO, 8 Dec, 1906, p. 3. 

89. NZPD, 140, (5 Sept, 1907), p. 716. 

90. Vanguard, 21 Sept, 1907, p. B. 



such as a hotel on one side of a street being closed while one on the 

other side and in a different electorate remained open. 

This proposal was not, however, favoured by the prohibitionists, 

or even by large sections of the public. It was argued that only 

colonial option could prevent all such ano~alies occurring, as all 

four cities contained more than four electorates if their suburbs and 

hinterland were included. The prohibitionists felt that this 

proposal might also be a sop to the trade in return for the clauses 

dealing with the dissolution of Parliament. Several of the suburban 

electorates had either already voted for no-license or were approach-

ing the required sixty per cent majority. To incorporate these into 

the poorer urban areas which were not so advanced in prohibitionist 

sentiment would only delay the gaining of several new areas for no-

license, and at best mean that reduction might be achieved in the 

cities. The areas they were most concerned about were Grey Lynn, 

d - 91 
Newtown an Chalmers. As a result of lack of agreement on this 

issue the Bill was dropped. It had revealed, however, that Ward was 

not virulently anti-prohibitionist or strongly pro-trade. 

A second action of the new Premier which reduced the prohibit-

ionists 1 fears as to his attitude towards them was his quick response 

to a deputation from the N.Z.A., which had complained to him about the 

establishment of brewery depots just outside ths boundary of a no-

license area. The question had arisen because two such depots had 

been established at Waihopai on the outskirts of the Invercargill no-

11cense area. These businesses were not under the regulations of the 

Alcoholic Liquors Sale Control Act, and so people could buy from them 

in bulk at virtually any time. Neither age nor state of intoxication 

had to be considered by the sellers. Within days of the prohibition-

91. ibid.; DDT, 11 Sept 1907, p. 4. 
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ists 1 complaint that this state of affairs was defeating ths determin-

ation of the electors of Invercargill, Ward had had regulations 

gazetted that forbade such depots being established within five miles 
9r) 

of a no-license area. L 

Actions such as these persuaded the prohibitionists that, so 

long as they were vigilant, they had nothing to fear from the new 

Premier. He seemed to be more amenable to reform than Seddon, or at 

least to tha carrying out of the majority's wishes. By the end of 

1907 the prohibition party had a neutral attitude towards him, and for 

the first time it seemed as if the licensing issue might be removed 

from an influential position in the political arena. The Vangua.IQ. 

summed up the situation thus: 

We believe that he [jj}ar~] is sincere in 
his condemnation of drink excess. We 
believe he sees that the whole question 
should be relegated to tho intelligent 
vote of the people, and that personally 
he is willing to give us fair play -
and that is all we ask or have ever 
asked for from the politician.93 

By 1907 the prohibition issue appeared to have reached a stale-

mate. As a result of the 1902 licensing poll the liquor trade had 

looked to its defences both by improving its conduct and by attempting 

to achieve legislation detrimental to the prohibition movement in that 

it would hopefully have alienated the moderate voter from the no-

license cause. In this the trade had been helped by Seddon who showed 

himself to be much more inclined to support the trade than earlier in 

his premiership. The prohibitionists had consequently been thrown on 

the defensive having not only to prevent this hostile legislation but 

also having to justify their stance regarding their aims; were they 

92. DDT, 4 Dec, 1906. 

93. Vanguard, 14 Dec, 1907, pp. 8~9. 
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merely trying to p~event the working class from obtaining alcohol or 

were they aiming at prohibition? On these questions they prevari-

cated, losing as a result some moderate votes and also any remaining 

labour movement support hat had continued to exist after 1896. They 

likewise had to face an increasing threat from suggestions of altern-

ative ways of reforming the liquor trade, the most notable being 

ideas concerning some form of State or corporate control. The 1905 

poll revealed the prohibition movement's unstable position as it lost 

support in certain areas despite gaining it in others. Partly as a 

result of this, temperance education was given greater emphasis in 

1906 and 1907, while major licensing legislation was ignored. The 

prohibitionists were attempting to consolidate their forces in the 

face of increased and organised opposition from the liquor trade, in 

the hope that the 1908 liquor poll would again favour their cause. 



In 1908 the prohibition movement emerged from its two years of 

consolidation and bagan an organisad campaign to replace the three-

fifths major necessary to carry no-license with the simple, or bare, 

ori The three-fifths majority had proved to be the most effect-

iva weapon that the anti-prohibitionists had in preventing a large 

increase of no-license areas. At the 1902 poll the number o elector-

ates wi \~h a bare majm::i or mora in favour of no-license had jumped 

from nine in 1899 to thir Seddon sffsctively deflected any demands 

fr~r chang a at this stags his no-license, no liquor measures af 1903 

and 1904. These occupied the prohibitionists until the 1905 poll, 

which revealed that forty-one electorates now had a bare majority in 

favour of no-license. This prompted the prohibition par to renew 

its demands for change after the lull in such activi since the debates 

on the various licensing measures of the 1890s. The 1906 Colonial No-

License Convention passed a resolution in favour of the bare majori 

which was followed at the and of the year by an appeal from T.E. Taylor 

that the prohibition par agl.+·a+e to ach··.·~a···a 1 .. ~. l 
. ~ ·~ ·~ .• -· ,..L <;:; v ~ --'"'. His advocacy of the 

issue had the required effect of arousing a new interest in and it 

was not long before it was being stated that if the present Parliament 

did not grant it then it would become a major issue at the next general 

election. It was decidad by the leaders of the movement that 1 even 

though it seemed unlikely that the present Parliament would grant such 

a change it was best to agitate and organise thoroughly in order to 

educate public opinion and thus be able ~o influence the 1908 poll and 

L Van.fl!:!_ard, 29 Dec, 1906, pp 14-16; 12 Jan, 1907, pp. ltl.-15. 
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Two factors worked against the prohibitionists at this stage. 

The first was that the no-license law had proved impossible to enforce 

even when carried a three-fifths vote. Clutha was used as the 

main example of this, especially as the Police Enquiry of 1897-1898 

and the report of Mr R.S. Hawkins S.M. in 1896 had shown the ineffect

iveness and the dangers of no-license. 3 

As more areas adopted no-license up to 1908 further evidence 

was supplied as to the ineffectiveness of a prohibition law even 

achieved by a three-fifths vote. It was not difficult for people to 

ignore the law 1 either by importing liquor from other areas, pro due-

ing their own 11 sly grog", or travelling to neighbouring licensed 

areas to drink. People could not be made sober by legislation. 

Added to this was evidence that no-license support would not necessar

ily increase once the benefits of the scheme were experienced. All 

the no-license areas except Clutha, Grey Lynn and Eden had a decreasing 

vote for no-license after the poll that achieved the per cen-t 

4 
majority in favour of no-license. This does not prove that these 

areas found the no-license experiment burdensome; some of the 

decrease may be explained by less effort at the polls by the no-license 

party as it was now over to the liquor trade to achieve the three-fifths 

majority to enact local restoration. But it did provide the opponents 

of no-license with more ammunition against the prohibition party as to 

the success of no-license; it also supported the trade 1 s claims that 

the three-fifths majority was required for stability rather than have 

2. ibid>? lL~ Dec, 1907, [J.9. 

3. See pp.179-181. 

4. See Table 16. 



TABLE 16 ----·-

Per entage support for no-license and national prohibition in twelve no-license districts 

1894 1896 

CL.UTHri 74.0 52.24 

!YlA TAIJRP1 

ASHBIJRTDN 

INVERCARGILL 

D.4f:1AfW 

GREY LYNN 

BRUCE 

WELLIGJGTON SOUTH 

WELLINGTON SUBURBS 

!YlASTERTOi\1 

DHmErYILIIl I 

EDEi\1 

1 • 19lla 
l914a 

no-license vote 
no-license vote 

1899 1902 1905 

60.14 62.14 63 48 

60.91 59,39 

62.05 48.0 

60 .. 13 

62.99 

63.35 

1908 

65.21 

55,83 

46.08 

55.99 

59.42 

71..23 

61.02 

63.53 

63,0 

60,61 

61..63 

63.09 

191lb 
1914b 

1911a 19llb 1914a 1914b 

56,85 57,59 53,9 52.42 

54,07 55.,45 52.88 53,3 

46. 06, 48.35 42.65 43.75 

53.76 55.03 51.12 51.6 

53.27 54.94 51.03 50,29 

70.12 70.74 61.22 59.1 

57.18 55,9 53.34 50.46 

56.73 60.16 49.46 1+8.<:1.9 

56.47 57.83 53.1 49.52 

48.57 52.56 44.18 46.5 

49' 04 54.86 1'~8. 0 5 54.31 

69.16 67,88 66,21 63,42 

national prohibition vote 
national prohibition vote 
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the bare majority and a triennial fluctuation from no-license to 

license. The drastic drop below fifty per cent support for no-

license in the districts of Ashburton, masterton and Dhinemuri at the 

poll subsequent to their achieving no-license enhanced such arguments 

5 
of the trade. 

The second factor working against the prohibitionists on the 

majority question was that at no stage was the prohibition party com-

pletely united on the question. The more extreme prohibitionists had 

favoured from the very outset in 1893 the bare majority, while the 

moderate prohibitionists could see advantages in the stability offered 

by a three-fifths majority. The extremists tended to be the leaders 

of the movement, and concentrated almost exclusively on prohibition. 

The moderates, on the other hand, tended to be those for whom prohibit-

ion was a major interest but who were more fully occupied by their own 

jobs or other social movements as well. They could see the necessity 

for having a large majority to ensure that the experiment would have 

the best opportunity for success. 

It is noticeable that the editors of several church newspapers 

that supported prohibition were not, in the early years of the agitation, 

in favour of the bare majority in practice, though some supported the 

theoretical claim that it was the essence of true liberalism. It was 

thought to be more expedient that the support for prohibition be built 

up securely, even though it be slow. As the Advocate put it: 

The enemy slain by a bare majority would have 
a dozen lives, but the enemy slain by a three
fifths' majority is dead for good and all. 
Nothing less than a three-fifths majority can 

5. ibid. 



resurrect him ••. The impossibility of 
reducing the Prohibition vote b two
thirds the next election will dis
hearten the liquor party. But should 
the bare majority become law, though a 
few more places might carry "l'~o-License" l 

the liquor party would be encouraged to 
fight, for they would only have to 
secure a bare majority to reopen the 
closed house,s. 6 
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To this the E~.b .. E.:~:~!.:_~ gave its support, and added that, by 

securing a large majority means of having to attain sixty per cent 

of the voters• support, the prohibitionists would achieve 11 a majori 

strong enough to constitute a public conscience in enforcing the law. 

It is in the interest of the Temperance cause itself that w~ stand for 

the three-fifths majori 
? 

Such arguments were exactly the same as those of moderate 

oppollents of prohibition, but they were not, as the editor of the llihi te 

Ri~ suggested they were j the opinions either of those anxious to pro·-

teet the vested interests of the trade or of those ''who are unthinking 

8 
aild repeat ill parrot fashion the phrases they hear from others 11 • The 

opinions of these moderate temperance proponents reflected the views of 

that section of the temperance party which voted at various prohibition 

conventions against the demand for the bare majority. In one of the 

strongest centres of prohibition support and agitation, Otago and South-

land, the 1908 annual convention of the Otago and Southland Provincial 

Council of No-License Workers did not come out in favour of the bare 

The Dunedin Presbytery was also divided, with prominent 

7 Christian Dutloo~, 8 August, 1896, p. 325. 

B. White Ribbon, Nov, 1896, pp. 7-8. 

9.~ ,_QDT, 8 June, 1908, p~ 4., 
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supporters of prohibition such as Revs P.B. Fraser, J. Chisholm, and 

R. Waddell being against the bare majority. 10 

It would seem, however, that the majori of prohibitionists were 

prepared to follow their leaders in this demand, and agitation was 

underway by the middle of the year to ensure that only Parliamentary 

candidates who supported the bare majori would be elected. 11 A 

large number of petitions ware sent to Parliament asking that electors 

be given the right to decide a bare majority all issues submitted at 

the liquor poll, and a similar request was made by the N.Z.A. in a 

d ' t. ' ' h D • M. • ' 12 eptrca lon -co c e , rlrne ,,,lnlst:er. Ward made it clear, however, that 

no licensing legislation was planned for the 1908 session. He also 

pointed out that the prohibitionists should be united on the issue 

before trying to get it into the Statute Books. He had already 

received very strong representations from people who were on the side of 

... " t h d t th b . . ' 13 Gemperance re1orm ye w. o were oppose o e are maJOrlt:y. 

Nonetheless the annual meeting of the N.Z.A. had already decided 

that a Bill providing for the bare majori should be drafted and sub-

lLi mitted to Parliament at the earliest possible date. It was finally 

left to l'llr G. Laurenson (Lyttleton) to introduce the resulting Licensing 

Polls ,L\bsolute Majority Bill. 

Many members of Parliament were considerably annoyed that this 

sort of pressure should have been brought to bear on them, Several 

argued that they were bound to pledges made prior to the 1905 election 

11. DO 29 June, 1908, p. 4. 

12. 1!£, 1908 Schedule of Petitions, pp. xvi - xxxvii, 

13. DO 28 July, 1908, p. B; lf~anguar_sh 8 August, 1908, p. 6. 

14. Vanguard, 11 July, 1908, p. 4. 
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to maintain the present licensing legislation. These pledges had been 

exacted by the prohibition party in order to prevent the passing of any 

adverse legislation to its cause, such as the "no~·license, no liquor" 

clause of 1903 and 1904. They were not, so the prohibitionists now 

argued, pledges against progressive and beneficial legislation that the 

no-license party might ask for, nor were they pledges in favour of the 

retention of the three-fifths majori 
15 

Such an argument naturally 

aroused opposition from other sections of the community, who argued 

that politicians were elected to represent the whole electorate and 

not only one section of it. What was adverse legislation for one 

section of the community might not be so considered by another. In 

effect, therefore, the pledges of 1905 had been for a maintenance of 

16 
the existing law against all requests for change. 

Other politicians gave Laurenson 1 s Bill little chance of becom-

ing law; it was felt that, even if the Lower House passed it, it was 

not likely that the Legislative Council would be so lenient. As it 

turned out, however, not even the House of Representatives could be 

persuaded to pass the Bill. It was apparent that the advocates of 

temperance reform had made a tactical error in bringing such a measure 

forward at this stage. Speaker after speaker, including such temp-

erance supporters as R. McNab, W.A. Chapple and F.M.B. Fisher, argued 

that the Bill would split the prohibitionist movement into moderates 

and extremists. McNab pointed out that as the number of no-license 

areas increased there would be stronger demand in the community for 

the bare majori , this time from the licensed trade and its support-

15. Dunedin and Christchurch United Temperance Reform Councils, 
meetings, reported in Q~T, 24 July, 1908, p. 4. 
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ers, who would look to the bare majority as the only means of gaining 

the restoration of licences in no-license areas. It would, therefore, 

be unwise for the temperance party to put themselves in a position where 

17 
they would be making it easier for prohibition to be overthrown. 

mr Fisher, a keen temperance reformer who refused to join the N.Z. 

Alliance while a member of Parliament so as not to be regarded as the 

representative of any one section of the community, made an appeal to 

the bare majority advocates not to split the movement by persisting 

with this Bill: 

It seem~ to me that the origin of this move
ment comes from the section of the No-License 
party that is to temperance reform what the 
revolutionary Socialist is to Liberalism. 
They want, if they possibly can, to effect a 
revolution in this country, and they fail to 
recognise ••• that hundreds and thousands of 
people in this country who recognise the 
reformatory advantages of no-license are 
going to cast their votes in the next ballot
box in the opposite direction.l8 

It was hardly surprising in the light of such opposition even 

from no-license supporters that the Bill failed to reach its second 

reading by a vote of fifty-four to eight. 19 Such a decisive vote 

against the bare majority would suggest that the issue would be left 

alone for awhile, but agitation for the bare majority continued, and 

became, along with the associated question of national prohibition, the 

major issue in the 1908 liquor poll campaign and an important issue in 

the election campaign. Candidates were supported or rejected as 

17. NZPD, 144, (30 July, 1908), pp. 32-33; in 1895 mcNab had 
voted in favour of the bare majority; why he had changed 
his mind is not clear, but it might well have been because 
he did not wish to see his electorate of mataura go "wet" 
again, especially in the light of the reduced support for 
no-license in Ashburton after 1902; he might also have 
wanted to remove the question as a major influence at every 
election campaign, which would mean that he would be opposed 
by the power of the liquor trade. 

18. ibid., p. 40. 

19. ibid., p. 47. 



worthy parliamentary candidates depending on their attitude to the 

passing of legislation to grant these two demands. 

The 1908 campaign proved to be the most bitter that the co 

had sean as regards the liquor issue up to that time. This situation 

was brought about the fact that the prohibitionists sensed victory 

while the licensed trade was very much aware that it was on the defen-

sive. The prohibitionists expected to carry more electorates into 

the no-license camp, including Bruce, Wellington South (previously 

Newtown) and Chalmers, all of which had come close in 1902 or 1905 to 

going 
20 

They also hoped that a Parliament would be elected that 

favoured the bare majority and national prohibition. 

Journals and newspapers throughout New Zealand carried large 

advertisements and articles in favour of the side of the argument they 

supported. It was also common for the less partisan publications to 

carry within the same issue advertisements advocating both sides of the 

issue as well as editorials calling for moderation and intelligent 

voting. The six existing no-license areas came under close scrutiny 

as to the success or otherwise of the experiment within their bound-

aries. The prohibitionists produced 11 evidence 11 from businessmen~ 

ministers of religion, and court records to prove their case, while 

the trade produced other reports from mora businessmen and residents, 

as well as the usual arguments of law-breaking and sly-grog selling 

t < 21 
to convince the public to vote for con.lnuance. 

20. Yanguard, 3 Oct, 1908, p. 4, 

21. ibid., 8 August~ 1908, p. 8; 31 Oct, 1908, p. 4; ~zo, 10 
Oct, 1908, p. 2; N.Z. Baptist, Oct, 1908, p. 192; 9J2I, 
5 N 0 v ' l 9 0 8 ' p . 6 ; 0 u tl 0 0 k ; 7 N 0 v I l 9 0 8 ' p p ' l 9 ' 21" 2 2 ;. 
N, Z. Heral..sJ, 12 Nov, 1908, in Fowlds Papers, 3/29, p. 24, 



much was made of the problem of enforcing no-license in an area where 

the adjoining licensing districts were still wet. The trade argued 

that this was reason enough for voting against an 11 Uiienforceable 11 law, 

The prohibitionists, on the other hand, turned the argument to use in 

demanding a national option vote as well, so that no-license could be 

giver1 a fair t . - 22 
~rlal. 

Apart from the newspapers and journals, most agitation was con-

fined to urban areas, and especially to the four main centres. 

Wellington appeared quieter than the other three, but in all four the 

battle was being keenly fought. Organisation was at a premium, and 

weeks before the poll all available transport was tied up to get people 

to the polls. Meetings were held almost every night, rallies were 

organised and processions undertaken. One new feature was the involve-

ment on a much larger scale than ever before of young people, in thai 

teens and ear twenties, on the side of no-license. This could well 

have been the result of temperance instruction in Sunday Schools, 

Juvenile Temperance Societies, Christian Endeavour Unions and Bands of 

Hope, and which had finally come to fruition among the new, young 

23 
voters. 

Public meetings were packed and crowds ware boisterous in their 

support for or opposition to no-license. In Dunedin for example, a 

debate in the Garrison Hall between A.S. Adams, prohibitionist, and W. 

Thomson, lecturer for the L.V.A. had to be disbanded as neither person 

could be heard. Fire hoses had to be used to keep the crowd of a 

thousand or so outside from forcing entry into the already over-

2 2 • .Q_QI, .12 N 0 v ' l 9 0 8 ' p • 6 • 

23. NZA, Annual Report, 1908-1909, p. B. 
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Children 1 s demonstrations were another method used by the prohib-

itionists to gain votes. Such processions saw children carrying 

banners saying such things as '1Give us a chance, "lYle~ this time 9 dad," 

and "Come to our rescue 11 o The children also adopted resolutions 

pleading 11 with all fathers and mothers and all others who truly love 

us to go to the poll on Novombor 17 and vote in our interest and for 

our '1 25 ss.kas· ~ The effect of such exploitation of children by adults 

for major public issues is difficult to evaluate. Some people may have 

fallen victim to the emotional sentiment and been persuaded to vote for 

It is as likely that as many would have been sickened by 

such crude methods and would have voted for continuance in reaction. 

It is just as likely that such demonstrations had no lasting, persuas-

iva effect, but merely heightened the enthusiasm or opposition of 

already predisposed sides. 

During this liquor poll campaign a change of emphasis occurred 

in the interpretation of women's connections with the prohibition issue. 

In early 1908 a police report stated that there appeared to be an in-

crease in the number of women drinking in hotel bars, particularly in 

. 26 
the Wellington and Auckland reglons. The W.C.T.U. was instantly on 

the scene with a resolution deploring this increase and urging that 

more attention be given to scientific temperance instruction for school 

27 children so that they did not start drinking once they were of age. 

The prohibitionists did not try to deny the police report, but used it 

instead for propaganda purposes to attract more voters to their cause. 

24 • .Q_i2I, 12 Nov 9 1908, p. 8. 

25. ibid., 16 Nov, 1908, p. 6; ~~~· Herald, 16 Nov, 1908, in 
Fowlds Papers, 3/29, p. 37. 

26, pOT, 5 march, 1908, p. 4o 

27. ib~, 6 march, 1908, p. 3. 
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The licensed victuallers however did oppose the report as being a 

libel upon the women of New Zealand and untrue as to the real situation. 

The prohibitionists merely turned this outcry against the liquor 

industry by arguing that the industry knew that such facts about 

women's drinking habits would encourage people to vote for no-license. 

They interpreted the licensed victuallers! outburst of denial as an 

11 old trick" in which they understood 

to a nicety the amount of sincerity there 
is in their newfound tenderness for woman's 
reputation and without hesitation we 
characterise all such utterances from their 
lips as offensive and hypocritical cant ••. 
]:we]· will prove before the next Ucellsing 
Poll, that in every large centre of popul
ation in this Dominion there is 1 and for a 
long time ms been' a deplorable and increas
ing amount of excessive drinking amongst 
women., 28 

Such an argument revealed a considerable change of approach 

from the early prohibitionist agitation in the 1890s when it had been 

believed that women would flock .§.!l~ to the prohibitionist standard. 

The emphasis now was to convince people, not just womer1, but nevery 1nan 

and woman who has the welfare of this Dominion at heart 11 , of the need 

for "remedial and preventive action •• , to stop an ovil that, through tile 

mothers, curses the young lifa of the Dominion, inflicting wrong upon 

h 1 j ~ 1 ,,.,_, 11 29 ,untrecs or ll.t,J.B ones " Woman was still considered to have a vital 

interest in the solution of the liquor problem, but it was now realised 

that many women had to be perusuaded that this problem concerned them. 

They had to be taught their social and moral responsibilities accord-

ing to the prohibitionists• point of view they had to conform to the 

standards of the nrespectablf3 classes", or middle class. 

29. ibid. 



By the time the 1908 liquor poll was at hand the prohibitionists 

were prepared to admit that "it has been a surprise to us that th:::1 No-

License movement has not commanded from New Zealand women a far wider 

and more vigorous support than it had clone". 30 The reascm for this, 

apart from ths influence of the liquor trade, was not at all apparent, 

but the prohibitionists concluded that 

as yet woman has not ~Jfficiently emancipated 
herself from the undue control her men folks 
have so long exercised over her thought. 
Taught from the outset of life that in matters 
outside a certain sphere it is her duty to 
leave thought and decision to h~r father or 
her husband, as the case may b~, she has 
simply registered his opinions.3l 

The prohibition movement was still considered to be of more interest 

to women than men. It was now realised, however~ that this interest 

might have to bs encouraged. The prohibitionists' attempts to attract 

more female support par explain the increased importance of the 

liquor issue in 1908. 

Such was the interest in the liquor question that it completely 

overshadowed the parliamentary election. This was not, however, 

entirely the fault of the two opposing interest groups. The Liberal 

Government was offering litlle in the way of a positive political plat-

form. It was more interested in maintaining the status quo and 

political equilibrium. Ward was having to walk a political tight-

rope between a growing radical left win~ and labour movement and a 

more conservative small farmer-business mentality on the right. In 

order to avoid alienating one or the other wing he found himself forced 

to rest on the Government 1 s achievements rather than to offer a progres-

30., i~l_l:h, 7 Nov, 1908, p. 12. 

31. 
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sive legislative 
<7.., 

oo}icv. 0 L 
I • .! "-" In such a situation it was easy for a 

divisive issue such as prohibition to dominate the scene. 

The results of the liquor poll were again neither solely in 

favour of one party or the other. It was first thought that eight more 

electorates had voted for no-license, but this was eventually to be only 

six after all the votes had been checked. This meant that there were 

now twelve dry areas in New ZeaJ.and, as none of the earlier six 

carried restoration. Only fifteen electorates carried continuance, a 

further decline on tha 1905 figure of eighteen; thirty-four failed to 

give the required majori to any of the three proposals, and seven 

carried reduction. The reduction vote over the whole country was 

virtually unchanged since 1905, but there was a greater proportion of 

votes for ~-license at the expense of the continuance vote. At the 

individual electorate level 1 however, twenty-three had reduced votes 

far no-license compared with 1905. The distribution was more even 

this time, with eleven scattered throughout the North Island and twelve 

'. ~ L' - l J 33 in ~he ~ou~n ls anu. 

Of the no-license areas there were two particularly interesting 

results. Ohinemuri, predominantly a mining electorate, had voted it-

self largely on the decision of the residents of Waihi. It was 

not expected that miners would decide to adopt abstemious habits because 

of any supposed economic benefit, or because of profound religious con-

viction 9 or because they were aspir:·ing to middle class status. The 

only reason which seems to explain their vote was that it was a react-

32. DDT, 19 Nov, 1908, p, 6; NZO, 24 Oct, 1908, p, 2; See 
R •. T. Shannon, 'The Decline and Fall of the Liberal Govern-· 
ment 1 , pp. 14;_41-4.2; E.P. Aifn;;:Jr, 'The Politics of a City', 
p. 51; R.K. Newman, 'Liberal Policy and the left Wing 1 , 

p. 40. 

33, See Tables 20 and 21, Appendix G. 
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lon against the increase in the pries of bssr in Waihi by a penny a 

glass, which they refused to pay, and which refusal they enforced 

their vote. The two major newspapers in the area, the Ohinemuri 

~ and the lUaihi f!.?il..:t Telegraph, certainly did not expect no-

license 
• , , J , • • 3LJ. 
to be carrled, and put che result down to the prlce rlse. 

Even two religious gentlemen did not claim that the result was an 

expression of religious fervour and conviction. Both Mr L.G. Bagnall 

and the Rev. J.L. Pattulls told the Auckland Presbytery that, 

Prohibition would not have been carried 
there had it not been for the refusal to 
reduce the price of beer. "If I might 
use the word~" said iYir Pattulls "it was '"'t:: 

d I W~ ..Jw sheer · evilment en t~e part of the miners. 

The second interesting result was that Ashburton 1 s vute in 

favour of no-license had again dropped, this time to forty-six per 

cent. This was low even in an a-rea that knew that restoration needed a 

vote of sixty per cent before it could be carried. It was usual for 

prohibitionist support in a no-license area to drop below sixty per cent 

once no-license had been achieved, but not so low as forty-six per cent. 

There seemed to have been a considerable reversal of opinion against no-

license after six years experience. There was certai less unity in 

the ' :capor-cs emerging from tho area as to the effects of no-license than 

from other dry areas, anrl the trade, regarding it as likely to vote for 

restoration, had put up a costly and desperate struggle to recapture it.36 

Once again the prohibitionists were everywhere jubilant abcut 

their successes 1 and attributed them to the g:cowing moral fervour in 

the country. They argued that the 11 unscrupulous tacticsn of the 

34. Ohinemuri Ga~ette, 6 Nov 1 1908; 18 Nov, 1908; 
DailY Telegra~~ 9 16 Nov, 1908, p. 2. 

35. Waihi Dailt_l~-~~~ 9 Dec, 1908 3 p. 2. 

36. Outlook, 19 Sept, 1908, pp. 21-22; 7 Nov, 1908, p. 21; 
AL:iCKlaild Star, 14 Nov, 1908, in Fowlds Papers 3/29, pp.,31-·32" 
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interests had helped tham to victory by alienating men 

of all shades of moderate opinion. "Glaring falsehoods and misrep·· 

resentations" had re11ealed the liquor traffic "with increasing hideous-· 

ness as a colossal danger to the body politic, in that it is a source 

of the foulest moral corruption 11 ,
37 

One factor which may have had a bearing on the increased vote 

for no-license was the interest taken by the labour movement in the 

issue. During 1908 the connection of Labour and Prohibition had 

entered a new phase after the period of suspicious neutrality between 

1897 and 1907. This new development was the result of a :rumour in 

the middle of the year to the effect that the liquor trade was hostile 

to labour and intended to take a unanimous stand against This 

rumour was quickly denied b the New Zealand L.V.A., but such a denial 

0 •• ~ 0 39 did not halt the s UJing against the llquor trar T lC. In direct :res--

ponse to this rumour a labour Conference held in Wellington adopted a 

:remit 1'that this conference urge the workers of the Dominion to vote 

No-license, with a view of placing the trade under the control of the 

40 
State". The various unions affiliated to the Trades and Labour 

Council were not, however, united on this remit. Several refused to 

adopt it on the grounds that it went against the rule providing for 

freedom of action on the part of members on temperance and fiscal 

<'1- l 
questions. -

The emphasis of Labour's position was not a belief in no-license 

but opposition to the liquor monopoly and its power; hence the 

37. Outlook, 28 Nov, 1908, p. 5. 

38" Df!l, 24 July, 1908, p. 5. 

40. 1bid,, 7 ,1\ugust, 1908, p. 4. 

41. ibid; also 8 Nov, 1908, p. 2. 
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emphasis on State control. It is impossible to tell how many involved 

in the labour movement supported no-license and how many were in favour 

of some other type of licensing reform. Certainly the reasons put 

forward by Labour for opposing the liquor trade were not reasons that 

many middle class prohibitionists would have supported, even though 

they may have brought the prohibition movement more votes. For exam-

ple, despite no official stance on the issue the Socialist Par 

in contrast to the more moderate Independent Political Labour League, 

individuals within it were aware that alcohol was a major strike 

breaker, sapping workers 1 finances at a time when they could least 

afford it. One member argued that "he had seen such men go crawLi_ng 

back in abject manner and accept conditions which manly men would have 

After the liquor poll such attacks on the liquor trade 

and the influence of alcohol on the working class were continued, with 

the liquor industry being labelled as 

a capitalist trick to keep labour enslaved. 
No fear of union or unanimity so long as a 
few glasses of beer causes our muscle and 
sinew and brawn to chuck over their mates 
and vote capital and slavery. It is the 
cheapest and easiest of capitalistic 
weapons to hold your noses to the grind
stclne.43 

This was no prohibitionist argument being accepted by the labour move-

It was rather a unioni~;t app8al to fellow workmates tu "strangle 

the serpent that entwines and enthralls you and crushes out your heart•s 

/14 bl d l1 ' 00 0 

The connection between the labour and prohibition movements was 

thus shown to be considerably weaker than it might at first have 

42. ibid., 28 Oct, 1908, p. 5. 

43. N.Z. Worker, 18 June, 1909 pp. 1-2. 

44. ibid. 
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appeared,, For the prohibitionist the issue of no-license involved moral~ 

social and economic arguments that would strengthen the middle class 

r1ature of s oci for the labour groups it was almost entirely an 

economic question and was closely connected with the achievement of 

labour solidarity against capitalist exploitation. The claim that 

nthe Labour Party is the only genuine opponent of the Bear Party; that, 

indeed, it is the only bona~fide Temperance, Party", revealed the 

separate nature of tha prohibitionist and labour approaches to the 

h ' 45 alco ol problem. For a short time they seemed to coalesce, but only 

on parallel and dLstinct paths, not on the same path0 

The long-term effect of the 1908 poll was to encourage the 

prohibitionists in their demands for the bare majori and national 

option. Fifty electorates had actually achieved fifty per cent or 

more votes in favour of no-license, while the country as a whole had 

given a 53.45 per cent vote for no-license. It seemed to the prohib-

itionists that they were being denied their democratic rights by the 

maintenance of the sixty per cent stipulation. They were certain 

they would be able to carry local no-license over most of the colony 

if only they were given the bare majority. The figures showed that 

this was a possibility, but what they did not reveal was that, while 

people knew that a sixty per cent poll was necessary to carry no-license 

and therefore reasonably difficult to attain, they might not be so 

complacent if a fifty per cent majori L:Jere instituted It has 

already been sean that in many instances when the vote came close to 

the sixty per cent margin at one poll, it was likely to drop at the 

next as ' .L mo oera L.e voters trying to encourage the trade to reform itself 

but not desiring no-license took fright and voted either for contin-

45. Beacon, 2 March, 1907, p. 10. 
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uance or not at all. An examination of those electorates which 

polled more than fifty per cent at one poll shows that a much greater 

percentage of these had reduced support for prohibition at the next 

,]_6 
poll than the total percentage of electorates that dropped. ' If 

such a trend were a true indication of the voters 1 reactions at the 

polls, then it would appear that there was a section of the community 

prepared to vote for prohibition so long as it did not seem likely to 

be achieved but who were the first to alter this vote if the margin 

of safety between continuance and prohibition were too smalL 

Despite such possibilities the prohibitionists were determined 

to push for changes in the majority. The trade, now very well aware 

that it was fightitlg for its survival, was determined to resist. The 

Government was caught in the middle of a very awkward situation. If 

agitation and antagonism reached the same level as it had done at the 

1908 poll, there was a threat of a possible split in the Liberal 

Party or the formation of a separate Prohibition Party. The Govern·-

ment could not afford to have either happen. It was necessary for it 

to find a suitable solution in a situation which seemed to defy com-

promise. 

The liquor trade actually took the initiative in 1909 by offer-

ing to undertake a variety of reforms such as the abolition of barmaids, 

the removal of private bars, and the raising of the drinking age to 

47 
twenty-one" These proposals originated from a meeting of Auckland 

brewers, spirit merchants and licensed victuallers, but did not gain 

ready approval from other centres, especially Wellington. It was 

felt that the Auckland branch of the trade was trying to appease the 

46. See Table 22, Appendix G. 
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~icensing committee in the hope that the minimum number of hotels, 

three, rather than the maximum of fourteen would be closed under the 

LLB 
reduction regulations. ' The temperance movement was even mora seep-

tical. While it saw these suggestions as a compliment to the purpose 

and strength of the no-license movement, it was sure that the trade 

would be slow to implement them if at all especially after the 

Auckland licensing committee elections ware not all that favourable to 

49 
the no-license movement. As it eventuated, none of the proposals 

found their way into the 1909 Licensing Amendment Bill. 

A tation for licensing legislation began with the N.Z.A. annual 

convention in June. After a few year~ lull in any legislative advance, 

and after the successes of the 1908 liquor poll, it was felt by the 

leaders of the prohibition movement to be an opportune moment to make 

fresh legislative demands. Their main aim was the bare majority, with 

a national prohibition option close behind. All other considerations 

were pushed aside while effort was concentrated on achieving these big 

concessions. The N.Z.A. convention reportedly carried a unanimous vote 

affirming the policy of pressing upon the Government their demand for 

the bare majori 
50 

This result is interesting in that such men as 

Bishop Julius of Christchurch, who was an opponent of the bare major 

and who was at the convention, either were not at the meeting that took 

this vote, or else abstained from voting. It was certainly well known 

that the prohibition party as a whole was not unanimously in favour of 

the bare majority principle. 

A new element had by now entered the struggle, however. In 1908 

L>B, ibid. 19 Jan 1909! p ·• 'Z 
'-'• 

49. NZO, 20 1Ylarch 9 1909, p. 2· 
' \f.anguard, march, 1909s £§.2_§im. 

50,, f\IZA; Annual Re££IiL_l909-1910 1 p. 5; ~.Ql.j 23 June, l909,p.4. 
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it had been suggested by the Rev. James Clarke, Presbyterian minister 

at Palmerston, Otago, that the question be solved by a compromise of a 

fifty-five per cent mBJOrl 
51 

This compromise was discussed the 

following year when the organising agent for the Dunedin United Temp-

erance Reform Council, Mr G.B. Nicholls, suggested it as a possible 

solution and a step towards eventually achieving the fifty per cent 

limit. He was accused, and the no-license party with him, of being 

prepared to compromise on the party's principles. 52 

Within Parliament it was generally felt that there was not the 

slightest chance of the bars majority being granted. George Fowlds, 

Minister for Education and a strong advocate of prohibition, did feel, 

however, that "the discussion of the question may secure a reduction on 

the maJOI'J required and I believe a good many of the Temperance 

people would be satisfied with 55 to 

meanwhile the prohibition party was circulating a Bill of its 

own design to be discussed and approved b the various prohibitionist 

bodies and to be introduced early in the 1909 parliamentary 
0 54 

seSSlOil, 

Mass meetings were held in all the main centres for this purpose, the 

first being in Dunedin, and soon followed others in Christchurch, 

Wellington and Auckland. Each centre had packed houses with overflmw 

mestints of several hundreds. 55 At the same time Mr Laurenson introduced 

another Bare Majority Bill along very similar lines as that of 1908. 

It was thought that there was more sympathy with the measure than there 

51. Outl_Q.9_~Y 5 Sept, 1908, p. 25, letter. 

52. ~Q,I, 25 June, 1909, p .• 4. 

53. G. Fowlds t6 J.G. Woolley, 2 July, 1909, Fowlds Papers l/42, 
pp. HB-149, 

54. A.S. Adams to Council of Churches, Dunedin, 6 Sapt, 1909, 
reported i11 DDT, 7 Sept, 1909. 

55. _ibi£., 21 Sept, 1909; 23 Oct, 1909; 27 Oct, 1909, p. 4. 
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had been in the previous year, though the attitude of the Government 

was unknown. After a large prohibitionist rally in Wellington on 22 

ctober a deputation from the N.Z.AlliancB met Sir Joseph Ward to 

present its legislative requests, only to discover that the Government 

had neither a policy on this issue nor plans to introduce a Bill 1 let 

alons allow a private Bill 
56 

to pa.ss;jl He did promise however~ that 

the Cabinet would consider the Bill during the parliamentary recess 

C'/ 
and that it would be dealt with in the 1910 session.~. 

While these public meetings and deputations ware occupying the 

time of the rank and file of the prohibition party, delicate negotia-

tions had been proceeding behind the scenes between the N.Z. Alliance 

executive and the liquor trade representatives under the mediation of 

the Attorney-General, Dr J.G. Findlay. The results of these 

negotiations were announced Ward on 10 November there would be 

o a two issue ballot paper, containing license or no-license, with 

every vote for no-license to count as a vote for national prohibition 

au UJell; both local and national options were to require a fifty-five 

per cr:mt majori in order to be carried; local rw~licerse would 

come into effect two years after the poll, and national prohibition 

years after the 

The negotiations had bssn long and arduous and compromise had 

L ' o - • , I , d " .Lh . 59 u e en e sse n t 1. a 1 D n tJ o 1: 1l s l - e s D f ~,., 13 1. s sue. The prohibition par 

had sacrificed the reduction issue in return for a reduced majority. 

The trade's representatives had agrsed to a reduced majority (which 

might in time be to their own advantage in regaining licences in some 

58. ~_f-~g", lL!-8, (10 Nov, 1909), p. 60. 

59. See R.K. Newman, 1 New Zealand's Vote for Prohibition in 
1911 1 , pp. 55-56. 
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districts) in return for a longer period of trade after a poll; ln 

many ways, however, they appeared to have given away more than they 

received, especially with the introduction of the national prohibition 

clause, though it was possible that the linking of this more extrema 

measure with the no-license vote would alienate many moderate voters 

from the prohibition movement. 

The compact was not passed into law, however, as the rank and 

file of the prohibition movement still favoured the bars major and 

0 acted to the cumulative 
60 

vote. Convinced that they would lose 

the moderate vote if the local and national options wore not separated, 

61 
they refused to accept this clause. As A.S. Adams, the Alliance 1 s 

solicitor, wrote, "the Trade, i.r1 insisting upon this voting-paper, ls 

demanding that the moderate party shall be disfranchised as a condition 

t l 1 , J t, "I 62 of the first impor ance in any proposa s for reform egls _a lon' • 

Though this interpretation may have been correct, it did not lessen in 

the eyes of the public the fact that the prohibition party had broken 

the agreement, and to this extent '" d"' rl 63 were dlscre l~B~. Mr l. Myers, 

a leading Auckland brewer, said at a meeting of the l 

called to consider the new ~3ituat:i.o that 

the indignation and disgust of the Trade 
do not arise from the fact that the Trade 
was enamoured in any degree of the terms 
entered into, but from the fact that the 
Trade was deceived by the leaders of the 
Alliance who so unworthily repudiated the 
agreement that was anter~d into only after 
sue~ mature deliberation.64 

or industry 

60. N.Z. Time~, 25 Nov, 1909, in Fowlds Papers 3/29, p. 80. 

61. Newman, op.cit., pp. 56-57. 

62, N"Z. Times, ll Dec, 1909, letter, in loc .. ~it., p. 83. 

63o ibid., 8 Dec, 1909, in loc. cit., p. 81. 

64, ibid, 
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The prohibitionist, George Fowlds, who had helped Findlay with the 

negotiations, could only endorse this view by w:ci ting that "the iemp·o 

BJ:cance par . d. j. t d'll 65 lS c.lSCrBCl e.· • 

The trade was not willing to alter its stance on the agreement, 

and argued that the prohibitionists' rejection of the cumulative vote 

struck at the very root of the compromise. Unless the original agree-

ment was maintained, the trade would do all in its power to retain the 

three-fifths majori rather than the fifty-five per cent clause of the 

66 
agreement. 

The power of the belief in the moderate vote had once more been 

revealed, With no certainty as to its existence the prohibitionists 

had rejected on its behalf a compromise that in so many ways was favour-

able to their cause. In one way this was foolishness on their part in 

that, despite press claims that many moderates favoured national prohib-

ition as a fairer issue than "that hybrid, unjust prohibition" of no·· 

1 . 67 
lcense, they had continued to believe in the moderate vote. Dr1 the 

other hand, however, there was nothing to showthat there was not a large 

moderate vote, and general opinion certainly talked as if it were common 

knowledge that it did The assumption made by the prohibition-

ists therefore seemed reasonable. 

After the collapse of the 1909 agreement the two proponsnts of 

the liquor battle withdrew to former stances in their legislative demands. 

The prohibition party recommenced agitation for the bare majority while 

65. G. Fowlds to ill. Spragg, 24 Nov, 1909, Fowlds Papers 1/48, p.21. 

66. 1\I.Z. Times, 9 Dec, 1909, in .~bid. 3/29, p, 82, 

67, DDT, 21 Sept~ 1909, p. 6. 

68. ibid, 12 Nov, 1909,, p. 5; 13 Nov, 1909, p. 7; N.Z. Times, 
25 Nov, 1909 in loc. cit., p. 80. 
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the trade reiterated its demands for the retention of the three-fifths 

Agitation both for and against such measures ensued during 

the early weeks of the 1910 parliamentary session until on 7 October 

1910 the Government introduced a Licensing Bill on very similar lines 

to the 1909 agreement. The whole debate had been reopened, though it 

would seem that few politicians expected the Bill to pass, or even took 

it seriously, in that on W d d rYl k t . . :! . • 69 ar · an assey spo. e :o 1ts seconL readlng. 

Ward had introduced such a measure is not clear. It was suggested, 

however, that, because the prohibitionist par was divided as to 

whether the 1909 compact should have been accepted or not, the Prime 

rYlinister had decided to introduce the measure in order, presumably, to 

~ ' . " 70 rorce a oeclslon. The prohibitionists could reach no agreement, how-

eVE:lr • On the one hand the N.Z. Alliance executive felt bound by the 

dictates of the spacial 1909 convention and the 1910 annual convention, 

which demanded 

that the method of taking the vote under the 
bill be altered to provide for two separate 
voting papers - one for the local No
license vote and one for a vote for National 
Prohibition ••• That the vote upon each issue 
be counted and ascertained separately.71 

On the other hand the editor of the leading prohibitionist newspaper 

went into a eulogy over the Bill. 

As I view it~ the Bill, as a whole, holds out 
the promise of a marked advance towards the 
goal of the entire overthrow of the liquor 
traffic in this country ••• We have fou 
splendidly so far under the banner of No
license and we shall continue to fight with 
undiminished vigour if that banner should 

69. QQ.I, Lf Nov, 1910, p. 4; ~JZPQ~ 153, (3 Nov, 1910), 
p •. 319-332. 

70. DDT, 8 Oct, 1910, pp,. 6-7. 

71. ibid., 2 Nov, 1910, p. 7. 
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still lead on. But if we should see 
raised in front of us the banner bearing 
the inscription 9 11 Nat:Lonal Prohibitionn~ 
it would, I believe, fire the fighting 
blood throughout our ranks to an extent 
that in our hottest battles we have never 
yet realised A fresh wave of sentiment 
would sweep through the country, as the 
fact was more and more vividly apprehended 
that every voter had the chance, not 
simply to help to close publichousebars in 
his own electorate, but also to clear out 
the whole traffic - lock, stock and barrel, 
from the entire Dominion, If that ideal 
should be brought within sight, and the 
wm>cry, nNational Prohibi t:Lon" be the call 
to glorious battle from the North Cape to 
the Bluff, the Parliamentary Session of 
1910 co~ld not desire a mora splendid 
mernorial.72 

The prohibition party leaders eventually approved the Bill on 

condition that certain amendments be made to it, namely that the no-

license and national prohibition options be placed upon separate ballot 

papers and polled upon separately. On going into committee on the 

Bill, therefore, Ward immediately submitted an amendment in favour of 

two separate ballot papers. At the same time, however, he reintroduced 

the three-fifths majority for both options, presumably as a means of 

l ~ • 0 J " 0 1 ' • t d I • n . b ., l ' 73 p" aca~lng ~le traoe over ~ne 1n ro uc·~1on or two a~ o~ papers. This 

compromise,to the objective observer at least seemed sensible, and 

fortunately for the success of the Bill was accepted with reasonable 

equanimity by both the trade and the prohibition par The majority 

of thR community did not seem at all upset the retention of the 

per cent majori it meant stabiLL within the community by ensuring 

that the tide of popular feeling was not undu disturbing in its 

fluctuations, It was hoped that the liquor issue mi t now be given a 

long legislative rest. 74 

74 \Janquard, 29 Oct, 1910, pp{) 10-110 

73. NZPD, 153 (10 Nov, 1910), pp. 525-526. 

74. DDT, 15 Noll, 1910, pp. 6--7. 
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Once more the moderate voter had influenced the situation with-

out uttering a word. The fear that they would lose his vote caused 

the prohibitionists to speak for him. He had, as a result, retained 

the right to vote for a moderate issue between two extremes, while 

the three-fifths majority ensured the stability of which he was the 

guardian. As the Vanguard said, "the •moderate', who has been robbed 

of the halfway house of Reduction, has still something like a refuge 

75 left in voting for local No-License only". Some of the prohibition-

ists were more hopeful than this, however. They felt that-

it is much more likely that the so-called 
"moderate Party", having been educated up· 
to the point of voting "No-license", will; 
by further education before the next poll, 
be induced to "go the whole hog" and vote 
f®r National Prohibition.76 

The results of the 1911 liquor poll, taken under the 1910 Licen-

sing Act, were to suggest that p~ssibly this latter hope for the moder-

ate vote was correct. 

One important aspect of the 1910 Licensing Act that was over-

shadowed by the debates concerning the majority and the national option 

concerned the employment of barmaids. From the very outset of the 

W.C.T.U. in New Zealand it had been one of its aims to abolish the bar-

maid. Little was done for several years, however, partly because of 

the initial emphasis on the achieving of the female suffrage, partly 

because of the novelty of the prohibition campaign after the granting 

of the triennial polls in 1893, and partly because of the many and 

drawnout attempts to alter and perfect the Alcoholic Liquors Sale 

Control Act of 1893. The occasional attack was made on this "most 

degrading occupation", but it was not until 1902 that a real effort was 

75. Yanguard, 26 Nov, 1910, p. 12. 

76. White Ribbon, Dec, 1910, p. 7. 
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un dar'Gaken. In , 1902 a fYiiss Perkins of Eastbourne attacked the 

barmaid system as "dr3grading to womer1 and a lure to young 
'7~ 

I f 
men". ~\S 

a result it was decided by two active members of the W.C.T.U., fYiiss 

rYlackay and fYiiss Dalrymple, to 11 fl1Bke the barmaid question ems of import-

' 78 anca''. As the campaign developed it quickly became one of the 

objects of the entire prohibition movement, mala and female to abolish 

t!"!a ample of barmaids, After several attempts between 1902 and 

1910 prohibitionists, notably H.G. Ell (Christchurch South), within 

Parliament to pass a measure to achieve this, a clause was incorporated 

in the 1910 Licensing Act. forbidding the employment of any more bar-

maids but allowing existing ones to r·egister and continua in their ·'· 79 LUOI·f<. • 

The prohibitionists• reasons for singling out barmaids were novel 

and interesting, and again reflected tho middle class concern for the 

preservation of the home, the elevation of the role of the female as 

wife and mother, and the abhorrence of prostitution. 

An attractive, pleasant-mannered barmaid (who was, so far as the 

prohibitionists were concerned, always young) was considered to be one 

way in which publicans enticed numbers of man, particularly young men, 

into public bars. Once there, it was but a little step for them to 

" I 1 . l h " . F' . h .!. 80 lnGu ge 1n a .co O~lC re res. msnG. The prohibitionists made the 

assumption that indulgence eventually led to excess and ultimately to 

ruin. Such was the basic argument against the employment of barmaids 1 

and it found continual expression from a varia of sources during the 

next eight years. This expression usually lacked substantial factual 

78. ibid, 

79 N.Z. Statutes, 1910, no. 46, pp. 203-204, clause 36. 

80. DDT, ll Nov, 1902, p. 4. 
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supporting evidence, yet was even uttered in support of a legislative 

81 
enactment to abolish the barmaid. -

While this basic argument found widespread credence 1 tt was 

developed by the prohibitionists and given much more sinister cannot-

ations, On ~he one hand it was suggested that the barmaid was an 

immoral woman who with ulterior motives,enticed young men to drink. 

The rest remained unsaid, but the innuendo as to her immoral activitias, 

her prostitution, was clear in the many references to "immorality"~ 

"moral filth", "lustn and the like which were to be found in prohibit-

ionist discussions on the bar and the barmaid. As the N.Z. Observer 

wrote% 

The arguments for her abolition as a dispenser 
of liquids are many and various, more or less 
unsound always, often unworthy, and not infre
quently discreditable and disgusting. The 
last named we shall not refer to further than 
to say that they impugn the honour of the bar
maids as a class ••• Infamous insinuations con
cerning immorality are made with the greatest 
facility, and as they are invariably unaccom-
panied any specific details of cases, it is 
the most difficult thing in the world to refute 
them. This is what makes them so infamous. 82 

Four years later the debate was still raging with no change from wild 

accusations and generalised replies. 

The suggestion that they are, as a class, 
immoral, would be scouted by anyone who has 
frequently been brought in association with 
them. They are in the main, clean-living, 
high-minded girls, with a capacity for bus
iness, and they are not sentimentalm83 

On the other hand some felt that it was not the drinker but the 

barmaid who needed protection. By abolishing this ndegrading occupat-

81. .NZPD, 153 1 (li~ Nov, 1910), p. 606, J.B, Callan. 

82 •. NZQ, 25 July, 1903, p. 3, 

83. OD~, 8 June, 1907, p. 9. 
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ion'1 the prohibitionist reformers aimed to protect ths female by remov-

ing her from such nvile surroundings" and leading her to '~a higher· and 

b tt l 'f i' 84 e er J. e '. This protection involved not only the avoidance of 

obscene language but of the amorous advances, propositions or threats 

of intoxicated males. Such an argument for reform found more support 

than did the attack on the barmaid's own motives. As one commentator 

said: 

The stock argument is~ of course, that the 
callow dude should be protected from the 
wiles of the barmaid. From our own obser
vation we are satisfied that there is 
greater reason for protecting the barmaid 

85 from the wiles of the callow dude. 

That the barmaid received so much attention at this time was 

the result of an alliance between two ideas: that woman 1 s place was 

in the home, and that the licensed bar was evil and should be abolished. 

Such an alliance was possible because both these ideas were the product 

of a middle class mentality. The fact that one section of the com-

munity could attempt to remove a source of employment for women showed 

that that group did not fully grasp the plight of people economically 

worse off than itself. The prohibitionists did not appreciate that 

barmaids were not 11 women of ease" but that 11 they are chiefly women of 

necessity, and choose this employment because it pays them a living 

wage, and not because they have any desire to be degraded or surrounded 

with anything vilen, 86 What, after all~ were the alternatives? Fact-

ory work, salesgirl, or domestic servant did not provide the same 

attraction as the convivial atmosphere of the local pub, or probably, 

as good a wage. more moderate people, while they might not have liked 

the employment of women in bars, could appreciate that this was one 

84. NZO, 13 march, 1897, p. 3, report of W.C.T.U. meeting. 

85. ibid., 24 Nov 1908 p. 2, 

86. ibid. 
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source of occupation open to women, and that other avenues should be 

found for them before their present jobs were abolished. It would seem 

that ''the strongest argument hitherto employed against any proposal to 

abolish barmaids has been the reco sed difficulty of providing them 

with suitable 
Br' 

employment." 1 It was appreciation of this problem that 

encouraged the legislators to allow existing barmaids to continue as 

such while the employment of any new ones was prohibited by the 1910 

Licensing Act. 

In all this discussion about barmaids one major aspect emerges. 

Whether the argument attacked the barmaid or the male drinker, whether 

it alleged female prostitution or male depravity, the prohibitionist 

reformers were primarily concerned about the evil effects of the system 

of liquor selling upon the social structure and social values of the 

whole communi To .the prohibitionist drinking was anti-social, 

undesirable, and threatening to the deeper interests of society. It 

therefore had to be abolished as an acceptable social habit. The issue 

of the barmaid was one part of this puritanical campaign. It was 

reputed to be an issue which would attract women of all social groups 

and thus involve them in the prohibition movement. Such involvement 

would have two effects: it would increase the prohibitionist ranks 

considerably, and it would encourage at least half the community, the 

female half, to adopt, consciously or otherwise, certain middle class 

pietistic beliefs and values. The prohibitionists were in fact accused 

of trying to gain increased support b attracting the female vote in 

the debate on the barmaids 1 clause in the 1910 Licensing Bill. Mr 

G.W. Russell, member for Avon, stated that ''a large part of host-

ility of the women of this coun with regard to the drink traffic 

87. DDT, 1'1 Nov, 1902, p. <L 



is because women are engaged in the hotel·-bars. 1188 What however, is 

the evidence for such a sweeping claim that women were attracted in 

droves through the barmaid question$ or any other question, to support 

the prohibition movement? 

The only evidence to suggest that the job of barmaid was causing 

much public concern and that the demand for its abolition was attract-

ing strong female support came from prohibitionist sources. 

entator wrote~ 

"Where, 11 lc. is asked, "has it ever been shown 
that 'public opinion 1 is strongly against 
females being employed in the bars of the 
city hotels?n Public opinion has never ex~ 
pressed itself at all on the subject. The 
Christian Temperance Women have spoken, and 
the Auckland Crusaders, but public opinion -
rlliil'ver.89 

One comm-

The only year in which petitions to Parliament asked that the employ-

ment of barmaids be prohibited was 1904, and even then the total number 

of signatories equalled only one hundred and forty-five over thirteen 

t 't' 90 pe· l. lOllS, This situation did not change. It was not an election 

issue in 1908, and there had been no strong agitation for it in 1910 

when it was incorporated in the Licensing Act. Its incorporation was 

rather part of a compromise between the liquor trade and the prohibit-

ion movement to achieve alterations in the form of the licensing poll. 

The unity of women on the question was also an assumption based 

more on prohibitionist and; to a lesser extent 9 popular expectation 

than on actual results. To begin with the barmaid herself was not 

agitating for her own abolition. There is no evidence to suggest 

that she felt trapped by her environment and wanted help to break out 

88. ~' 153, (11 Nov 1910), p. 587. 

89. NZO, 14 July; 1906 p. 3. 

90. lti.B.~ 1904; Schedule of Petitions, pp. x V"· l. 
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of: it. Rather it would seem that many were worried that they might 

1 th . l ' 91 ose , elr emp oymen-c. 

The question of the barmaid would appear, therefore, to have been 

created by the ill.C.T.U. and the N.C.W., adopted by the wider prohibit-

ion movement, and maintained by both the men an d women of that move-

ment. It was, as part of the overall prohibitionist campaign, an 

agitation of a certain socio-economic group rather than a feminist 

agitation against a scheme of female exploitation. The question of th~ 

barmaid no more attracted wholesale support of women to the prohibition 

cause than did the arguments concerning the physical, economic, and 

moral effects of the liquor trade upon women and society generally. 

Despite the passing of the 1910 Licensing Act the prohibition-

ists made it clear that this Bill would not mean the end of their 

agitation. The president of the N.Z.A., Mr Wesley Spragg, stated that 

the next election will be fought out on the 
question of whether the votes of a pot-house 
loafer and his feminine equivalent are to be 
equal to the votes of three opponents of the 
liquor traffic. No candidate is likely to 
be elected to perpetuate what everybody knows 
to be opposed to democracy, fair play, and 
good government ••• The way is now clear for a 
fight on the simple majority - the democratic 
majority - at the next election. 92 

With the general election and liquor poll only twelve months away this 

was a real threat and one which the prohibition movement put into 

practice. Support for the bare majority was made to appear a matter 

of patriotism; the welfare of the nation was made reliant upon this 

one issue. People were urged to put this question before support of 

91. DDT, Sept, 1912, J2assim; ,NZPD, 161, (5 Nov, 1912), 
p ., . 113 7 , A . E • G 1 over • 

92. ibid., 21 Nov, 1910, p 2. 
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93 

The N.Z. Alliance annual convention in 1911 

actually adopted a resolution in favour of urging electors to refuse to 

vote for any parliamentary candidate who supported the three-fifths 

majority 

The prohibitionists appeared to be in a position to gain consid-

arable Labour support in this attempt to elect bare majority candidates 

to Parliamer1t. Being democratically orientated the labour organisat-

ions found it easy to support the prohibitionists in their demands for 

the reduction of the three-fifths majority to a fifty per cent majority. 

It was not surprising, therefore, that in 1910 the Trades and Labour 

Councils of New Zealand should have included in their platform a 

clause stating that it was the 11 right of the people to restrict or 

abolish the liquor traffic by bare majority vote at local and Dominion 

95 
polls 11 o This involved no commitment to support prohibition, but was 

merely a statement of democratic principle. Politically this attitude 

was possibly of some benefit to the labour groups in that it might 

have attracted soma votes for their candidates at the general election 

from ths prohibitionist section of the communi As R.K. Newman 

concluded in discussing the effect of the liquor controversy on the 

1911 election, "the Labour and Socialist parties, which looked on the 

simple majority as a democratic principle, were ths only parties which 

could have picked up no-licsrJss \Jotes automatically". 96 That this 

might happan was a theoretical possibility, that it would happen, un-

93. ,D,. Doull, 'The IY\ajority Question', in N.Z.A. 1 Annua~I,. 

Report, 1910-1911, p. 50. 

~'r' 

94. ODT, 16 June, 1911, p. 4. 

95. Weekly Harald, 23 July, 1910, p. 4. 

96. R.K. f~ewman, 'Liberal Policy arld th::J Left Wing, l908-
l9111,p.372. 
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likely. The majori of prohibitionists were not inclined towards 

either the New Zealand Labour Party or the Socialist Party. They may 

have been aiming at the improvement of working class conditions but 

they were not, on the whole, in favour of separate working class parlia-

mentary representation. To them such sectionalism was anathema. It 

was their aim to encourage the working class to improve its economic 

position by sobriety and self-help. It was not their intention to 

encourage socio-economic differences. They failed to realise, however, 

that the aims of the prohibition movement did just that by stressing 

the different life-styles, different attitudes and different values of 

the reformers and those they were trying to reform. 

members of the labour movement were aware ofthis difference in 

attitudes and goals, and there was a strong element who wished to see 

complete separation of labour from the prohibitionists. This division 

of opinion amongst the labour ranks was epitomised in a public debate 

between two prominent Wellington trade unionists early in 1911. The 

motion of the debate was 11 that the inclusion of the Liquor question in 

the labour Party's platform operates against the welfare of the Labour 

Party". W.J. Jordan argued that Labour stood for the uplifting of 

humanity, while liquor caused the moral, physicaland mental decline of 

mankind; therefore the labour par should attack the use of liquor. 

W. maddison, however, believed that the prohibition party was not wo~

ing in the interests of labour. 97 He had earlier expressed this belief 

in a letter to the Y.Jeek1y ~.erald in late 1910. In that letter he 

argued that the prohibition question was a 11 c:ross i.s:3Ue 11 and a "reel 

herring" leading "the Labour hounds on a false scent" and landing them 

"in a cul de sac, which for the time being has stopped all progress and 

97. Weeklt Herald, 21 Jan, 1911, p. 4. 
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rendered their efforts SCJ far aborti.\JB 0 ~ He summed up the prohibition 

party as being mainly conservative in interest, consisting of people 

who 

vote for the conservative ticket, and whose 
general interests are opposed to that of 
the workers. All proposed reforms which 
have emanated from the church have been 
aimed at the working classes, consequently 
they are making it distinctly a class 
question. The logic of their attitude is 
this: That it is not wrong for a rich man 
to drink or to gamble, but it is, in their 
opinion, decidely wrong for the poor man to 
do so. Now, what is this but class distin
ction, in which there is to be one law for 
the rich and another for the poor? 98 

Such an attack was not entirely correct in that the prohibitionists 

wished to prevent all of society from drinking liquor. Their argu-

ments, however, were directed primarily at the working class, as seen 

in the debates on the no-license, no liquor issue of 1903 and 1904 and 

club licences. The working class was, after all, least able to afford 

to drink. 

The predominance of successful businessmen, lawyers, clerics 

and professional people in the ranks of the prohibition party certainly 

invited the conclusion that they were opposed to Labour 1 s interests. 

To men such as maddison, therefore the separation of Labour and Prohib-

ition was necessary if Labour were to be removed from its economic 

quagmire. If the labour party were to be politically successful then 

it was necessary to 

wipe out the prohibition question from your 
politics. Lst there be no cross issues at 
the hustings, no outside vote-splitting 
questions in your platform ••• Beware of the 
grafter, who is out to obscure your issues, 
to capture your party to help himself, 
whilst he by his specious arguments leads 
you off the trail of your quest in the 



interests of the greater unionism soon 
to coma.99 
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Despite such advice, however, the issues of the bare ority 

and no-license remained entangled in the minds of the majority of both 

the labour and the prohibition movements. Because of this the un-

certain connection of the two movements continued throughout the 1910-

1914 period, helping neither group to achieve its immediate and long-

term aims. 

Such was the agitation during 1909-1911 for various legislative 

proposals concerning the licensing laws that other less prominent 

schemes of advance that did not require legislation were lOst from 

sight. Despite increasing demands for more social amenities to re-

place the public bar's social function as a place of relaxation and 

communication, especially for the lower socio-economic groups, the 

prohibition movement did nothing to meet this need. The 1909 annual 

conference of the N.Z.A. urged No-License Leagues to establish social 

clubs for young men with a view to counteract the attractions of the 

0 0 100 
licensed house, but nothi~g pos1t1ve eventuated. The prohibition-· 

ists seemed prepared to abolish the bar first before offering an altern-

atiue. This reflected their single-mindedness, which probably 

hindered their aduance amongst moderates as much as their concentration 

on only one issue avoided any side-tracking. It was left to such 

organisations as the y.M.C.A. and the Atheneaum to fill the gap, but 

their appeal was limited by lack of resources. The failure of the 

prohibitionists to appreciate fully the social importance of the bar 

was a reflection upon their cause's predominant middle class support 

and mentality. 

100. OD"f:, 18 June~ 1909, p.3; "i Nov~ 1909, p.4; ll Nov, 1909, 
P• 6. 
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Temperance education also suffered at this time despite the 

renewed emphasis on it in 1906-1907. The result was that while the 

no-license cause advanced at the polls, it had little effect on the 

drinking habits of the people. The liquor bill for the country con-

tinued to increase per capita, and there were reports of an increase 

in drunkenness amongst the youth of the ccuntry. 101 The prohibition-

ists were aware of the situation but did little positive to rectify it. 

They argued instead that a vote for no-license was often from a person 

who did not believe that he would be affected either by moderate use 

of alcohol or by the carrying of no-license. I no-license were 

, ' ' ld ' , ll b. . b lk h 1 1 1 . .0 1 h - 102 carrleD, ne cou s~l. o taln u w o esa_e supp_les 01 a co ol. 

Once again the middle class attitudes and situation emerge. The mod·-

erate supporter of no-license did not frequent or could afford not to 

use the public bar He could afford to see its removal. This would 

be beneficial to the generalised working poor as it would encourage the 

improvement of their economic situation, which, in turn, would event-

ually benefit the business world and hence the community. There was 

no need, however, for himself to forego the moderate use of alcohol. 

s presumes that there were many supporters of local no-license who 

were not total abstainers. 

A second reason offered for this increase in alcoholic consumption 

despite growing prohibitionist sentiment was that only in a small part 

of the country, twelve electorates, was no-license in force. In 

these areas drinking had been considerably reduced, but there was no 

way of encouraging the same trend in other areas in effect most of 

102. DDT, 21 Sept, 1909, p, 6. 
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It was also argued that New Zealand's population was growing 

:rapi with a large number of immigrants bringing with them the 

free drinking habits of the British people. As a result any advar-Jca 

towards no-license and prohibition was at bast slow, and required 

, . 1 OLt. 
continual agitation and aduca~lon. It was in the educational 

department, however, that the prohibition movement was lacking. 

All temperance work for these two years was directed at the 

placing of the bare majori and national prohibition option on the 

statute book. Only after some advance in this direction had been 

made with the Licensing Act Amendmen Act of 1910 did the movement 

turn its attention to convincing people as to the value of total 

abstinence, and this was directed towards influencing voters to 

support no-license and national prohibition at the 1911 poll. It was 

not directed at helping the individual to overcome any drink problem. 

The national prohibition option injected a new source of uncer-

tain into the 1911 liquor poll. It was believed that more elector-

ates, perhaps half-a-dozen, would vote in favour of no-license and the 

prohibitionists were also hopeful that national prohibition would be 

carried. ~· ' ~ t" < ' • l 105 : ne res·c ot -ne coun .~ry was more scep-clca o This LUas a new 

and different issue from the old system of local option. Whereas people 

had still been able to import liquor into no·,·licEmse areas national pro"-

hibition would forbid such importation except for scientific, medicinal 

and sacramental purposes. It was expected, therefore that many mod-

·103. VarJ_guar.£~ 7 August, 1909, p. 6; N.Z. IYlethodist Times, 
10 Sept~ 1910, Po 9; ·11 IYlarch, '191"1, p. '1:3; DDT~ 21 
March, 1911 p. 5. 

·JO<L See R.l<. Newman, 'NeLU Zealand's Vote for Prohibition 
in 1911 1 pp. 63-64. 

!05 Outlook, 16 IYlay~ ·1911, p. 6; Vanouard, 27 IYlay, '1911, p.12; 
DOT, 5 Dec, '19"11, p. 6. 
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. erate voters would vote for national continuance while still supporting 

local no-license on the other ballot paper. No-license was believed 

to encourage reform; national prohibition was considered too drastic 

to attract a majority of votes, let alone three-fifths. 106 As the 

campaign progressed along the usual lines, however, the prohibitionists 

were more and more outspokenly confident about predicting their success 

107 
on both issues.-

The prohibition debate began with an unexpected flourish in 

February-March, 1911, when Professor ill. Salmond, Professor of Mental 

and Moral Philosophy at the University of Otago, published an article 

entitled Prohibition: a Blunder. In it he adopted the moderate position 

that, while drunkenness was a problem in society and that while the 

liquor trade was full of abuses, the way to solve these problems was 

not by a prohibitory law. The use of~cohol in moderation was neither 

harmful or un-Christian. The Bible did not teach that the use of 

alcohol was sinful, though it did teach that excess in anything, inclu-

ding alcohol, was morally damaging. To remedy this required self-

control and the developing of moral character, not a negative law 

forbidding by threat of punishment the use of alcohol. Salmond also 

argued that drink was not the basic cause of all the social and econom-

ic problems to be found in society, but was rather a symptom of a 

deeper problem stemming from exploitation of labour by capita1. 108 

This pamphlet provoked a prolonged newspaper debate between 

Salmond and A.S. Adams. Adams had nothing new to offer in the way of 

argument, but confidently reiterated the usual prohibitionist senti-

106. 00~, 2 Dec, 1911, p. 9. 

107. 9utlook, 24 Oct, 1911, pp. 17-18; 7 Nov, 1911, pp. 16-
18; 21 Nov, 1911, Supplement, pp. 1-ll. 

lOB. W. Salmond, Prohibition: a Blunder, (Dunedin, 1911), 
passim. 
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ments that the usa of alcohol caused waste misery, disease and pov-

arty, while prohibition, in the form of local no-license, had been 

shown 
1[19 

to be a success~ 

As usual neither side really studied the other's arguments, but 

merely repeated the well-known ideas concerning liquor or no liquor. 

The effect of the debate was not that it convinced people one way or 

the other, but that it opened the 1911 campaign much earlier and much 

more vociferously than it otherwise would have been. As it was this 

was the only major activity until may, when the prohibitionists 1 act-

ivity and preparation began in earnest. At this time messrs T.E. 

Taylor and C.H. Poole, both m.P.s, undertook a speaking tour of New 

Zealand. This was followed by a Young People's Crusade, in which the 

Bible Class movement undertook a campaign to influence and enrol 

thousands of young people throughout New Zealand in opposition to the 

' k t f"' • d • n f t 0 1 h • b' t • 111 orin ·ra 11c an 1n ravour o na 1ona pro 1.1 1on. 

At the same time an all-out effort was made to convince women 

once and for all of the value of prohibition. Organised by Mrs Annie 

J.P. Driver of Dunedin, a women's crusade was undertaken. It LUas 

hoped that all women would be canvassed and all supporters registered. 

t d d 112 
meetings for women were o be organise an held in every town. 

109. Outlook, 7 march, 1911, pp. 3-4; \lall,SLUard, 18 march, 
1 April, 15 April, 29 April, 13 May, 27 may, 10 June, 
1911; A.S. Adams Professor Salmond's Blunder: Prohibition 
an Effective Social Reform, (Wellington 1911), passim; 
A.R. Atkinson, The Drink lraffic: a __ Blunde£_1 (Wellington, 
1911), f!.§SSiiJl. 

110. DDI, May-June, 1911, J2assim_; Outlook, 16 may, 1911, 
p •. 6; 23 may, 1911, p •. 3. 

111. Vanguard, 8 July, 1911, p. 8., 

112. ibid_., 10 June, 1911~ p. 2. 
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The inaugural rally was held in Burns Hall, Dunedin, on 15 June 1911. 

Mrs ill. Don and Mrs Driver were the speakers and they both dwelt upon 

the role that women had played in New Zealand for the advancement of 

. ht 113 rlg eousness, The campaign rapidly spread to the other main centres, 

and 9 in a manner reminiscent of lysistrada, the motto "lips that touch 

ll LL 
wine shall not touch mine" was adopted. - · Co-operation from all 

existing women's organisations, such as the W.C.T.U., the Societies for 

the Protection of Women and Children, women 1 s missionary societies, and 

Church guilds, was invited. The immediate response was reportedly 

very encouraging, with support being gained from male organisations as 

ll 115 
we • Membership figures for the crusade were not made available, 

however, and its success numerically cannot be measured. 

Apart from these special crusades there were the usual meetings 

and demonstrations that had by now become familiar sights before every 

licensing polL 

At the end of July the cause suffered a setback in the death of 

T.E. Taylor, but his death may have acquired many sympathy votes for 

th l . 116 
. e no- .lcense cause. Certainly it was a sympathy vote that took 

his close friend and colleague, L.M. Isitt, into Parliament at the 

resulting by-election, to sit on the crossbenches next to A,M. Myers, 

b f A kl dE t d 1 d o b 117 mem er or , uc an as an a ea ang rawer. 

In September the news reached New Zealand that the state of 

Maine had reverted to license from no-license after fifty years as a 

local no-license area and twenty-seven years as a prohibition state. 

113. QQI, 16 June, 1911, p. 2. 

114. ibid. p. 5. 

116. OD~, 29 July, 1911, p. 4; Outlook, 1 August, 1911, p.3; 
N~Z. Methodist Times, 12 August, 1911, p. 9. 

117. yanguard, 2 Sept, 1911; DDT, 18 August, 1911, p. 4. 
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Much was made of this news by the anti-prohibitionist forces, who 

argued that these experime nb:; had been found to be undesirable and un., 

workable. The laws had failed because many of the inhabitants had 

been opposed to their enforcement. Charge and counter-charge were 

made in New Zealand as to the reason for the reversion to license in 

Maine, each side blaming the other. The issue became utterly confused 

and a bitter verbal battle ensued as conflicting reports as touhat had 

happened in Maine poured in from various sources. This debate con tin· 

ued throughout the remainder of the campaign, and certainly influen

ced the whole liquor issua. 118 It is possible that many people were 

persuaded to vote against no-license as a result of the Maine experi-

ment coupled with some reports from the no-license areas in New Zealand 

which talked of adverse effects. Ashburton had been the best example 

in the past for the 11 failure" of no-license, with its m':lny public pro·-

tests and low no-license vote after it had been carried. In 1911 

Masterton, one of the six new dry areas after the 1908 poll, was sim-

ilarly in the news as to the effects of no-license. A few days before 

the poll was taken the trade published photos and reports to show that 

no-license in 
. 119 

Masterton had brought about depression and stagnatlon. 

This seemed to be a last minute attempt by the trade to discredit no-

license. lllhat it achieved is agairl immeasurable, but it did provoke 

instant and emphatic denials by the masterton Borough Council, by 

seventy-two out of seven~y-six businessmen, and by the no-license 

party. Charges were made of false advertising and campaign-

118. 00~, Sept-Nov, 1911 1 passim; 7 Dec, 1911, p. 8. 

119 .. ibid., 5 Dec, 1911, p .. B. 
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Apart from concentrating on ithe "failure" of no-license in dry 

areas, the trade also stressed the economic effects of no-license. 

Much was made of the loss of revenue from duty on liquor, and the need 

for taxation to be increased on property and income to make up this 

l0ss. It was argued that overseas investment and trade were likely to 

be reduced if liquor imports were stopped; this argument was based 

on a report in the Financial Times which sugg®sted that a state with 

enforced prohibition was not guaranteed to create confidence among in-

vestors. The tourist industry would also be adversely affected, and 

many people would lose their jobs, both in the liquor and hotel ind(;}B-

121 
tries and also amongst barley and hop farmers. To these arguments 

the prohibitionists had their stock replies that the loss of revenue 

would be compensated for by the decline in public expenditure upon gaols, 

legal proceedings and hospitals, and by the increase in private spending 

on manufactured goods, which in turn would benefit the whole economy. 

They crowned their case with the non-economic response that "it is a 

crime against humanity to apply a money test to a trade that only gains 

by the destruction of manhood". 122 

Despite these clashes between the two rivals. it was generally 

felt, and would appear to have been the case, that the 1911 campaign 

was nowhwre near as bitter as that of 1908123 It is possible that the 

prohibitionists' confidence of the advance they would make meant that 

120. ibid; results of survey of Masterton by prohibitionists 
published in Outlook, 7 Nov, 1911, pp. 16-17; 21 Nov, 
1911, supplement, pp. 9-10; J. Bridges, 'Twas illon, 'Twas 
illell Won, 'Tis illel1 'Twas Won, (Mastertoh. 1911}, passim. 

121. DDT, 7 Dec, 1911, p. B. 

122. Vanguard, 11 Nov, 1911, p. 9. 

123. DDT, 11 Dec, 1911, p. 6. 
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they could be more gentlemanly in their responses. 

Such confidences were shattered when the results of the poll 

12L~ 
were known. For the first time since 1894 the support for no-

license had dropped The obvious reason would seem to be that it had 

suffered during the campaign because of the attention given to the new 

issue of national prohibition. This would suggest that the pre-poll 

campaign was vitally important for arousing support for an issue, and 

that the genuine and lasting support for an option might be lower 

than the polling figures would suggest. 

A second reason offered for the polling results was that the 

trade had directed its efforts against the no-license issue in the 

belief that the introduction of the national prohibition option would 

t . d. t 1 . . h t t . t . ~ 125 no 1mme la e y prove a ser1ous t rea o 1 s exlsLence. The avid-

ence of the campaign prior to the poll does not suggest this, however. 

The liquor trade's propaganda had attacked both no-license and 

national prohibition as unjust and illiberal measures of a buoch of 

~:fanatical wowsers". What may have influenced some voters were the 

statements by one or two of the more objective newspapers which elabor-

ated on the unfairness and ineffectiveness of local no-license in com-

parison with national prohibition. It was argued that people favoured 

national prohibition because if offered a definite solution to the 

liquor problem; no-license, on the other hand, was piecemeal and un-

fair in its effect~ had proved difficult to enforce adequately, and 

was slow in being achieved, with only twelve districts going dry in 

seventeen years. Forthese reasons temperance reformers were presumed 

124. See Tables 20 and 21 ~ Appendix G. 

125. Presbyterian Church of N.Z., Eroceedings of the General 
Fssembly, 1913, Appendix II, p. 62. 
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t " t. l h. b . .l... . 126 o ravour na 1ona_ pro 1 lLlon. Such reasoning offers the only 

sensible explanation why the national prohibition option gained 55.83 

per cent of the total valid vote while no-license gained only 49.75 per 

cent. 

Other reasons offered for the vote included the argument that 

there had been confusion amongst some people with regard to the two 

prohibition issues, and they had as a result either not voted on one 

. 127 
issue or voted incorrectly on one 1ssue. Such an argument has no 

proof. It is unlikely, however, that if such confusion had existed it 

would have affected only one of the two issues, but would rather have 

spread its effect over both There was also little reason for sBch 

confusion existing as the ballot papers were quite separate, of 

different colours, and clear in their instructions. Besides, the 

amount of publicity before the poll mas so great that few people could 

have been unaware of the issues and format of the poll by the time it 

eventuated. 

Whatever the explanation for the vote, tha overall result was to 

raise doubts as to the existence of a moderate voice on the licensing 

issue. If there had been people prepared to vote no-license in order 

to encourage reform of the trade, as was commonly believed, why 

national prohibition, the more radical and drastic measure, receive more 

support than no-license? Perhaps, as Newman argues~ the moderate vote 

1 28 
on this issue had been a myth.- Perhaps, on the other hand, this vote 

had in the twelve months since the passing of the 1910 Licensing Act 

126" NZO, 9 Dec, 1911, p. 2; DDT, 16 Dec, 1911, p. 9; 
\J'Snguard, 23 Dec, 1911, p •. 8-9, 

127. Presbyterian Church of N.Z., o~. cit., p. 9A. 

128. R.K. Newman, 'New Zea1and 1 s Vote for Prohibition in 1911 1 

pp .• 59-60. 
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been encouraged to "go the whole hog",, Or pe:cr·iaps the motives of 

the moderates had never been proper understood and hence did not 

correspond with people's expectations at the 1911 ooll. 

The impression is left that there was no moderate vote of 

any sizeable proportions, but that the belief in it had been the 

creation of the newspapers, the prohibitionists, and the licensed 

t.radefj Ever since the 1894 liquor poll the talk had been of extrem-

ists and moderates, and most people were believed to be moderates, 

wishing to remove the abuses of the liquor trade but net prepared 

to abolish it. They had, therefore, voted for no-license and 

reduction as a means of encouraging the trade to reform itself. 

Could such an influential idea have been merely a figment 

of most people 1 s imagination? While the 1911 liquor poll would 

suggest this her evidence does not. There had, for instance, 

bean a considerable moderate press throughout the country, both in 

newspapers and pamphlets. In the 1890s, for example, Bishop 

Nevill of Dunedin had been in the forefront of the fray arguing 

against prohibition but for reform of the liquor trade. He had 

been followed by Bishop Julius of Christchurch who openly declared 

that he only supported no-license because of the poor conduct of the 

t " 129 raoe. At the turn of the century there had been considerable 

agitation in favour of State or municipal control of the liquor 

trade as an alternative means of reform, and while this agitation 

came to nothing at this stage, idea of public control was not 

lost from the debates ~roughout the period. In 1911 Professor W. 

Salmond came out against prohibition as bei11g a breach of indiuidual 

liberty. He too, however, was not unconcerned about the effects of 

129, G. and ,D,. Elworthy, A Power in U~§l~-b:~, p 133. 
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alcohol on society; what he argued was that prohibition would not 

h . t. d b f. . l f 130 ac leve las lng an ens lCla~ re arm. 

The arguments of these people expressed the thoughts of the 

moderate section of the community. There seems definitely to have 

been such a group. The 1911 liquor poll did not prove that such a 

group did not exist. It did suggest, however, that the moderate 

voter was not voting the way he was believed to have been, that is, 

for no-license as a means of encouraging the trade to reform itself. 

Instead it. appeared that he was voting for continuance. Ulhat had 

caused this? Had it ever been any different? 

The overall national figures between 1896 and 1902 had increa-

sed by 11.06 per cent in favour of no-license. This was a consider-

able increase to occur at two polls, and after the 1902 poll the 

liquor trade began to take seriously the prohibitionist threat. It 

thus started to put its house in order, mainly by enforcing the legal 

hours of trade. For many moderates this was enough, and over the 

next tws polls they supported continuance or did not vote at all. 

Thus the increase in the prohibition vote between 1902 and 1908 was 

only 4.56 per cent. Meanwhile the trade continued to improve its 

conduct, and at the same time the law relating to the conduct of the 

trade was tightened: by 1910 the employment of barmaids was being 

phased out, clubs had been brought under the liquor poll vote, the 

locker system had been abolished, the hours of trade had been standard-

ised to 10.00 p.m., ths drinking age had been raised to twenty-one, 

and the laws relating to packet licences had been strengthened. In 

short, the conduct of the liquor trade was very different from that of 

130. UJ. Salmond, Prohibition a Blunder; Rational Liberty and 
True Temperance, (Dunedin, 1911), passim. 
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ten years previously. To the moderate who in the 1890s had oted for 

no-license there now seemed no need to continue his or her support for 

As a result the growth in the support for no-license at 

the poll was considerably slower, while, as seen, the suppcrt for no-

license in many electorates actually dropped. The 1911 no-license 

vote was a more remarkable sLgn of this trend~ with the national 

figures dJ:opping ry '7 .J- th 1908 ~· 131 ~., per cenG on e __ Tlgure. 

It cannot be denied, however, that some of those votes which 

switched from local no-license in 1908 to local continuance in 1911 

were of those people who had seen no-license in practise in twelve 

districts, some of which did not have a good record of great success. 

It had become apparent that no-license was impossible to enforce 

adequately and created as many problems as it solved. It had aroused 

considerable opposition in areas such as Ashburton and Masterton, 

UJhile in other districts its success had been limj_ted at best@ q\1 
uJ 

1911, therefore, prohibitionists as well as moderates were prepared to 

vote against or ignore no cense when there was another and al 

mora successful issue of national prohibition to support. 

Thus, a second possible explanation of the so-called moderate 

vote is that it had supported national prohibition so as to continua 

to threaten the trade and encourage it along the r~ad of reform, while 

relying on the three-fifths majority requirement as a safeguard against 

its actually being carried. The high vote in favour of national 

prohibition in 1911 would now make them reconsider their position as 

to whether thoy really wanted prohibition or not. The next poll on 

l . .p b .1 • 132 the issue woulo there~ore . e very revea_lng. 

131. See Table 21 1 Appendix G. 

132. 9~T, 16 Dec, 1911, p. 9, 
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What was unusual about the liquor poll in 1911 was not the 

support that national prohibition received, which was on a 2. 38 per cent 

increase on 1908 and in line with the increases between previous polls; 

it was rather that local no-license dropped 3.7 par cent on the 1908 

Such a result should not have been totally unexpected. 

From 1894 until 1908 the third issue on the ballet paper, reduction, 

had received considerably less support than either of the others, even 

though each voter had two votes. This would suggest that most people 

had definite ideas as to one of the two 11 extrame 11 measures The mod~ 

erate voter was not afraid to vote for no-license or continuancs, dep-

ending on how he thought reform of the liquor trade was progressing. 

Just as reduction had been neglected as the third and least option up 

until 1908, so in 1911 was - ~ . . nc-11cense be1ng ignored in the presence of 

the greater and more sweeping issue of national prohibition. The local 

no-license issue had been tried.and found inadequate both in advance 

towards nationwide prohibition and in practical enforcement. 

two more thorough-going and positive measures, people preferred to 

commit themselves to one of these than to a plecemeal measure. If thu 

prohibitionists had realised this in 1909 and had accepted the terms of 

the compact and the 1910 Licensing Bill that the no-license vote be 

counted for national prohibition as well in return for the fi 

per cent majority, then it is possible that New Zealand would have been 

dry by 1916, five years after the 1911 poll had given a 55.83 per cent 

vote for national prohibition. The prohibition movement may have 

believed it was undertaking a di,Jine mission but it was not guided by 

divine omniscience. 

The other interesting factor at the 1911 poll, and one which the 

prohibitionists were particularly enthusiastic about, was the effect of 

the women's crusade. The large vote for national prohibition was 



interpreted as 

a significant illustration of the working 
of the womsn 1 s vots ••• Hitherto the actual 
effect of the women's franchise has been 
in doubt, but a full sense of responsib
ility is now evidently gripping them in 
regard to such an issue as prohibition. 133 

A few days later the editor of the DDT wrote~ 

To such a result the experience of many 
women of some of the evil results of a 
traffic with which their sex is general 
in little sympat , and their inclination 
to be swayed by the attitude of the evang
elical churches that aim at the abolition 
of the liquor trade, will doubtless have 
largely contributed.l34 

302. 

That the vote of women was largely in favour of national pro-

hibition was admitted to be an assumption, although a 11 safs 11 one. 

As already argued, however, the voting pattern and number of women on the 

electoral rolls compared w:Lth the nurn!Jer of votes for prohibition make 

such an assumption ' 135 suspec-c. A higher proportion of men (84.43%) 

than women (s:z. ) voted at the poll, while on 45.01 per cent of the 

total votes were female, leaving a margin of 10.82 per cent which had to 

be male votes in favour of prohibition even if all women voting had 

supported national prohibition, a possibility that hardly seems likely. 136 

If the interpretation that the 1911 national prohibition vote owed its 

large support mainly to women voters is accepted, then such an imbalance 

of opinion between the sexes connotes a large number of domestic disagrs-

aments both about opinion and outlook. Yat UJomsn themselves had admitt"" 

ed the subjection of their opinions to their husbands and fathers as 

133. _Sy:dney Dai,hy Telegraph, 12 Dec, 1911, cited in DO 13 
Dec, 1911, p •. 7. 

13LL _lJIJT~ 16 Dec, 1911, p. 9. 

135. Sse pp.108-112. 

136. See Tables 10 and ll, Figure III, pp. 110-111. 
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. 137 
recently aa 1908. 

It seems more likely that this support was mixed, involving 

the opinions of thousands of unified households, unified on questions 

of religion, morals and social ideals. If this were not the case then 

it must be seriously considered that New Zealand was a society of in-

compatible marriages, or that the prohibition issue was not one that 

caused friction. This latter alternative cannot but be r ected in 

the light of ths arguments and battles between the proponents and 

opponents of the liquor traffic. Secondly, if the national and 

electoral figures for no-license support at the previous polls are 

studied, it is clear that there was a triennial increase in the vote 

ill favour of prohibitiorl of between 2.17 per cent and 2.:38 per cent 

between 1902 and 1908. If the trend up to 1908 were to continue in 

1911 then there should have been little surprise at a 55.83 per cent 

vote in favour of national prohibition. If a 53.45 per cent vote in 

1908 had not elicited any serious suggestion that women were voting 

in large numbers for no-license, it seems strange that a 55.83 per 

cent vote three years later should. Such an interpretation would 

appear to have been offered only in the light of the women's crusade 

agitation prior to the 1911 poll. There is little else to suggest 

that the 1911 national prohibition vote was any more of a women 1 s 

\lote than previously. 

It is also significant that between the 1911 poll and the 1914 

poll it was still felt necessary the leading women reformers to 

attempt to persuade women of the evils of liquor and its threat to 

the social and moral welfare of the community. They were not yet con-

vinced that they had the women of New Zealand in the prohibition camp, 

137.. Vanguard, ? 1\lov, 1908, p. 12; seep. 264. 



nor were they satisfied that their standards were the standards of 

the communityo They could still argue that 

thousands of homes in this fair land 
of ours are today the scene of a 
tragedy, caused by drink, the crual 
weight of which falls most heav on 
mother wife or daughter.l38 

They still felt obliged to stress that 11 ti1e home is the germ~call 

of socie ••• Every home is imperilled as long as the liquor traffic 

exists, and the obligation to gat rid of it is as broad and deep and 

strong as that of humani 
139 

itself", The success of their agitation 

to convince woman that their first calling was to be wives and mothers 

may be seen in the history of women in New Zealand in the following 

fifty years. Their success in convincing women that the drink 

traffic was the causa of most of their misery may be measured in the 

declining vote for prohibition after 1911, beginning with a drop in 

1914 to 48.99 per cent. They could create an environment that stereo-

typed woman in a domestic role, but they could not create an environ-

ment that encouraged women, any more than men, to vote out the liquor 

traffic. The simplistic view that assumed women 1 s involvement in the 

prohibition movement needs to be rejected. Prohibition was not a 

battle of the sexes although women were more conspicuously involved 

in the prohibition movement than in any other at that time. 

The period from 1908 to 1911 was of considerablesignificance 

in defining more completely the nature of the prohibition movement. 

During these few years it had become very apparent that the movement did 

not have the strength to achieve its legislative desires, especially 

concerning the bare majori 1 despite its majority support at the polls. 

This in itself suggested the non-political nature of the prohibition 

139o ibid. 
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At the same time it had been revealed that the assumption 

that women were more inclined to support prohibition was a fallacy; 

such agitations as that concerning the barmaid had revealed the purl-

tanical and middle class ideology of the prohibitionists, be they male 

or female. This middle class nature of the movement was made more 

apparent in its relations with the labour movement during these years. 

Labour support had been tentative at best, self-interested, and by no 

means prohibitionist in outlook. Likewise the anonymous moderate 

voter had shown that he was prepared to support prohibition though he 

did not necessarily believe in it as the final word on licensing reform. 

Certainly he, along with genuine prohibitionists, was disillusioned 

with the inadequate nature of no-license, and hoped for something 

better in using national prohibition either as his whip to encourage 

the trade to reform itself or as a first step in introducing some other 

form of liquor trading. These revelations gave a more defir1ite and 

more complicated picture of the prohibition movement. It remained to 

be seen whether the prohibitionists would benefit from such knowledge 

in a way which their lack of kno~ledge had prevented them from doing in 

the negotiations about legislation in 1909 and 1910. Certainly they 

were now extremely confident of early success despite having achieved 

nothing concrete at the 1911 poll: no electorate carried no-license, 

the country did not go dry, and even the power to reduce licences no 

longer existed since the 1910 Licensing Act h~d abolished the reduction 

. 140 
lSSUB. The status quo remained while the prohibitionists reflected 

on where their rejection of the fifty-five per cent majority compromise 

of 1909 had led them. Their enthusiasm carried them along, however, 

and they saw the result of the national prohibition poll as a 

140. This affected the interest in 
in March, 1912, when only one 
see DDT, 9 March, 1912, p. 4; 

licensing committees taken 
in three electors voted; 

13 march, 1912, p. 4. 



superb triumph 1 staggering to the Liquor Par 
••• One at any rats the polling makes 
clear, that the doom of the 
as one authority pgr~lnen 
Liquor Trade has had 

traffic is sealed; 
it 9 "The 
t, n a"! L!.~l 

306. 

The prohibitionists sensed victory in tho near future, and in order 

to hasten it along they decided that it was time for a massive temp-

. i 6,2 
eranco education and pledge-signing campalgn. /\t the same time 

it was necessary to continue agitation for the substitution of the 

bare majori for the present 60 per cent These 

two campaigns were to support each other and directed the prohibition 

movement 1 s course of action for the next three years. 

141 • 
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CHAPTER \JI II 
~ .... ~_,.,_.._.~~u~~~~~• 

CONTAINMENT AND CLARIFICATION 

The results of the 1911 liquor poll made the prohibitionists 

feel more than ever the disadvantage they were at with the three-fifths 

majority regulation. As the editor of the Vanquard wrote, 

The fact is that few people have hitherto 
had any worthy idea of what an iniquitous 
handicap this three-fifths majority 
really is. This National Prohibition vote 
will be an eye-opener to thousands, and 
will help them to understand why it is that 
we are so persistent in the demand that 
this galling yoke on the shoulders of free
born citizens should be removed. 1 

Their demands for change were incessant and vociferous over the next 

three years, but they were unable to achieve anything. The result of 

the 1911 poll had also increased the awareness of the trade of the 

danger it might be in if the majority were reduced even to fifty-five 

per cenL P,s a result it too increased its pressure on Parliament, 

but for the maintenance of the status quo. 

In 1912 the N.Z. Alliance convention decided to undertake a 

pledge campaign in which no-license leagues were to be requested to 

take steps to secure at least one thousand voters in each electorate to 

pledge themselves, regardless of par , not to vote for any parliament-

ary candidate who would not pledge himself to support a measure to 

reduce the majori A series of meetings throughout the country to 

inaugurate such a pledge-signing campaign was organised. 2 

At the same time lobbying of the Government, now under Thomas 

Mackenzie was undertaken in order to encourage it to bring inlegislation 

2. N.Z.A., Annual Report, 1911-1912, pp. 42-49; 
DDI, 27 June, 1912, p. B. 



to grant the bare majority. was mackenzie unfavourable to 

~taring the three-fifths majority, however, but he was also opposed 

3 
to any licensing legislation being introduced that session. His 

political position was too unstable to allow him to launch upon ths 

sea of licensing politics. Mackenzie's negative response was not 

altered by threats of a new par being formed to achieve the bars 

majority. A N.Z.A. deputation member, W.J.Spaight of Auckland, had 

the gradual trend of thought with members 
of the Alliance was that unless the exist
ing parties met the desires of the Alliance, 
it would be necessary to form an entirely 
distinct party, and sacrifice the existing 

4 parties 

His remarks were supported by the president of the N.Z.A., Wesley 

c:; 
Spragg, and the other members of the deputation.~ ThE1re was every 

sign that such a move, while not desired by the Alliance, would be 

made if it were thought necessary. 

The change of Government a few days later did not lessen this 

prohibitionist threat. The new Prime Minister, W.F. Massey, an Irish 

Presbyterian and leader of the Reform Party, was also against the 

introduction of licensing legislation that session, though he did say 

i-'na.t h w ld n ' '- · · d 'h f · t b ' 8" 11 6 
~ e ou , m::; tlln er c; e progress o· a prlva e mem er·s .~, -'-• 

This statement was acted upon with alacrity. Within a fortnight of 

the interview with Massey A.S. Malcolm (Clutha) introduced a Bill to 

reduce the required majority to fifty-five per cent on both the local 

'7 

and national options.' 

ry Vanguard, 6 J. 

L~ ~ ~J.LA., op. 

July, 

cit., 

5. ibid. ' pp. 38-40. 

1912~ pp. 

p. 39. 

6. DDT, 17 July, 1912, P· B. 

7. NZPD, 158, (1 August, 1912), 
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During the debates Mr L.M. Isitt (Christchurch North) gave 

further expression to the frustration of the prohibition par 

threatened that the N.Z.A. would go to the 

260,000 who are in favour of national 
prohibition and say, 'We want you to 
help us to force this reform upon the 
Parliament, and the only way in which 
to do it is to say to these gentlemen 
of analytical minds and tender con
sciences, "Unless you can see your way 
out of the difficulty and find it 
possible to vote for the 45-55 majority 
upon both issues~ thsn our conscience 11 18 
is so tender that we cannot vote for you 

when he 

The threat of a separate political par had ~sen modified, but the 

implication remained and led to accusations from men such as J.G. 

Coates that the no-license party was trying to sleet a party who were 

pledged to carry the bare majority and were thus making the question 

one of par 
9 

Despite this, the politicians did not feel so threatened that 

they could not vote against Malcolm's measure. It was rejected by 

forty-two votes to thirty-two on the second reading, despite the fact 

that it had been believed that a majori in the House favoured a 

d t . . t' . . +- l 0 r·e uc· len ln 11e necessary maJOil ~Y. Some parliamentarians said 

that they were pledged to fifty-five per cent on the national option 

but not on the local option, some said ths opposite but few admitted 

to being pledged to a reduction on both issues. 11 By such means, 

therefore, the members of Parliament were able to avoid the issuo. 

They had, perhaps unwittingly, called the prohibitionists• bluff in 

that they realised that it would not be to the prohibition party's 

9. ibid., p. 715. 

10. ibid., p. 736. 

11. G. Fowlds to Rev. E. Walker, l Oct, 1912, Fowlds Papers 

l/70, pp. 103-104. 



advantage to try and form a separate political par It was known 

by this time that this issue was not in the mainstream of par 

politics and that it did not appeal to the electors in this way. A 

separate Prohibition Party was more likely to alienate votes than to 

attract them. As a result the N.Z.A. and its supporters were forced 

to retreat from the position they had adopted in mid-1912. They 

reacted to the Government's non-committal stand on the measure 

bringing charges against the Government of not wishing to change the 

licensing law. It had not supported the Bill but had allowed it to 

be introduced by a private member as being a safe way of having it 

killed if necessary. Massey was accused of being an opponent of true 

12 
democracy. 

The limited power of the prohibitionists was revealed, however, 

and no political prohibition party was formed. Rather they continued 

as before by interviewing political candidates as to their views on the 

majori question, by their deputation work to Government, by introd-

ucing more Bills to Parliament, and concentrating on their pledge-

signing campaign, which now became a reali As the .1@clguard said, 

the recent voting on Mr Malcolm's Majority 
Bill shows that it is high time some 
drastic measures were taken to send only 
such men to Parliament as may be trusted 
to give something like a fair chance to 
those who are fighting hard to overthrow 
our most gigantic social curse. 13 

This pledge-signing campaign was undertaken from mid-1912 until the 

election and liquor poll of 1914. It had the effsct of continuing 

agitation on the issue ~roughout this two year period. lllhen legis-

lation was considered in the 1913 parliamentary recess and the 1914 

12. 158, (8 August, 1912), pp. 703-706,, J.,A. Hanan. 

13. ~anguard, 12 Oct, 1912, p. 9, 



session there was no need to arouse a fresh campaign and agitation. 

Public demand already existed. The results, however, were nil. 

While such a campaign was more organised than previously, it revealed 

that the prohibition movement was unwilling to move outside the 

existing political party lines. While frustrated at their lack of 

success within Parliament, the prohibitionists realised that they 

would have even less success if they tried to form their own political 

par Prohibition was a non-partisan issue, and to that extent non-

politicaL 

It became clear during all the lobbying for a reduction in the 

majori that the financial argument involved in the abolition of the 

liquor trade was of considerable concern to the Government. IYiassey 

seemed particularly worried that approximately 900,000 of revenue 

would be lost as a result of the carrying of national prohibition. He 

similarly sympathised with the trade's claim for compensation for the 

lLf 
loss of property and livelihood if the prohibitionists were successful. 

His concern is not surprising. His responsibility for the welfare of 

New Zealand prevented his allowing a sizeable slice of the country 1 s 

income to be voted out of existence. Alternatives would first have to 

be found. Secondly, he was a man of conservative philosophy, a res-

pecter of private prop d L ~ • J . 15 an . an opponent.. o, socla _J_sm. He was 

not likely, therefore, to allow private proper to be abolished by 

popular vote without providing some means of compensation. 

While this prolonged debate on the majori issue was the major 

area of interest for the prohibition movement after 1911, other develop-

14. ibid., 2 August, 1913, p. 4; 20 June, 1914, p. 8; 
Oq.I, 16 Oct, 1913, p. B. 

15. K. Sinclair, p, Hi stO£ji of New Zealand, pp. 208, 239-241; 
UJ.J. Cardrler, 1 The Rise of LU.F. IYiassey, 1891-1912 1 , 

Political Science, 13, no. L (1961), pp. 5, 7. 
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ments were occurring that were equally as vital for its possible 

success. The prohibitionists were still desperately trying to 

attract the full support of the labour movement and to convince it 

that prohibition of alcohol was in its best interests. They were 

hindered, however, because the division between labour prohibitionists 

and labour anti-prohibitionists was widening in line with the 

division between the moderate New Zealand Labour Party and the more 

extreme Socialist Party. This reflected the difference in attitude 

of the older craft unions of the Trades and Labour Councils and the 

mass of unskilled labourers attracted by articulate leaders into the 

New Zealand Federation of Labour and the Socialist Party. 

of the New Zealand Labour Party was 

not to overthrow capitalism and its social 
hierarchy but to improve the status of work
ing men within it ••• and to achieve a right
ful recognition of the dignity of labour and 
the respectability of the worker. 16 

This would be achieved through legislation and arbitration. 

The aim 

From this 

group the prohibition movement was reasonably successful in attracting 

modified support, as seen in the Trades and Labour Council's programme 

regarding no-license after 1908. 17 The concept of "the respectability 

of the worker" implied the adoption of middle class mores, of which 

prohibition was an expression. 

The more radical wing of the labour movement, however, believed 

in the overthrow of capitalism and its replacement by socialism. As 

reflected in its programme up to this time, it supported the bare 

majority principle but saw no value in allying itself with the prohib-

ition movement proper. 

16. B. Brown, The Rise of New Zealand Labour, p. 9. 

17. See pp.285-286. 
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This division was symbolised by the outlooks of the two organ-

isers for these groups. In 1911 ill.T. Mills was used by the New 

Zealand Labour Party to organise it fo~ the general election. Mills 

was a strong advocate of prohibition and became involved with the N.Z. 

Alliance at the same time. H. Scott Bennett was the Federation of 

Labour 1 s choice as organiser for the Socialist Party at the same elect-

ion. He was as virulent an opponent of prohibition as Mills was a 

18 
supporter. 

Between 1912 and 1916 the labour mowement in New Zealand was 

seeking to establish unity within its ranks. As a result the prohibit-

ion issue was to a large extent left to one side, but it could not be 

ignored completely. At the 1913 congress to work out a means of 

unification of the various branches of the labour movement the question 

of prohibition was raised while the general platform of the congress was 

being decided. Mr ill.T. Young, chairman of the Congress Committee had 

publicly stated prior to the congress that, in order to meet the views 

of their prohibitionist supporters, they had decided to adopt the bare 

majority on all questions submitted to a referendum of the people. As 

seen, this was not a break with the Labour tradition. The connectior-1, 

however, of these two issues, no-license and the bare majority, did not 

meet the approval of the majority of members at the congress, in that 

no-license was not considered to be part of the party 1 s platform. A 

proposal that national prohibition should be one of the planks of the 

general platform was thus overwhelmingly rejected on a voice vote. 

The issue of the bare majori on any question was also dropped. 19 

18. B.S. Gustafson, 'The Advent of the New Zealand Labour 
Party', pp. 55~59. 

19. Vang_uard, 19 July, 1913, p. 2; maoriland LUorker 
1913, p. 6. 

18 July~ 



and sinisterly 

A section, a noisy, almost nasty section 
of that conference, was woweery. It was 
a band of temperance bigots, who fondly 
hoped to side~ track militant .~.abor into 
voting for such questions as the Bar~ 
Majority on the Prohibition Question •.• 
labour ••• repudiated the Prohibition 
Party. It declined, to be used by the 
wowser for wolfish wowsing purposes and 
it said so cheerfully and emphatically.2D 

Oversimplified as this description may have been, it was a reasonable 

interpretation of the situation, at least from a labour point of 

view. A section of the moderate wing at the congress withdrew from 

it after the clause providing that strikes should be effective when 

used and under central direction, was retained. Amongst this group, 

which became known as the "United La.bour Party Remnant", were prom-

inent labour leaders such as J.T. Paul, W.A. Veitch, D. Mclaren and 

George Fowlds, All these men were prohibitionists of the conservative 

labour mould, who were aspiring to or had already reached, middle 

class respectability through the adoption of middle class values and 

20. N "Z~ldlb. 9 19 July, 1913, in Fowlds Papers 
3/80, p. 73, 
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h b . 21 
a J.ts. The refusal of the majority at the congress to accept 

their moderate approach of action through tha lagal channals of 

conciliation and arbitration, and the rejection of the prohibition 

issue from the platform were symbolic of Labour 1 s repudiation of middle 

class beliefs, ideas and leadership. 

Some realisation of this by the prohibition movement was 

apparent and the prohibitionist comment on the congress's rejection 

21. George Fowlds was the epl~ome of the middle class ideal of 
the improvement of the working class through self-help, 
sobriety, and self-discipline. Having only had primary 
school education, he began his life in New Zealand, at the 
age of twenty-five, as a labourer, carpenter, and painter. 
In the 1890s he established a very successful clothing 
business in Auckland. He entered Parliament in 1899, and 
remained on the Liberal benches until 1911. He was 
Minister of Education from 1906 until he resigned in 1911. 
His main interests were Henry George's Single Tax movement 
which he saw, along with prohibition, as the means of 
solving Labour's problems. As a member of the Liberal 
Left Wing he maintained an interest in helping the labour 
movement, and had thoughts of leading it in 1912-1913. 
He found himself rejected, however, by the more radical 
section of that movement after the 1913 Unity Congress. 

s defeat at the 1911 and 1914 general elections by a 
Labour candidate, Payne, ended his attempts at a political 
career. He had tria~ in the Stout fashion, to provide 
middle class leadership for the labour movement in order to 
avoid sectional politics. In a letter to Lord Plunket, 
Fowlds said, 

I was alarmed at the rapid growth of the Anti
Social forces in the community, and I felt that 
unless we could inaugurate a movement which 
would attract to itself the saner portion of 
the workers, we should very soon be in serious 
trouble. I left the Government largely to 
help in forwarding such a movement. 

(Fowlds to Plunket, 7 August, 1912, in Fowlds Papers 1/69, 
p. 230)0 
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of the no-license and bare majori planks was one of that movement's 

most abusive of the Labour party. Gone were the subtle attempts to 

persuade the working class that it was opposed to such a destructive 

monopoly as that of the liquor trade. Gone was the commiseration 

with the masses over their harsh lot in life. Now these people were 

11 pot-house habitues" who were too scared to challenge the "bloated 

monopoly of the liquor traffic". The self-righteousness of the 

prohibitionist was all too apparent in comments which stated that 11 ~y 

far the greater part of it [§lcoholic liquoL[ was swallowed by the 

22 
working classes". 

This split between Labour and Prohibition was further encouraged 

by the by-election in Grey at this time. In this election the prohib-

ition par supported strongly the Liberal candidate, H.L. Michel, who 

was only pledged to the three-fifths majority. The Social Deoocratic 

Party candidate, P.C. Webb, was in favour of the bare majority. The 

fact that he was not a prohibitionist explains, in part at least, the 

refusal of the prohibition party to support him, though previously 

this would not have been the case. The situation this time was 

aggravated by the refusal of the Uni Congress a few weeks earlier to 

have anything to do with the licensing question. Just as the Labour 

party had refused to truckle to the prohibitionists, so the prohibit-

ionists now decided to throw over the Labour party by not supporting 

Webb and return to their natural middle class allegiance. The result 

of this by-election, in the eyes of the Maoriland Worker, had been to open 

the eyes of many staunch supporters of our 
movement. In the past Labor has had a 
tendency to flirt with Madam No-License. 
It is now about time that the deceitful 
old jade was exposed for the two-faced 

22. ~~guardt.. 19 July, 1913, p. 2. 



snivelling old hypocrite she really 
is.23 
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The fact that Webb won the election on a second ballot may well have 

reduced the amount of venom the labour movement was prepared to spit at 

the prohibitionists. 

By the spring of 1913, therefore, the prohibition movement 

appeared to be making little headway. Its attempts to achieve a 

reduction in the majority and to win the support of the labour movement 

were proving fruitless. It was into this situation that the 1913 

watersiders' and miners' strike injected new influences. 

To most New Zealanders this strike came as a shock, especially 

with the outbreaks of violence that occurred. For the prohibitionists 

it had two effects. It interrupted and overshadowed their 1913 cam-

paign so that their drive towards the bare majority temporarily lost 

momentum. This was soon offset, however, by the arguments in favour 

of prohibition that the prohibitionists were able to derive from the 

strike experience. The second effect, therefore, was to give the 

prohibition party a new source of propaganda. 

Two major arguments were developed, one generalised and one based 

on specific circumstances. The prohibitionists were quick to argue 

that the violence in the strike had occurred because of the unleashing 

of passions through the use of alcohol. The closure of hotels in 

Wellington and Auckland during the strike was seen as 

a significant indication of the sources of 
the worst kind of trouble to be expected 
in connection with such a social convulsion. 
If they could only keep them closed there, 
and close them all around everywhere else, 
the worst seed-plots of mischief in the 
whole Dominion would be effectively got rid 
of.24 

23. maoriland Worker, 8 August, 1913, p. 3. 

24. N.Z. methodist Times, 15 Nov, 1913, p. 10. 
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The clesure of the hotels i~ the main centres and their 

environs provided a more positive example of the effect of prohibition. 

Though ordered by the various stipendiary magistrates in these centres 

as a means of providing for the public safety, these closures had been 

requested by the Strike Committees in Auckland, Wellington and Christ-

church. The strike leaders were well aware that one of the most 

effective strike breakers was impecunity brought about by money wasted 

on liquor. The prohibitionists were jubilant that the labour leaders 

had made such a request; it gave them hope that the labour movement 

was awakening to the dangers and waste resultant on the drink trade. 

The effect of this temporary prohibition experiment was regarded as 

beneficial to the community. The amount of drunkenness decreased, 

while the job of the police force and the law courts was made much 

. 25 
eas~er. It remained to be seen whether any such gains to the 

prohibition vote would be made after such an experience. A new fund 

of persuasive propaganda had, nonetheless, been provided. It was 

regarded as being 

a most useful object lesson for many a 
year to come. For one thing, it affixes 
in big letters the brand 'DANGEROUS' on 
the whole liquor selling business. There 
is only one trade the suppression of 
which is generally demanded in a time of 
public excitement, and that is the liquor 
trade. People will not be slow to learn 
that what is shut down as a public danger 
in the time of strike is never otherwise 
than a source of danger to the public, 
and as such has never at any time any sane 
ground for existence.26 

25. Vanguard, 22 Nov, 1913, p. 8; Presbyterian Church of N.Z., 
Proceedings of the General Assembly, 1914, p. 152. 

26. Vanguard, loc. cit. 
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~\part Pr.om having gained ammunition for propaganda from the 

strike, the prohibitionists• sympathy for it was non-existent. To 

them it was more important that the liquor trade be revealed as an 

2'7 
anti-social force than that the aim of the strike be examined. ' The 

various churches opposed the use of the strike weapon, arguing that 

"the e solution of social and industrial problems will be found 

only in the application of the golden rulen. 28 These middle class 

reformers were not prepared to examine the very fundamental structure 

of society which was causing industrial unrest. Instead they talked 

in vague, idealistic terms about 

the hopelessness of founding a Socialistic 
State apart from the reformation of the 
individuals who are to compose and control 
it. Until selfishness and hatred, avarice 
and ambition, have been eliminated from 
human nature; until character has been 
purified and uplifted; until men act under 
the lofty impulses of religious faith and 
hope, Socialism is but an idle dream.29 

Idealisticallythis may have been true, but what programme did the reform-

ers offer to achieve their ideals? To the labour movement it appeared 

to be a form of Christianity preached from the pulpit and the public 

platform, and having as its creed belief in prohibition, Sabbath day 

observance, anti-gambling, and other such moral issues. No thought 

was given to the capitalistic system or to the complaints of the worker 

of monopolistic exploitation. The Church, with all its ideals, failed 

to appreciate the immediate reality of the workers 1 conditions. 

Despite the fact that the Labour party and the prohibition 

movement were in different ideological as well as social camps, no 

27. ibid., 5 December 9 1913, 

28. Methodist Church of N.Z., Minutes of the Annual Conference, 
1914, p. 55. 

29. N.Z. Baptist, Jan, 19ll> p. l. 
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complete break between them occurred at this stage. In the first 

few months of 1914 negotiations ware underway between the Social Demo-

cratic Party and the prohibition movement concerning a possible 

alliance. The Social Democratic Party was obviously after votes at 

the next general election to be held at the end of the year. It 

argued that it was the only party pledged to the bare majori on all 

questions, and that it ran a recall system of any member who violated 

an election pledge. A correspondent to the Maoriland Worker believed 

that, because of this pledge of the Social Democratic Party to the 

bare majority, the prohibition party could not afford to ignore the 

offer of alliance, especially as the major prohibitionist agitation at 

this time concerned the achievement of a reduction of the three-fifths 

majority. To the worker the appeal of such an alliance lay in the 

presumed results of prohibition: 

Wipe the drink out and scabs will be 
scarcer, savings will be greater, more 
comfort in the home, more abili and 
alertness to grapple with the opposing 
class and checkmate their moves through. 

30 

The prohibitionist par ultimately refused to enter such an 

alliance. It argued that it stood for one issue only, the abolition 

of alcohol from New Zealand, and that it was not a political par 

It preferred to be free to support any political candidate of any hue 

if he were in favour of granting a reduced majori on the prohibition 

issueo It also objected to unity with the Social Democratic Par as 

a large part of that party 1 s support came from people opposed to the 

, 1 • L 31 inclusion of national prohibi~ion ano no-license ln its plaLform. 

30. Maoriland Worker, 4 march, 1914, p. 1. 

31. Vanguard, 28 Feb - may, 1914, Eassim. 
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It is probable that behind this prohibitionist refusal were 

other, more fundamental reasons. It was not apparent to any 

political observer that the Social Democratic Party was as yet a 

viable political party. It only had two members in Parliament and 

certainly did not seem to be about to come to any greater prominence. 

It appeared that the Social Democrats would gain more by prohibitionist 

support than would the latter by the support of the Social Democrats. 

Secondly, the prohibitionist party was well aware that its supporters 

were not all inclined towards separate labour representation in Parl-

iament. Many of them were successful members of the middle class, 

comfortable, if not wealthy, as a result of their success in a capital-

ist economy. They had no interest in a party that aimed to overthrow 

this system. Hence they were not interested in an alliance with a 

socialist party which might result in economic suicide. 

The connection between Prohibition and labour thus drifted into 

a state of limbo. Individuals put forward their views but nothing 

was done at an official level to improve or wreck the uneasy relation-

ship that existed. By the time of the 1914 election the Maoriland 

Worker was arguing that, "wherever in the North a Social Democrat alone 

would have a chance of victory these Would-be-moral-reformers of the 

Workers have trust in a candidate to split up his vote 11 • 32 The most 

obvious incidence of this was in Eden, where the prohibitionist, W.R. 

Tuck, stood as an independent Labour candidate against the Social 

Democrat ill. Richards. Overall, however, such an accusation was 

difficult to prove one way or the other. Yet the Maoriland Worker 

went on to say, 

The issue has got beyond the question of 
License or No-license. Social Democracy 

32. Maoriland Worker, 2 Dec, 1914, p. 14. 



has to decide at the next ensuing 
Election whether the life of New 
Zealand is to be dominated by the 
Wowser who is the bitterest enemy 
of Social Democracy, who is the 
strongest supporter of the Massey 
Par 1 and who, tomorrow, if you 
vote him to power will hand you ~ 3 
over to the Baton and the Exploiter.J 
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In the light of this increasing distrust between Labour and 

Prohibition it is surprising that no complete break occurred until 

1920, when all reference to the liquor question was dropped from the 

' 34 New Zealand labour Party's pla~form. The move towards this break 

had been facilitated in 1917 the inclusion of a remit "that the 

question of State Control be placed on the ballot paper when the refer-

Yi 
endum is taken on the liquor question. 11 ~ To the prohibition par 

this was tantamount to suppor the liquor trade, and resulted in the 

temporary withdrawal from the Labour Party of its president, James 

McCombs, a staunch prohibitionist. He rejoined the par 

r1e did not modi 
36 

his outlook on the liquor problem. 

in 1918, but 

Just as the 

other major political parties had refused to involve themselves with the 

prohibition movement but had allowed their members a free vote on the 

issue, so the Labour Party 1 s decision of 1920 brought it to a similar 

position and ended thirty years of diffidence within the labour ranks as 

to its connection with the prohibition movement. 

After the 1913 strike was over and the government of the 

had returned to normal, the prohibitionist agitation again focussed on 

the majori While they hoped for success with the Licensing 

33. ibid. 

34. Brown, oe. cit.,, p. 32. 

36., _:\,_bid!...L pp. 30-3L 

37. Y~JJ.9Uard", 20 Dec, 1913, pp. 8-9. 
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Bill promised by massey for 1914, 38 they did not allow their hopes to 

deter their campaigning for more prohibition votes as they prepared 

for the 1914 liquor poll. They still had to achieve a sixty per cent 

majority until the Bill was passed, and there was no certainty that it 

39 
would be. As it eventuated the 1914 licensing Bill was passed with 

the clause reducing the necessary majority to fifty-five per cent 

having been deleted, despite the prohibitionists' lobbying of Parlia-

ment and their threats of political repercussions at the next general 
40 

election if the majority were not reduced. The whole issue had 

been, in its final stages, overshadowed by the outbreak of World War 1, 

which may well have been responsible fmr the rushed nature of the 

41 
measure and the rejection of the fifty-five per cent clause. 

As a result of their failure to achieve any reduction in the 

majority, the prohibitionists had plans to exert massive influence at 

the elections to elect only those candidates who guaranteed to support 

h d t . 42 
sue a re uc lon. As the magnitude of the struggle in Europe be-

came clearer, however, so the demands that the 1914 election and 

liquor poll be postponed became louder. It was argued that party 

strife would be undesirable during a war emergency, and that the war 

would prevent the people from giving adequate attention to domestic 

politics. Petitions urging the postponement were organised by the 

New Zealand moderate League and presented to Parliament. 43 

38. DDT, 5 Dec, 1913, p. 5. 

39. Vanguard, 10 Jan, 1914, p. 13. 

40. NZPD, 168-170, (1914), passim, debates on Licensing Bill; 
DDT,. 29 July, 1914, p. 4. 

41. Vanguard, 15 August, 1914, p. B. 

42. N.Z. methodist Times, 8 August, 1914, p. 8; DDT, 25 Sept, 
1914, p. 2. 

43. JHR, 1914, Schedule of Petitions, pp. xxi-xlii 



This League was the outcome o ths moderate opposition to the 

1914 Licensing Bill and was led fi.~\,,S. IYionteatho It had been set 

. 7 44 up to oppose the prohibition campaign of the N.-.A. Its motive fo:r: 

wanting to postpone the election is therefore suspect, in that it may 

really have been tr to postpone the licensing poll. It is poss~ 

ibls that it feared that wartime conditions would give the prohibition-

ists an opportuni to press for further restriction o the liquor 

traffic on the grounds that this would be a desirable wartime economy 

and would also be beneficial to the troops in maintaining their prime 

fighting condition. Such arguments were put forward by the prohibition 

45 The appeal for a postponement created little excitement, how-par 

ever, and does not appear to have been taken very seriously by other 

0 ' •• ' 46 sect1ons of tne commun1~y. 

massey quietly considered the issue during August and September, 

during which time a "truce''1 had been called between the two major 

political parties on political activity. Once it was apparent, how-

ever, that the war would not be over by Christmas, the country began to 

prepare in earnest for the election and liquor poll to be held in early 

-- . 47 
Uecember~ 

As well as agitating for a postponement of the election, the 

Moderate League also demanded a Bill to enable the armed forces to vote 

before they want overseas. The prohibition party saw this move as an 

1+4. _goT, 7 July~ 19lt+, pp. 4,6. 

pp. B-·9. 

4.6. A. Wood, 'The Origins of the First f\lational Governmerlt', 
(unpublisbed M.A. thesis, University of Canterbury, 1963), 
pp. 43--<"~4. 

47. NZPD, 169, (26 i\ugust, 1914), pp. 576-577; (1 Sept, 1914), 
pp. 662-666; ( 15 Sept, 1914), pp. 864-869; 170, ( 22 Sept, 
1914), pp. 100--105; Vanguard, 10 Oct, 191il, p. 2. 
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attempt the League to influence the vo ers. ssp as in its 

manifestD it urged people to resist national prohibition as 

an extreme and irrational measure, impossible 
in practice, and carrying with it Social 
Tyranny, Financial Disorganisation, and Un
employment, which at this critical time, 
mora than ever, would be absolutely against 
the best interests of the country.48 

The prohibitionists did not oppose giving the forces the right to vote 

before they want overseas, and nor did Parliament. The Expeditionary 

Lj.g 
Forces Voting Act was quickly passed. 

During the election campaign the prohibitionists did not hesitate 

to attack the propaganda out the Moderate League 9 though thsir 

attacks were somewhat naive in their brutal simplicity. 

The humbug of the 'Moderate' par in 
suggesting a trucein the interests of patriot
ism was really too transparent to impose upon 
anybo ••• Let the delusion be at once got ri 
of that the distraction caused by the war in 
Europe will rob of its keenness the public 
interest in the fight on the liquor question. 
Let nobo suppose that the liquor trade will 
leave one possible vote uncaptured on the 
plea that the thoughts of the people are 
turned in another direction. 50 

While they were wise in not relaxing their efforts to achieve support 

for prohibition, they were slow to perceive that the country was per-

haps not as interested in the issue as it had previously been, solely 

because its attention was directed towards family and friends on the 

European battleground. Even calls to people to do their patriotic 

du by dealing a dsath-blow to the greatest iniquity that defiles 

the Dominionn did not seem to fall upon totally receptive 
51 

ears. 

48 cited in Vanguard, 26 Sept, 1914, p. 9. 

49. N.Z. Statutes, 1914, no. 16, pp. 43-45. 

50. Vanguard, 10 Oct, 1914, p. 2. 
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Yet the prohibition party remained confident that there would be an 

incraaee in the number of no-license areas and also a three-fifths 

majori vote for national prohibition. 

The r.'esults of the poll proved otherwise" 52 To the o ectiue 

observer it seemed for the first time that the support for prohibition 

might be on the wane, and that after twen years of agitation the 

prohibition movement might at last be defeated. There was a substant-

ial drop on the 1911 results of 4.21 per cent in the support for local 

no-license (to 45.54 per cent) and 6.84 per cent in the support for 

national prohibition (to 48.99 per cent). No area of New Zealand went 

dry. As the voter turnout was greater than in 1911 (85.31 per cent 

compared with 83.54 per cent), and asthere was a greater percentage of 

valid votes than in 1911 (81.79 par cent compared with 79.94 per cent 

on no-license, and 81.92 per cent compared with 78.91 par cent on 

national prohibition 1 there would appear to have bean either a revulsion 

of feeling towards prohibition or the extra voters were solidly against 

prohibition and had voted to offset the possi of a repeat of the 

1911 results, in which the country had run reasonably close to becoming 

absolutely dry. 

The prohibitionists explained their setback largely by the effect 

of the ware Its outbreak had led to indecision as to whether there 

would be a liquor poll and general election. The result of such indec-

ision was the arrest of plans of a country-wide campaign. UJork that; 

should have been spread over several months was crowded into the last few 

weeks. As a result the anti-liquor propaganda had bean lacking both in 

t l . • • 53 
ex en~ and lmpresslveness. Such an argument was true in part, but 

52. See Tables 20~ 21 7 Appendix G. 
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would appear to be grossly overstated. The prohibition campaign had 

been underway prior to the outbreak of the war in early August, and had 

only been interrupted for a month and a half at the most while the 

Government was deciding whether an election and poll would be held. A 

full two months campaigning had still been possible immediately 

to the liquor poll. 

The claim of the liquor trade to have secured the right of voting 

for the edi Force before it went overseas by the Expedition-

ary Forces Voting Act was given as a second reason for the decline in 

Q , $ ~ 5l~ 
support for prohlbltlon. It did not follow, although it was argued, 

that because of this claim thousands of troopers felt obliged to vote 

in retur for the liquor trade. 

The prohibitionists were on stronger ground when they mentioned 

the effect of the trade 1 s propaganda about the financial effect of 

prohibition. The trade 9 represented by the 1\Jational Trade Defence 

Council 1 had issued to the election a manifesto arguing that it 

was dangerous for a country to consider abolishing such a large indus-

trh involving ll5 million to l20 million in capital, million in 

revenue, and the emp of thousands of people, in a time of 

national 
55 

emergency. Many people had probably been convinced that:. 

in a wartime situation it would be dangerous to upset the finances of 

the country by enacting prohibition 1 the effects of which would have 

to be offset by a sizeable increase in taxation. One writer felt 

that this had more to do with the decline in the prohibition vote than 

any other argument put forward. 56 

55. DDt, 26 Sept, 1914, p. 10. 

56. .J. Cocker, in J!.'.!nguard, 16 Jan 1 1915 1 p. 4. 
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Apart from reasons associated with the war, other possible 

factors were recognised as having effected the prohibition vote. In 

the parliamentary elections the prohibitionists had, through their 

pledge campaign, given considerably more attention than at previous 

elections to supporting or opposing candidates according to their 

attitude on the three-fifths majority question. The effect of this 

was thought to have alienated many people who had previously voted f~r 

no-license or national prohibition, in that the prohibitionists had 

opposed the candidate whom individuals had been supp~rting. Party 

feeling was said to be strong, and people had not thought twice about 

retaliating against the prohibition movement's interference in the 

general election. 57 

The Bible-in-Schools question was also regarded as having helped 

bring about the polling result. Early in 1914 it had been noticed 

that the energy poured into the prohibition campaigning did not reach 

the same level as in previous years. The moral energies of the 

country, and especially the churches, were directed towards the gaining 

of Bible reading in State Schools. Organised in a Bible-in-State-

Schools League, their agitation was for a referendum on this issue. 

Some prohibitionists noticed this and commented on the difference in 

58 the amount of energy of the two m~vements. The Presbyterian Church's 

Outlook gives the impression that such a situation was indeed the case. 

If the content of its columns is analysed then it would appear that 

57. ibid. 

58. !Ylrs A. Don, president of the W.C.T.U., said that, "if the 
No-license party showed one third of the energy of the 
Bible-in-Schools League, national prohibition would be 
carried at the next general election", cited in DDT, 
13 !Ylarch, 1914, p. 3. 



from 1912 to 1914 the Bible-in-State-Schools campaign dominate the 

efforts to achieve social and moral reform in New Zealand, and that 

as a result the prohibition issue faded i to the background, at least 

until the liquor poll campaign. Even then, however 1 the agitation 

for a referendum occupied as much space asthe prohibition issue. 

Two hundred and twenty-nine petitions were sent to Parliament both 

for ano against the 1914 Religious Instruction in Schools Referendum 

B"- l 59 _,J_l • 

The press as well as the prohibition par noted the effect that 

the Bible-in-Schools agitation was having on the prohibition campaign. 

P. report in the stated that one strong supporter of 

no-license said: 

We have in our ranks of no-license supporters 
men belonging to all religious sects, 
Protestant and Catholic among them. There 
are differences of opinion regarding the Bible
in-Schools question, and with such differences 
of opinion there would not, I fear, be that 
cohesion and spirit of zeal required to carry 
the no-license flag to victory next December. 60 

The problem was that the Bible-in-State-Schools League was supported 

by Anglicans, Presbyterians and Methodists; the smaller denominations 

and sects and the Roman Catholics were opposed to the scheme. 61 On 

the liquor issue, however, the Protestant sects and non-episcopalian 

churches were united, with individual Anglicans and Roman Catholics, 

in favour of prohibition. It did not augur well for the prohibition 

movement, therefore, if the Protestant churches fell out with each 

other over a separate issue. It was possible, and indeed probable, 

that any such split would reduce the prohibitionist vote at the liquor 

59. JHR, 1914~ Schedule of Petitions, pp. xxi-xliL 

d h 1 ( rh ' t h h 196~.1·)·. I. Breward, Go less Sc oo §.7, '-· rJ.s.;c ~Jrc1 ~ -~ , P• 50. 



polL After the results of the poll were known it was general con~ 

ceded that the predominance of the Bible-in-Schools issue had hindered the 

people from concentrating their attention upon the prohibition question, 

and had thus weakened their enthusiasm. In electorates where the 

bitionists did not support the Bible-in-Schools candidate the 

prohibition vote suffered. Two moral questions ~ith similar methods 

were before the people at the same time, and where the advocates 

differed in their support of a ~d"d ~ one of ·J-he ftRDorrr!c S'lDf~-ad 62 
Cai1lB•~e1 ti,. ~·• &~I Lw ~1 '~L • 

More objective observers of the results were not totally convinc-

ed by these reasons put forward the prohibitionist par It 

seemed to them that prohibition sentiment had declined naturally rather 

than as a result of the war and a few other issues. The editor of the 

Otago Dai_~ was astute enough ·co nob3 that the leaders of the 

prGhibition movement may secretly have felt the same way. He noticed 

that an urgent call had been made for an immediate Special Convention 

to consider the situation of the prohibition par 

v~ he argued: 

'There is no occasion whatever for a blus 
flunk, but we have reached a stage in which 
it is forced upon us to overhaul our 
machinery with a view to consider its 
present effectiveness for the purpose for 
which it exists! This reads very like an 
admission that the abnormal conditions 
produced war furnish after all no satis-
factory explanation to the prohibitionists 
themselves of the check received bv 
movement for which they are workin~. 63 

ting from thEl 

In 1914 the results of the liquor poll seemed to many to spell 

the end of an era of attempted social, economic and moral reform 

means of prohibition. At best the attempts to achieve this had bean 

62. Vanguard, 16 Jan 1915, pp. 4,11; N.Z. Methodist Times, 
26 Dec 9 1914, .p. 8; N,Z, Baptist, Jan, 1915, p. L 
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partially successful. After two dscades of tation and camp-

aigning only t~lve electorates had adopted local no-license. 

~ th rur . er advance had been hindered primari because of the retention 

of the three-fifths majori against continuous and vociferous protest-

ations of the prohibition party. This not only hindered the increase 

in no-license areas but also caused the prohibitionists to concentrate 

much of their in the legislative field to the detriment of 

educational activity and local agitation over local circumstances. 

Despite such legislative activity the prohibitionists achieved 

nothing, their political weakness again being revealed. Yet they knew 

that to form a separate political party based on prohibition would not 

achieve their goal either. They restricted such political activities 

to attempts to gain the support of the labour movement. Their aim 

here 1 however, was not to achieve a political organisation committed to 

prohibition but to prevent the growth of a socialist political p 

threatening the existing capitalist political, economic and social 

systems. Their abhorrence of separate working class agitation and 

politics and their concern for the moral, economic and social conditions 

of socie , and especial the working class 9 were combined in thait' 

belief in the total efficacy of prohibition to solve sociaty 1 s problems 

without having to alter its economic, social and political structure. 

As a result they alienated what labour support they had by showing no 

appreciation of Labour 1 s feelings and~pirations. In this the prohib-

ition movement revealed its middle class outlook, an outlook which 

the time of the 1914 liquor poll appeared to be losing touch with 

popular opinion on the question of social, economic and moral reform. 

There was mora han an element of truth in Truth s brusque 



dismissal of the prohibition movement after the 1914 poll: 

The real cause ITor the result of the poln 
is the feeling of repulsion towards Wow
serism, and all that lllowserism means. 
This the Wowsers know is the true position. 

sought to bull-doze the , 
they sought to make everybody miserable. 
In short; the \Uowser~Prohibs. made one of 
the biggest blunders of their miserable 
existence. They failed to judge the temper 
of the people. North, South, East, and 
West, in 1'dr district.s and ''wet"~ the 
people were solid against Wowserism. 64 

64. N.Z. Truth, 19 Dec, 1914, p. 1. 
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PROHIBITION AND POLITICS 

much of the activi of the prohibition movement between 1894 

and 1914 was directed at achieving legislation favourable to its desires 

with particular concentration on achieving a national option poll and a 

reduction of the necessary majority ad to carry no-license. As 

a result it was believed that the political effect of the prohibition 

issue was considerable. The exact nature of this effect was, however, 

never defined. Certainly, at no stage was a separate Prohibition Par 

established to represent the prohibition movement in Parliament. There 

had been attempts to do so, for example by Stout in the 1890s and W. 

Richardson after 1900, but not one was successful. 1 Similarly threats 

by the N.Z.A. itself and various parliamentarians that they would 

form a separate par (notably in 1903-1904 and 1912) were never sustain-

2 
ed. The prohibition movement as a whole did not support such moves 

after 1896 when it became apparent that the prohibition question was not 

a partisan political issue and could not form the basis of' a viable 

political par 

While no separate Prohibition Par was established in New Zealand, 

it was still believed that the prohibition issue had considerable effect 

on the political scene between 1894 and 1914. This belief was sncour-

aged two factors: the holding of the l r poll on the same day as 

the general election, as stipulated the Alcoholic Liquors Sale Control 

Act Amendment Act of 1895; and the prohibition movement•s attempts to 

support those political candidates who publicly favoured changes in 

the licensing law that were favourable to prohibition. The question is~ 

l. See pp. 170-'174; 196, footnote 68. 

2. Sse pp. 212 222, 308-310. 



what was the nature of this presumed effect on political parties, 

political candidates and political policies, and what did it mean for 

the prohibition movement? 

A m or problem in analysing the effect of prohibition on the 

political issues and parties of the period is to be found in deciding 

who was a prohibitionist. Throughout the period 1894-1914 par 

allegiance was often indefinite, and especially so during the 1890s. 

The Parliamentary Liberal Par under Ballance had emerged in 1890 as 

a reasonably cohesive unit, but around it were several individuals who 

often supported its measures but who refused to commit themselves to 

party ties. Such people included the new Labour members, loo 

3 
linked in a Liberal-Labour alliance, and some Independents. 

On the other side of the political fence was the Opposition, 

sometimes labelled the Conservative Par This par was much less 

cohesive during ths 1890s and early 1900s than the Liberal Par , par 

because it lacked a leader of an great political strength who might 

unite it. It was only under W.F. Massey in the early 1900s that the 

development of a solid par structure within the Opposition matched 

0 4 the unity of the llberals. 

Separate Labour representation emerged in New Zealand for the 

first time in the 1890s. To begin with it was linked to the Liberal 

Party in the Liberal-Labour alliance encouraged such men as Stout 

and Ballance as a means of preventing distinct class divisions in the 

political sphere. This alliance eventually collapsed, however, and 

a more radical labour movement emerged after the turn of the century 

3. Brown, ~~ pp. 2--12; Newman, 1 U.beral PoLLey alld the 
Left liJing 1 ; Shannon, .£2. ci L 

Lf. Brar1d, £P· cilJ. W.J, GC'Jrdnsr, 'The Rise of W.F. massey, 
1891-1912 1 1 Political Science, 13, no. l, (march,l961), 
pp. 17-30; Sinclair, A History of N.Z., pp. 208-209. 



whose members were divided between two or three different labour parties. 

Within Parliament the emerging Labour par •s members usually supported 

the Liberal Party, though they maintained an independent stance and 
c 

organisation • ._, 

In this fluid political situation the issue of prohibition provid-

ed a further divisive force, and one whose effect it is difficult to 

measure. Part of the difficulty lies in defining exactly who was a 

prohibitionist. For example, Sir Robert Stout claimed after the 1893 

election that forty-four of the seven members of the House of Repres-

entatives were pledged to the bare majority principle on the licensing 

question as well as on other matters, and that, as a result, the repeal 

of the 1893 Alcoholic Liquors Sale Control Act was demanded by the 

6 
people. The New Zealand Alliance was much more cautious however, and 

claimed on the basis of pre-election pledges that nineteen favoured full 

repeal, fifteen were for partial repeal, twenty-three were against any 

repeal, 
'7 

and thirteen were unknown. This gave only thirty-four 

members in favour of some change in the Act. When it came to an actual 

vote on the alteration of the three-fifths majority to a bare majo 

only twenty-two members supported the change, with thir one against 1 

thirteen absences and two sets of pairs. 8 Hence only twenty-four 

members could be said to be solidly in favour of the bare majority. 

This does not deny that other members were prohibitionists. 

There were a number who supported this reform movement but who were 

moderate in their opinions as to how it should be achieved. They could 

5. Brown, op. cit.; PP0 2-17. 

6 w fYianawatt~· Oa~fl_~, 1 Dec, 1893, in R ~ Stout, The Election 
o,f 1893t. 

7. N.Z.A., Annual Re~~ 1893-1894, Po B. 

8. J>I]PD_, 90, (6 Sept, 1895), p. 110 •. 
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see value in the three-fifths majori requirement as a means of ensur-

ing stabiH through adequate popular support. Others were in favour 

of local no-license but ware opposed to any idea of a national prohib-

ition option. To them this would be too radical a change with unknown 

possible affects on the whole community. 

llJhile there were these different types of prohibitionists to be 

found within Parliament, there were also those who profeesed at the 

polls to be in favour of some modification to the licensing law, normally 

to the changing of the three-fifths majority to the bare majori , but 

who were not prohibitionists. Some of these people were simply 

insincere and were hoping to catch the prohibitionist vote at the 

elections. Others were sincere, especially on the majority question, 

in that they thought democracy should be allowed to rule by the bare 

majority on all questions, but they were themselves opposed to prohib-

ition as a means of reform. Their democratic principles placed them 

alongside the prohibitionists, but they were in reality walking a very 

different path of social reform towards the millenium. For e><ample 9 

in 1896 Mr Pinkerton, one of the three members for Dunedin City, came 

out strongly against colonial prohibition as a satisfactory means of 

reform, but he nonetheless believed that the people should have the 

ri and the power to prohibit the sale of liquor if they wanted to do 

9 
SOo 

A further confusing issue in this attempt to define who was a 

prohibitionist is that over a period of time people were inclined to 

change their stance on various issues. This occurred within the 

prohibition movement as well as outside it. Many prohibitionists, 

even men such as the Rev. Rutherford Waddell, moved from opposing the 

9. DDT, 8 July, 1896. 
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bare majori to opposing the three-fifths maj 10 
On the other 

hand Robert McNab, member of Parliament for Mataura during most of the 

period under stu , changed his position on the majori question from 

being a supporter of the bare majority to supporting the three-fifths 

. 11 
vote. Both D. Pinkerton (Dunedin Ci ) and J.A. Millar halmers) 

had prohibitionist support at the 1893 election, but had alienated 

th -'-- t b '896 . th . t k . -'--. ., h. b. t. 12 
.a~ suppor~ y ~ by .elr ou .spo·en opposl~lon GO pro l l lOn. 

Millar even attempted to extend the hours of liquor trading in towns 

and cities from ten o 1 clock to eleven o 1 clock with a Licensing Amend-

ment Bill in 1898. 13 Though not strictly prohibitionists, James Allen 

(Bruce and W.F. massey (Franklin) were not opposed to temperance 

reform. By the time they took over the government of New Zealand in 

1912 1 however, they were much less favourable to any changes in the 

law, particular concerning the majori issue, and were considered 

t ' ' . b. ' . ~ t b ' t ' "b" t. 14 ne pronl l~lon movemenL o e opposeo o prohl 1 1on. Their 

positions demanded moderation, but it is interesting to note that the 

nearer to power they came, the less was their enthusiasm for a divisive, 

sectarian movement. 

The fluid political allegiance of politicians and parliamentary 

candidates and the variety of stances possible on the prohibition issue 

make it difficult to ascertain the exact effect of the issue on 

11. seep. 259 , fn. 17. 

12. DDT, 10 June, 1896, p. 2; 8 July, 1896; C. Pearson, TIThe 
Political Labour Movement in Ounedin, 1890-1896', (unpub
lished B.A. (Hans) thesis, University of Otago, 1974), 
pp. 56-60. 

13. DDT, 5 July, 1898, p. 6; 14 July, 1896, p. 4; .~ZFJ'Q, 101, 
(13 July, 1898), pp. 482-·487. 

14. NZPD, 158, (8 August~ 1912), pp. 703-710, J.i~. Hanan, 
L.M, Isitt; YE.nguard, 17 August, 1912, p. 10, 



politics and Parliament. By considering statements made by political 

candidates and members both within and outside the House, by looking 

at their voting on various matters relating to the licensing laws and 

by taking cognisance of the attitude of the prohibition party to them 

an attempt has been made, however, to define the structure and alleg-

lance of the prohibition party within Parliament, and hence to measure 

its political impact. 

At each election from 1893 until 1914 between one-fifth and one-

th 0 d ~ 11 dod t n d 0 • b • t' • t 15 . 1r or a can 1 a es were proresse pronl l 10n1s s. The peak 

year was in 1896 1 when it was expected that the prohibition issue 

would be a major factor in deciding who was elected to Parliament. 

This expectation was the result of several things. First, the 

connection of the liquor poll with the general election by holding them 

on the same day created an artificial link between the two events. 

Second, the 1894 liquor poll had not expressed the views of a large 

number of voters because of the low voter turnout at that time. The 

public debate on the licensing issue between 1894 and 1896 had given 

such attention to the question that it was expected to be a major issue 

in the 1896 campaign, and it was generally believed that the prohibition 

vote would be very influential. 16 Third, Sir Robert Stout had revealed 

in the 1894-1896 period the possibility of forming around him a prohib

itionist party as an alternative to the Seddon administration. 17 It 

was these three factors which gave the impression that the vote of 

prohibitionists would be of some importance in the political contest of 

15, See Table 17, 

16. oo~.' 3 Sept, 
5 .Dec, 1896; 
20-:21" 

1896, p. 6; 1 Dec, 1896, p. 2; Advocate, 
_?tar, 19 Nov, 1896, in Fowlds Papers 3/4, pp. 

17. See pp.17D-174. 



TABLE 17 

PARLIAMENTARY CANDIDATES AND PROHIBITION 

1893 1896 I 1899 

I 

1902 
I 

1905 [ 19082 

~ -~9l~~r- ,;:-
No. of I I 

I 
. I 

I Candidates 

I for 1 190 187 180 189 208 218 218 174 

I 
. Parliament. J I 

I --r 
No. of I ! I I I I 
Candidates 

44 I 23.28 I 
I 
' 

~ Prohibitionists -

as % of total 52 27.37 63 33.69 49 27.22 49 23.56 
I 

39 11.89 44 20.18 41 23.56 
number of 

I I I 
Candidates I I 

I 
! ! 

I ' No. of success- l I I 

ful prohibition-
I ist Candidates 40 76,92 33 52.38 30 61.22 31 70.45 25 51,02 26 66,67 29 65.91 31 75,61 

as % of all 

I I 
prohibitionist 

I I Candidates 
I I l 

% of members of I 

I I I Parliament 

I l = Prohibitionists 40 I 57.14 33 47.14 30 42.85 31 40.79 25 32.89 26 34.21 29 3B.l6 31 I 40 0 79 I I I I 
1. All Maori electorate candidates and members excluded from all calculations. 

2, First ballot figures. 
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1896. As a result a large number of candidates (33.69 per cant) 

sought to gain prohibitionist sup adopting a favourable prohib-

itionist stance on the issue. They were aided the policy of the 

N.Z. Alliance to ensure that in each constituency there would be at 

least one candidate favourable to the prohibitionist cause, and 

especially to the reduction of the three-fifths majori • t• 1 t. 18 sl pu a lon. 

Such a policy brought forth a host of indignant editorials from 

newspapers throughout the country. It was argued that the subordin-

ation of general politics to one "fad" was not only unjust but also 

irrespor1sible, The Alcoholic Liquors Sale Control Act was thought to 

give the public a complete say in matters relating to licensing and to 

have removed the issue from the political arena. The policy of the 

prohibition party was considered an unwarranted intrusion upon tha 

19 
general elections and dangerous to the good government of the country. 

The refusal of Parliament throughout this period 1894-1914 to 

reduce the majority squired to carry no-license and national prohibit-

ion resulted in the continued influence of the liquor issue at each 

election. The N.Z. Alliance did not alter its policy of suppmrting 

candidates who favoured the bare majority. This in itself ensured 

that the liquor question would play some part in the election campaigning. 

In 1908 there were proportionately fewer prohibitionist candid-

ates (17.89 per cent) than normal. This was p:robab the result of 

the lack of interest in the 1908 general election, the Liberal admin-

istration of Ward having called for a legislative holiday. 20 Partly 

as a result of this the campaign surrounding the liquor poll received 

18. N.Zo/~., Flnnual Report, 1896~1897;, p. 6; gpT, 2? Juns,l896~ 
p. 4 ,, 

19, Star. 19 Nov, 1896 1 in Fowlds Papers 3/4, pp. 20-21; 
pD~: 3 Sept, 1896, p. 6. 

20. ~zo, 2Lf Oct, 1908; p. 2; Shannon, OQ. ciL pp, 14---18. 
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more attention than had been usual and turned out to be the most 

acrimonious one of the period 1894-1914. Many ware the complaints 

that the licensing issue was dwarfing the general ele~tion. W. Downie 

s-tewart wrote to Sir Robert Stout: "Politics here are as dull as they 

can be. The No-License question obscures the whole political horizon 

and the candidates can get no one to listen to them". 21 In this 

situation it is possible that the prohibition party gave less attention 

to the selection of political candidates while they directed their 

efforts more intensely at persuading the people to vote for no-license. 

As a result fewer of the candidates for Parliament were prohibitionist 

than in the past. A larger proportion of these were, however, success-

ful (66.67 per cent), though this was not an unusually high percentage 

compared with other years. 

The increasing connection between Labour and Prohibition at this 

time may have had some bearing on the 1908 general election though this 

is difficult to judge. Nine Labour members were returned to Parlia-

ment, but eight of these were really members of the Liberal Left Wing 

and only supported by labour organisations. All of these Left Wing 

members had been re-elected and five were prohibitionists, four of whom 

had been Liberal members in the previous Parliament along with one 
22 

Independent. Only D. Mclaren, the new member for Wellington East and 

also a prohibitionist, was an Independent Labour representative with 

the support of the Political Labour League. The labour vote did not 

yet seem to appreciate the role of its own candidates. The effect of 

the voting left the labour-orientated group in Parliament very much as 

it had been, and it would appear that th efforts of individual labour 

leaders to encourage the working class to support no-license had not 

21. Stewart to Stout, 15 Nov, 1908, MS Papers 40, Stout MSS, 
Alexander Turnbull Library. 

22. See Appendix C. 
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By the time of the election the voters were being encouraged 

to choose carefully for whom they would vote. One writer pertinently 

asked about the prohibitionist candidates$ 11 Is it not likely that 

they ara faddists and crude experimentalists on other questions than 

Such comments, coupled with the prevailing attitude 

of a large number of moderates that the liquor issue be left alone 

the politicians and be given a fair hearing at the liquor polls under 

the now amended Alcoholic liquor Sales Control Act, resulted in a 

decrease in the number of prohibitionists being returned to Parliament. 

A similar reduced return of prohibitionist candidates was 

experienced in 1905, with there being only a 51.02 per cent success 

rate. Onoe again the liquor question had been given considerable 

attention between the previous election and poll in 1902 and 1905. 

The 1903 and 1904 Alcoholic Liouors Sale Control Act Amendment Bills 

had kept the issue in the public mind more than would normally have 

occurred. In 1905 two factors continued this publicity. The first 

was the general prohibitionist enthusiasm as the election and poll drew 

near. Even as early as march 1905 it was being stated that 

it is more than evident that Prohibition 
and the land will be the two dominant 
questions at the next general election ••• 
Probably a Prohibition c~ndidate will be 
run for every electorate and this will 
introduce much complexity into the 
elections. With the Prohibitionists 
1 No license' is the Alpha and Omega of 

'71 po1itics. J __ 

The second factor bringing the issue to the forefront of the 

political scene was the emergence of the New Liberal Party, an anti-

Seddon group of backbenchers who believed that the Liberal Government 

30. ~' 5 Dec, 1896, p. 6. 

31. Australasian, 25 march, 1905, cited in Prohibitionist, 
27 may, 1905, p. 9m 
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was not very liberal at all. In Whitcher's words, 11 The New Liberal 

Party was an expression of the Parliamentary radical discontent and 

disillusionment with the Seddon ministry". 32 T.E. Taylor, one of the 

more prominent New Liberals, argued that the Seddon ministry had lost 

sight of its 1891 ideals and had become interested only in party 

politics and power. There was thus a need for a new Liberal Party 

which "will place the interests of New Zealand first and last, and who 

will strive to legislate on all questions from the ideal standpoint 

that all the people in the colony are members of one family". 33 One 

of the programmes of this new party was direct control of the liquor 

business by the public vote, that is, local no-license by a bare 

majority at the liquor poll. Of the original eight members of the 

New Liberals in 1905, seven were no-license supporters, some promin-

ently so, while the eighm, Hogg, favoured the bare majority on all 

. 34 
lSSUes. This in itself was enough to have the party labelled as 

prohibitionist, though its programme was considerably broader than this. 

As Whitcher points out, the New Liberals raison d' ~tre was as a 

35 
radical party rather than a prohibitionist party. That some of 

the most ouspoken prohibitionists in Parliament should have been 

attached to this party resulted, however, in attention being focussed 

on it prior to the 1905 general election as a prohibitionist party. 

The effect was to confuse even more the liquor question with the wider 

political scene by bringing it to greater prominence as a possible 

political issue. 

32. G.F. Whitcher, 'The New Liberal Party, 1905', (unpublished 
m.A. thesis, University of Canterbury, 1966), p. 94. 

33. T.E. Taylor, An Impeachment of the Seddon Administration, 
(Pahiatua, 1905), p. 29. 

34. The seven prohibitionists were T.E. Taylor, ill.H. Barber, 
ill. Tanner, H.G. Ell, G. Laurenson, H.D. Bedford and F.m.B. 
fisher. _ 

35. Whitcher, op. cit., p. 84. 
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the time of the general election the New Liberals within 

Parliament had been reduced to four, largely because of a division over 

the voucher issue concerning ona of Seddon 1 s sons. 36 This charge of 

corruption recoiled badly on the New Liberal Par Such was the 

public reaction to these unproven charges that it resulted in the 

decimation of the New Liberals at the general election. Only two of 

its nine candidates were sleeted. All of these nine men were prohib-

itionists, and hence the prohibition cause suffered a loss in their 

defeat. While this explains to some degree the decline in the number 

of prohibitionist candidates elected to Parliament in 1905, it doss 

not explain all. It gi es a clue, however. The fact that the New 

liberal Party and the prohibitionist party had been closely linked in 

the public mind, if not in actual deed, by their attitude on the 

licensing question and their opposition to Seddon had resulted not 

only in a public reaction against the New Liberal Party 1 s candidates 

but also against many other political candidates who happened to be 

prohibitionists. Furthermore, it was not just prohibitionists 

generally who suffered, but prohibitionists opposed to Seddon and the 

Liberal Government. Of the twenty-three unelected prohibitionist 

candidates only three were Liberals, while seven were New Liberals, six 

were Opposition supporters, six were Independents and one was represen-

ting the Political Labour League. The effect of the voucher case had 

brought a wave of sentimental support for Seddon and had helped towards 

the achievement of a massive victory for the liberals at the polls. 

The resulting decisive defeat of the other parties had had its effect 

on the prohibitionists as well. Not only was the proportion of succ-

essful prohibitionists heavily reduced on the 1902 level, but the 

number of actual prohibitionists in Parli2ment was also reduced to its 

36. Burdon, Kinq Dick, pp. 309-311. 



lowest level since the liquor issue had become prominent politically 
'7'7 

ill 1893. 01 

The fact that the 1905 election saw a swing against non-Liberal 

Party prohibitionists but not against liberal prohibitionists would 

suggest that the reasons for this vote were much wider than the licens-

ing issue. It is possible that the defeat of so many prohibitionists 

had nothing to do with the liquor question, but rather they were 

defeated because the electorate voted strongly in the Liberal interest 

and against the other parties and factions on political issues that 

ignored the prohibition agitation. The return of sixteen out of 

nineteen prohibitionists who happened to be Liberals suggests that the 

voting had not been decided along prohibitionist lines. 

This raises the whole question as to the real role that the 

prohibition question played in the political life of New Zealand. It 

has not been disputed, either at the time or by writers since, that the 

issue clouded the political world and strained, if it did not break, 

party allegiances. From the 1893 election until the collapse of the 

prohibition movement in the late 1920s it was commonly believed that 

the selection of parliamentarians was affected by their stance on the 

1 < 0 t. 38 _lcenslng ques .lon, 

Such a claim must be at least modified in that the number of 

prohibitionist candidates never totalled more than 33.69 per cent of 

all candidates, and that after the 1893 eJection t never equalled 

even half of the members in the House 
. 39 

of Representatlves. This 

37. See Tables 17 and lB. 

38. R.m. Burdon, The New Dominion, (Wellington, 1965), p. 20; 
J.A. Lee, for. mine is .the KiJl9_~S!EQ. 9 (martinborough, 1975) 
pp .. 31~32; C. Bollinger, Grog 1 sLlLUn~'i' (Wellington, 
1959)' p. 62. 

39. See Tables 17 and 18. 



TABLE 18 

PARLIAMENTARIANS SUPPORTING LICENSING LAW REFORM FAVOURABLE TO PROHIBITION MOVEMENT 

, l I I 1893 1 1896 1899 1902 1905 1908 1911 1914 
LIBERALS: rr--i [ I r 

1 • Total Liberal 
32 1 Members as % of 14[ 

57.14 37 52.85 47 67.14 48 63.16 
56\ 

73.68 39 51.32 42.11 33 Li3.42 
of total 1 
Members. 

" % of Liberal I ""• 
117 

I 

IYiembers = r 42.5 13 35.13 16 34.0 13 27.08 16 28.57 8 20.51 9 28.13 10 30.03 I I Prohibitionists I I 
3. % of Parliamen-

I 

2/f, 29 18.57 22.85 

I 
17.11 21.05 10.53 11.84 13.16 

tarians = Liberal 
Prohibitionists I r~REFORM: I 

1~. In 24.29 26 37.1Li 17 ' 24.29 23 30.26 16 21.05 27 35.53 35 46.05 37 48.68 

• 2. 11 6!+. 71 14 53.85 9 52.94 14 60.87 7 43.75 11 40.74 16 45.71 17 45.95 

3. 15.71 20.0 12.86 18.42 9.21 14.<17 21.05 22.37 
I 

LABOUR: r 
1 • 7 I 10.0 2 2.B6 9 11.84 4 5.27 6 7.89 

2. 7 100.0 1 50.0 6 I 66.67 3 75.0 4 66.67 

3. 10,0 1.43 I I I 7.89 3,95 5.26 
I 

I I I I INDEPENDENT: I 

1 • 6 8.57 5 7.14 6 8.57 5 6,9B 4 5.26 1 I 1. 32 5 6.57 

2. 5 83.33 5 100.0 5 83.33 4 so.oo 2 50.00 1 100.0 1 20,0 

3. I 7.14 7.14 
I 

7.14 I 5.26 2,63 1.32 1.32 

' 

1. All Maori Members excluded from all calculations. 
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does not deny, however, that the issue had considerable effect on the 

selection of candidates in some electorates. It also leaves unanswer-

ed the question as to how many Parliamentarians were elected despite 

their allegiance to prohibition. If one looks at individual prohib-

itionist candidates who stood fer Parliament it is significant that 

those who stood primarily as prohibitionists were rarely returned. 

People such as E.H. Taylor, P.B.Fraser E. Walker, A.C. Begg, F.W. 

Isitt, W. Richardson, G. Dash, A.S. Adams and D. Whyte stood for 

Parliament primarily as prohibitionists at various stages between 1893 

and 1914. Not one of them was successful, nor did any of them poll 

particularly well if they faced more than one opponent. It is :reveal~ 

ing that when prohibitionist leaders such as F.W. Isitt, A.S. Adams 

and the Rev. E. Walker stood for Parliament they received fewer votes 

than t d b h . b . ' . . t ' t. h 0 b. t . . t 1 • k 40 was expec· e y pro J. l"ClOills~s ana an 1-pro .. l 1· 1.on1s .. s a,_:L e. 

On the other hand several leading prohibitionists were elected 

to Parliament - men such as Sir Robert Stout, T.E. Taylor, Rev. L.m. 

Isitt, A.R. Atkinson, R. mcNab and George Fowlds. The reason for 

the difference between their success and the failure of other prom-

inent prohibitionists seems to lie in the fact that these men did not 

stand primarily as prohibitionists but were proposing many other 

reforms in the fields of land labour, government and finance. These 

were the areas of most importance for the Government, and were ones 

which most interested the public. That these men were prohibition-

ists may well have helped their election, but it does not explain it. 

The fact that Taylor, Atkinson, mcNab, and to a lesser extent Fowlds, 

had unstabls political careers yet remained ardent prohibitionists 

only confirms the view that prohibition was not a deciding factor in 

40. See Table 19. 
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TP.BLE 19 
--~~ 

Proportion of votes received candidates 

standing primarily as prohibitionist. 

-----~-~ 

Cf-\NDIDATE % OF lLECTORATE NUfYlBER OF 
TOTAL CI\ND IDATES 
von: 

1893 E3H@ Tl\YLOR 44.8 THAIYIES 2 way contest:; 

P.B. FRASER 38.45 O!l,mARU 4 way contest 

1896 E. f-L Tl.\YLOR 38,16 THAiYlES .-, 
.<. way contes·~ 

E$ WALKER 29.81 U.J/HKATO 2 way contest; 

A.C. BEGG 30.23 DUNEDIN CITY 2 way conte::::t 

1899 Eif{Hti TIWLDR 15032 TH.I\fYlES 3 way contest 

A.C. BEGG 43.22 TAIERI ') 
L way contest 

1902 w. RICH~\RDSON 36o28 AUCKLMD n way contest 

F.UJ. IS ITT De89 Ti-IP.fnEs 3 way contest 

<D UJ IS ITT 32.58 UH\IAPU 2 way contest 

F. UJ. ISI 27 c5? HAlUKEtS B~\Y 2 IJ.ISY contest 

F.IJJ. ISI 19.82 DTfl.KI 2 way corrcest 

F.lU. ISITT 11::: ,...'4 ..... :.Jq;O._jl fYlOTUEJ<A .-, 
L. way contest; 

F@ lll ·~ IS ITT 18.58 BULLER. 2 way contest. 

F $ LU .-. IS ITT 18.3 GREY 'l way contest 4-

F-.UJ. ISITT 7.36 UJESTLAf\10 2 way contesi~ 

F.W. IS ITT 7.27 TirnARU 3 UJay ' ' con-css"C 

F. W. ISITT 19.25 UJAIKDU/HTI 2 way contest 

D. WHYTE 35.32 IN\JERCt:IRGILL 2 way contest 

D. UJHYTE 24s62 AW,L\RUA C) way contest L 
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Cord;inued 

-·~J:\ TE-~~~~-·~~ELECT07clATE NU!YIBER OF 
TOTt~L VOTE CP,NOIDr1 TES 

1905 w. RICHAFlDSON 20.'79 AUCKU\~JD EAST 4 l.i.Jay contest 

~-.w. IS ITT 9.33 IYlDTUEKf~ 3 way contest 

F. W. ISITT 22.16 BULLER 2 way ccmtest 

G. DASH 2Do78 WAITAKI c 
,_J way contest·; 

~\. s. ADAPnS 35.44 DUNEDIN 2 way contest 
CENTRAL 

1908 w. R ICHI\RDSON 37 ,, 74 AUCKLP,ND EAST '"Z way contest d 

F.UJ. IS ITT 2.86 THmi1ES LJ. way contest 

F.W. IS ITT 18.29 CLUTH~\ 2 way contest 

1911 w. RICHARDSON 7o87 ALICI<LM~D l+ way contest 
CENTRAL 

E.f-L TAYLOR 49.4 THP.Ji1ES 2 way contest 

1914 w. RICHARDSON 18.47 t\UCKU\ND 3 way contest 
CDJTRAL 

E.H. TAYLOR L~5. 55 HH\IYIES 2 way contest 
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their 
. . 4'1 

electlon" 

An analysis of the political allegiance of the prohibitionists 

who stood for Parliament confirms the picture alrea developed of the 

non-partisan nature of the prohibition movement. Prohibitionists were 

to be found amongst both the successful and the unsuccessful candidates 

of all the political groups, Liberal, Opposition, Labour and Independ-

ent. Proportionately more succesful Opposition members were prohib-

1'!2 
itionists than were Liberal members. For the Labour members and the 

Independents the issue would appear to have played a more considerable 

part than it did with the two major parties, though the smallness of 

their numbers might obscure the trends. It is possible that for these 

minor groups the prohibition issue was seen as one way to obtain more 

·votes. Some of the Independents were independent largely because of 

the prohibition issue and their stance on it. Similarly, though less 

markedly, it is possible that more Opposition members could profess to 

be no-license supporters merely because they were not the Government 

and therefore did not have to act upon their statements. This is 

difficult to prove, however, and certainly does not explain why the 

Reform Party maintained its proportion of prohibitionists at a reason-

ably high level even in 1914 when it was the Government. 

It is too simplistic to argue, however, that the prohibition 

movement was more inclined to the Opposition party than to the Liberals. 

Certainly this was never claimed by the prohibitionists themselves. 

41. See Appendix D. 

42. See Table 18. 



In 1894 it was claimed that in the 1893 election 

on the Liberal side were the small farmers, 
the working classes and the greater part of 
the Temperance·party. On the side of the 
Cons&Rvatives were the large landowners 
and their representatives, and the satellites 
of the brewery companies. 43 

354. 

The same claim was made in 1908 in a prohibitionist appeal to all 

political parties for support on the licensing question. The Opposit-

ion party was mentioned as "the one with whom we have the least accord, 

so far as political views go". 44 Once more the accusation was made 

that the Opposition lent upon the liquor interests and endeavoured 

to propitiate and win the vote of a party 
which knows no politics, no principles, 
which will sell them the day after, and 
plant a block vote for a Nihilist, if it 
is to the interest of their pockets and 45 
the protection of their business to do so. 

A more objective viewpoint was provided by Drummond in his official 

biography of Richard Seddon, when he stated that the prohibition vote 

was divided on political issues, "but leans more to the Liberals than 

to the Conservatives". 46 

Despite these claims, however, proportionately fewer Liberal 

members of the House of Representatives than Opposition members were 

prohibitionists. There were slightly more Liberal prohibitionist 

candidates than Opposition prohibitionist candidates for most of the 

period, but not significantly so. They also had a higher success rate 

than the Opposition candidates, but only because more Liberals were 

elected to the House than were Oppositionists. In proportion to their 

numbers the prohibitionist Liberals' success rate was considerably lower, 

43. N.Z.W.C.T.U., op. cit. 

44. Vanguard, 17 Oct, 1908, p. B. 

45. ibid. 

46. J. Drummond, The Life and Work of Richard John Seddon, 
(Wellington, 1907), p. 287. 



and provides no substantiation for the claims that the Temperance 

Lt '7 
par was more Liberal than Opposition orientated. ·' 

These claims of a Liberal orientation were contradicted by 

opposing statements that the Opposition was allied with the prohibit-

ionist vote and that the Liberal Par was working in the interests 

of the liquor trade. The first occasion for such a claim was the 

result of the manipulation of the prohibition issue by Sir Robert Stout 

in his attempt to wrest the leadership of the Liberal Party from 

if8 
Seddon. It was generally believed both before and after the 1893 

election that Stout was seeking to ally himself and his prohibitionist 

supporters with the Opposition, in order to creater a stronger opposit

ion to the Seddon Government. 49 

Such an alliance did not take place, yet the rumours that the 

prohibitionists and the Opposition had united continued to persist. In 

1895 the ~ Workman accused this prohibi tioll group of being 

now as ardent oppositionists as they were 
supporters of the Government at the last 
election •.• Nor do we believe that the 
alliance would convert the Opposition 
minority into a majority ..• Tha Cabal are 
not strong enough to turn the scale in 
an election, but they would like it to 
be thought that they can, and so they run 
about offering themselves to the highest 
bidder, and subserving all other questions 
to their one little fad. 50 

A slightly different slant was given to this liaison immediately 

prior to the 1896 election by the New Zealand Dbserver 1 which argued 

that the Opposition par was trying to encourage prohibition candid-

t t t d . d t l . .L t' l . ' 1 t 51 a es o san lll or er o sp_.lL ne .loera. vo e. 

47. See Tables 17 and lB. 

48. See pp. 20-23. 

49. Brand~ op. cit., pp. 22-25. 

50. Otago Workman, 17 August, 1895, p. 6. 

5L NZO, 5 Dec, 1896, p. 6. 

The implication 
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was that the prohibition vote was presumed by the Opposition to be 

predominantly Liberal if two candidates after the same votes could 

be encouraged to stand, a third candidate, presumably an Oppositionist, 

would do well because of the splitting of his~ponents 1 support. There 

is no evidence that such a situation actually occurred, except possibly 

in the Christchurch and Dunedin city electorates. 

In Christchurch an Opposition member supported by the liquor 

trade, C. Lewis, headed the 1896 poll, while two Independent Liberal 

prohibitionists, G.J. Smith and T.E.Taylor, took the other two seats. 

W.W. Collins, the leading Liberal Par candidate 1 was fourth. It 

would appear that ths Liberal prohibition vote had bypassed him in 

favour of Taylor and Smith, and also Ell, another prohibitionist and 

fifth in the poll This split had enabled lewis to head the po11. 52 

In Dunedin there was such a plethora of prohibitionist candida-

tes, six out of twelve, that it is impossible to see any trend at all. 

Only one of these prohibitionists H.S. Fish, gained a seat and he 

was a supporter of the Opposition. The Liberal vote was split between 

one Liberal (W. Hutchison) and three Liberal-Labour candidates 

(J.A. Millar, D. Pinkerton, and ill. Earnshaw), of whom Hutchison and 

Earnshaw were prohibitionists but neither of whom were successful. 

Millar took the second Dunedin seat, while the third was taken by the 

Oppositionist~ M.J.S. Mackenzie. The success of the Opposition in 

gaining two of the three seats would seem to be the result of a split 

Liberal vote between the four Liberal or Liberal-Labour candidates, 

th '-h d".. d h th h"b"'' . 53 ra ar c,1 an a l'vlslon cause uy , e pro, J. J. "Clon lssue. 

52. See Seddon Papers 3/12, pp. 22-30 for 1896 general election 
returns; also N 7 Dec, 1896; Bruce Herald, 
8 Dec, 1896. 

53. ibid. 
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If there were any truth in the Observer's claim as to the use 

of the prohibition issue by the Opposition, then the Opposition must 

have been very disappointed with the result winning only twenty-six 

seats to the Liberal Party's thirty-seven. The decline in the number 

of prohibitionist members of the House from forty in 1893 to thirty-

three in 1896 must similarly have dismayed the prohibitionist party. 

One of the reasons offered for this drop was that, 

the alliance between the Prohibition par 
and the Conservatives, which obtained in 
many constituencies .•• alienated a great 
deal of sympathy with the cause among 
broad, fair-minded people. Prohibition .•. 
should not have been made a leading issue 
at the late election. It is a question 
which must go hand in hand with progress 
as a whole. Temperance people should 
carry on steady missionary work against 
King Alcohol and reason will win in time. 
To attempt premature coercion will have 
the opposite effect. 54 

This belief in a Prohibitionist-Opposition party alliance, to be 

brought about largely by Sir Robert Stout, was given as a reason why 

the liquor interests were presumed to be behind the Liberal Government. 

So long as Stout remained in the House there was always the danger 

that, if the Government were defeated, he would join an Opposition 

cabinet. The effect of this threat was thought to have encouraged the 

liquor interests to support the Liberals against the Opposition and 

Stout. Stout 1 s retirement in 1898 was expected to result in the liquor 

interest switching its allegiance to the Opposition par , presumably 

its natural ally in terms of respect for the sanctity of private 

55 
proper 

Once again there is no evidence to suggest that such a situation 

54. The People, 12 Dec, 1896, in Seddon Papers 3/13. 

55. NZO, 12 Feb 1898 p. 2" 
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actually developeclc Just as it is difficult to see any trends in the 

political leanings of the prohibition movement, so it is impossible to 

see the leanings of the liquor trade. The prohibitionists opposed 

the liberal Government's Alcoholic Liquors Sale Control Act because of 

its three-fifths majority clause and later on because it did not offer 

a national as well as a local issue. The trade was just as opposed as 

the prohibitionists to the Liberal's Alcoholic Liquors Sale Control 

Act because it left it exposed to the whims of the voter, it threatened 

its proper and very existence 1 and it gave no offer of compensation 

in the event of no-license being carried. As Seddon said in a speech 

at Feilding in 1898, "The Government intended to carry out the wishes 

of the people, but were blamed on one side for passing the most advanc-

ed liquor legislation, while the other side said they were in league 

0 ' 0 ' 56 with the llquor L:rafflc'. It is improbable that both these opposing 

factions supported the one political party, the Opposition party, 

against the Government. At no stage during this period did the 

Opposition claim any connection with the liquor interests. In di vi dual 

candidates may have had the backing of the trade because as individuals 

they were opposed to prohibition] but it was never the Opposition 

party 1 s policy to remove the local option poll if it achieved power. 

The Opposition party as well as the prohibitionists believed 

that the liquor interest worked with the Liberal Par The prohibi.t-

ionists based their claim on the connection of Seddon with the liquor 

traffic through his role as a publican prior to his entering Parlia-

ment. This damned him in their eyes and encouraged them in the 

belief that his actions on this issue were slanted towards the trade. 

In their opinion the three-fifths majority had been instituted solely 
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as an attempt to prevent the will of the majori being enacted upon 

the or issue, and hence to provide a greater safeguard for the 

• • ' .L 57 llquor lnousLry. It is possible that this was an element among 

Seddon 1 s motives, but it ignores several other factors. Convincing 

arguments were offered for the need of a large majorit on such an 

issue as prohibition before it was enacted, so that every three years 

areas did not swing back and forth between no-license and license. 

The need for stability was recognised not only by Seddon but by a large 

number of politicians throughout the entire period. .C\ttempts to 

reduce the necessary majority never received adequate support in Parl-

iament, nor was the vote on such an issue ever decided on party lines. 

There were Liberals and Opposition members on both sides of this issue. 

The prohibitionists also ignored the fact that Seddon and Ward 

did not offer the liquor trade any compensation, even though they and 

the Liberal Party were presumed to be working il the trade 1 s interests" 

Seddon had parried such claims for years, not, perhaps, because he did 

not believe in compensation, but because he was aware that such a 

proposal was probably opposed by a majority in the House. He was not 

prepared to force this issue but preferred to find a moderate solution 

to a vexing non-political problem. Being aware of the liquor problem's 

potential to split the Liberal Par into prohibitionists and anti-

prohibitionists, Seddon skilfully avoided such an occurrence by making 

the question a non-party, conscience issue within the House and by 

putting the emphasis on the liquor poll rather than Parliament as the 

means of deciding the issue. On the prohibition question he was 

57. White Ribbon, Nov, 1896, pp. 7-8; NZIDD, 81 (18 ,1\ugust, 
1893), pp. 178-179, Stout. 
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careful, as were Ward and Massey to separate his own personal 

convictions from his public treatment of the issue. /-Is at no stage 

took the advice of a liquor trade deputation which once told him that 

he should make their cause a party question, 
and threaten to resign if his followers did 
not do his bidding. Mr Louisson 
Christchurc~ was sure that if the Premier 
would take his advice he might do what he 
likedo 58 

The evidence is thus against any strong connection between the 

Liberals and the liquor industry. Yet even in 1914 it was believed 

that such a connection existed. Mr A. Harris, member for Waitemata, 

asked in a want of confidence debate, 

Is it not a fact that the biggest and wicked
est monopoly of all - the liquor-monopoly -
has been one that has not only been supported 
by the liberal party, but has supported that 
party through thick and thiri, arid is support
ing it again, and will endeavour all it poss
ibly can to get that party back into power? 
Is it not a fact that the Liberal party have 
wilfully betrayed the wishes of the masses of 
the people by passing licensing legislation 
that has imposed an absolutely impossible 
handicap on the people of the country, while 
at the same time professing to "trust the 
people"? /~nd for what purpose? For the 
purpose of preserving for all time the 
vicious trade under which their supporters 
flourish; while, in return, this same mono
poly contributes liberally towards their 
par fighting-fund. 59 

Such an accusation must be interpreted largely as being political cant 

of a Reform Par member who was also an ardent prohibitionist. It was 

a political tactic which had little factual substance behind it. In 

~he vote on the second reading of a Government Bill to reduce the 

majority at the licensing poll necessary to carry prohibition to fifty-

five per cent the two major parties were both reasonab evenly split. 

54.29 per cent of the Reform Party members supported the second reading, almg 

58. Cited in Advocate, 8 August, 1896, p. 92. 

59. NZPD, 168, (l July, l914L pp. 159-160. 



Considering that of the Reform 

Party members 45.71 per cent were professed supporters of licensing 

reform, compared with only 28.13 per cent of the Liberal members, the 

vote on this issue hardly indicated that the Liberal Party was in 

league with the liquor trade. 

The evidence available leads emphatically to the conclusion that 

the licensing question was very much a non-political, non-partisan 

issue. Throughout the period it was argued prohibitionists, anti-

prohibitionists, and more moderate and objective observers that the 

prohibition party was in alliance with the Liberal Par , the Opposition, 

and neither. Similarly the liquor trade was accused of being in league 

with both the political parties. The particular allegiance suggested 

depended on tha point of view of the speaker or writer. 

It has also been seen that the connection of the labour movement 

with the prohibition movement did not result in any increase in the 

number of labour candidates being returned to Parliament by prohibit-

ionist votes, except perhaps in 1893. That the labour movement should 

have considered incorporating at various stages between 1894 and 1914 a 

resolution in favour of no-license in its platform and yet have attacked 

prohibition as a reform movement was a natural reflection of its desire 

to reform socie economically and socially and its distrust of any 

ptoposals emanating from middle class sources and which appeared to 

offer pious platitudes rather than genuine help to the poor and nee 

The labourites were similarly well aware that there was no consensus of 

opinion on the liquor issue among its ranks. The consumption of 

alcohol was just as much a habit of the working class as it was of any 

other socio-economic group. As a result there was no point in trying 

6 0 0 i. b i d. ~ ( 21 July ' 1914 ) ' p • 8 55 0 
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to formulate a policy on the ~uestion, othar than to leave it to the 

individual to decide. That this neutral position was not fully adopt-

ed before 1920 was largely the affect of the confusion of the support 

for the bare majority principle with support for prohibition ear sa. 

It is significant that the introduction of the bare majority at thEJ 

1919 liquor polls was soon followed by the removal of the licensing 

question from the Labour Party•s platform. 

The prohibition party similar had its own reasons for not 

entering fully into an alliance with tha labour movement. It could 

argue that it was primarily concerned with the amelioration of the lot 

of the working class; it could exploit to its own advantage Labour's 

support of the bare majority principle; but it could not afford to 

forget that it was not predominantly a working class movement. Its 

leadership was largely from the professional and business groups of 

society, while its support was predominantly from the non-episcopalian 

churches which had, to a considerable degree, lost sight of the 

interests and problems of the working man. Its aim reflected the type 

of people it most represented: a proposed solution for economic and 

social problems which would not require any change in the basic economic 

structure of society. The acceptance of this economic system by the 

large moderate section of the labour movementenabled the prohibition 

party to attract support from its ranks throughout the period. Yet 

the prohibitionists knew that they could not afford to ally with any 

political party. To do so would ensure reduced support, if not 

disaster. They had to remain outside any political allegiance and at 

least give the appearance of being above sectional interests. Their 

realisation of this essential if they were to be at all successful 

explains the failure of any attempt during this period to establiE>h a 

separate political Prohibition Party or even to ally itself with one 



particular party, It was in its connection with the political labour 

movement and in its attempts to have that movement a t prohibition 

as part of its platform that the prohibition movement came closest to 

becoming a political party. As seen 1 however no such development 

ultimate occurred. At no stage after 1896 did the prohibition move-

ment look to one particular political quarter for its support; rathe:c 

it attempted to appeal to all sections of the community and the 

political spectrum, realising that prohibition was not a party question. 

This negative conclusion as to the connection and effect of the 

prohibition issue on New Zealand's political life at this time is 

substantiated by statistical analysis of four elections and liquor 

polls - those for 1896, 1902, 1908 and 1911. All electorates were 

examined in a national survey and in a survey by electorate type in 

which electorates were grouped in seven categories according to their 

b . t. 61 ur an composl lon. Correlations between the percentage vote for 

Liberal, Opposition/Reform, Labour and Independent candidates and the 

percentage support for no-license in the corresponding electorates 

proved to be insignificantin nearly every instance. Where a correlat-

ion had a high significance level the correlation coefficient was too 

low to suggest any real connection between the vote for a political 

' d '-h . ~ l" 62 par·cy all- '~I a vote ror no- lCBilss. A similar analysis of the 

correlation between the percentage vote for prohibitionist candidates, 

no matter what their political allegiance, and the percentage support 

for no-license again revealed no definite trends as to a direct or 

d " ..... h" 63 a verse rslaGlons lp. 

61. Sse Appendix F·, 

62. Sse Table 23 

63. Sse Table 24 



1896 

N.Z, 

FARIYIER 

RURAL 

RURAL/URBAN 

IYIAINLY URBP.N 

IYIIXED CITY 

POOR CITY 

SPECIAL 

1902 

N,Z, 

FARIYIER 

RURAL 

RURAL/URBAN 

IYIAINLY URBAN 

IYIIXED CITY 

POOR CITY 

SPECIAL 

1908 

N.z. 
FARIYIER 

RURAL 

RURAL/URBAN 
MAINLY URBAN 

MIXED CITY 

POOR CITY 

SPECIAL 

1911 

N.z. 
FARMER 

RURAL 

RURAL/URBAN 

MAINLY URBAN 

MIXED CITY 

POOR CITY 

SPECIAL 

KEY: r 
p 

1. 

1 

I 

TABLE 23 

Corralation"between percentage vote for political party 

candidates and percentage support for no-license. 

LIBERAL l OPPOSITION LABOUR 
r p r p r p 

-·D. 2230 0.0895 Do1247 Do3738 Oo1701 Oo7473 

.. o 0 3266 0.1283 -0,0648 Do7636 

0,3176 0.1991 -0,0996 0 0 7136 

-0.6405 0.2443 0,5111 0,4889 

0.0221 0 0 9719 -0,7023 0,2977 0,5198 0,3693 

-0.7486 0.1454 I 

-0,2346 0,0600 0,0090 0,9551 0,0704 0,9296 

-0.2540 0,2205 0.1427 0,5723 

0.2628 0.2921 ,-0, 2559 0,3574 

-0.4113 0,2715 0.3961 Do6039 

0,8252 0,0431 0,4304 0,5696 -0.5380 0.6383 

-0.4658 0,4291 

-0.2287 0,0626 0,2363 0.0951 0.0019 0,9919 

-0.0877 0. 7131 0.5784 0,0119 

0,1563 0.5104 0,4510 Do0692 0,3849 0,3939 

-Do 7716 0.0422 Do9084 Do0328 

-0,1830 0 0 7285 -0,4450 Do5550 0.0868 0.8532 

-Do2176 0.6393 0,2036 0.7964 -0,2826 Oo4289 

0.0059 0.9911 

-0,1061 Oo3753 0,0199 0.8819 0.1010 0,5954 

-0.1676 0,4928 0,1813 Do4575 

0,0436 0.8635 0,0366 0,8853 -0.9336 0.0664 

0.6025 0,5883 

-0.7736 Oo0145 0.2799 0.5432 -0.4454 0,4522 

-0.0494 0.9260 -0.7223 0. 2777 0.4529 0,4437 

-0,4703 0.1443 -o. 2140 0.6450 0.2236 0.5631 

-0,3833 0,4533 0,6797 0,5242 

Simple Correlab.on Coefflcleni; . . . 
Signi ficence I.e vel of Simple Correlab.on CoefflClen_t 
r is highly significant at a 95% confidence level lf P<:O,Ol. 

INDEP>~JDENT 

r p 

Oo0401 0,8333 

0,2878 0.3908 

-0,:3018 Do4675 

0.4734 0,4205 

0.5999 0,5904 

0,1167 0,5110 

0.0482 0,8881 

-0.7123 0 0 0725 

Oo0791 0,8994 

-0.4165 0.5835 

-0.1079 0.8629 

0,0620 0,7195 

Do3619 0.4251 

0,5519 Do2562 

Do7391 0.2609 

-0.5932 0,2917 

Do1962 0.6129 

-0.9294 0,0706 

-0.1537 0,3639 

-0,2605 0,4983 

0,0983 0,8751 

-0.7305 0,0622 

-o. 7229 

"·''~J 0.1742 0,7087 

-0.2788 0.8201 

h th Or more Observations (electorates) Correlations only possible w ere rae 
are involved, 
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Correlation between percentage vote for prohibitionist 

candidates and percentage support for no-license. 

1896 r p 

N.Z. 0,1111 0,5067 

FARIYIER -0.1724 0,5556. 

RURAL 0.4869 0.1288 

RURAL/URBAN 0.9161 0,2626 

IYIAINLY URBAN1 

IYIIXED CITY o.iBD7 D. 7711 

POOR CITY 

SPECIAL -0.8539 0,3484 

1902 
N.Z. 0,4345 0.0072 

FARMER 0.3826 0.2197 

RURAL -0.0279 0,9390 

RURAL/URBAN -0.997B 0.0421 

MAINLY URBAN 

MIXED CITY 0.4001 0.4319 

POOR CITY -0.0839 O.B933 

SPECIAL 

--
190B 
N.Z. 0,3086 0,075B 

FARIYIER 0.2626 0.6695 

RURAL 0,5797 O.lOlB 

RURAL/URBMJ 

MAINLY URBAN 

MIXED CITY 0,1754 0. 7779 

POOR CITY 0.4131 0.2691 

SPECIAL 0.246B 0,8412 

1911 
N.Z. 0.2625 0.1064 

FARIYIER 0,3393 0.5764 

RURAL 0.0884 0.7848 

RURAL/URBAN 

MAINLY URBAN -0.5279 0.2233 

IYIIXED CITY 0,7664 0,2336 

POOR CITY 0.5432 0 01047 

1 SPECIAL 
... 

KEY: r Simple Correlation Coefficient 

P Significance Level of Simple Correlation 
Coefficient. 
r is highly significant at a 95% confidence 
level if P< 0. 01. 

Correlations only possible where three or more 
observations (electorates) are involved. 
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All these results confirm the argument above as to the lack of 

any positive relationship between the prohibition issue and politics. 

The issue does not appear to have favoured any particular political 

par 1 nor did it favour a candidate of any political hue who called 

himself a prohibitionist. If any connection between prohibition and 

politics did exist it was not revealed in the results of the general 

elections, but was considerably less tangible and less drastic than 

was believed at the time. 

The effect of the licensing issue on politics lay not in its 

influence on the nature of the composition of the House of Representat-

ives but in its impact on the activities of Parliament. The refusal 

of the various Governments of the period to reduce the three-fifths 

majority regulation resulted in continual agitation from the prohibit-

ionists to do so. This became an annual request, and almost every 

licensing Bill saw some debate on this question. Considerable time 

and energy were spent by Parliament on the whole question of licensing 

reform~ This was a major factor in keeping ths question in the fore-

ground of the country's affairs. The other important reason for the 

prominence and political influence of the prohibition issue was the 

taking of the licensing poll at the same time as the general parliament

ary election. 

The effect of the issue on the selection of parliamentary rep-

resentatives does not appear to have been in reali very great. 

Candidates could not ignore it in their campaigning, but the overriding 

picture is that, despite the attention given to the issue, the majority 

of voters did not let it sway their political preferences. The fail-

ure of the prohibition par to return enough prohibitionist candidates 

to compose even fifty per cent of Parliament between 1894 and 1914, in 
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contrast with their increasing support at the licensing polls 

suggests that the voting public, if not the prohibition organisations 

and the politicians, had clearly defined ideas as to the position the 

licensing question should have at the general election. They would 

vote on the issue at the liquor poll; they did not need to vote on 

it at the general election as well. This situation is well summarised 

by the words of a prohibitionist from Oamaru immediately after no-

license was carried in that electorate in 1905: 

It is years since the par here resolved 
to have nothing whatever to do with party 
politics ..• It was felt that any confusion 
of the issue with colonial politics, or 
even local representation, would bring 
about failure. We had a mbral cause to 
fight, and we fought for that with single
heartedness. It would have given many of 
our workers the greatest satisfaction to 
have seen such men as measrs T.E. Taylor, 
A.S. Adams, H.D. Bedford, or G. Dash 
elected, and it is with a distinct sense 
of the loss the whole movement has suffered 
by their defeat that I venture the opinion 
that the Local Option vote in Christchurch, 
Dunedin, and Waimate would have been more 
gratifying had the minds of the electors 
not been directed to two contests, and the 
issue, perhaps in a measure unintentionally 
confused, by the candidature of these 
gentlemen. 64 

Damaru carried no-license and returned an anti-prohibitionist, Thomas 

Duncan, to Parliament. At least some people were aware that prohib-

ition and politics should not be mised. 

64. Prohibitionist, 30 Dec, 1905 1 p. 6. 
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COI\ICLU~',IOIII 

The years from 1894 to 1914 had seen the prohibition agitation 

develop from a localised and loosely organised phenomenon into a power-

ful and closely co-ordinated grass roots movement led by the N.Z.A. In 

undertaking their attack on the citadels of liquordom the prohibition-

ists had a two-pronged programme, involving political action in order 

to achieve more favourable legislation for their cause, and temperance 

education, propaganda and agitation to encourage greater support at the 

triennial licensing polls. 

The major legislative aims of the prohibitionists were the 

national prohibition poll, achieved in 1910, and the simple majority, 

not granted until 1918. It was in this long and unsuccessful battle 

for the bare majori that many aspects of the overall licensing debate 

could be seen. 

The most obvious were the immutable arguments presented by both 

sides. In twenty years of debate there had been no advance in the 

reasons postulated for reducing the majority or for retaining it at 

sixty per cent. On the one hand was democratic principle, on the other 

stability and property rights. At no time did the leaders of either 

party admit that the other side had some reasonable claim to their 

position. This immutability reflects the f orcas that were involved. 

The prohibitionists were convinced of their divine mission and that 

the abolition of the drink trade was the fundamental reform required to 

heal society's social, economic and spiritual ills. By simplifying 

the complexity of the situation, by seeing the problems only in terms 

of black and white, by believing completely in Divine blessing and the 
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inevitable achievement of Christ 1 s dom on earth, they tended to 

bypass other means of reform of the liquor problem on their march along 

the narrow path of no-license to prohibition. Such immutability could 

only breed intolerance, especially as defeat followed defeat. In time 

intolerance could lead to social disorder and even anarchy; in New 

Zealand this was avoided, largely a heavy reliance upon the process 

of democratic government rather than direct action. The failure of 

the prohibition party to achieve the bare majority in contrast to 

their massive majority support at the polls reflects this conservativism 

of political action by New Zealand citizens. 

For the liquor trade supporters the question was much more one 

of self-interest and self-preservation. For some the principle of 

individual liber was important; for most it was purely a question of 

liking liquor and being opposed to the dominance of fanatics and 

religious enthusiasts. Not convinced by the prohibitionists 1 arguments 

of social reform by means of abolition of the liquor trade, the 

supporters of continuance were more inclined to see the benefits of the 

trade. To them it was a question of property, of employment 1 of 

revenue, of economics, of pleasure. The retention of the three-fifths 

majority was as much a matter of self-preservation as it was of social 

stability and individual liberty. 

The debate on the majority issue reveals, therefore, a clash of 

two sub-cultures. On the one hand was the highly moralistic Victorian 

middle class mentali with its traditional puritan values of sobriety, 

self-help and respectability. On the other was a more realistic if 

less philosophic mentali , reflecting the tough nature of colonial 

life and uninhibited by the influence of puritan thought. Between 

these two outlooks was a large gulf in which the moderates walked, 
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those who saw the need for reform of the liquor trade but who did not 

see prohibition as the answer. They could offer no solution to a 

real problem, however, except perhaps the untried experiment of State 

or corporate control, but to them is the legacy that the prohibition 

movement eventually failed in New Zealand because the licensing law 

was framed to allow expression of moderate opinion. Their influence 

far outweighed their numbers in that the belief in their existence 

rather than the knowledge of their existence influenced the shaping 

of the law, as seen in the debates on the reduction issue, the no

license and national prohibition issues, and the bare majority issue. 

This emphasis on legislation meant that the prohibition move

ment appeared to have a considerable effect on the political life of 

New Zealand. The N.Z.A. 1 s policy of encouraging its adherents to 

vote only for those political candidates who supported changes in 

the licensing law that favoured the prohibition cause resulted in the 

widespread belief that the movement was of vital political importance. 

The voting patterns of the average voter revealed, however, that his 

political preference was not decided on prohibitionist groundso 

Seddon had also helped to reduce the political effect of the 

issue by means of the licensing poll, which he had originally intended 

should remove the liquor issue from the political arena. In this he 

was partially successful. He further reduced its influence by 

treating it as a conscience rather than party issue in Parliament. 

He knew, as did the prohibition movement, that the licensing issue was 

not one that could form the basis of a viable and alternative political 

party. His actions were imitated by his successors, Ward and Massey. 

It was primarily on the issues of national prohibition and the three

fifths majority that the prohibition question had such political 
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prominence furoughout the period. The movement's failure to reduce 

the latter reflected its political weakness. 

Only with the labour movement did the prohibitionists have any 

close political connection; even so, this was of a very tenuous 

nature and did not seem to benefit either group, largely because they 

were working at cross purposes. The labour movement was attempting to 

develop its own alternative political party based on socialist ideals 

to bring about economic and social reform. This was regarded by the 

prohibitionists with scepticism and hostility. They were aware that 

advocates of socialism did not usually support prohibition for its own 

sake but because they regarded it as a step along the road towards 

State control of the liquor trade. This was not the prohibitionists' 

aim. The concept of State control of the means of production, distri

bution and exchange was opposed by those who subscribed to a capitalist, 

private enterprise system. The prohibitionists hoped to stem Labour's 

drift away from the prevailing economic, social and political structure 

into something more threatening by offering prohibition as the cure 

for all of society's problems. This would not, in their view, involve 

the need to change the structure of society, and in this they revealed 

the basic conservativism of their position. A separate working class 

political party would, on the other hand, pose a threat to middle 

class predominance and leadership in society. It was in the prohibit-

ionists' interest to prevent such a development, or, if that proved 

impossible, at least to influence it~ policies and leadership. Such 

attempts at inf~uence and leadership in the political sphere were best 

seen in the role played by Sir Robert Stout in the 1890s, the Left 

illing Liberals and the hl~w Liberals in the early 1900s, and the attempts 
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of prohibitionists such as George Fowlds, ill.T. Mills and J.l·. Paul to 

influence the platform of the emerging Labour Party in 1912, 1913 and 

1914. 1 

The development of a separate working class political party 

suggests that there were in New Zealand society at the beginning of 

the twentieth century separate socio-economic groups with differing 

political philosophies and aspirations. These socio-economic groups 

were not in themselves class groups, but tended to become so because 

of the attitudes of each group to the other. As seen the wealthier 

group considered itself more successful, more industrious, more 

thri , more sober and more respectable than the poorer group, which 

it talked about in terms of the masses", "the working men", and the 

"working class". The emphasis that the wealthier group placed on 

success, industry, thrift and sobriety, and its various attempts to 

have these values adopted by the working class through such reforms 

as anti-gambling and prohibition, further reveal a form of class 

structure in that the so-called middle class saw itself as a distinct 

group in society with a definite and leading role to play. The very 

fact that the middle class believed in its superiority would show that 

some form of class consciousness, however, crude, existed in New 

Zealand at this time, if Baker 1 s thesis relating to language, rhetoric 

2 
and perception is accepted. 

While political action was a major activity of the prohibition 

movement, it was not the only one. The existence of the licensing 

polls guaranteed that there would be considerable agitation to 

L See DoA. Hamer, l The Law and the Prophet• 1 t:assl!Jl; R.K. 
Newman, 1 Liberal Policy and the Left Wing 1 , t:assim; 
H. Roth, •Buying a Labour Party: Fowlds, Mills and the U.L. 
P. 1 , Political Science, 20, no. 1 (1968), pp. 27-39. 

2. See Introduction, p. 4-5. 
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convince more than just the politicians of the need for the removal 

of alcohol frcm society in order to encourage social, economic and 

moral reform. It was in the propaganda and agitation surrounding 

these polls that many of the ideas of the movement found their fullest 

expression, and in which it became apparent that the prohibitionists 

were primarily concerned with the economic, social, physical and 

moral conditions of the working class and how these could be improved. 

Behind this drive for prohibition was the overwhelming concern 

that the structure of New Zealand society should be familial, with 

the values associated with such a structure being the social moras of 

the whole community. The role of women in shaping this environment 

was given special emphasis in the prohibitionists' arguments. Seen 

in this light the prohibition movement must be regarded as one which 

was not merely trying to eradicate alcohol because it was considered 

harmful in itself, but which was also a movement to define the 

complete social environment. New Zealand was at a stage in its 

history when it was moving from being a frontier colonial society to 

becoming a more established, more complex, and more settled community. 

The 1890s and ear 1900s were a crossroads at which it was thought 

necessary to define more explicitly the nature of society and people's 

responsibilities within it. The prohibition movement was one such 

attempt at definition in which a puritan section of the middle class 

tried to impose its concepts and aspirations, its values and beliefs, 

on the whole communi Their success may be seen in that, although 

they did not achieve their immediate goal of prohibition, they did, 

to a very large extent, successfully impose the beliefs that women 

could find their greatest fulfilment within the home and that society 
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should be structured around the nuclear family and its values They 

were also successful in imposing the feeling that the use of alcohol was 

not altogether right and that the licensed bar was certainly not res-

pectable. It still remains to be seen whether New Zealand can 

completely overcome such attitudes and adopt a more sensible approach 

to what is still a serious social problem. 

What did the prohibitionists achieve during this period in their 

attempts to lessen the affects of the licensed trade on societ 

Between 1894 and 1908 twelve licensing districts adopted no-license. 

The first of these to restore licences would be Ohinemuri in 1925. 

The rest would not follow until the 1940s and 1950s. Between 1894 and 

1915 publicans 1 licences were reduced from 1,337 to 1 1 027, accommodation 

licences from 242 to 180, while head of population per licensed house 
'2 

( . '-' increased from 437 to 948 excluding maoris). Despite these 

statistical advances the drink bill for New Zealand continued to 

increase along with consumption of 4 alcohol. The prohibitionist 

agitation and education programmes were not able to stem the growth 

of the liquor trade; nor was the movement able to introduce reforms 

that civilised to any large degree the drinking habits of New Zealand 

society. Partly this was the result of the financial power of the 

liquor industry, but it was also partly the result of the prohibitionists 1 

concentration on legislation and liquor polls, which took them along a 

narrow road that bypassed many opportunities for what might have 

resulted in more lasting and beneficial reform. Their idea that 

11 preventiori is better than cure 11 was a worthy sentiment, but in trying 

to bring this about they forgot that cure was necessary until prevention 

4. 

J. Cocker and J.m. IYlur:cay, Temperance and Prohibition in N.Z., 
p. 272; Statistics Relating to !Uc;.£!2~1-i~l::iguor.L p. 8. 

See Tables l and 2,pp. 37-38. 



was achieved. The prohibitionists had a po of removing alcohol 

from society, but they did not have a mora humane and Christianlike 

policy of trying to help individuals who had suffered the ravages of 

alcoholism. The Government had attempted to fill this gap by estab-

lishing inebriates' institutions at the turn of the century but these 

5 
had not succeeded. The very people who should have been involved in 

such work as a result of their supposed Christian concern and interest 

in the drink problem the prohibitionists and the churches, were not 

farseeing enough or not genuinely interested in the plight of the 

individual to undertake such work. The Salvation Army must be 

excepted from this, in that such work was very much part of its social 

mission 
6 

among the poor. The remainder of the pietistic denominations, 

steeped in middle class ideas about self-help through self-discipline 

and control, were too busy attempting to reform society in one blow to 

devote serious attention beyond charity to individual cases of need. 

This concentration on prohibition by these middle class reformers 

as the chief means of social and economic reform for the poorer 

section of the community eventually alienated the working class and 

encouraged it to organise and fight for itself on both the political 

and industrial stages. This division between the middle class 

reformer and the Labour advocate was reflected in the seemingly 

declining interest in prohibition as a means of reform by 1914. 

Prohibition was a middle class ideology supported and led by the non-

episcopal middle class, but with considerable support from skilled 

workers, and aimed at helping the unregenerate working class. It had 

5. 'Inebriates' Institutions Act 1 l N.Z. Statutes 2 1898' no 8' 
pp. 16-22; 1903, no 7, PP· 22; ggi, 2i! Dec, 1904, p. 7; 
NZD, 7 ]an, 1905, P· 3. 

6. Vanguar~, 30 Nov 1907, p. 6. 



not, however, succeeded. It was, therefore, not surprising that the 

uneasy relationship between the labour movement and the prohibitionists 

should have been severely weakened 1914, while more positive means 

of reform were demanded. 

In such a situation of flux many people thought that the prohib-

ition movement had had its day. The complex economic, social and 

moral problems that had emerged in the 1880s and 1890s had not been 

eradicated, and did not seem like to be solved by an idealistic and 

simplistic measure such as prohibition. The outbreak of war on a 

grand scale, while a reality, was also symbolic of this seeming 

collapse of the confidence of the previous two decades. Old forces 

and influences were passing away; new conditions were constructing a 

different society. 

The prohibitionists, however, were not so easily sw~yed from 

their aim. To them the war was only another argument for the benefic-

ial effects of prohibition. It was to prove more than this in the 

' ano~ By 1919, as a result of wartime measures and hysteria, they 

could show that their support was still large, though it never again 

reached the level of 1911. By 1928, however, this support had 

collapsed and the prohibition movement faded from the New Zealand 

social and political scene as a viable means of reform. The harsh 

realities of the 1920s and 1930s were no place for the idealistic 

panaceas of the 1890s and 1900s This was in the future, however. In 

1914, while the liquor trade and its supporters preached doom to the 

prohibition movement, the prohibitionists revealed their enthustastic 

and optimistic realiism in words that summed up the movement: 

We know our cause is a real live cause 
today, and that it is bound to conquer. 
The forces of righteousness never suffer 
ultimate defeat; the fight for freedom, 



though baffled oft, is ever won ••• 
The fight may be long, but victory 
is certain. 7 

7. illhite Ribbon, Dec, 1914, p. 19. 

377. 
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APPENDIX A 

SOCIO-ECONOmiC CLASSIFICATION OF OCCUPATIONS 

In establishing a model for the classification of occupations 

reference has been made to A.A. Congalton's 'Social Grading of 

Occupation in New Zealand', E.P. Aimer's 'The Politics of a City

Auckland, 1899-1935', and R.S. Neale's Class and Ideology in the Nine

teenth Century. Congalton gives a seven point classification which was 

found, however, to be inoperative in several areas when put into 

practice: for example, separating group one (higher professional 

and administrative work) frDm group two (lower professional technical 

and executive work); separating highly skilled workers in group three 

from skilled workers in group four, and skilled workers from semi-

~illed workers in group five. Aimer tried to overcome these problems 

by combining Congalton 1 s groups one and two, by introducing a new 

category (three) of small self-employed people, and by combining semi

skilled and repetitive work with unskilled repetitive work, to give 

group five. This also led to problems, however, particularly when it 

came to separating groups three and four, when many of those in skilled 

work were also small self-employed people. Wise's Post Office 

Directory Trades Section for 1908 and 1916 could not help in separating 

the groups. A similar though smaller problem existed in separating 

highly skilled work in group two from group three. Neale's five 

class model for England in the 1830s and 1840s was found to be 

inoperative in the New Zealand context as New Zealand did not possess 

in any real sense an upper class of aristocratic, landholding, 

authoritarian and exclusive characteristics. The majority of people 

in New Zealand would have fallen by Neale's definition into the 

middling class, working class A and working class B, with a few middle 



class. Nor was there the same authority conflict in early twentieth 

century New Zealand as there was in 1830s Britain, so that the concept 

of social class being ''conflict groups arising out of the authori 

structure of imperatively co-ordinated associations'' cannot be 

rigidly applied to New Zealand with its full adult suffrage. s 

is not to deny that there was social conflict, between capital and 

labour, and landed and landless in particular. For the purposes of 

social stratification in New Zealand, however, Neale's concept does 

not help. 

Thus it was necessary to establish a new means of classification, 

modif g Aimer•s six point scheme. Groups one, two and six were 

retained, while group four as artisan, or skilled, was to a large 

extent retained 1 though modified slightly to conform to a definition 

of artisan labour given in a table on wages in the Statistics of New 

Zealand, 1908, p. 228. Added ~o this definition were other 

occupations which arose in the random surveys and were known to be 

skilled. Group three was formed from those who could not be called 

artisans but were possibly self-employed and definitely not semi

skilled or unskilled and doing repetitive work, all of whom were put 

into group five. 

Socio-economic classification of occupations: 

1. Higher professional and administrative work, lower professional 

and technical and executive work. 

2. Clerical and highly skilled work. 

Self-amp ed, skilled and servicing. 

4. Artisans. 

5. Semi-skilled and unskilled repetitive work. 

6. Farmer and farm manager. 
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Aimer, E.P. 1 The Politics of a Ci -Auckland, 1899-1935 1 1 

(unpublished M.A. thesis, Auckland, 1958). 

Congalton, A.A., 'Social Grading of Occupations in New Zealand•, 

British Jourr1aJ of S_s1cioJoqy~ voL IV no. 1, (1953), pp. 45-59. 

~Jeale 1 R o S ., ~ and I deologv in the Nineteenth CentUT':L_ 1 (London~ 

1972). 

Statistics of New Zealand, 1908, p. 228. 
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IW'PENDIX B 
-~--=.,.,~-·..........-.. ...., 

1895-191<'1. 

Temperance 

Gambling 

Prostitution 

Illegitimacy 

Contagious Diseases Act 

Barmaids 

Juvenile Immorality 

Dancing 

Smoking 

Opium Traffic 

Sabbath Day Observance 

Religious Instruction in 
Schools 

National Council of Women, 
and other female organ
izations 

Suffrage movement in Great 
Britain 

Political education of women 

Role of Legislative Council 

Women in Parliament 

Referendum 

Non~ par gm.Jernment 

Place of labour movement 

Old Age Pensions 

Charitable Aid 

Equal Pay 

Domestic Service 

Divorce, and emancipation of woman 
within marriage 

Prison reform 

Land tenure 

War and peace, and military training 



382. 

APPENDIX C 

Political allegiance of members of Parliament, 

1893-1914. 

LIBERAL OPPOSITION LABOUR INDEPENDENT 

1893: 

HOUSTON moNK (P) BUICK, T.L. ( p) THOmPSON (P') 

LAWRY miTCHELSON (P) O'REGAN (P) GREY 

O'RORKE CROWTHER TANNER (P) PIRANI (P) 

CADmAN (P) BUTTON (P) miLLAR, J.A.(P) STOUT (P) 

mcGOWAN LANG (P) PINKERTON (P) smiTH, G.J. (P) 

CARROLL RUSSELL, W.R. EARNSHAW (P) FLATmAN (P) 

CARNELL (P) BUCHANAN (P) mORRISON (P) 

HALL mcGUIRE 

HARRIS HUTCHISON, G. (P) 

KELLY, w. (P) WILSON (P) 

HOGG BELL (P) 

smiTH, E.m.(P) DUTHIE 

WILLIS NEWmAN (P) 

STEVENS GREEN 

GRAHAm ALLEN, J. (P) 

IYliLLS !YlACKENZIE, T. (P) 

IYlcK ENZIE, R. FRASER 

GUINNESS (P) 

SEDDON 

BUD DO (P) 

IYlEREDITH (P) 

REEVES 



APPENDIX C Cont ad 

LIBERP,L 

COLUNS 

JOYCE (P) 

RUSSELL, G,W.(P) 

IYlDNTGDIYlERY 

SAUNDERS (P) 

fflcLACHLAN 

fflP.SLIN (P) 

HALL-JONES 

STEWARD 

DUNCAN 

IYlcKENZIE 

HUTCH I SON, W. (P) 

LARNACH 

CAR~ICROSS 

rYicNP,B 

IY1ACKINTOSH 

KELLY, J.W, (P) 

W.l\RD 

383. 

1 0 (P) person who expressed some interest in prohibition, be it 

no-license or national prohibition, by three-fifths or 

bare majori 
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APPENDIX C Continued 

LIBERAL OPPOSITION LABOUR INDEPENDENT 

1896: 

HOUSTON IYIONK (P) HUTCHESON, J. (P) PI RANI (P) 

THOIYIPSON,R. (P) BOLLARD I\1ILLAR, J.A. STOUT (P) 

THOIYIPSON, T. IYIASSEY (P) SIYIITH, G. J. (P) 

HOLLAND LANG (P) TAYLOR,T.E.(P) 

LAWRY HERRIES (P) FLATI\1AN (P) 

O'RORKE RUSSELL,W.R. 

IYlcGOWAN IYlcLEAN, R.D. 

CADIYIAN (P) HUNTER (P) 

CARROLL BUCHANAN (P) 

O'IYIEARA BROWN (P) 

HOGG IYlcGUIRE 

SYI\1ES HUTCHISON, G. (P) 

STEVENS CARSON (P) 

FIELD LETHBRIDGE (P) 

WILFORD IYIOORE (P) 

FISHER LEWIS 

GRAHAIYI RDLLESTON 

IYlcKENZIE, R. WASON 

IYIILLS WRIGHT (P) 

O'REGAN (P) IYIACKENZIE, s. 

GUINNESS (P) FISH (P) 

SEDDON ALLEN, J. (P) 

IYIEREDITH (P) THOIYISON, J. W. 

TANNER (P) RICHARDSON,G.F. 



385. 

APPENDIX C Continusd 

LIBERAL OPPOSITION 

JOYCE (P) FRASER, W. 

mONTGOmERY (P) CROWTHER 

HALL-JONES (P) 

DUNCAN 

STEWARD 

mcKENZIE, J. 

ALLEN, E.G. (P) 

mORRISON (P) 

CARNCROSS 

LA RNACH 

GILFEDDER (P) 

KELLY, J.W. ( p) 

\JJARD 

1899: 

LIBERAL OPPOSITION LABOUR INDEPENDENT 

HOUSTON moNK (P) PI RANI (P) 

THOmPSON, R. (P) BOLLARD HUTCHESON, J. (P) 

NAPIER CROWTHER COLVIN 

FO\JJLDS (P) mASSEY (P) ELL (P) 

LAWRY LANG (P) LAURENSON (P) 

O'RORKE HERRIES (P) FLATmAN (p·) 

mcGOWAN RUSSELL, W.R. 

PALmER mcGUIRE 

CARROLL HUTCHISON, G. (P) 

FRASER LETHBRIDGE (P) 



386. 

~Continued 

LIBERAL OPPOSITION LABOUR I NDEP E~IDEN T 
~-~~- ---
,ll,TKINSON 

0 I IYlEARI\ LEWIS 

HOGG RHODES 

HORNSBY HARDY 

SYIYlES (P) 

THOIYlSON~ J.W. (P) 

illiLLIS FRASER 

STEVENS 

FIELD 

WILFORD 

FISHER 

GR Ptf-IA!Yl 

!YlcKENZIE LIBERAL COil 0 

IYliLLS I~LLEN, E.G. (P) 

GUINNESS (P) IYliLLAR, J. f.l, 

SEDDON ARNOLD (P) 

IYlEREDITH (P) BARCLAY ( p) 

BUDDO (P) !YlDRRISDN (P) 

TP.N~JER (P) CARNCROSS 

COLLINS BENNET ( p) 

RUSSELL, G.LU.(P) !YlcNAB ( p) 

IYlcLACHLM~ GIL FEDDER (P 

HALL~JONES HAN .liN ( p) 

LMRD 

DUNCAN 

!YlcKENZI E 
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A.PPENDIX c Continued 

1902: 

LI BEF\.l\L OPPOSITION LABOUR INDEPENDENT 
--~~ ~----

HOUSTON fYlANDER (P) moss ( p) 

WITHEFORD HARDING (P) VILE (P) 

BAUmE ALISON (P) Tf\YLDR,LE.(P) 

KIDD BOLLARD ELL (P) 

FOWLDS (P) KIRKBRIDE (P) THDIYlSON 9 
-1 ~ 

w .. Lo 

LAWRY IYlfJ.SSEY (P) 

lYle GOWAN U\NG (P 

CARROLL HERRIES (P) 

FRASER RUSSELL 9 lU. R. 

HI\LL BUCHA~JAN (P) 

0 1 IYlEP1RA LETHBRIDGE (P) 

HOGG AITKEN (P) 

JENNINGS DUTHIE 

smiTH RHODES 

IYlAJOR LEWIS 

SYIYlES HARDY 

REIYliNGTON (P HERDIYlAN 

LUILL.IS IYlACI<ENZIE~ Ta (P) 

WOOD BEDFORD (P) 

FIELD REID (P) 

WILFORD ALLEN, J. 

FISHER THOIYlSDr~, J • UJ. ( p) 

BARBER (P) FRASER 

GRAHAfYl 

fYlcKENZIE, R. 



388. 

APPENDIX C Continued 

LIBERr'\L LIBERAL con. 
~~~ ---·-

COLVIN FLP, TfYJP,I\1 

GUINNESS HALL-JDr~ES (P) 

SEDDON STEWARD 

IYliLLS DUNCAN 

RUTHEFORD ALLEN, E.G, (P) 

BUDDO (P) IYliLL/1;R 

UJITTY ARNOLD 

TANNER ( p) SIDEY 

0/~ VEY BENI\JET (P) 

LAUREN SON (P) me NAB (P) 

f'llclACHLAi~ HAl\! AN (P) 
' ' 

W,L\RD 

1905: 

LIBG1AL OPPOSITION LABOUfi INDEPENDENT 

HOUSTON mANDER FISHER 

STALLWORTHY (P ALISON LAURENSON (P) 

POOLE BOLLARD THomsoN, J.c. 

BAUfY!E KIRKBRIDE (P) HOGAN 

KIDD fnASSEY ( p) 

FOUJLDS HERRIES 

LAWRY LETHBRIDGE (P) 

!'ncGOlUAN AITK.EN 

POLMJO RHODES 

GREENSU',OE LEWIS 



389. 

~ Continued 

LIBERAL OPPO SITIDN 

C.ARROLL HARDY 

DILLON 

FRP,SER REID (P) 

H~\LL ALLEN 

ROSS IY!ALCOLIY! (P) 

HOGG FR,L\SER 

HORNSBY 

JENNINGS UBERF\1 COil, 

S!YIITH BUDDO (P) 

IYlP.::mR TANNER (P) 

SYIYlES GRAY (P) 

REiYIINGTON P) WITTY 

UJOOD DAVEY 

STEVENS ELL (P 

FIELD fl1cLACI-ILAN 

UJILFORD FU4TfYlAN (P) 

IZARD HALL-JONES (P) 

STEWARD 

GRAHP,IY! DUNC.I'\N 

IYiacPHERSON 

COLVIN ALLEN~ E.G. (P) 

GUINNESS 8,1\RCLAY 

SEDDON rniLLAR9 J.A. 

!YIILLS ~\RNOLD ( p) 

RUTHERFORD SIDEY 

!YicNi\8 (P) BEf~NET (P) 

HANP,N (P) WARD 



390. 

APPENDIX C Continued 

1908: 

LIBERAL OPPOSITION LABOUR INDEPENDENT 

REED IYlANDER POOLE (P) TAYLOR, T.E. (P) 

STALL WORTHY (P) PHILLIPS HOGAN 

GLOVER BOLLARD IYlcLAREN (P) 

BAUIYlE LANG (P) UJITTY 

FOWLDS (P) IYlASSEY (P) DAVEY 

LAWRY HERRIES ELL (P) 

lYle GOWAN BUCHANAN LAUREN SON (P) 

POLAND (P) DIVE ARNOLD (P) 

GREENSLADE OKEY (P) HANAN (P) 

IYlacDONALD PEARCE (P) 

CARROLL HINE (P) 

DILLON GUTHRIE 

BROWN BUICK 

HALL NEWIYlAN 

ROSS HERDIYlAN 

HDGG FISHER (P) 

JENNINGS WRIGHT (P) 

REIYliNGTON (P) DUNCAN 

FIELD RHODES 

WILFORD HARDY 

LUKE NOS WORTHY (P) 

GRAHAIYl SCOTT 

COLVIN THOIYlSON,G.IYl.(P) 

GUINNESS ALLEN 

IYlcKENZIE 



391 • 

f.l,PPENDIX c CONTINUED 

LIBERP.l OPPOSITION ----·-
SEODDf\1 fY!f.l.LCDLm (P) 

FORBES ,1\i\IDERSDN (P) 

BUDOO (p) FR!-\SER 

RUSSELL~ G.W. 

BUXTON (P) 

CRAIGIE (P 

STEW,L\RO 

DUNCAN 

CLARK (P 

rniLL.AR 

SIDEY 

THOIYlSON, J,C. 

LUI\ R 0 

1911: 

LIBERAL REFORm LABOUR INDEPENDENT ---· -----
REED IYlANDER PIWNE COATES 

mYERS HARRIS (P) VEITCH (P DICKSON 

GLOVER BOLLARD, ], ROBERTSON (P:) RHODES, LW. 

POLAND 8 R /l.D~J EY HINDrrtARSH (P) YOUNG, J.A.(P) 

IYlacDONALD LANG (P) 
,1 

( D \ (mccornBs) ' ) ATrYlORE 

CARROLL mASSEY (WEBB )1 

BROWN BOLLARD, R. 

IYlACKENZ IE, T. HERRIES 

SIY1 ITH, R, W. UJILSDN (P) 

WILFORD Ci~mPBELL 



39 2o 

LIBER.EiL REFORiYl 

rrlcKENZIE, R. HUNTER 

CDLVHJ ESCOTT (P 

GU IN~JESS SYKES (P) 

SEODOI\J BUCHANAN 

rrlcCALLUm HINE (P) 

FORBES DKEY (P) 

BUDDO (P') PEARCE (P) 

IS ITT GUTHRIE 

DAVEY NEWmAN~ E. 

ELL (P) BUICK 

WITTY HERDIYLAN 

RUSSELL, G. W" FISHER (P) 

U\URENSDN (P) NEWmAN 9 A.K.(P) 

DICKIE BELL 

CRAIGIE (P) RHODES 9 R.H, 

BUXTON (P) NOS WORTHY (P) 

iYliLLAR SiYliTH, F.H. (P 

SIDEY LEE (P) 

CLARKE ( p) SCOTT 

THOrriSON, J~C. THOmSON, G.fYL(P) 

HANAI\1 (P) STATHAIYl 

WARD ALLEN 

(WILKINSON~ mALCOLfYl (P) 

FRASER 

{\NDERSON (P 

1 • Wi.lkillSOil' fYicCombs and Webb returned at by~elections, 1912~1913, 



393. 

1914: 

LIBERAL: REFORIYI LABOUR INDEPENDENT 

REED IYIANDER PAYNE 

IYIYERS COATES VEITCH (P) 

GLOVER HARRIS (P) HINDIYIARSH (P) 

POOLE (P) PARR WEBB 

POLAND (P) DICKSON IYicCOIYIBS (P) 

IYiacDONALD LANG (P) WALKER (P) 

JENNINGS IYIASSEY 

CARROLL BOLLARD 

IYicNAB (P) RHODES, T. w. (P) 

BROWN HERRIES 

HORNSBY YOUNG, J.A. (P) 

SIYIITH, R. W. HUNTER 

FIELD ESCOTT (P) 

WILFORD SYKES (P) 

FLETCHER HINE (P) 

WRIGHT (P) OKEY (P) 

COLVIN (P) WILKINSON (P) 

SEDDON PEARCE (P) 

IYicCALLUIYI GUTHRIE (P) 

FOF~BES NEWIYIAN, E. 

BUDDO (P) BUICK 

IS ITT (P) HERDIYIAN 

THACKER NEWIYIAN, A.K. (P) 

ELL (P) FIELD 

WITTY HUDSON 
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APPENDIX C Continued ----
L I ~.IB.l.ih REFORiYI 

RUSSELL, G.W, RHODES, R.H. (P 

DICKIE NOSWORTHV (P) 

CRfiiGIE LEE (P) 

SIDEV SCOTT 

THDIY!SON, J.C. STEWA.RT 

HAN ,D,N (P) STATH.I\iYl 

WARD DICKSON 

AI\JSTEY ALLEN, :J. 

I ~0' (P) rYlA._L LfYl . 

FRl4SER 

ANDERSD~J (P 

TALBOT 



395. 

APPENDIX D 

POLITICAL CAREERS OF SOmE LEADING 

PROHIBITIONISTS ELECTED TO PARLIAmENT 

ROBERT mcNAB: 1893-1896 represented mataura 

1896 defeated in mataura 

1899-1908 represented mat aura 

1905-1908 minister of Lands 

1908 defeated in mataura 

1911 defeated in Palmerston North 

1914 represented Hawke's Bay 

T.E. TAYLOR: 1896 defeated in Christchurch City by-election, 
\ 

February 

1896-1899 represented Christchurch City 

1899 defeated in Christchurch City 

1902-1905 represented Christchurch City 

1905 defeated in Christchurch North 

1908-1911 represented Christchurch North until 

his death in July, 1911 

A.R. ATKINSON: 1896 defeated in Wellington City 

1899-1902 represented Wellington City 

1902 defeated in Wellington City 

1908 defeated in Wellington East 



G. FOWLDS: 1896 

1899-1902 

1902-1911 

1906-1911 

1911 

1914 

defeated in Auckland City 

represented Auckland City 

represented Grey Lynn 

396. 

minister of Education until resignation 

in August, 1911 

defeated in Grey Lynn 

defeated in Grey Lynn 



397. 

APPENDIX E 

CLASSIFICATION OF CITY POLLING BOOTHS, 

FOR DUNEDIN AND AUCKLAND, 1905 - 1914. 
1905: 

POOR CITY 

ALBANY ST 

LEITH VALLEY 

DOWLING ST 

LOWER HANOVER ST 

NORIYJAL SCHOOL 

HIGH ST, ROSLYN 

ROSLYN INSTITUTE 

WAKARI HALL 

ST ALBANS 

IYJANSE ST 

WALKER ST 

RUSSELL ST 

OLD COUNCIL CHAIYJBERS, 
IYJORNINGTON 

CAVERSHAIYl TOWN HALL 

KENSINGTON 

CAVERSHAIYl HALL 

PARKS IDE 

ST KILDA 

ST PETER'S HALL 

KEW 

SALVATION ARIYJY BARRACKS 

DUNCAN ST WESLEYAN HALL 

WEAL THY CITY 

UNION ST 

GEORGE ST 

UJOOOHAUGH 

IYJAORI HILL 

ARTHUR ST SCHOOL 

HIGH ST, DUNEDIN 

TOUJN HALL, IYJORNINGTON 

BELLEKNOWES 

ST CLAIR 

PONSONBY HALL 

PRIIYliTIVE IYJETHODIST 
SCHOOLROOIYl, PONSONBY 

RICHIYJOND RO SCHOOLHOUSE 

BAYFIELD SCHOOLHOUSE 

DRILL SHED 

STGEORGE'S HALL 

ENDEAN BUILDINGS, QUEEN ST 

URBAN FRINGE 

WAKARI 

BROCK VILLE 

HALFUJAY BUSH 

POOR CITY con. 

ST BENEDICT'S HALL 

EPIPHANY SCHDDLRODIYl 

KING EDUJARD'S HALL 

FEDERAL HALL 

ST JAIYJES HALL 

SEAIYJEN'S IYJISSION HALL 



1908~ 

POOR CITY WEALTHY CITY 
~----

ALBANY ST UNION ST 

LEITH VALLEY GEORGE ST 

MacLAREN'S HALL, GARDENS illOODHAUGH 

OPOHO MAORI HILL 

NORTH EAST VALLEY 

G(.\RR I SON HALL 

WALKER ST 

RUSSELL ST 

CAVERSHAM 

MORNINGTON COUNCIL 
CH,li,MBERS 

ST ALBANS 

WA K AR I 

ROSLYN COUNCIL CHAMBERS 

ROSLYN INSTITUTE 

ISAAC" S STORE 

OLD KNOX CHURCH 

NDRml-'\L SCHOOL 

(CAVERSHAM) ARCADE 

WESLEYP.N SCHOOL 

KHJG EDWARD ST 

f<ENSINGTO!\i 

ST KILDA 

MUSSELBLIRGH 

BAYVIE\JJ RD 

CAVERSHAr\'1 HALL 

ST PETER 1 S HALL 

HIGH ST 

MORNINGTON TOWN HALL 

BELLEKNDWES 

ARTHUR ST 

ST CL!HR 

PONSONBY H!l.LL 

STJOHN'S 

B!WFIELD SCHOOL 

QUEEN'S HALL 

ST STEPHEN'S 

RICHMOND RD SCHOOL 

DRILL HALL 

GRAFTON FOOTBALL 
CLUB 

ST GEDRGE~S 

398. 

UR.BA\N FRif~G[ 

DI><O!~ 1 5 FP.CTDRY 

PWE HIU_ 

BROCK VILLE 

BU!\ITINGS 

KEUJ Ht1,l.. L 

ST BENEDICP S 

KING ElJULL\RD 1 S 

OLD AGE PHJS ION 
OFFICE 

EPIPHt~~JY SCHOOL 

FEDERP.L H/\U_ 

ST I HALL 

SAILOR'S miSSION 



1911 ~ 

POOR CITY WEALTHY CITY 

GARDENS, N.E.V. UNION ST 

COUNCIL CHAMBERS, N.E.V. GEORGE ST 

LEITH VP,LLEY 

OPOHu 

, UPPER JUNCTION 

VICTDRIJl, HALL 

WAU<ER ST 

RUSSELL ST 

fYlDRNINGTON COUNCIL 
CH~\rYlBERS 

rYlcCALLAM 1 S STORE, 
MDRNINGTDN 

METHODIST CHURCH, 
fYlDRNINGTON 

CAVERSHAfYl ODDFELLOWS 
H,L\LL 

ALBANY ST ODDFELLOWS 
HALL 

li/OODHAUGH 

fYl,L\DRI HILL 

HIGH ST 

fYlDRNINGTON TOWN HALl 

,1\,RTHUR ST PUBLIC 
SCHOOL 

ST CU\IR 

WINDSOFl Hf;LL 

ST STEPHEN'S 

QUEENS H/l,LL 

CAVERSHAM PUBLIC HALL BAYFIELD SCHOOL 

BERWICK'S STORE, RICHMOND RD SCHOOl 
CAVERSHP.fYl 

GARRISON HALL DRILL HALL 

MORAY PLACE ST ANDREU/S HALL 

LOWER HANOVER ST ST JAVID 1 S SCHOOL 

ALBANY ST PUBLIC SCHOOL GRAFTON TRAINING SHED 

ROSLYN COUNCIL CHAmBERS 

ROSLYN INSTITUTE 

ST ALBiiNS 

WAKARI HALL 9 ROSLYN 

399. 

URBAN FRINGF 

PINE HILL 

KIRKLAND HALL GREEN 
ISLAND 

SAfYlSON 1 S STOFlE, 
GREGJ ISLAND 

BFWCKVILLE 

BUNTING'S, HALFWAY 
BUSH 

GREEN ISLAND 

BRIGHTON RD 1 GREEN 
ISLAND 



1911 Continued: 

POOR CITY 

OLD KNOX CHURCH, 
GREAT KING ST 

ST KILDA 

mUSSELBURGH PRESBY
TERIAN CHURCH 

DAVID ST 

FRANKLIN RD PRimiTIVE 
mETHODIST SCHOOLROOm 

QUAY ST 

EPIPHANY SCHOOL 

ST JAmEs' HALL 

SAILOR'S miSSION 

1914: 

400. 

POOR CITY 

TOWN HALL, SOUTH DUNEDIN 

mUSSELBURGH SCHOOL 

WESLEY ST 

CARGILL RO 

mARION ST 

NEWTON EAST SCHOOL 

NEW NORTH RD 

FEDERAL HALL 

EAST ST HALL 

POOR CITY WEALTHY CITY URBAN FRINGE 

mACLAREN'S HALL, N.E.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL, WAKARI 
UNION ST 

COUNCIL CHAmBERS, N.E.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL, PINE HILL 
GEORGE ST 

LEITH VALLEY ODDFELLOWS HALL, CHURCH OF CHRIST, 
ALBANY ST GREEN ISLAND 

OPOHO WOODHAUGH KIRKLAND'S, GREEN 
. ISLAND . 

UPPER JUNCTION mAORI HILL BROCKVILLE 

VICTORIA HALL HIGH ST HALFWAY BUSH 

miSSION HALL, WALKER ST TOWN HALL, NORNINGTON FAULDS, GREEN ISLAND 

miSSION HALL, RUSSELL ST BELLEKNOUJES 

ELGIN RD 

KING EDWARD ST 

COUNCIL CHAmBERS, 
mORNINGTON 

PRESBYTERIAN HALL, 
ST CLAIR 

WINDSOR HALL, PONSONBY 

ARTHUR ST 

ALEX, GREEN ISLAND 

PUBLIC SCHOOL, 
CONCORD 



1914 Continued: 

POOR CITY 

IYlAIN SOUTH RD, 
VERSHMl 

BERWICK'S STOf~E, 

CI\VERSHI\IYI 

GARRISON Hm.L 

i\10RP.Y PU\CE 

H!H~DVER ST 

ALBANY ST 

COUNCIL CHAIYIBERS, ROSLYN 

INSTITUTE, ROSLYN 

WAKARI HALL, ROSLYN 

WEDDEFlSPOON Is' 
KAIKORAI VALLEY 

GREAT KING STREET 

TOWN HALL SOUTH DUNEDIN 

TOWN HALL, ST KILDA 

PUBLIC SCHOOL, IYlUSSELBURGH 

PRESBYTERIAN HALL, 
ST KILDA 

WESLEY ST 

CP,RGILL ~"10 

ODDFELLOWS HALL, CAVERSHAIYI 

fY1ARION ST 

F"R/4NKLIN RD 

IYlASDNIC HALL, 
1\Jt:W NORTH ROAD 

EPIPHANY SCHOOL, GRUNDY ST 

1\IEWTOWN EAST 

lUG\L THY CITY 
~---~--

BAYFIELD SCHOOL 

RICHIYIOND RD SCHOOL 

MUNRO HALL, PONSONBY ROAD 

MASONIC HALL~ JERVOIS RD 

DRILL HJl.LL 

ST ANDREW! S HALL · 

SKATING RINK, KHYBER PASS 

GRAFTON FOOTBALL CLUB 

DRUIDS HALL, NORTH ST 

POOR CITY con. 

HARBOUR BOARD SHED, 
NO 2 JETTY 

401. 

GRAFTON SCHOOL, NUGENT ST 

TDUJr~ HALL 

ST JAMES 1 HALL, WELLINGTON ST 

SAILORS miSSION 

LUHOSOEVER Hi=ILL ~ 

VICTORIA & CUSTOMS ST 
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CLASSIFICATION OF ELECTORATES 

402 • 

In classifying electorates for the four years 1896, 1902, 1908 

and 1911 a similar method to that used by R.K. Newman in his stu of 

the 1908 and 1911 licensing polls has been adopted. 1 ~iorne major 

modifications have, however, been made. It was felt that a village or 

settlement of 500 people was too small to be labelled as urban; a 

figure of 1000 was preferred as being more likely to provide a distinct 

voting bloc in a predominantly rural environment A centre of 2000 

people or more has been used to separate rural interests from urban 

interests. 

An electorate with an urban population of 0-24.99 per cent, with 

no settlement over 2000 people, has been labelled f§.~a Those 

electorates with 25-54.99 per cent urban population have been labelled 

as .B.k!.£.§1, and include electorates with one centre or more of over 2000 

people, but not enough to be one quarter of the population. It was 

assumed that such a settlement would have enough people involved in 

transport and servicing to provide a detectable non-farmer political 

outlook. 

A new category, RurELJ-.i!:J.E.9..§!l (55~74~99%) has been introduced to 

contain a small group of electorates that consisted of one major settle-

ment, comprising of over half the population, and its hinterland. It 

was possible for these settlements to dominate the electorate politically, 

and therefore they have been separated from those electorates that were 

predominantly rural. This category also includes some electorates 

.which were the outer suburbs of major cities. These were mixed 

1. R.K. Newman, 1 Libe:cal Policy and the Wing•, pp. 397-403. 



electorates containing a well-to-do, urban-orientated, commuting 

population, a retired population and small farmers and market gardeners 

producing for the urban market. These electorates were growing at the 

fastest rate and were in a state of rapid change in the period 1896-

1914 as they were gradually absorbed into the cities. The proportion 

of rural population in them was, however, of enough significance to 

prevent them being classed as mainly urban. 

~-~.!l ( 75~89, 99% urban): these electorab:Js consisted of 

city suburbs or large provincial towns with a small rural fringe or 

small built-up areas that were not yet boroughs in their own right. 

Within the major cities (90-lDD% urban) classification has been 

determined by social composition. No city in this period contained 

wealthy residential areas large enough to fill a single electorate, 

but some electorates had significantly more well-to-do areas than 

others. These have been labelled 11J.ixed Ci,ty and the remainder~ mostly 

working class areas~ have been called Poor City. 

significant proportion of the population involved not in farming but 

in goldmining, coal mining and saw milling. Politically they were 

alien to farming and rural interests, and so have been separately 

classified on political rather than urban/rural criteria. 

1896~ 

( % ' Farmer l0-24.99o urban): 

IYU\ R 5 IJ DJ IYiiJTUEKP. BAY OF ISU\NDS 

ASHLEY UJAITEmATA ELL.ESfYlERE 

FRANKLIN SELWYN DHINErnURI 

GER,L\LDINE WAIKi\TO WAITAKI 
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B1W OF PLENTY WAIHEfYIO Tr\IERI 

EG!YlO~JT CLUTHP, HAWER?\ TUP.PEKP, 

PATE/\ WP.KA TIPU OTAKI A UJ.l\R UA 

UJALLi~CE 

EDE~J /J,VON 1'/lP.NUKAU ,1:\SHBURTON 

WAH\PU TifYI.ARU H,1\WKE 1 S BAY oAmrmu 

PAHH\TUP, WI\H(OUAITI [\'1.1:\S TER TO 1\1 BRUCE 

WAIRARAPA fYlATJ.i,URP. TAR~;NAKI fYlAN.AWATU 

R ICC?\RTDN \U/URt~ll K!UAPDI 

flJ.JR?\LjURBAI'))_ (55-74.99% urban): 

P~\R~JELL NELSON WANC,t~NUI LYTTLETDN 

PI\U~ERSTON NORTH 

J:(lAINLY __ URBA~. (75-89. 99% urban): 

NAPIER WELLINGTON SUBURBS 

fYIIXED CITY: POOR CITY: SiPECIAL COUNTRY: ---· ---· ------
DUNEDIN THP:I'!lE:S 

UJELLINGTDI~ \UESTLll.ND 

CHRISTCHUI~CH BULL[R 

INVERCARGILL GREY 

IUJCKLAND RANGITIKEI 
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1902 

BAY OF ISLANDS FRANKLII~ EGrYlONT SELWYN 

WAIKDUAITI ,L\WARUA KAIP,C\RA OHINEIY!UR I 

OTAKI COURTENAY GER (\,LD I i~E TAIERI 

WALLACE i'llARSDEN WAII<IHO ~1DTUEKJl, 

CLUTHA EDEN WA IPA UJ~\ HURUNUI 

ELLESIYIERE WAITPYI TUAPEKA. 

~1T IDA. UJ,L\KA TIPU 

RUHAL: --
W~\ITEfYIATA Tf.'1RM~AKI 0~\IYIJ.',,R 1J GREY LYI\iN 

H~\UJERP, BRUCE IYI/~NUKAU PATEJl, 

fYIATP,URA OROU,l\, R ICCARTDN BAY OF PLE:f\ITY 

UJAIAPU fYIANAW.C\TU HAWKE 1 S BiW WAIR,L\U 

fYlASTERTDN f<P,IAPOI ll!AIRARAPA ,c,SHBURTON 

PARI~ELL NELSON WAI\IGANUI AVOI\1 

PALIYlERSTON NORTH L YTTLETON HUTT TIIYll-\RU CH.C\LIYIERS 

IYlAINLY URBAN: IYliXED CITY~ POOR CITY: 
~---·---

f~APIER. THf\IYlES C!\ VERSii~\1!1 

liJELLII\JGTO!~ GREY 

Rfl.NGITH<EI 

C 1--JF( l'3TC HUR C H BULL.ER 

DUNEDIN WESTLAND 

INJERCI~'RGILL 



1908~ 

B.IW OF ISLMJDS EGMONT WAITAKI 

OTAKI TAIERI FRANKLIN MOTUEKA 

CLUTHfl BAY OF PLENTY HURUNUI TUAPEKA 

TALIIYlARANUI ELLESMERE WAKATIPU fPiAHIATLIA 

SEL.UJYN AWARUA WAIRARAPA GERA,LDINE 

WALLACE 

RURAL: 

IYIARSDEN WAIPAWA IYlANAWATU BRUCE 

IYlANUf(AU r\1ASTERTON WAIRP.U fY11HAUR/4 

WAIK{\ TO TARAr~AKI KAIAPOI TAURl\NGi~ 

STRATFORD ASHBURTON GISBORNE PATEA 

OAfYlARLI HAWKE'S BP,Y OROL!l~ CHAL.I'IlERS 

Bll£i81} U R 8 A i\1 : IYliXED CITY: 

P,L\LMERSTON NORTH PARNELL 

LYTTLE TON WELLINGTON (NORTH, SOUTH, EAS 

CHRISTCHURCH ( NORTH, SOUTH, EAST) 

DUNEDii\1 (NORTH~ WEST, C ErHRA l) 

WELLINGTON SUBURBS 

INvJERC,D,RGILL 

POOR CITY: SPECIAL COUNTRY: 

AUCKLAND (EAST, WEST, CENTRAL) BULLER 

GREY ~~ VNf~ ,L\ VO I~ 

DUNEDIN SOUTH 

DHINEIYlLIRI 

RA~JGI TI KE I 

<'01:-\/ 
LJ 1 \ Lo ~ 

ilJES TLAND 

(The four ci ~lcensing districts each combined three electorates 
after the old city electorates were divided into three in 1905). 
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1911~ 

FARiYlER: 
~·-· 

BAY OF EiU\NDS UJAIRARAPA SELWYN AIJJARIJA 

KP,IPARA EGmmn TEiYlUKF1 WALLP,CE 

FR~\NKLIN WAITAKI R,L\GLAi\J RANGITIKEI 

IY!OTUEKA HURUNUI CLUTHA. BAY OF PLENTY 

OT.l\ GO CENTRAL Pf~HIATUA ELLESIYlERE WAKATIPU 

iYlP.RSDEN !JJiUPf\W,C\ CiROU~\ OAI\'!ARU 

Wl\IKATIJ IYlASTERTON OTAKI CHAUilERS 

TAUF\ANG,O, TARA~JAKI UJAIRAU BRUCE 

TAUIYl!\RA~lU I STFU\ TFORD KP.IAPO I IYIATAURA 

Hl\WKE 1 S BAY PATEt\ ASHBUHTON 

IYIIUNL Y URBAN~ 

EDEN WAITEl\1f\TF1 HUTT 

GISBOFlNE 1\'!MJUKAU IJJELLINGTON SUBURBS 

NELSON NAPIER LYTTLETON 

RICCARTO~J llJP,NG/),NUI TirYlARU 

P/-\liYlERSTON f\IORTH 

iYliXEO CITY: SPECIAL COUNTRY: 

AUCKU\f~D THArnt:s 

LliELUNGTmJ GREY LVNr~ GREY 

CHRISTCHURCH AVDI\J DHINErYlURI 

DUf~EOIN 

HJVERCARGILL BULLER 

WESTLAND 



18941 1896 1899 1902 1905 1908 19118 19llb 19148 1914b 

BAY OF ISLANDS 22.753 34.94 30,74 30.91 40.78 46,92 . 51.78 58,86 45.99 48,49 

IYIARSDEN 44.683 51.51 40,88 52.86 55,0 56,62 56.2 61.44 52.05 55,84 
co 
0 
-.::1- KAIPARA 38.01 47.47 51.44 53.19 58.9 51.12 53.74 

Ol 

54.973 OJ WAITEMATA 40.66 36.53 40.84 49.06 56.71 54.14 57,78 49.26 52,4 -!-> 
0 

>- ::> 

41.743 ..0 EDEN 41.96 43.66 46.31 54,38 63,09 69.16 67.88 66,21 63.42 "0 
c •..-I 
0 rl 

47.443 ·,-{ <U AUCKLAND CITY 38.03 44.11 44.7 49.56 54.88 47.88 52.28 56.12 46.04 -!-> ::> 
·..-I 
..0 rl 
•..-I <U GREY LYNN 52.96 63,35 71.23 70.12 70.74 61,22 59.1 ..c +J 
0 0 
1'-1 ..IJ 3 0.. PARNELL 36.31 38,59 37.25 44.9 56.01 50.48 52,93 50.08 51.03 4- 43.96 
rl 0 

<U 3 c OJ MANUKAU 37.07 37.92 43.03 54.21 59.46 56,21 58.45 52.49 53.51 0 01 
•..-I <U 
+J +J 

41.043 <U c FRANKLIN 43.87 45.53 51.68 51.45 56.6 55.34 56.99 51.78 54.36 c OJ 
u 

"0 1'-1 

57.3 3 c OJ THAMES 45.96- 51,54 50.02 51.43 52.73 ll9.54 56.61 49.09 55,94 <U 0.. 
(!] 

D OJ <U 
X N Ul OHINEMURI 41.98 56,98 47.64 48.56 61.63 49.04 54.86 48.05 54.31 1-1 c Ul 
0 w OJ <U 
z ...J u 
w m •..-I ~ 

RAGLAN 58.3. 63,04 51.9 55.76 0.. c:( rl "<t 
0.. 1- I rl 
c:( 0 m 

28.233 c rl . 
WAIPA I OJ 

rl "<t -!-> 
ro m ro 

35,963 u OJ 1'-1 WAIKATO 36,07 34.25 38,1 ·54.47 52,11 54.85 61.52 50,35 57,31 0 rl 0 
rl +J 

~ () 

1'-1 Ul OJ 
TAURANGA 54,81 50,37 58.17 53.15 0 OJ rl 47.19 

4- -!-> OJ 
ro 

-!-> 1'-1 ..c BAY OF PLENTY 29.58 38.08 37,3 43,5 52.82 42.96 46,08 58,07 39,07 45.5 1'-1 0 () 
0 -!-> ro 
0.. u OJ 

78.83 0.. OJ WAIAPU 48.89 51.03 52.63 59.59 ::J rl c 
(.1) OJ ·..-1 

TAUIYJARANUI 42.1 43.05 50,26 37.75 42.44 

GISBORNE 53.28 . 4Bo 79 56.84 40.99 47.88 

HAWKE'S BAY 38.513 41.51 84.773 45.23 51,65 42.4 43.47 55.6 40.64 48.15 

.. 
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~JAPIER 44.46 3 42.59 44.32 52.05 38.98 46.22 44.2 54.48 37.81 42.86 

0\ 
WAIPAWA 46.57 3 39.5 44.22 46.28 56,11 55.47 50.2 59.4 41.41 47,19 

0 
"¢ 

PAHIATUA 50.37 45.26 51.96 57.25 54,95 50.3 58.85 42.68 48.51 

rllASTERTDN 37.6 3 <'>1.6 51.57 48.5 58.51 60.61 48.57 52.56 44.18 46.5 

WAIRARAPA 43,51 3 32.17 39.74 43.48 51.16 54.54 43.05 49,05 37.36 42.35 

EGrllDNT 39. 0/J. 47.16 47.6 41.1 50.34 57.23 54.1 64.46 t~g. 33 55.97 

TARANAKI 38.05 46.83 39.85 45.91 52.03 54.46 52.6 60,79 49,03 56.17 

HAWERA 53.6 47.84 49.66 56.69 

STRATFORD 52.28 52.29 60.82 49.7 55.56 

PATEA 36.49 47.3 40.35 49.12 57.11 52.74 53.46 62,36 46.96 53,49 

sl WANGANUI 30.12 41.56 42.77 47.78 49.23 54.23 50.35 58.83 43.3 50. 8!+ 

0 WAIIYJARINO 36.86 49.15 35 .L>4 L>O, 02 
N 

w 
36.91 3 ~ RANGITIKEI 40.33 44.77 39.81 52.56 42.27 46.16 55.08 40.57 45.5 OJ 

C( 
1--

OROUA 48.55 57.92 50,06 51.28 60.4 44.6 51.95 

PAU!1ERSTON NORTH 37.953 40.37 40.68 42.61 50,66 46,87 47,22 56.61 43.3 49.75 

fYlMJAWATU 38.22 44.77 45.03 55.62 52.22 

OTAKI 46.13 19.94 29.28 43.1 52.21 49.8 47.99 56.14 42.29 43.72 

HUTT 51.6 55,5 59,96 46.52 54.85 38.51 44.21 

WELLINGTON SUBURBS 49.843 41.6 36.05 63.0 56.47 57.83 53.1 49.52 

WELLINGTON CITY 41.82 38.95 42.04 49.4 48.17 54.41 45.03 50.8 38. 1+6 41.32 

NEWTOWN 
(WELLINGTON SOUTH) 

60.083 56.39 63,53 56.73 60.16 49.46 48,89 



1894 1896 1899 1902 1905 1908 19118 19llb 19148 1914b 

WAIIYlEA 16.11 
0 
r-1 NELSON 29.98 22.77 30.61 31.28 43.52 49.64 46.94 50.89 41.64 44.67 ...t 

IY!OTUEKA 29.85 30.36 30.07 37.38 46.8 42c.2 49.23 36.14 39,73 

WAIRAU 14.54 28.37 31.;97 43.23 46.23 50,02 42.99 49.26 39,06 41.95 

iNANGAHUA 42.113 

BULLER 38.14 34.45 39.74 38.83 47.37 54.67 52.14 61.12 50.16 55.22 

GREY 27.05 32.29 31.66 44.92 43.87 43.04 41.8 53.61 41.78 47.36 

WESTLAND 20.19 29.3 27.323 27.58 40.58 37.23 36.04 48.8 36.47 41.96 

HURUNUI 47.0 43.1 42.22 39.39 46.87 35.8 39.35 . 
40.953 c ASHLEY 35.13 41.8 0 

(J 

D KAIAPOI 55.07 44.55 55.97 58.92 57.43 55.49 51.75 56.35 47.82 50.98 N 

w 
. ...J AVON 48.93 32.95 40.78 52.46 49.27 53.85 49.3 56.17 47.82 51.13 co 
o:c I 

1-

CHRISTCHURCH CITY 46.97 36.2 41.77 48.4 44.51 50.02 47.84 53.49 44.78 48.38 

LYTTLETON 45. 02 34.26 40.47 51.94 45.41 50.97 47.94 52.6 46.5 49.53 

RICCARTON 53.693 29.72 35.83 42.18 43.38 49.79 47.23 53.18 43.9 46.78 

ELLESMERE 44.233 39.51 43.94 46.23 48.21 47.84 47.41 51.15 43.6 45.77 

COURTENAY 54.08 51.17 

SELWYN 53.99 36.72 43.61 58.55 50,5 44.67 44.21 49.63 41.1 43.0 

ASHBURTON 55.013 41.49 48.14 62.05 48.0 46.08 46.04 48.35 4~.65 43.75 

RANGITATA 41.97 

GERALDINE 39.78 42.13 50.2 46.9 55.74 

.. 



1894 1896 1899 1902 1905 1908 1911 a 1911b 19143 1914 
b 

TEmUI<A 48.71 55.85 44.31 48.26 

r-l TIIYIARU 34.91 43.15 48.23 54.3 53.5 53.5 52.47 59.12 46.07 51.75 
rl 
..cy-

PAREORA 38.82 

WAITAKI 49.63 1+6. 9 45.24 55.58 53.1 55.65 49.59 55.49 48.41 53.34 

OAIYIARU 51.15 42.24 50.55 56.93 62,99 59.42 53,27 54.94 51.03 50.29 

WAIHEmD 70.993 40.07 90.31 
3 

IYIT IDA 48,26 50.47 

lUA IKOUA I TI 61.413 Ltl.9 48.01 56.28 59.95 

CHALIYIERS 57.45 60.843 55.44 57.52 55.76 61.63 48.59 52.25 

DUI~EDIN 50.43 30.62 43.53 49.41 49.13 56.64 51.28 57.25 45.21 48.52 . 
~~ CAVERSHAIYI 53.65 29.33 43.06 54.44 49.24 55.36 50.16 . 56.01 42.3 45.96 

~I 
(DUNEDIN SOUTH) 

TAIERI 50.9 39,69 48.62 54,97 57.1 59.54 

~I TIJAPEI<A 38,88 3 32.93 41.66 51.32 45.19 52.67 

OT.L\GO CENTRAL 48.81 55.33 41.4 46.19 

BRUCE 90.38 3 51.25 3 
61.313 59.88 61.02 57.18 55.9 53.34 50.46 

CLUTHA 74.0 54.24 60.14 62.14 63.48 65.21 56.85 57.59 5~5. 9 52.42 

IYIATAURA 51.87 112.87 53.83 60.91 59.39 55,83 54.07 55,45 52,88 53.3 

WAKA TIPU 22.643 30,74 32,83 43.11 43.77 43.84 39.82 48,8 39.19 1;2,57 

WALLACE 58.37 3 32.35 37 0 77 55.3 56.72 49.67 L>6, 28 55.22 '+0. 42 44.25 

INVERCARGILL 53.52 40.15 50.91 59.82 60,13 55.99 53.76 55.03 51.12. 51.6 

AWARUA 65.49 3 39.01 42.28 59.47 57.65 52.17 50.43 57.65 46.95 50.33 

1 • Vote re, publicans' licences only 2, a = no-license poll 3. Void 
b = national prohibition poll 
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TABLE 21 

National support for local no-licsnss, local continuancs, 

local rsduction, national prohibition and national continuancs, 

1894-1914, as a psrcsntags of total valid votss. 

YEAR CONTINUANCE REDUCTION NO-LICENSE NATIONAL NATIONAL 
CONTINUANCE PROHIBITION 

18941 39.46 14.97 45.57 

1B96 53.71 36.38 37.83 

1899 50.54 38.23 42.07 

1902 47.89 43.16 48 89 

1905 47.18 40.45 51.28 

1908 45.41 42.35 53.45 

1911 50.25 49.75 44.17 55.83 

1914 54.46 45.54 51.01 48.99 

1. Vots rs. publican's licsncss only. 
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Percentage of electorates with a vote of more than 50% in 

favour of no-license and national prohibition which had a 

reduced vote for prohibition at the following poll, compared 

with percentage of all electorates that had a reduced vote 

for prohibition. 

YEAR OVER so% f.\LL ELECTORATES 

1899 60.00 22.03 

1902 37.5 12.07 

1905 60.00 33.82 

1908 53.85 38.1 

1911 
a 

87.23 81.2 

1911 
b 

38.29 27.28 

1914 
a 

100.00 97.05 

l9li} b 
100.00 100.00 

10 19lla = No-license poll 

2. 

l9llb = 

= 

Only valid 

1899 ~ 3 

1902 - 3 

1908 - 5 
1911 a_ 2 
19llb- 2 
1914a- 2 

national prohibition poll compared with 1908 no
license poll. This is more significant than 
191!8. 

No-license poll compared with l9lla. 

National prohibition poll, compared with l9llb. 

polls considered. Invalid polls were: 

Some of these invalid polls were the results of boundary 
changes 9 .with new electorates being non-comparable with 
any prev1ous electorate. 
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